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P.Goalby

Abstract

Rare and previously thought of as improbable events by some are becoming more complex
interconnected and cascading in nature (Helbing, 2013; Hsu, 2012; Ball, 2011; Perrow, 2011;
Coleman, 2006; Beck, 2003). This research aims to learn more about how leaders respond to crisis
by using a case study approach and a narrative inquiry methodology. It further binds the findings
and analysis by postulating the idea of fluid observations in organisational theory, grounded in
narratives. A narrative corpus of nineteen semi-structured interviews were collected and inductive
analytical methods applied to the data. The researcher adheres to a social constructionist paradigm
and takes a critical approach towards the literature in leadership studies and crisis management.
This study provides narrative empirical data from a manufacturing organisation that had been
affected by a cascading anthropogenic crisis and natural disaster. Several leadership actions
prevented the organisation from entering administration and large-scale investment was attracted.
The organisation was considered by some to have recovered from crisis in certain areas. Convergent
and divergent narratives were then analysed looking for perceptions of the interpretation of crisis
and leaders’ actions. Boje’s (2011) antenarratives were also analysed looking at classifications of
antenarratives present in the narrative corpus. The research found multiple examples of convergent
and divergent narratives on both leaders’ actions and crisis. Implications for theory were emergent
from narrative empirical data relevant to implicit leadership, social identity, diglossic linguistics,
psychosocial, social information processing and antenarrative theories. The research is subjective in
nature and provides insights based on narratives permeating all strata of the organisation.
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How do Leaders Respond to Crisis? A Narrative Inquiry

Chapter One

Introduction

The research will investigate whether there are several different views on the definition of a crisis
and leaders’ responses within the organisation. It will address whether there are differing
perceptions on what a leader should be and how they should respond to a crisis. By using a single
case study, in depth analysis of narrative can be facilitated. To enable the use of narrative inquiry
and fit the limitations of the resources it is only possible to analyse one case. The use of narrative
inquiry provides insights that other methodologies cannot in terms of its rich and in-depth
information regarding the use of narratives and perceptions within the organisation. The research
will also look at whether some narratives may have been intended as organisational narratives and
the subsequent emergence of alternative counter-narratives. Taking a social constructionist
approach, I will be careful not to accept terminology axiomatically (Learmonth & Morrell, 2017)
rather keep an open and questioning mind regarding concepts and terminology.

1.1 Why is this this topic important and of interest?
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This thesis was inspired by Taleb’s (2009) work on Black Swan events. These are large scale crisis
events that are extremely rare and unprobeable in their nature yet increasing in their commonality
(Helbing, 2013; Hsu, 2012; Ball, 2011; Perrow, 2011; Coleman, 2006; Beck, 2003). Taleb (2009)
argues that these Black Swan events are becoming far more common as the world becomes more
complex, technology increases and systems become more interconnected. This is a sentiment
shared by Perrow (2011), within the crisis management debate, who looked at several crises and
drew similar conclusions. Perrow, (2011) looked at the Bhopal, Chernobyl and Challenger disasters
and posited that some systems can become interactively complex. Crisis in these systems are called
‘systems accidents’ or ‘normal accidents’. This means that several systems become interdependent
and several layers of contingency are reliant on those interdependent systems. This could mean
that, as crisis unfolds, actions could be taken by operators that compound the crisis because they
don’t immediately understand the nature of the ‘interactive complexity’. Perrow, (2011) also argues
that the coupling of the systems contributes to a cascading effect that ripples these types of
systemic crises through several interacting systems. Perrow’s (2011) work suggests loosening the
couplings between systems to avoid cascading crises. Recent work in crisis management posits that
a crisis extends beyond geographical boundaries, jurisdictions, multiple policy areas and various
sectors and morphs as it progresses (Ansell, Boin & Keller, 2010). Ansell, Boin & Keller, (2010) note
that work on the effects of these types of crises, and the demands they place on management, is
under-researched.
As work in crisis management (Perrow,2011) indicates, systems can naturally become interactively
complex, tightly coupled and trans-boundary in nature (Ansell, Boin & Keller, 2010). As these
theoretical explanations indicate, the number of cascading crises is increasing and the calls for
leaders to face ever more complex crisis situations is becoming commonplace. This aspect of crisis
management is recognised, by global experts, as significant. The World Economic Forum (WEF)
produces an annual assessment of global risks. In this document academics and business specialists
in the field ‘take the temperature’ of global risks and indicate likely future concerns and trends
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based on data. This type of research is designed to keep leaders informed about where the next
global crisis may come from. The WEF is interested in such research because of the potential impact
cascading crises may have on the global economy. Helbing (2013), writes interestingly about this in
Nature, in an article which covers globally networked risks and how leaders should respond to them.
In this work Helbing (2013) highlights that interconnectivity and complexity are at their most potent
when strong interactions occur raising the possibility for cascading crisis. Helbing (2013), posits that
there must be a paradigm shift away from probabilistic optimised decision-making models in
economic markets where ‘economic decisions are strongly coupled and cascade effects are frequent’.
The idea that cascading crises are increasing in frequency and that we should be more concerned by
them in future seems to be supported by both Taleb (2009) and Helbing (2013). Helbing (2013) also
discusses that reliance on classical self-adjustment or feedback systems will not insulate against the
danger in anthropogenic systems at risk from cascading crisis. Helbing (2013) calls for research into
what can be learned from how cascades can be used positively. The case for more research into
crisis and cascading effects is strong within the literature (Taleb, 2009; Helbing, 2013; Ansell, Boin &
Keller, 2010) but in the past, there has been a probabilistic focus. It is for these reasons that I
believe this field could benefit from a more linguistic anthropological approach to research that will
bring insights into narrative responses to both crises and leaders actions.
Weick’s (1988) work on sensemaking, the way in which people give meaning to their experiences,
inspired me to look at the way people make sense of critical events. This can be retrospective
(Strauss, 1959) and enacted (Weick, 1988) and socially influenced in its nature (Lockett et al. 2014;
Bundy & Pfarrer, 2015; Maitlis, 2005). Those involved might use their actions, or lack of them, to
make sense of the overall events. This process can happen as people are relaying the events back in
narrative after the event and not during (Strauss, 1959; Weick, 1988). The propositions that Weick
(1988) makes about the potential of some actions at a time of crisis to compound a crisis reflected
what I had been reading in other crisis management literature such as Perrow, (2011). When
consulting the literature on crisis, crisis-compounding actions began to surface as salient to the
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critical implications for leaders. Leaders’ concerns may not just be confined to their own actions
compounding a crisis but as in the implications of Perrow’s (2011) theory, the actions of specialist
operators which may not be in the light of the full ‘interactively complex’ picture.
Leadership theory has shifted away from a historical emphasis on what a leader is required to face.
Ancient heroic versions of leadership (Carlyle, 1901), such as charging into battle in armour, have
been joined by contingent thinking that other personnel can exhibit leadership qualities too. Some
of these personnel might have previously been interpreted as supporters. Shared (Pearce & Conger,
2003) and distributed (Cannatelli, Smith, Giudici, Jones, & Conger, 2017) leadership are very well
trodden paths inspired by Gibb, Gilbert & Lindzey’s (1954) comments that leadership is best thought
of as a group property. There is still a need for more empirical data on the group social processes
surrounding leadership social identification as Haslam, Riecher and Platow (2011) identify.
Despite there being so much interest in cascading crises and subsequently induced critical events,
there is very little academic literature that successfully spans the debates from a social
constructionist paradigm. I believe there are some events which can put leadership under so much
pressure that narrative interaction and sensemaking process can change the emphasis on shared
leadership (Pearce & Conger, 2003) and socially emergent leaders (Haslam, Riecher & Platow, 2011).
Combining these two disciplines helps to explore some of the narrative and therefore perceptual
processes as well as explore the tacit knowledge informing these perceptions.

The literature highlights that this is indeed not only an interesting avenue of academic inquiry but
also a necessary one and will produce empirical data that is in demand by the leadership studies
debate (Epitropaki, Kark, Mainemelis, & Lord, 2017). The increasing relevance of improbable crisis
events (Taleb, 2009) and those crisis events which cascade and are transboundary (Ansell, Boin &
Keller, 2010) in nature, means this area of the crisis management discipline warrants further
investigation. The concern for leadership studies is that these events become so frequent and
unpredictable that they create a new paradigm in themselves. This paradigm is that crisis is
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becoming the new normal for leaders and organisations. If understandings of how improbable crisis
and cascading crisis affect organisations are to be developed then more empirical data is needed.
Without empirical data people bound together by organisations may be in the dark when they
approach these critical events. Such a lack of insight can cause crisis-compounding effects (Weick,
1988) as has been established within the crisis management literature for some time (Hermann,
1963). Empirical data on the critical event therefore could inform a new avenue from which the
discipline can develop new theories and conjectures.

1.2 A need for empirical research within the literature

This research looks at the gaps in the literature when spanning the academic disciplines of crisis
management and leadership studies. The research is very focussed upon the narrative interaction,
and therefore social processes, that both shape narratives and leaders’ actions. Epitropaki, Kark,
Mainemelis, & Lord, (2017) investigate these social processes in their work and say that with the
exception of Jackson and Johnson (2012) and the Marchiondo, Myers, & Kopelman, (2015) studies,
they were unable to find empirical research in the literature on interpersonal leader-follower
dyadics consequently shaping the identities or perceptions of leaders and followers. Epitropaki,
Kark, Mainemelis, & Lord, (2017) describe the need for empirical research in this area as urgent.
As leaders and leadership theory look to new ways of explaining events, individual, dyadic, group
and organisational analytical models and explanatory theory, a range of disparate theories have
emerged. Adapting to a postmodern social landscape has been a relatively rapid transition for
leadership studies. A summary of current trends was produced by Dinh et al. (2014) who highlighted
the emergence of 66 leadership theories in their review of the state of the field. The authors
recommended that future research needs to develop integrative perspectives that consider how
disparate theories relate to the emergence of leadership. Dinh et al. (2014) go on to consider that,
by inviting scholars to research how contexts change and evolve processes, as well as considering
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the concept that leadership can originate from multiple sources, theory may be advanced. The
implications of this work have much gravitas in the light of the scale of the review. Dinh et al. (2014)
was an extremely comprehensive piece of work breaking down the landscape of leadership theory
into its most basic units.
The crisis management discipline has seen calls for research to be multi-frame of reference rather
than single frame, indicating a shift towards interdisciplinary work (Pearson & Clair, 1998). Work in
the qualitative research methods literature and the social sciences has become well established at
looking at critical events and how they shape people’s lives. A focus on critical events data has been
recognised as important in psychology and narrative studies (Webster & Mertova, 2007) for quite
some time. They have helped to shape understandings about identities and retrospective
understandings, (Strauss, 1959) something which Weick (1988) later build upon in sensemaking
theory. Work on critical events (Clandinin & Connelly, 1990; Weick, 1988; Strauss, 1959) indicates
that only through looking back at life events can we understand them and make sense of them. The
critical event has a profound impact on those involved and it may have been selected as a unique
case or for some special property of the event (Webster & Mertova, 2007). Both the leadership
studies and the crisis management debate are concerned with critical events with some authors,
such as Hannah et al. (2009), attempting to bridge the gap. Hannah et al. (2009) focus on leadership
in extreme contexts where there is an immediate threat to life. For these reasons I don’t feel the
work quite addresses the organisational leadership challenges faced from cascading crises.
With this in mind the gaps in the crisis management and leadership literature seem well suited to
using a social constructionist paradigm and a critical events narrative inquiry method to investigate
the effects of leaders’ actions surrounding a crisis. By using narrative, I can also investigate a broader
set of leadership theory including those of shared (Pearce & Conger, 2003) and distributed
(Cannatelli, Smith, Giudici, Jones, & Conger, 2017) leadership. Convergent or divergent narratives
could indicate any perceptions that conform or diverge from current theory or if any new
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perceptions are discovered. The consideration of group identities, dyadic interactions, individual
emotions, narrative and leadership processes will all help to provide an integrated view on how
critical events shape leadership processes and different types of narrative.

1.3 Aim, objectives and research questions

My overall aim was inspired by Taleb’s (2009) explanation of black swan events. This sparked off an
interest in crisis events and after much wrangling seemed to produce a coherent direction when
coupled with my interest in leadership studies. Looking at how leaders’ responded to crisis seemed
a natural direction for my research as I wanted to generate some insights into the leadership picture
surrounding black swan events. Later, thinking from the crisis management, leadership and research
methods literature began to highlight an area where I felt I could make a significant contribution to
empirical knowledge. I wanted to capture the full series of emotions and interactions when formal
leaders interact with crisis events and organisations are forced to follow. I also wanted to
investigate how leadership could emerge from anywhere in the organisation. I knew that allowing
data the room to breathe and speak to me would be essential and an inductive method seemed
appropriate to the arena of the research.

1.4 Research aim

The aim of this research is: To learn more about leadership in times of crisis.
This research set out to ask questions of the understandings of leadership before, during and after a
crisis in an organisation. The context of crises was necessary in order to investigate the way leaders
respond to crisis in an organisation. This aim is consistent with the area of the literature this
empirical research is aimed at.
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1.5 Objectives

1)

Use a narrative approach to discover whether there are differences in how leadership and
crisis are conceptualised and what are those conceptualisations

2)

Use a case study to explore narratives on crisis and leadership in depth

3)

Investigate how crisis events are remembered and made sense of and what those
perceptions tell us about leadership and crisis.

4)

Identify any underlying theories that are being manifested in these stories.

1.6 Research Questions

1)

Are there any convergent and divergent narratives on the interpretation of crisis and
leaders’ actions?

2)

What do any discovered narratives say about the perceptions of crisis and leaders’ actions in
the organisation?

3)

What are the implications for current theory and future research because of any perceptions
discovered?

1.7 The case study and why I chose it
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Contextually, the case study needed for my research had to contain certain aspects of crisis and
leaders’ response. It was helpful for the organisation to have faced some form of crisis and to have
implemented some responses to this and to have entered, or been considered to have entered, the
aftermath of the crisis. The organisation that was found, had been affected by cascades from an
anthropogenic crisis and a natural disaster. These crises consisted of the financial crisis of 2008 and
the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake. The responses to these crises were forced upon the organisation as it
began to face an existential crisis in 2011.
I wanted to explore a case rich in narrative and with a depth of data that would allow for the analysis
of leadership and narrative interactions. Having previously established that information processes,
including social processes, were of importance to leadership theory (Dinh et al., 2014). This
rationale led me to select a single case to allow for a depth of data to be analysed, adhering to the
qualitative principles of a deep and narrow focus. The alternative, which was a broad and shallow
study, would not have allowed for the depth of analysis needed for narrative inquiry. As such, the
research is contextually bound and cannot be generalised from. It will provide rich insights and
empirical data on social narrative processes in response to critical events and leaders’ actions.
As a social constructionist, I had to be open-minded going into the organisation with regards to the
definition and perceptions of what might be regarded as a crisis. I also believe that leadership can
be manifested at any strata of the organisation and by anybody. With this in mind the stories that I
began to hear about a local heavy engineering organisation, started to fit with the qualities I thought
a case study for my research would need. This organisation had bounced back from being two days
away from closure. However, the stories and interpretations were not to be as they appeared on
the surface, which was why a social constructionist approach proved to be so valuable in the
research. Initially, the stories were very similar. Colloquially, narratives seemed to indicate, from
the upper executives and some management strata, that this was a fairly heroic turnaround by five
individuals. My instincts told me otherwise and after a short time, differing narratives started to
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emerge, some fairly critical in their nature. At this point I began to sense that the crisis events had
had a profound impact on the narratives in the organisation and began to think about using a
narrative inquiry approach.
Stories about the organisation and its perceived recovery were reported in open source material and
told by people in the local community, even by members of my own network. I had heard that a
local heavy engineering firm had come extremely close to closing their gates in the wake of the 2008
financial crisis. Not only this, but a set of cascading crises also starting to affect the organisation in
such a way that it was two days away from not being able to pay the wage bill and shutting its gates.
These cascading crises displayed many vulnerabilities reflective of Perrow’s (2011) ideas about tight
coupling and interactive complexity. The 2008 financial crisis, and consequent property crash, led
financiers to revalue real estate included in the business and found the company to be in breach of
its mortgage conditions. This was effectively a margin call for the organisation and they were asked
to fill the shortfall in property value. The next event, that had major implications for the company,
was a natural disaster initiated by the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake. The earthquake caused a tsunami
that overwhelmed a Japanese nuclear plant and caused the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster. As a
result, the United States nuclear parts industry introduced more stringent regulation. This put the
US branch of the organisation on hold and negated its ability to prop up the uneven operations at
the Luton, UK plant. The effects of the Tōhoku earthquake had multiple cascades and interested me
in terms of my research. Whilst the research was not specifically on cascading crisis, interestingly,
the context of the case displayed how differing cascades, from differing taxonomies of crisis, can
affect an organisation. Even to the point of the crisis experienced by the organisation being
existential in nature.
The organisation in question produced products to serve the energy, oil and gas sector that were
heavy engineering, fluid dynamics products. These products could have a lead time of months and
the component parts could lead to high upfront costs for the organisation. This made flow through
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the factory an essential part of recovering those upfront costs to break even on the product. Whilst
this sounds elementary, these costs were in the hundreds of thousands of pounds, so any squeeze
on available credit or asset valuation could dramatically affect the organisation’s ability to produce
profit. There were sections in the business, for research and development, servicing of parts,
machining products, apprenticeship and graduate schemes, that were dramatically impacted upon
by the reaction to the critical event. This left some sections expanding on an unprecedented scale, a
workforce reduction of 15% and some roles completely stripped of their equipment and therefore
their previous areas of contribution to the organisation. These events were painted in a very
positive light by initial stories portrayed by first point of contact members of the organisation, the
CEO, COO, CFO, COS and MD. As my search broadened, however, I found a different set of
narratives emerged placing everything I knew about the organisation thus far into question.

1.8 Structure of the thesis

Briefly the structure of the thesis will consist of an introduction, followed by a critical literature
review, which will address the topics of crisis management and leadership, particularly social
processes of leader selection and approval. A methodology section will address what I did and what
methods and methodology I used. A findings section will represent some analysis of the narratives
and discourse. Finally, a discussion chapter will argue that the research questions were answered
and provide some propositions as a result of the research.
The literature review was compiled by looking at top influential tiers of journals from the leadership
studies and crisis management debates. Seminal texts on social process and leadership selection via
social identity were also looked at. The literature review critiques methodological approaches
towards some research that has attempted to bridge the gap between these two disciplines.
Despite some of these critiques being of research from different paradigms I believe they are
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important to include because the trends in the leadership and crisis management debates have left
gaps in regards to empirical research.
The methodology selected was dominated by a social constructionist paradigm and I chose to use
narrative inquiry to collect data for analysis. A total of nineteen semi-structured interviews were
conducted and the MD was also interviewed about the viability of the study. This generated a
corpus of nineteen narratives, which was roughly five per cent of the total organisational population
at the time, although the Luton site population was slightly smaller. Analysis conducted was multilayered and used several frameworks to support it, these can be found in appendices one and two.
Narrative analysis was conducted and constructed narratives about before, during and after the
critical events for each participant can be found in appendix three.
The findings present convergent and divergent narratives on the interpretation of crisis and
leadership perceptions. Each has multi-faceted perceptions and some of the convergent and
divergent narratives are analysed further in the light of leadership and crisis management theory.
There are thematic, literary analysis, discourse analysis and narrative analysis elements in the
analytical content of the findings. This is not to draw away from, but to support, narrative analysis
and the interpretation of meaning from the verbatim.
The discussion looks at the perceptions and meanings drawn out from the narratives in the findings
and discusses the implications for various theories and future research. A conclusion draws together
the threads of the findings, analysis and discussion, to round off the propositions developed by the
research.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review

This chapter reviews the literature on crisis management and leadership. The crisis management
literature was less well established than the leadership studies literature and had fewer high impact
journals. Many of the texts and articles for crisis management came from generalist high impact
management journals. The primary journal for crisis management is fairly low impact so articles
included from this journal had to be highly relevant and well supported before inclusion in this
review. There were a number of high impact journals for leadership studies, organisation studies
and some other topics such as psychology. These were systematically searched and the most recent
and relevant articles included in this critical review. The list of high impact journals (or on the star
system three and four star) is included at appendix four. A number of seminal texts were included
for crisis management considered to be highly influential in the crisis management literature.
Leadership studies literature proved slightly more difficult to select out the seminal texts I was
interested in this was due to the complex and disparate nature of the leadership studies debate in
recent times. I found seminal texts on social processes and leadership, social identity and identity
very informative for my approach to the research question. Both spheres of literature are disparate
and challenging to traverse but there have been calls for further inter-disciplinary work and
integration between the two disciplines.

2.1 Crisis management literature

There is an argument that man-made crises are occurring more often and becoming harder to
recover from. There are scholars who believe that these types of man-made crises are becoming
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increasingly salient for managers and leaders (Helbing 2013; Hsu, 2012; Ball, 2011; Perrow, 2011;
Taleb, 2009; Coleman, 2006; Beck, 2003), some commenting that this is due to an increasingly
networked and complex world (Ball, 2011; Helbing 2013; Perrow, 2011). The impact of crises on
social, economic and financial factors have been observed to be cascading after such financial or
man-made crises and therefore are becoming rich avenues for research.
I will set out the literature that considers the socio-cultural, economic, systematic causes of a crisis
and any compounding factors of crisis that are affected by leader’s actions. The crisis management
literature presents many limitations, some of which, have been described by Pearson and Clair
(1998) such as using a single frame of reference or addressing systems or socio-cultural foci.
Pearson and Clair (1998) call for more studies from multiple frames of reference. For these reasons I
have chosen an inter-disciplinary approach that uses the leadership studies literature. The crisis
management literature has been referred to as a ‘tower of babel’ due to crisis taxonomy (Devitt &
Borodzicz, 2008) and disagreements over the definition of a crisis (Pearson & Clair, 1998). The lack
of agreement on the definition of a crisis in the early days of the debate led to crisis management
struggling to emerge as a reconciled academic discipline. It has since become well established as a
recognised and academically robust discipline but not without its schisms. As the debate moved on,
some foundational definitions of crisis management have emerged, which can be useful starting
points for crisis identification. Herrmann’s (1963) early definition gave four key factors and Pearson
and Clair (1998) gave five communal hallmarks of a crisis and these are still used to define crisis in
many contemporary studies.

This ‘tower of babel’ effect has led to many meta-studies becoming pillars of support for the
literature, notably Hermann (1963). There are some landmark theories such as high reliability
theory (Rochlin, La Porte & Roberts, 1998), normal accident theory (Perrow, 2011) and
transboundary crisis that provide areas of common ground in an otherwise fractured landscape
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(Ansell, Boin & Keller, 2010). Crisis management studies addressing leadership issues have focussed
on contingency theories (Lin et al. 2006; Pennings, 1975) and quantitative approaches Hannah
(2009). Such studies are few and far between and still leave gaps in the literature due to the
approaches the researchers took. Hannah (2009) focusses on leadership in extreme contexts whilst
Lin et al. (2006) uses computer modelled quantitative data and Pennings (1975) chose to adopt a
quantitative questionnaire approach leaving many of the social issues surrounding the ‘social
structure of social systems’ (Quarantelli, 1988) by the wayside. Addressing these areas of the
literature with a narrative approach in mind allows for the evolution of the debate in a much more
social process centric direction, providing critiques and stories about leadership and crisis from all
levels of the organisation. I find that the crisis management debate is lacking in certain types of
hermeneutic studies such as psychosocial experiences of crisis management and stories about
leaders during such events.
Organisational crisis management focuses on preparedness for unexpected catastrophic events,
management during such catastrophic events and actions after a crisis. These events may be manmade, including financial, such as a dramatic drop in share price, or natural disasters. There are
several definitions for crisis management that are well mooted, some having been established for
well over 30 years. Consequently, the question of what a crisis is, is a somewhat worn but
foundational question and one which I will explore and define for the purposes of this research later
in the chapter. Work in the discipline continues to focus on the core attributes of responding to
crisis whilst predictive attempts at crisis management attract criticism for a lack of acceptance of the
core accepted fundamental of the debate, the unexpected nature of a crisis. Some contemporary
work includes, transboundary crisis (Ansell, Boin, Keller, 2010), how charismatic leaders inspire
followership during crisis (Pillai, R, & Meindl, 1991), how organisational structure can alter during a
crisis to help a company survive (Lin, Xia, Ismail & Carley, 2006) and how emotions can affect
perceptions of leadership during a crisis (Madera & Smith, 2009).
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I will explore the nature of globally linked (Helbing, 2013) and transboundary (Ansell, Boin, Keller,
2010) crisis, which can spread over borders and across sectors. This topic has seen a number of
interesting articles written since the financial crisis of 2008. The way in which Transboundary
(Ansell, Boin, Keller, 2010) and globally linked crises (Helbing, 2013) are experienced by heavy
engineering firms is under researched and particularly the voices of potential victims of these types
of crises within organisations. Indeed, Pearson, Roux-Dufort, and Clair, (2007) noted that crises are
under researched in the organisational science literature. The authors also noticed that there was a
reluctance to acknowledge the use of crisis in understanding phenomena like leadership. This makes
crisis a viable lens to view leaders’ actions through and to provide insights for leadership.

From a practitioner perspective Fink (1986) uses a crisis impact factor and probability of occurrence
scale to attempt to describe the potentiality and intensity of crises. These tentative steps towards
thinking about crisis as a quantifiable, however rudimentary, began to make inroads into how we
think about crisis. This article began to get people thinking about crisis and started to establish the
foundations of the discipline. There are some issues with Fink’s (1986) model (1986) that the recent
thinking I have outlined in this chapter consider (Taleb, 2009; Helbing 2013). Fink (1986) posits that
a medium, impact crisis with a high probability of occurrence deserves more attention than q crisis
that happens infrequently. The issues I have with this are twofold. How is the calculation of
probability used? If frequency of occurrence and patterns are used what happens when the pattern
is broken? Also, a low probability event but high impact has much greater organisational viability
implications for the organisation and must surely be planned for with more priority. In doing so this
may help with some lower probability crisis responses. Although this piece has its own
interpretation of how to quantify the occurrence of crises, it went some way into sparking of some
serious academic debate on the issue.
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2.2 The nature of crisis and crisis management

Crises can come in many different forms some of which can be seen as anthropogenic, some
systematic, some natural disasters and some that can compound the effects of crisis on the
organisation by cascading into other sectors or systems and crossing geographical boundaries
(Ansell, Boin, & Keller, 2010). Ball (2011) posits that despite increasingly cascading nature of crisis
the networks and coupled systems that create them, are predictable and leadership should seek to
reduce these cascading shocks. There has been much debate on the types of crisis that affect
organisations and which types constitute a crisis (Devitt & Borodzicz, 2008). Many of these
taxonomies can have both sudden and smouldering effects on organisations some of which survive
and some of which fail. Research has centred on why these ‘social systems’ experience crisis and
why some survive and others fail (Boin, 2004). Crises and particularly crises with human causes,
were mooted to be increasing in frequency making them a rising concern for researchers (Hsu, 2012;
Perrow, 2011; Coleman, 2006; Beck, 2003). Boin (2004) also noted that some decision making
during crises involves some ‘pervasive pathologies’ and leaders may also compound organisational
crises leaving some long terms effects, such as distrust, that can elongate and exacerbate the crisis.
Pearson and Clair (1998) posited that much of the research on crisis management lacks integration
due to the interdisciplinary nature of crisis management. This perhaps highlights the difficulties
scholars experienced in the early years of the debate in agreeing on the nature of crises themselves.
They also describe a “Tower of Babel effect” resulting from scholars studying crisis management
from a single disciplinary frame. Pearson and Clair (1998) provide alternative views on
organisational crisis when taking an inter-disciplinary approach by using socio-political, psychological
and techno-structural research to help illuminate their subject. The authors provide a taxonomic list
of types of crisis that might affect an organisation as a guide for crisis that should be prepared for.
This seems such a subjective area that a list like this cannot be exhaustive, leader and follower
interpretation, crisis planning and contingency must also play a part in identifying which taxonomies
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are treated as crisis. One pivotal factor of this article however has been used time and time again to
provide a frame of reference for a definition of the nature of an organisational crisis. Drawn from
other research Pearson and Clair (1998) give five common elements of a crisis:
1. Unknown, ambiguous cause and effects (Dutton, 1986; Quarantelli, 1988)
2. Low occurrence probability that threatens the survival of the organisation (Dutton &
Jackson, 1987; Shrivastava, 1994)
3. Little or no response time (Quarantelli, 1988)
4. Surprises members of the organisation (Hermann, 1963)
5. In need of a decision which will either have a positive or negative effect on the
organisation
These factors provide a solid foundation for defining organisational crisis and provide a baseline for
investigating the effects of crisis within an organisation. The five common elements provide a focus
on the characteristics rather than the previous focus within the article and wider debate on the
contexts of crisis. In this way Pearson and Clair (1998) provided a turning point and started to
identify some common ground regarding the definition of crises between interdisciplinary and single
frame discipline researchers. This definition has become a very popular starting point for many
researchers addressing issues of crisis (Birkeland, Nielsen, Hansen, Knardahl & Heir, 2017).

Quarantelli (2001) reinforces the tower of babel concept identified by Pearson and Clair (1998) to
describe the debate. Quarantelli (2001) identifies some common problems with applying statistical
analysis to crisis research. Whilst not advocating moving away from statistics altogether some
considerations are given for approaching statistics and crisis. The author also draws attention to the
lack of definitive consensus on terms such as ‘disaster’, ‘hazards’, ‘risk’ and I would argue that
Perrow’s (2011) and Shrivastava’s (1992) work went some way to differentiating accidents from
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crisis. The definitional problem has a particularly large impact on statistical research but as
Quarantelli (2001) asserts there will always be some different ways of how to conceptualise crisis.
Billings, Milburn & Schaalman (1980) lead with the assertion that analysis of crisis situations has
proceeded without a complete understanding of the concept of crisis. A comparison with
Hermann’s (1963) model is made and Billings, Milburn & Schaalman (1980) introduce the concept of
a ‘triggering event’ to conventional models of the time. This shows the wrangling within the debate
around the definition of the concept of crisis, with Hermann’s (1963) model providing ballast to
much of the crisis management of the 70s and 80s as outlined in by Billings, Milburn & Schaalman
(1980).

Pearson, Misra, Clair and Mitroff (1997) argue that the difference between daily managerial
problems and organisational crisis, center around some core indicative factors. They assert that
crisis should threaten the condition of a key service or product line. They also say that crisis may
affect the health and safety of employees, the community or public opinion of the organisation
(Pearson, Misra, Clair & Mitroff, 1997). However, I agree with others (Boin, 2004) that impacts on
share price and financial structure (Mitroff, Shriwastava & Udwadia, 1987) should also figure in
defining organisational crisis. Both Boin (2004) and Mitroff, Shriwastava & Udwadia, (1987) identify
that crisis management and financial crisis have been largely under researched in the management
literature at the time, according to Scopus© trends post 2008 saw an increase in financial crisis and
crisis management research.

Academic interest in rare events and crisis is certainly increasing perhaps with the perceived rising
number of ‘rare’ events and crisis. Mitroff, Pauchant, and Shrivastava (1988) posit that crises are no
longer anomalous, rare, and random or a peripheral feature of our society but rather built in to the
very fabric and fibre of modern societies. Many authors share Mitroff, Pauchant, and Shrivastava’s
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(1988) view and have commented on the increasing interactive complexity (Perrow, 2011) and loose
coupling (Weick, 1976) within organisations which create the circumstances for crisis to proliferate,
something I will touch upon later in the chapter. At a societal level, these unpredictable events have
been termed Black Swan events by Taleb (2009) which represent the outlier events that incite
volatility. Taleb’s (2009) work was somewhat a work of philosophy and autobiography but was
certainly not fully intended as an exclusively expert academic text and has been heralded as one of
the most influential books since 1945. It certainly inspired much academic debate and follow up
research as part of his four-part essay called ‘Incero’. Taleb himself has become a well-established
academic journal editor in chief and continues to produce research on risk and decision-making.
Perhaps Taleb’s (2009) work provides links between academic and practitioner interests.

Perrow’s (2011) Normal Accident Theory states that after a company has done all it can to prevent a
systematic crisis some accidents are inevitable and termed as ‘normal. They are also governed by
interactive complexity, the level at which the company’s systems interact to produce undesirable
results which are unforeseeable on the surface, and tight coupling which means that a system
impacts on another one in rapid succession. The theory was formulated in the wake of the Three
Mile Island nuclear accident so it is unsurprising that the complex systems are salient in this theory.
If everything has been done that can be done to prepare for a crisis and an accident still occurs then
this is what Perrow (2011) terms a system accident and therefore normal in its nature. Marais,
Dulac and Leveson, (2004) criticise Perrow’s (2011) conclusions that building extra safety systems
into an organisation creates a ‘redundancy’ that could help prevent accidents. They argue that this
approach is expensive and increases complexity, which is acknowledged by Perrow (2011). Rather
than prevent accidents they state that this approach could actually create accidents based on further
interactive complexity.
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The crisis debate had seen somewhat of a standoff, exacerbated by the interpretations of third party
researchers, between Normal Accident Theory (Perrow, 2011) and High Reliability Management
(LaPorte & Consolini, 1991). Normal Accident Theory (Perrow, 2011) seeks to describe a world that
will inevitably have accidents within it, in the sense that accidents are unavoidable and we should
focus on what we can do to respond to these accidents after we have made all the safety
preparations we can. High Reliability Management (LaPorte & Consolini, 1991) seeks to focus on
making systems better able to cope with complexity and unexpected events due to the reliability of
its operations. Although the theories seem oppositional, they have been described as
complimentary by Perrow (2011), the proponent of Normal Accident Theory. Although other wellestablished followings and contributions have subsequently emerged in the debate the two theories
are still somewhat dominant within the discipline with one of the major journals in the discipline still
welcoming contributions on High Reliability Management. This is a testament to the seminal work
of both parties.

Pearson, Misra, Clair and Mitroff (1997) posit that many organisations think they are engaging in
crisis management but are really cleaning up the mess of a previous crisis. They describe the goal of
crisis management as helping organisations to avert crises and manage crises once they occur. A
five-phase sequence, including signal detection, preparation, damage containment, recovery and
learning, was outlined as the progression of most crises by Pearson, Misra, Clair and Mitroff (1997).
This was also reflected by Pearson and Clair’s (1998) work in their depiction of crisis management
success and failure outcomes. Pearson, Misra, Clair and Mitroff, (1997) posit that most companies
miss the opportunity to learn, as their primary response is to distance themselves from the crisis. In
my view, it does seem like the signal detection and preparation phases may be very short, or
overlapped with the damage containment phase, as situations unfold and this time pressure may
encourage company leaders to distance themselves from the crisis as a survival response.
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I believe that Mitroff, Shriwastava, & Udwadia, (1987), provide a very poignant analysis of the nature
of crisis in their concise definition of a corporate crisis. They suggest that:

‘Corporate crisis are caused by people, organisational structures, economics and/or technology that
causes extensive damage to human life and natural or social environments. They inevitably
debilitate both the financial structure and the reputation of a large organisation’
(Mitroff, Shriwastava, & Udwadia, 1987).

The article goes on to provide models on the types, causes and preventative actions of crises based
on technical/economic, people/social/organisational, internal and external factors stating crucially
that the warning signals are different for each type of crisis. The scholars suggest that organisations
must be aware of the differences between the phases in order to effectively navigate crises and
highlight the importance of emotions during a crisis. This study also acknowledges the increasing
complexity of crises reinforcing the need for new insights into crisis management via
interdisciplinary research.

Hermann’s (1963) work was insightful and comprehensive making many assertive propositions
about the nature of crisis. I found the assertion that as conflict due to the crisis increases those
affected seem to withdraw themselves more from not only organisational activities but ‘old’ existing
informational groups, intriguing. Hermann (1963) also posited a centralisation of the decisionmaking process and command contingent. This I found interesting because it was very relevant to
the ‘response’ element of my own research question, and the “lasting effects” proposition, was
supported by Boin (2004). It also seemed slightly counter intuitive to crisis recovery and to the ‘stick
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together and dig out harder in times of trouble” mentality. On looking at the approach of Hermann
(1963) I found the meta-synthesis of support from the literature and crisis management studies
omitted a vital consideration of the subjectivity of organisations yet, it still delivers intelligent,
insightful considerations regarding crisis management. The meta-synthesise of the data, I found,
slightly methodologically limited as the supporting evidence was not part of a clear primary research
directive. The presentation of the data, although the author makes no direct claims, has an
axiomatic tone and uses authoritative assertions, which appear to be written up in the fashion of
generalizable data. Aguinis, et. Al. (2011), state that drawing knowledge of causal relationships from
meta-analytic results are ‘typically not justified’. This approach is somewhat at a disadvantage to a
similar research using primary data as the opportunity is lost to ask follow-up questions of the
participants. The meta-synthesis of the data also did not apply the same frames of reference to each
data set, rather it used eclectic sources to provide support for differing points regarding the nature
of crises, making the support thinner than it could be in each frame of reference and somewhat
contextually bound. Despite the empirical evidence drawn from an eclectic range of secondary
sources, it is clear the work has provided some insightful thinking points and shifts the focus away
from management at times of crisis, to the effects on the workforce and the capability of the
business to respond to crisis. This work was seminal in the debate and provided some steps towards
a reference point for the nature of organisational crises and responses to them.
Chisholm, Kasl and Mueller’s (1985) work into job related tension in a crisis at the Three Mile Island
nuclear plant, whilst a worthwhile set of variables, displays some methodological weaknesses in
terms of a social sciences approach. The selected method of telephone interviewing, whilst not
unusable, seems a little distant for the variables selected due to the lack of opportunity for the
researcher to pick up on, and follow up on, non-verbal cues. The pre-coded nature of the
techniques also brings into question using deductive methods to investigate a topic which may need
the researcher to use techniques that allow for the participant to feel more comfortable sharing
personal opinions and their difficulties at work without being in fear of reprisals or appearing critical
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to their line managers. There are also some qualms regarding the questions selected for pre-coding
as they are restrictive in collecting the emotions of employees that one might expect employees to
feel in the wake of a crisis. One might expect participants to feel unsafe, distrusting, without
leadership or betrayed. These feelings are difficult to allow space for in research but restrictive
questions based on the structure or hierarchy of the organisation, such as ‘too little authority’ and
‘quality of work too difficult’, certainly detract from some natural emotions one might expect in the
wake of a crisis. For this reason, I find the study interesting but perhaps an example of what I would
not like do with my own research.

Having outlined that influential studies in crisis lean towards socio-cultural explanations for crisis
(Turner & Pidgeon, 1997; Shrivstava, 1988; Perrow, 2011; Boin, 2004), systems and technical
explanations for crisis management, (LaPorte & Consolini, 1991) are still producing useful research.
In what context an accident becomes a crisis has also become further understood through the
analysis of major events like Three Mile Island and crucially Bhopal (Shrivatava, 1992). The
compounding responses of people involved in crises has been mooted, with Hermann (1963)
describing withdrawal of effort, changing informational networks and centralisation of command.
These lasting effects of a crisis, and ensuing responses by both followers and leaders, are rooted in
social systems. Using a narrative approach will allow for an analysis of the ways in which these
experiences are translated and negotiated into individual and convergent narratives. This will
provide insight into an area of crisis which may have lasting effects for the organisation.

2.3 Improbable and rare events
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Lampel, Shamsie & Shapira (2009), look at rare events and organisational learning. They take two
definitions of these rare events one probability based and the other as unique opportunities for
sensemaking. The authors make the case that rare events are fascinating but this does not always
translate into systematic analysis of rare events and how we can learn from them. They posit that
there are precursor events, or weak cues (Rerup, 2009), that can provide opportunities for learning
which organisations do not always respond to. Propositions about the probability interpretation of
rare events indicate that companies may use them to help prepare for crises. I prefer Lampel,
Shamsie & Shapira’s (2009) interpretation that rare events can be defined by sensemaking processes
in which decision makers interpret events and then exert influence over other people perceptions of
those events (Gioia & Chittipeddi,1991). The researchers posit that autobiographies and memoires
are indispensable data for learning about the politics of learning from these types of rare events.
This would reinforce my choice of using a narrative inquiry to investigate crisis and leaders’
response.

2.4 Organisational design in response to crisis: Structural contingency

Lin and Carley (2001), researched sixty-nine organisations facing technological crisis, the variables
'Organizational Design and Adaptation in Response to Crises’. Drawing upon the literature I saw that
by using the framework of technological crises many of the highly impactful pieces of reserch, have
been disregarded by this work. Factors such as human (Shrivastava, 1992), socio-cultural (Perrow,
2011) and economic (Boin, 2004) crises and, of course, the effects on narrative negotiations
reflecting the social effects of adjusting organisational design before, during or after a crisis have
been mooted to compound or cause crises (Turner, 1994). This leaves the research subject to
unconsidered variables which skew the baseline variables selected. Structural-Contingency thinking,
a hypothesis that organisational structure creates better operational effectiveness if tailored to suit
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the operating environment, was investigated rigorously by Pennings (1975) who found that
structural and environmental fit had no bearing on operational effectiveness. I find Pennings’ (1975)
conclusions compelling and Lin and Carley’s (2001) revisiting of structural contingency and focus on
technical crises somewhat unfruitful. Pennings’ (1975) work was notably absent from their support
and their conclusions are directly in conflict. It struck me that altering the structure of an
organisation is extremely socially disruptive as it essentially alters tacit assumptions surrounding
accepted socially-constructed conventions and norms (Gomez, & Jones, 2000). I feel the question
Lin and Carley’s (2001) work did not ask was whether this social disruption could compound the
effects of a crisis on an organisation. I would also argue that the factors governing a company’s
performance are so complex that it would be extremely difficult to attribute success or failure to
structural-contingency alone and identify a causal relationship.

Lin, Xia, Ismail & Carley (2006), whilst introducing more consideration of social factors in their
introduction to their research, still left theoretical and research methods support somewhat lacking
a solid social sciences grounding. The researchers use eighty ‘real world’ organisations and eighty
‘computer simulated’ organisations to model how a re-structure in response to crisis might help an
organisation survive a crisis. I find the notion of computer simulated organisations, when
investigating organisations, mildly absurd. The very idea of pre-coding an organisation and its
reactions and behaviors is somewhat limited by the coders bounding reality and rationality not to
mention external variables. Organisations and their external environments are so complex that I
would doubt if their variables could be coded even in part. Perrow (2011) hints at this with his
explanation of interactive complexity within organisations, although the citation exists in the
support for the research, a full critical analysis and consideration of interactive complexity is notably
absent. The study also does not say that it factors in external variables to their calculations. The
researchers attempt to be predictive in nature by using their ‘Road Map for Matched Analysis’
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which, it is asserted, ‘serves as an encapsulation of reality’ which ‘generates a series of
predictions…for an effective performance in response to crisis’. Not only this, but the authors go on
to claim ‘we are able to ﬁnd a clearer causal relationship between each speciﬁc variable and
organizational performance’. I find this claim questionable in the light of social science and socioeconomic literature (Turner & Pidgeon, 1997; Shrivstava, 1992; Perrow, 2011; Boin, 2004). Little or
no consideration has been given of the complexities of these social science or human explanations,
external forces or other seminal work on the topic (Pennings, 1975). Bar a general tipping of the hat
in the abstract and introduction, I find these elements of the literature far more dominant in the
debate than Lin, Xia, Ismail & Carley’s (2006) approach.

Although my opinion of Lin and Carley’s (2001) and Lin, Xia, Ismail & Carley’s (2006) work is that it
reveals many inadequate considerations of the literature, philosophical and research methods
stances, I do come at research from a different epistemological background to the authors and can
see what they were aiming to achieve with their contribution. I would agree with Penning (1975)
however, about structural contingency, in that it is not an indication of operational effectiveness and
its impacts are extremely difficult to measure, if indeed they can be measured at all. This is further
complicated by introducing the variable of crisis and the socio-cultural and economic considerations
within the literature (Turner & Pidgeon, 1997; Shrivstava, 1992; Perrow, 2011; Boin, 2004). The
notion of changing an organisation’s structure to increase its ability to survive a crisis, seems
somewhat detached from Organisation and Crisis Management theory.

2.5 Anthropogenic crisis

It is Turner & Pidgeon’s (1997) seminal work that changed the face of the debate. It systematically
looked at the causes of a range of disasters positing that disasters could be ‘man-made’ and have
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social and cultural roots. After the work was published Charles Perrow, a leading scholar in the field,
admitted that the root cause of disasters may be societal and cultural rather than technical, and
indicated that such technical explanations were now ‘mere metaphors’. Catherine Kohler-Riessman,
a leading narratological scholar, also stated that the work was ahead of its time in her preface of the
text. This text provided the first step into the shape of the social focuses of the debate today. Some
scholars still pursue systems, operational and trial and error solutions today, but the effects of sociocultural influences on crisis have been well consolidated in the research. However, Williams, (2008),
provides a critical view of anthropocentricism when learning from disaster, positing a post-social
learning approach. Personally, I see the two contributions as taking different shapes. Turner and
Pidgeon (1997) highlight the value in moving from a technical to a socio-cultural centric approach
whereas Williams (2008) suggests a mode of learning moving further into a different perception of a
relational ontological stance, with social analysis used as a tool for learning from disasters. Willaims’
(2008) work cannot be simply seen as an extension of Turner and Pidgeon’s (1997) socio-cultural
propositions for the root causes of crisis, but rather as a way of providing insight into learning from
crisis which connects human nature with environments.

Turner, (1994) describes an incubation period during which contributing factors towards a crisis
build up and contribute to a major failure. He cites small management failure as a multiplicity of
factors, such as, ‘misconceptions, misunderstandings and miscommunications’, that contribute to
major failures and crisis. The incubation period could be months or even years but they accumulate
unnoticed and remain in the organisations until something major happens to bring them to light.
Turner says the pattern of the underlying incubation period is common and recurrent. Some
researchers have subsequently identified these small faiings as signal detection a major element of
the widely recognized five phases of a crisis (Pearson, Misra, Clair and Mitroff, 1997). Ultimately
Turner acknowledges the presence of ‘normal accidents’ (Perrow, 2011) that can only be avoided by
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a large scale systemic redesign, but he also recommends that management avoids rigid orthodoxies
rendering them closed minded to the incubation elements of crisis and the warning signals. I believe
Turner (1994) was right in the sense that management can develop rigid closed mindedness to crisis
but a social need for approval and reward in both followers and management could lead to negative
incubation features being unreported or warning signs ignored. In agreement with Turner (1994),
Ranciere, Tornell, & Westermann (2008) see a systemic root cause of crisis and address systemic
risk, taking in the financial services sector to propose a theoretical mechanism. The researchers
posit that counties with rapid economic growth experience a sudden downturn in credit growth and
are more likely to experience a systemic crisis. The authors conclude that the fact that systemic risk,
such as high leverage out weighing losses from occasional crisis, can be good for growth but is not
good for welfare and that it is not a strategy that can be used as a long-term approach. The piece
provides a somewhat statistical and mathematical study of systemic risk in countries with rapid
growth and highlights the paradox of investment in such growing economies without causing a
systemic crisis. Such a correlation is very useful to the debate as it shows that at the heart of rapid
financial growth, at a national level, there are scenarios that can induce systemic crisis.

Shrivastava (1992), is a seminal text investigating the Bhopal works gas incident in India and has
contributed towards the literature on human made disasters. The explosion in Bhopal, at the Union
Carbide Pesticide plant, was one of the worst human disasters in history, killing 3000 and injuring
approximately 300,000 people. Shrivastava (1992) made some controversial comments about the
warning signs that were ignored and the incompetent management that led to the disaster. The
company attempted to diffuse responsibility by blaming a saboteur, which Srivastava (1992)
lambasted as ridiculous. Perhaps this was a contributing factor in the event’s negative outcomes
becoming compounded and leading to its recognition as a crisis. Shrivastava’s (1992) contribution
centered around the distinction between accidents and crisis and that there was a clear distinction
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when it came to industrial crisis. These emotive and astute observations led to many academics
reviewing his seminal work (Marcus, 1988; Perkins, 1988; Quarantelli, 1988; Jermier, 1988;
Westrum, 1988). Quarantelli (1988) gives a positive review of Shrivastava (1992), he comments on
the authors assertion that this type of crisis is due to macro-level forces such as human,
organisational and technological factors and that such crises are likely to happen again. Quarantelli
(1988) interprets that the text seems to suggest that crises are rooted in the ‘social structure of
social systems’ (Quarantelli, 1988). This work goes some way to defining factors of an industrial
crisis and has had a deservedly wide impact on the research community. Shrivastava’s (1992) work
undoubtedly begins to consolidate the thinking of Turner & Pidgeon (1997) that the nature of crises,
especially industrial or organisational, have socio-cultural and human roots. This was important for
the evolution of the debate as it provided more empirical evidence to support Turner & Pidgeon’s
(1997) propositions.

Birkeland, Nielsen, Hansen, Knardahl & Heir (2017) looked at the impacts of a terrorist incident on
perceptions of leadership. There are some methodological issues and considerations from the
literature which, I believe, would have strengthened their approach. Firstly, a longitudinal study
usually decides on the research parameters before the data is collected. In this instance, a previous
survey was used on the perceptions of leadership as a control to judge any shift in leadership
perceptions. This does not present a problem but the type of crisis selected, coupled with the issue
of the selected pre-coding, presents some issues for thought. A terrorist incident cannot be
ordinarily predicted and is therefore a sudden crisis, it is also a crisis that creates fear and the need
for people to feel secure and protected as the article outlines with support from Boin and Hart
(2003) and Byron and Peterson (2002). Followers might be expected to look towards a leader for
this security and absolve the leader of any blame. There are schools of thought that say any sudden
crisis tends to absolve the leader of blame by stakeholders and that it is smouldering crisis in which
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leadership comes more under scrutiny and receives blame (Shrivatava, 1992). There are several
questions raised within this type of research; are the variables selected going to provide a null return
due to their nature? Do leaders seek to portray smouldering crisis as sudden crisis and what were
the leadership narratives post crisis? I would have found these questions much more compelling
than a study that may have predictable outcomes in the light of the literature. This study seems to
suffer from the single frame of reference syndrome that Pearson and Clair (1998) identified, in that
it seems to have a psychiatry background and secondly that by using a pre-coded questionnaire you
are immediately shaping participants views of leadership as being top-down embodied by a
figurehead/s. The notion of shared leadership (Pearce & Conger, 2003) would have had to have
been pre-coded and some of the leadership theories explained in such a pre-coding. Whether the
participants feel leadership is top-down, bottom-up or lateral within the organisation was also not
given a chance to emerge. As Quarantelli (2001) points out, crisis management research raises some
issues by its use of statistics in this arena, Quarantelli (2001) also says they are not limited to the
crisis management debate. I believe, similarly, that the leadership debate has some terms which are
not well defined for the purposes of using a statistical quantitative approach. It is questionable what
the terms, empowering, fair, supportive and human resource primacy, really mean to the
participants. Whilst this piece of inter-disciplinary research is much welcomed as an example of how
the crisis management and leadership debate can be used to provide insight into both topics, the
context and approach are somewhat dis-jointed from conventions in both debates. The context
chosen as an organisational context was a ministerial one. Whilst this context is still an organisation
it has very different dynamics to a business setting. Birkeland, Nielsen, Hansen, Knardahl & Heir
(2017) are using a very broad definition of an organisation in this research. Essentially the armed
forces and schools are organisations, but both would have very different responses to terrorist
attacks. A ministerial context gives rise to the question that the participants themselves are
expected to be leaders and will imbue much of the experience, knowledge and functions that
leaders do. The language used indicated both ‘bureaucratic and ministerial leaders’. Coupled with a
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change of government during the project, essentially the leadership of these workers changed
undermining the results of the study. So, in a sense, the survey surveys leaders about whether they
feel empowered by their leader, who was changed halfway through the project. The context does
not display all the dynamics of a business organisation as the workers hold a unique leadership
position in society themselves. The study seeks to objectify subjective terms and perhaps has
selected variables that the literature indicates will hold null values as we know stakeholders tend not
to blame leaders in a sudden, unexpected crisis which is beyond the leaders control.

Whilst the interdisciplinary nature of the work is to be praised the work does suffer from the pitfalls
Quarantelli (2001) posits and more. It signifies a rising interest in inter-disciplinary research but, I
would suggest, is a little bound by the methodology used. A previous 2012 article, published in The
Leadership Quarterly on authentic leadership and follower positivity in extreme contexts, attempted
to span the debates of crisis management and leadership in a similar fashion. Unfortunately, despite
some seemingly useful conclusions, the article was retracted due to some methodological errors.
This, again, highlights the very difficult nature of applying statistical and quantitative methods
(Quarantelli, 2001) to both complex debates.

Many extreme contexts such as war, fire, rescue and emergency may be considered anthropogenic
in nature. Hannah, Uhl-Bien, Avolio, and Cavarretta’s (2009) work again attempts to link leadership
and extreme contexts as a differentiation from a crisis concept as does Hannah and Parry’s (2013)
work. I find the concept of differentiating extreme contexts not helpful to the crisis management
debate. The authors also loosely define it. I find the concept further weakened when applied to
leadership. Two issues are present in the research, a strong advocacy of a definition of leadership by
the researchers if they are applying such pre-coded methods to the research and secondly the
temporal factors applied to leadership in an extreme context. When faced with an extreme context,
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followers are looking for a leader to physically survive the encounter in the contexts the authors
have described. This dramatically alters the followership dynamic and their willingness to follow
maybe based on the expectation of survival or fear and therefore the job of a leader is made far
easier. For a leader to be effective in this context all that needs to happen is the control of fear,
familiarity with the context, experience and the training to remain calm in such situations. Thus, I
feel, in contexts such as these, first responders and military personnel make very realistic
preparations as a matter of course, which is very context specific in each extreme context. The
question is what makes new recruits in a military conflict situation carryout orders and fire back at
the enemy? When in a conflict context this is not instigated by leadership, it is instigated by
controlling fear, trust in comrades, confidence in their training and ultimately levels of previous
experience in the group. What makes people follow a first responder down the stairs of a burning
building? Perhaps leadership qualities or the fear of being burned alive. By the time the extreme
context arises it is too late, any work not done on building leadership bonds or trust threatens the
participants surviving the encounter. In this sense, the research should focus on ‘leadership before
extreme events’. The fact that the research should be focussed on the lead in time, prior to an
extreme event, puts it in the realms of the risk management literature rather than crisis
management. Having established that there can be a difference between accidents and crisis, with
Shrivastava’s (1992) seminal work, I am left questioning why contexts such as Bhopal need an extra
caveat? I feel that the concept of leadership in extreme contexts not only duplicates the crisis
management literatures advances but also confuses job roles with leadership and overlaps areas of
the crisis management debate that have already been mooted without sufficient acknowledgement
(Turner & Pidgeon, 1997; Shrivastava, 1992; Perrow, 2011). It also narrows the options for the
interpretation of leadership styles in these contexts towards the heroic leader as the time-frame,
situation, urgency and imminent threat to life, ultimately mean the leaders’ immediate physical
actions take the lead in order to prevent harm or loss of life. Taking the most basic view of
leadership, that if people are following you then you’re definitively a leader, I feel in this context that
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it is applied to a situation of reduced choice for followers and a context over simplified by the
authors in their attempts to span the debates.

2.6 Practitioner view on crises

Lorsch and McTague (2016), take the temperature of practitioner views on culture and crisis
management posited by Perrow (2011) as a major contingent of the cause of crisis in organisations.
The authors take a critical view and the opinions of several industry CEOs are presented. Alan
Mulally, former CEO of Ford, describes executives hiding information that revealed problems for fear
that their colleagues would pounce at any sign of vulnerability. Later he said that honesty started to
come to the fore and things started improving after a multiple billion-dollar loss making year. Dan
Vasella, former CEO of Novaris, describes decentralising decision making, as one of the factors that
Hermann (1963) asserted affected a crisis was the centralisation of power. Vasella went on to say
that once employees became more performance centric and customer minded the symptoms of his
implementations started to yield a fresh organisational culture. The main argument in this article is
that organisational culture is not to blame for crisis rather it is that the organisation is broken in
some way. My view is that organisational culture and day to day activities are symbiotic, a major
foundation of the organisational culture and leadership debate anyway (Schein, 2010). Despite
being an empirical description of actions by CEOs I feel that the articulation of crisis and what exactly
about the organisation is ‘broken’ were not well explained and support from the crisis management
debate would have greatly enhanced the article. According to Perrow, (2011) and Shrivastava,
(1992) crises are linked with the organisation’s attitudes towards crisis, and thus an aspect of
organisational culture and a part of the tacit assumptions of the personnel in the organisation. In
this sense, some of the practitioner stories contradict the sentiments of the article. Communication,
for instance, shapes and morphs culture, reluctance to be honest about failures, therefore, makes up
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a facet of the tacit understandings amongst executives and consequently is a facet of the
organisational culture. Socio-cultural understandings and negotiations of narrative are central to my
research and careful considerations of the social processes described by Lorsch and McTague (2016),
such as executive’s communications, will be made.

2.7 Financial crisis

Keen’s (2015), work posits the global economic shift of wealth towards China and post-Keynesian
economics, citing Minsky’s (1977) financial instability hypothesis and Godley and Lavoie’s (2007)
stock flow consistent method, which predicted the financial crisis of 2007/8 and diagnosed its
causes. These theories are complimentary and do not give a good prognosis for recovery from such
systemic financial crises as the 2007/2008 financial crunch. Keen (2015) outlines the dynamics of
private debt and offers this as the cause of the financial crisis. The research states that these
dominant theories in the field predict that the recovery will be short lived as the underlying causes
of the crisis remain within the system. Godley and Lavoie’s (2007) stock flow consistent method is
an equation that uses the nominal interest rate, private wealth and government debt to achieve the
goal of macro-economic policy and help to determine fiscal stance. The modelling and equations are
complex but the authors do consider that current emphasis on monetary policy may be misplaced.
Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis (Minsky, 1977), finds it reasonable to view the recurrence of
the phenomena of financial instability in a capitalist economy, as systemic rather than accidental.
The theory states that the economies depend on the pace of investments and an economy with
private debts is particularly vulnerable to changes in the pace of investment to finance debt growth.
Turning doing well into a speculative investment boom is cited as the core instability of a capitalist
economy. Ultimately problems come with the exchange of present day money for the purchase of
future money based on the profits of the organisation; as investment increases so does the value of
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base assets and the cost of labor rises. This causes a systemic crash when rising asset and labor
costs threaten to outstrip the capital investment. Hence Minsky (1992) saw financial instability as an
impact of debt on systemic behavior and the validation of debt in a model of a capitalist economy
that did not require exogenous shocks or crises to produce a systemic crisis on a cyclical basis
(Minsky, 1992). This theory is vital for the crisis management debate as not only does it affect the
way companies approach the valuation and holdings of their assets but it also predicts that financial
crises are indeed systemic to a capitalist economy. This harsh lesson was a major cause of crisis for
my subject organisation and the re-valuing of their assets and consequent breach of finance
agreements signaled the apex of the crisis, bringing the company to within two days of
administration. Companies which have learned this through experience and isolate their real estate
assets, insulate themselves against the shocks of a financial crisis, but those which have not, leave
themselves vulnerable to the financial phenomena predicted by these two major post-Keynesian
theories (Minsky, 1977; Godley & Lavoie, 2007). Galbraith, (2015) criticises Minsky (1992) for
focusing too heavily on the financial system and not looking at things like employment or technology
and their impact on the system, even though Minsky (1992) does do this, to an extent, by looking at
increasing labor costs. I believe that Galbraith, (2015) and Minsky (1992) are drawing similar
conclusions about capitalism but Galbraith, (2015) does not see Minsky’s work as stepping outside of
a financial framing. Galbraith, (2015) seems to be indicating that ‘the new economic normal’ needs
to be a balance between capitalist policies and socialist interventions, such as government support
for public banks and a guaranteed living wage income. On a number of critiques of source material
Galbraith, (2015) misses the mark and lacks an analysis of institutions during crisis and recovery.
Nonetheless Galbraith, (2015) attempts to explain the post 2008 economic environment and some
possible avenues for research. Dowell, Shackell and Stuart’s (2011) research indicated that smaller
boards and more centralised CEO power might provide a good strategy for surviving financial
distress. Whereas Li, et al. (2012) believe western firms can learn from the balanced Yin and Yang
Chinese philosophy to encourage stability and innovation in the financial markets. There has been
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an uplift in research looking at different cultures and their responses, or ability to navigate, financial
crises since the 2008 financial crisis.

Wilson and Grant (2012), in their concluding remarks, in a compendium of articles on financial crisis,
draw attention to the serious after-shocks of the 2008 crisis in 2011 triggered by the United States
inability to cope with its debt and the continuing Eurozone crisis. They highlight the transference
from a banking crisis to a sovereign debt crisis instigating investors to flood safe havens, such as gold
and the swiss franc. This reinforces Minsky’s (1977) and Godley & Lavoie’s (2007) theories for a poor
prognosis of recovery from financial crisis, and the systemic nature of crisis within capitalist financial
debt fueled investment systems. Remarkably, and pivotally, Wilson and Grant (2012) identify that
the weakness of political leaders was exposed during the 2011 crash even if they did decide to unite
in the light of globalised financial markets. This also brings to light the question of the beneficiaries
of shorting shares or currency markets which make profits far quicker than long term investments
during moments of perceived crisis. The authors highlight that there was surprisingly little reform of
the financial system in response and tax-payers money was used to shore up banks and the financial
system. Austerity has won out, rather than Keynesian calls for expansion (Wilson & Grant, 2012),
flying in the face of debt predictions by reinforcing Minsky (1977) and Godley and Lavoie (2007).
Fox, (2013) states that the reaction to the financial crisis was smarter than the reaction to the 1930’s
crisis which caused a global financial depression. The system was altered after the 1930’s
depression ushering in a crisis free era for decades (Fox, 2013). After 2008 the system largely
remains intact and neoliberalism has survived due to the reaction to the crisis. Fox, (2013) also hints
at ‘more learning experiences soon’ in agreement with Wilson and Grant (2012), Minsky (1977) and
Godley and Lavoie (2007).
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2.8 Transboundary crisis and globally networked risk

Helbing (2013) identifies responses to globally networked risks and applies Perrow’s (2011)
interactive complexity to risk analysis. The author argues that the complexity within economic
systems and the interconnected nature of systems are building ever increasing amounts of risk due
to their increasingly connected nature and complexity (Bell, 2011; Ansell, Boin & Keller, 2010).
These include technological and functional systems such as transport, finance and health. Helbing
(2013) also states that social behavioural expectations or rules may change in response to crisis as a
single tweet or social media post can cause social unrest and outrage within seconds. The author
also says, that these social aspects are often ignored by existing risk models, and tightly coupled
systems can interact in ways that produce unpredictable results. There is also an assertion that it is
possible to predict under what conditions systems are prone to cascading crisis. This work brings
together many aspects of crisis management, risk and decision making with a broad base of solid
academic and practitioner support, such as the World Economic Forum global risks report (WEF,
2017) based on a combination of contributors both academics and practitioners from around the
world. It is a good state of the art article drawing attention to this under-researched area of
complex interactions and tightly coupled systemic connections that can be involved in cascading or
transboundary crisis. For my research this is highly important as the subject organisation
experienced a combination of effects and crises, both human and natural, that had a significant
impact upon the organisation. In a sense the organisation itself was also tightly coupled.

Ansell, Boin and Keller (2010) crucially posit that crises are becoming increasingly transboundary in
nature, reflecting a trend in the literature (Posner, 2004; Power, 2007). They highlight that
transboundary crises have three distinct features, political horizontal and vertical effects, functional
such as jumping from a financial to an industrial setting and temporal where the time element of
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such crises is felt years down the line such as 9/11 (Ansell, Boin & Keller, 2010). Ansell, Boin and
Keller (2010) posit that there are four main capacities needed to respond rapidly to a transboundary
crisis: 1.) Professional and first responders surge capacity; 2.) Sophisticated supply chain
management; 3.) Fast track, responsive operating procedures with timescales in hours, days or
weeks; 4.) An integrated command center. It was possible to identify many of these responses from
the immediate actions of the executives within the subject organisation. Tieying, Sengul, and Lester
(2008) describe a similar, but subtly different, phenomena, ‘spill over’ which is where a crisis in one
company transfers to another such as the Air France Concord crash affecting the operations of
British Airways because they also flew concord. Both Ansell, Boin and Keller’s (2010) and Tieying,
Sengul, and Lester’s (2008) work provide good overviews of these increasingly important areas of
interconnectedness and continue to bring light to Perrow’s (2011) interactive complexity. Ansell,
Boin and Keller’s (2010) add to the trend in the literature and assert that they believe this is an area
of research which is under researched.

2.9 High reliability organisations

Rochlin, La Porte and Roberts (1998) work has become a seminal study on the investigation of
naturally occurring high reliability. The study sampled flight operations of an aircraft carrier and
posited that some organisations are, by nature, required to be highly reliable, as their operations are
of such a nature that they would incur catastrophic failure or large loss of human life if they did incur
failure. It is perhaps the introduction of this article that has led to researchers interpreting that High
Reliability Organisations and Normal Accident Theory do not fit together well when in fact Perrow
(2009) has rebutted such assertions. Rochlin, La Porte and Roberts (1998) introduce High Reliability
Organisations in comparison with Normal Accident Theory and state that some organisations,
despite tight coupling and interactive complexity, are highly reliable and do not suffer catastrophic
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failures. The authors moot the concept of self-design and self-governance for this type of
organisation to emerge. Rochlin, La Porte and Roberts (1998) findings include that of retaining
experienced personnel, which comes at a financial cost, operational overlap, where personnel learn
90% of their jobs and then learn another to introduce overlap, self-governed and systemic
redundancy, so there are several systems or processes as a safety mechanism. They also moot
authoritative overlap, which allows for flexibility to deal with complexity in systems. Roberts (1990)
work researches a nuclear aircraft carrier and moots that if such a high reliability system were to
engage in cost cutting it may reveal its accident ‘prone’ nature and render it low reliability. Crucial
questions that Roberts (1990) leaves open are: How do people come to understand the loosing of
structure at the appropriate time? Are High Reliability leaders adherent to some type of
contingency theory? (Pennings, 1975). Although there have been attempts to foray into these
questions (Lin and Carley, 2001; Lin, Xia, Ismail & Carley, 2006) they still remain pertinent to the
debate and as an extension of this thinking the way in which this ‘temporal fluid authority’ can be
affected by social interactions is an under researched area.

Shrivastava, Sonpar & Pazzaglia, (2009) have engaged in exchanges with Perrow (2009) regarding
High Reliability Organisations in what has been their interpretation of the relationship between the
two theories and that it is dialectical. Perrow (2009) asserted that the relationship between the two
theories was complimentary not dialectical. Perrow (2011) stated that after all the efforts, High
Reliability suggests that if accidents still occur in interactively complex and tightly coupled
organisation, they are regarded as ‘normal’, systemic and anticipated by Normal Accident Theory
(Perrow, 2011). Other scholars, such as Minsky (1977) and Godley & Lavoie (2007), also make such
predictions about the systemic nature of crisis in financial markets and their inevitability.
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Discussion on crisis free expectations from organisational systems is found in LaPorte & Consolini’s
(1991) work. The authors argue that despite the theoretical challenges continuously reliable
organisations have high levels of structural adaptability. Functional and decision-making processes
give a ‘layered complexity’ that can insulate against crisis. This is contrasted with organisations that
operate on a trial and error basis for their systems which, could be argued is a very simplistic view of
organisations. Weick and Sutcliffe, (2015) comment that high reliability organisations monitor small
failures to make the system more robust. The author also say that these highly reliable
organisations resist over simplification of their systems and develop and maintain a commitment to
resilience. Crucially Weick and Sutcliffe (2015), identify an implicit deference to expertise at any
level of the organisation and put processes or tacit knowledge in place for power or decision-making
structures to change to avert crises. This is a pivotal and humble perception of leadership that is
common in critical military systems. Much of the research surrounding high reliability uses cases
based on naval aircraft carriers and their continuously reliable systems. This adaptability and
counter intuitive perception of the importance of expertise to the extent that the organisations
structure will change to allow the expert to avert a crisis is key to social processes surrounding
leadership and crisis. During the Cuban missile crisis (Chace, 2015), a Royal Air Force Sergeant was
drafted in from the UK to be a personal expert adviser to president Kennedy, such was the
recognition of his expertise. Weick and Sutcliffe (2015) also talk about auditing your organisation on
how ‘mindful’ it is. The capacity to develop a reporting culture, a just, flexible and learning culture,
to help lay the groundwork for the adaptability and tacit knowledge about leadership, that is needed
to resist rare crises. The ideas of developing tacit knowledge surrounding leadership, structure and
an adaptability to systems that avoid crisis, is significant for this research. Gathering more empirical
data on tacit knowledge surrounding these themes in organisations will push the field forward.
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2.1.1 Resilience to crisis

According to Sommer, Howell, & Hadley (2016) during times of risk and uncertainty it is the ability of
the workforce to persist in what they are doing that develops resilience and ensures the survival of
the organisation. Kayes and Yoon (2016), state that learning from organisational crisis must involve
building a culture of resilience through: development of a systems safety culture; strategic and
tactical scenario planning; continuity planning and assessment; situational awareness; simulations
and culture building (Kayes & Yoon, 2016). Duchek (2014) defines resilience as anticipating threats
and trends, coping with unexpected and rare events and learning from those events. Sommer,
Howell, & Hadley’s (2016) positivist, quantitative study relied on questionnaires based on a likert
scale for intensity of emotion, it identifies a correlation between transformational leadership and
resilience. There is a chance that the pre-coding and use of dialectical models to assess this
correlation did not address participant perceptions of leadership and context. Questions based on
positive or negative emotions may generate responses based on the participants perceptions of
good and bad leadership and how they sensemake (Weick, 1988) of the events. Although this study
gives a quantitative indication that a certain leadership style can encourage resilience I believe there
are some contextual considerations needed to put the study in perspective. The context selected
was a Canadian health service crisis, a beds shortage. A primary motivator to carry on and develop
resilience may have simply been the life and death circumstances to which nurses and doctors are
subjected to on a daily basis. Transformation also impinges on the subject’s morality and motivation
both of which the context lends itself to anyway. Westaby, Probst and Lee (2010) posit that contextspecific reasons are key to leaders’ decision making and use a behavioural reasoning theory analysis
to justify this. This backs up the idea that any leaders perceived to be more effective at navigating
crisis may in fact, be using context-specific reasoning and developed heuristics. In my view
emergency situations or in situations involving life and death the moral and motivational
requirements from individuals is of high motivational and moral standards to effect perceptions
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positively. Using analysis based on transformational leadership may do nothing but give positive
correlations. Consequently, whether the transformation model can be used as an analytical tool
during extreme (Hannah, 2009) contexts could be questioned in future research. This proposition is
something that the findings and discussion of Haddon, Loughlin, and McNally, (2015) evidence, as
the researchers in this study had difficulties in applying the transformation model across contexts.

2.1.2 Why crisis management is not change management

Crises have victims, (Marcus, & Goodman, 1991) in the case of the Bhopal gas incident thousands of
people affected by one incident. Shrivatava’s (1992) interpretation was that the event occurred
because of shoddy management preparation, manuals for responses to such rare events simply
inferred that this was uncharted territory and highly unlikely. So, from the point of view of impact a
change management program does not have such obvious victims that a crisis event has. Crisis also
has the potential to cause deep and lasting trauma (Stein, 2016) to those victims of either a mental
or physical nature. Change management programs are often done to avert or in response to a crisis
but are not characterised by the dame factors as a crisis (Pearson & Clair, 1998). There is no sudden
event that threatens what can be argued to be the organisation’s viability properties, either it’s
assets, financial solvency, employment of staff or potential for turnaround. Crises are crises because
they have such devastating impacts upon all that falls into their sphere of influence. Change
management on the other hand can be done without time pressure, can be in response to nonviability threats, it may not have any victims, it can be planned at length and it can be led without
the pressures of a critical event and all the trappings of communication that come with such an
event.
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Out of 142 team members and 33 leaders, Nohe & Michaelis (2016) propose that trust in leaders is
high during periods of organisational change. Whilst change is not crisis there are some similar
considerations to be made about change and crisis. High change levels impacted at the team level
but not at the individual level, according to the authors study. The article goes on to explain that
individual trust in leaders can be imbued, by a charismatic leader,at the individual level.
Furthermore, these individual effects can contribute to the development of team organisational
citizenship behaviour. This study seems to accept, axiomatically, terms such as leader and follower
and presents the question of whether it can be described as having a high level of criticality. The
researchers’ methodological approach explains using measures and that one of the parameters for
those measures is, “shows sensitivity and needs to the other members in the organisation”. I would
ask four questions of such a methodological approach and measurement. Can feelings be
measured? Can the perceptions of other people’s perceptions of feelings be measured, or even
explained, by participant accurately? Does everybody interpret emotion in the same way? How can
a leader be seen to be sensitive? All of these questions hint at perceptions rather than structure and
positivism being a more insightful methodological approach than measurement. This approach
attempts to bring objectivity to subjective variables. Despite what I perceive to be the
methodological weaknesses of the study it does approach some worthwhile topics. How do people
perceive their leader during times of change? If, as in this study, we accept the hypothesis that
people trust their leader highly during a change process, we can distinguish a change process using
the theory by analysing the differences in individual level emotions each event incites. If we look at
critical event theory (Webster & Mertova, 2007), crisis management literature (Hermann, 1963) and
psychosocial theory (Erikson, 1968) we can see that crises can give rise to strong emotions. These
specific and strong emotional reactions are perhaps what distinguishes crisis events from change
management, although I am not rejecting that change alone can induce emotions.
Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991) outlines the subtle differences between strategic change as part of a
long terms plan to increase the viability of the organisation and as a result of responding to a crisis.
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They posit that strategic change is much easier to achieve in response to a crisis because of the
‘pressing rationale’ behind the change. They posit that crisis situations and change responses seem
to be studied more frequently than non-crisis strategic change. In essence crisis management
prepares for, and provides, recommendations for actions during and after a crisis. Strategic change
in response to crisis takes advantage of crisis events to provide a rationale for change.

2.1.3 Sensemaking and crises

Although there is no agreed single definition of sensemaking there is enough consensus to interpret
that it is a process that attempts to seek plausibility from ambiguous information or events (Brown,
Colville & Pye, 2015). Weick (1995) explains that sensemaking is where people view a world upon
which they have already imposed what they believe and make reasoning as to how their belief
makes sense of things in retrospect. Weick (1995) comments that sensemaking is not a metaphor
but a process in which events or other situations are to be understood literally. This in contrast to
Cornelissen (2012), who bases their entire study on the use of metaphor and how these metaphors
can shape sensemaking and sensegiving (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). Weick (1995) posits that
sensemaking has seven distinct qualities by which in can be understood as a process it is: grounded
in identity construction; retrospective; enactive of sensible environments; social; on-going; focussed
on and by enacted cues; driven by plausibility rather than accuracy (Weick, 1995). These seven
factors are drawn directly from Weick’s (1995) work which has since seen many adaptations and
applications. Gephart (1993) adapts sensemaking for a hermeneutic study about a gas disaster
inquiry taking a textual approach and suggests that the approach may be useful in deconstructive
analysis of organisational storytelling. Bligh, Kohles & Meindl, (2003) also use a textual approach n
their analysis of the twin towers disaster. The concept that a sensemaking process is driven by
plausibility, rather than accuracy, is reflective of the way truth is thought of by social constructionists
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in narrative studies. In a way an objective truth is unobtainable or non-relevant, the real interest is
that a narrative is ‘a view’ for somebody at some point in time. Brown, Colville & Pye, (2015) posit
that the plausibility developed during sensemaking is reflective of natural human societal tendencies
to make the world seem ‘stable and enduring’.
Maitlis (2005) posits that there are four distinct forms that sensemaking processes come in
organisations, guided, fragmented, restricted and minimal. These forms are governed by the extent
to which leaders engage in sensegiving. Essentially these four forms form a quadratic model
depicting high or low leader and stakeholder sensegiving consisting of emanation, control, accounts
and actions forming a dyadic process between leaders and stakeholders. Sensegiving is a term
explained by Gioia & Chittipeddi (1991) as critical leaders’ actions during strategic change which
influence the sensemaking of others to steer the organisation to preferred goals.
Maitlis (2005) goes on to say that sensemaking in organisations is a fundamentally social process and
uses a narrative to generate data. Maitlis (2005) used a primarily narrative methodology to derive
results, creating narratives, then cutting them down around core issues and searching for
sensemaking activities. Other studies taking a narrative approach towards sensemaking are an
insightful study by Brown and Humphreys (2003), which looked at a period of change in a UK college
identifying tragic narratives. The authors posit that group narratives can be hegemonic in nature
and has the potential to develop a psychic prison in terms of imprisoning or impinging upon the
freedom of the mind.
Maitlis (2005) highlights two pieces of research on sensemaking and leadership Dutton and Jackson’s
(1987) work, which looked at re-labelling perceived threats to increase the performance of a
company, such as turning a threat into an opportunity. The second article cited by Maitlis (2005) is
Smircich & Stubbart (1985) which is cited by Maitlis (2005) as addressing leadership and
sensemaking. In their article Smircich & Stubbart (1985) talk about strategic management and
sensemaking in organisations from an interpretive world view. It is not strictly speaking part of the
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leadership studies literature but since the article was written there have been advances in strategic
leadership.

Colville, Brown and Pye (2012), comment on ‘simplexity’ which on the surface of it would seem to
mean a fusion between complexity of thought and simplicity of action. The idea of reducing
equivocality and producing stories from complex events and actions seems to introduce the idea
that perhaps unusual crisis events are becoming more complex. Colville, Brown and Pye (2012) use
the example of the London 2011 riots and the way the dynamics of the rioting changed from being a
random messy action towards being coordinated by an encrypted social messaging service. This
illustrates that as the world becomes more complex processes of equivocality become more
relevant, especially to sensemaking and narrative formation.

Gilstrap et al. (2016) use a quantitative study that collected qualitative data on non-profit leaders.
The authors propose that non-profit leaders are more adept at sensemaking and sensegiving and
use a number of factors such as temporality to do this. Non-profit leaders were said to use framing
processes such as a framework of before, during and after the crisis to help give sense of crisis
events. Non-profit leaders agreed that organisational crises may be defined as events that are hard
to predict and affect the organisation at the deepest level. Centrality of communication and
sensegiving activities were also seen as an effective quality to help navigate a crisis. This study is
comprehensive in its sample but the contextuality of its selected leaders lend themselves naturally
to navigating crises and sensemaking and sensegiving. This is because of their first responder and
aid support roles in the aftermath of disasters. If conducting this type of research, I would consider
whether the nature of the missions of non-profit organisations build around their leaders’ altruistic
goals, may also incline leaders to help people more perhaps in coping with or adapting to crisis.
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Combe & Carrington (2015) argue that cognitive models are very similar, in management teams,
after a crisis and seek to extend theoretical and prescriptive work, on this topic. They comment on
the premise that as leaders navigate crisis they develop cognitive maps based on simplification of
complexity so people are not overwhelmed by data when they sensegive. Zeni, Buckley, Mumford &
Griffith (2016) explain that cognitive biases are involved in ethical decision-making and that these
biases must be reduced by potentially employing sensemaking. The results indicated that
sensemaking may be different for navigating and or multiple frames of reference. The study found
that, for single ethical concern, sensemaking may be different for that of dynamic, complex and
interacting multiple ethical concerns.

2.1.4 Meaning making of crisis

According to Helsloot and Groenendaal (2017) leaders that are visible and use the right rhetoric are
automatically seen as proficient at navigating a flash crisis. During a crisis they suggest that those
who are visible and appealing giving the public and strong message that their ‘shattered world will
be healed’, (Helsloot & Groenendaal, 2017) are more acceptable to the public. They posit that
during a flash crisis the boundaries between objective and subjective crisis leadership becomes
blurry. This is perhaps a counterintuitive proposition but nonetheless an insightful explanation as it
deals with public perceptions of leaders in the immediate inception of a crisis. Boin, Hart, Stern and
Sundelius (2005) extend the focus on political leaders’ responses to crisis positing that each crisis
tests the viability of the system. They explain that leaders can adopt five key activities to help with
addressing a crisis. These activities are sensemaking, decision-making around critical choices,
meaning making and crisis management as political communication, ending a crisis and learning.
These seem part of a strategic framework that the authors used to try and help leaders respond to
crisis.
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2.1.5 Natural disasters and leader response

Witze, Morello & Turner, (2014), approach the delicate subject of giving high profile advice in the
wake of natural disasters. This be considered expert advice for leaders. The focus of this work is on
scientific advice during crisis giving an insight into the way leaders’ can prepare themselves to
respond to crisis. The piece looks at the way an Icelandic volcano sent a fine ash stream into the
atmosphere that cascaded into other sectors by grounding flights in the UK and the knock-on
consequences. The authors posit that, response to rare crisis events, can be strangled by
bureaucracy and this can cause delays in information dissemination. The paper concludes that crises
need scientific expert coordination and they are often made worse by communication. Boin, Hart,
McConnell & Preston (2010) look at leadership styles in conjunction with the response to Hurricane
Katrina. They say that the need for control and personal involvement, and a sensitivity to context,
are needed to help navigate these types of natural disasters. The authors posit that leader actions
during these types of crisis the individual styles of leaders can make them more or less susceptible to
vulnerabilities. In the case of president G.W. Bush his hands-off style leaving decisions to operators
on the ground and appointing loyalists rather than scientific advisers did not help the crisis. The
authors posited that this led to a pattern of crisis management that compounded crises rather that
abated them which, affected public perceptions of his leadership. It is possible to see from these
two articles that communication, leadership style and some wider leadership actions such as exert
appointments can be extremely influential in the social perceptions of leadership.

2.1.6 Leadership Literature
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The leadership studies debate on the other hand has been somewhat evolutionary through heromodels, trait theories, contingency theories, transformational, character and emotional studies.
Some of these have fallen by the wayside and become less prevalent and some have endured.
Throughout this evolution, positivity and quantitative studies have been a common dominant trend
as elucidated by Ford’s (2010) psychosocial assessment. It was necessary to review such studies if
they had relevance the research question. There has been an increase in leadership research in
recent years (Dinh et al. 2014) with little agreement amongst scholars and academics creating a
disparate field. However, there remains a dyadic hangover between whether leaders are born
(Carlyle, 1901) and possess ‘special’ heroic qualities or whether leaders can be ‘emergent’ via
process (Dinh et al. 2014) as evidenced by emergent leadership theories (Hogg, 2001; Charlier et al.
2016). I will look at leadership studies featuring in high impact journals that relate to crisis and crisis
management. There are several works in which crisis events are perceived to be on the increase and
therefore a global leadership concern (Taleb, 2009; Helbing, 2013). Hadley et al. (2011), explain that
whenever there is a crisis of health and safety there is a need for leadership that takes decisions
quickly and appropriately. Pitting these two perspectives together they advocate that as rare and
uncertain cascading events increase, so do the concerns for leadership. The focus on the leadership
studies literature review is on social processes but the critical works on positivist, contingency may
be included if in a crisis context but only from top tier journals. One of the best review articles from
the leadership literature in recent years was Dinh et al. (2014), this article provides a good map for
navigating contemporary leadership debate.

2.1.7 The nature of leadership

Critical to the leadership debate are the critical questions what is leadership? what is a leader? and
what is a follower? Many researchers use these terms axiomatically and do not find their own
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interpretations of these terms. Leadership studies should be critical of these terms and others to
push the field forward (Learmonth & Morrell, 2017). There are so many writings on leadership that
these critical questions can often get lost in the plethora of disparate theories. The leadership
debate does however have a rough timeline and a dynamic which includes, heroic models, trait
models, contingency theories, transformative models, post-heroic or shared leadership models and
contemporary theory. All infused with a significant amount of positivist work. It is simply not
possible to list all the extant theories here, there are so many different approaches, some
anthropological, psychological, character based, process orientated, traits focussed, contingency,
emotional and social identity based, this list is not exhaustive and continues to become more
disparate (Dinh et al, 2014). Sixty-six theories at Dinh et al’s (2104) comprehensive, state of the
discipline, review. Rather, an intersection of the literature between leadership and crisis is focussed
upon with particular focus on social processes, social identity and emergent theories (Hogg, 2001;
Charlier, et al. 2016) of leadership. Another key question that has emerged in the leadership debate
is the question: are leaders born or made via process? This also reflects the advancement of the
debate from heroic to post-heroic models. These two essential questions tend to form the starting
points for research and can undermine entire research projects by a lack of consideration of the
literature on these core concepts. Ultimately the researcher’s perceptions of leaders and leadership
can orientate or skew the entire research approach, so axiological clarity is important for this type of
research. Some perceptions of leadership, as with any academic debate, have become outmoded
because of what we know about subsequent theories. In leadership this does not invalidate research
on these topics but reasons for revising them must be very clear and provide arguments regarding
subsequent theory. There is a tendency, within the debate, for sporadic research to be conducted
on physical traits and born leader models. I believe the counter arguments for these types of
research are so strong within the debate that they must be addressed by these types of studies.
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Dinh, et al. (2014) review established and developing theories in the leadership debate since the
new millennium. They remark that the field has seen a dramatic increase in research and as a result
theory has become diverse. The authors note that the field has been dominated by single level
analysis of isolated leader or follower effects using retrospective, cross-sectional, survey
methodologies. A useful table was included which denoted the themes of leadership within the
literature and their frequency (based on the number of theories per article). This gives a good
overview as to the most popular theory within recent literature with strategic, neo-charismatic,
transformational, information processing, social exchange/relational, leader member exchange and
dispositional/trait theories featuring prominently within the literature of the top 10 management
leadership journals. However, frequency doesn’t make them the strongest theoretical contributions,
just the most popular. It was noted that strategic leadership has seen a marked increase in research
since the millennium.

2.1.8 Who needs leadership?

Shadan (2011) cites a psychological experiment regarding measuring the degree of error in
synchronised movements. The author concludes that when observations from designated leader
follower rounds are compared with expert participants in joint improvisation with no designated
leader, then observation rounds with no leader show greater synchronisation. For novice players,
the opposite results were obtained. This study, although very straight-forward. gives an insight into
the differences between expert and novice participants and their ‘need’ for leadership. This perhaps
reflects the question Roberts posed in the crisis management debate: How do leaders and followers
know when to relax structure at the appropriate time? Roberts (1990) even goes as far as describing
this as hierarchical pyramid inversion where lower ranks become autonomous in their decisionmaking. Shadan’s (2011) contribution, in a way, encapsulates a very potent trend in leadership the
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concept of post-heroic or shared leadership (Pearce & Conger, 2003). This raises an important
dynamic of the leadership debate. There are discussions not only about leadership styles and which
is most effective for a particular type of scenario, organisation or personnel, but also where and how
leadership is manifested in the organisation. Can it come from lower down in the organisation or
indeed, are there some systems and organisations that benefit from autonomy at the operational
level and minimal leader interference?

2.1.9 Leaders and organisational storytelling

Denning (2006) gives eight different narrative patterns for leaders: sparkling action; communicating
who you are; transmitting values; communicating who the firm is and branding; fostering
collaboration; taming the grapevine; sharing knowledge and leading people into the future. Gabriel
(2000) suggests that one may find ‘story-work’ in organisations where symbolically charged
emotional narratives are conveyed even as attempts for that narrative to become transcendental.
Gabriel (2000) describes finding ‘poetic-work’ in organisations and defines poetic tropes as
attributions of: motive; causal connections; responsibility, blame and credit; unity; fixed qualities
especially in opposition and emotion (Gabriel, 2000). Gabriel, (2000) also warns of the many pitfalls
of narrative work such as the plastic (malleable) nature of the data and that the researcher should
be careful not to mould the data around their own perceptions. Denning (2006) describes the
scepticism that talking to executives about stories is met with, stating that executives prefer to make
their decision on analysis and data in an unemotional way. These difficulties in perceptions and
eight narrative patterns are identified as emotional challenges and ways to inspire others and use
narrative to a leader’s advantage. The text is a deep and thoughtful analysis of the narrative
challenges in organisations and is an important text for this research as it identifies both the
narrative approach and uses on of the variables I have selected for the project. I would take
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Denning’s (2006) thinking a little farther, not simply with the application of crisis but also the social
constructions and narrative interactions that affect narrative negotiation and therefore the
credibility of perceived threats. Herman (2015) talks to trauma victims and ascertains that the full
telling of their story can help in their recovery. Could story telling be as important to repairing the
relational damage (Kahn, Barton & Fellows, 2013) and fears incited by organisational crises?

Dailey & Browning (2014) bring to the attention of the academic debate the lack of research on
narrative repetition in organisational settings. This is an important area for this research as it
identifies that narrative repetition can shape social opinions and follower participation in the way
recall and perceptions of leadership shape negotiations of retold narratives. Narrative is a primary
way of processing information and making sense of it, a mode of reasoning and it is emotionally
charged due to their connection with recalling personal meaning, it is not merely stories (Dailey &
Browning, 2014). The authors also identify avenues for future research and narrative repetition as a
methodology.

2.2.1 Socially identified leaders

Social identity theory of leadership is described by Hogg (2001) as essentially a group process
(Platow et al. 2015; Van Knippenberg & Hogg, 2003) of depersonalization that develops group
prototypicality and leader selection based on that group prototypical identity. According to Hogg
(2001) socially emergent leadership also involves social categorisation. Charlier et al. (2016), posit
that emergent leadership not only provides a theoretical base for a socially identified leader but it is
also a single iteration of what Pearce and Conger (2003) describe as the serial emergence of leaders
that constitute a shared leadership. Bundy and Pfarrer (2015) express that social approval at the
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onset of a crisis can be both a buffer and a burden, this study highlights that a groupings social
identity processes may overlap with social approval processes. An emergent leader is one that
emerges without being invested with any form of formal authority. Pearce and Conger (2003)
highlight that this event is not usually stand-alone and occurs time and time again in systems or
groups lending themselves to shared leadership and the emergence of leaders. Structure, and in
particular juxta-positioning of a leader in space and time alongside followers, can render more social
influence (Pearce and Conger, 2003). Leaders that are perceived as providing more memorable
experiences enable stronger bonds to be formed, than with personnel located far away. Structure,
in this sense, shows that members located in close proximity to each other will rate themselves
more highly than those located further away. Von Rueden & Van Vugt (2015) explain that socially
emergent leaders in small scale societies tend to be hubs for social networks. They go on to posit
that selection as a leader is in part due to their ability to exert influence and congruence of approval
over wide networks and groups.

Haslam et al. (2010) summarise the effects of social identity theory when analysing the emergence
of leaders in a social group. Reicher, Haslam and Hopkins, (2005) alike, posit that based on results
from the BBC prisoner study, a social experiment where 2 groups of people were asked to
participate in a prison scenario, leadership is inherently about the relationship between leaders and
followers based on social identity. They suggest that where the prisoner group had social
interaction, a leader emerged that best suited the identity of the social auspices of the group. The
guards, who operated primarily as individuals, did not generate such a leader and it was concluded
that it is the social interaction that promoted the emergence of a leader within the group. The
authors go on to conclude that the leader constructs their style in the embodiment of the group
identity. Coupled with a sense of pervasive threat to the in-group by imagined enemies, extreme
measures to put down dissenters can be justified in the interests of self-defence (Reicher, Haslam &
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Hopkins, 2005; Hogg, 2005). In a sense the very construction of this type of leader uses social
dynamics and identities to reinforce and protect their own interests and, by extension, the interests
of the group identity. The leader becomes prototypical to the group. Hogg (2005) recognises the
separation of leaders and followers as 2 distinct social groups. The authors maintain that leaders
that recognise their affinity with the group’s identity are less likely to take action that reduces their
prototypicality and are likely to take punitive actions towards opposition, such as vigorously
quashing dissenters.
Epitropaki, Kark, Mainemelis and Lord (2017), review the literature on identity processes with
regards to leadership and followership. They provide some extremely useful tables of
representative research in the field and another table of models with leader identity scales. This is a
very good recent review article with seminal works identified and summarised. The authors identify
an increasing trend of research focusing on social identity and leadership, identity and leadership
development and leader identity and self-concept. They posit that both leader and follower identity
studies suffer from a similar polyphony of epistemological paradigms, citing that some terms like
‘self’, self-schema’, ‘self-concept’, ‘working self-concept’, ‘identity’ and ‘possible selves’ are used
interchangeably in the literature. Hogg, van Knippenberg, and Rast, (2012) write that intergroup
leadership from a social identity leadership perspective can use several techniques such as rhetoric
that champions intergroup operability. Intergroup leadership dynamics is relevant to this research
and further empirical data on the topic would push Hogg, van Knippenberg, and Rast’s (2012)
explanations forward. DeRue and Ashford (2010) argue that leadership is constructed in
organisation when ‘leader and follower identities are claimed and granted in organisations’. The
authors explain the antecedents to claiming and granting such collective identities and highlight that
these processes of leader selection are worthwhile for the attention of future research. I would
question when conducting research under these conditions whether the identities DeRue and
Ashford (2010) present are in fact hegemonic societal and organisational tacit understandings, I
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believe DeRue and Ashford (2010) could have gone further with their investigation on these
influential structures.
A crucial part of the social identity debate is how crises affect social processes and networks. A
piece of work that uses family theory to address relational disturbances and rifts amongst individuals
and group in the wake of crises is Kahn, Barton and Fellows (2013). This insightful and significant
piece of work looks at how the psychosocial aspects of a crisis can cause rifts in the organisation
which may remain after the crisis is considered by some to have been resolved. This affects the
capability off the organisation to recover from future crisis. This might raise the question of can a
groups identity become changed by a crisis? Theoretically Kahn, Barton and Fellows (2013) seem to
indicate that disturbances may become lasting.

2.2.2 Collectivity in leadership

Chrobot-Mason, Gerbasi and Cullen-Lester (2016) hypothesise that those with a strong identity
,rooted in collective identities, mainly the organisational identity and the work group identity, have a
more influential leadership effect than those that amplify individual identities. There is also some
indication that members of groups with a warm attitude instil higher level of willingness to engage in
group oriented missions. Chrobot-Mason, Gerbasi and Cullen-Lester (2016) posit that further data
must be collected on who claims leadership and who leadership is claimed from. Steffens et al.
(2016) posit that leaders that pursue collective interests, rather than individual interests, are
perceived as more authentic and therefore inspire action and motivation. This is due to their
increase identification with the collective interest. Collective self is seen as key by these researchers,
as being more likely to inspire what some might call followership through the perception of
authenticity.
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2.2.3 Complex adaptive leading-ship

Ford, (2010a) proposes an alternative to the hierarchical model of leadership and looks at collective
action. This theory addresses the way collective action adapts to uncertain circumstances to enact
leading from anywhere in the organisation in order to achieve a goal orientated aim. There may be
some wider contextual issues to ask of the data and further research into whether the emergence of
this type of leadership is empirically detectable in settings other than a performing arts setting. This
is because it is possible that some types of professions or activities are more prone to the
emergence of complex adaptive leading-ship. According to the author, change being enacted in this
way engenders an individual to an obligation to a collective outcome that emerges in indeterminate
contexts. There may be some overlap with personal identity recategorization processes outlined by
social identity theorists (Haslam et al. 2010).

2.2.4 Psychosocial theory and the social identification of leaders

Psychosocial development and the notion of self or ego development has become a useful addition
to the leadership debate. Ford (2010) argues that much research loses the consideration of the
individual, without taking account of who people are or where they are going. This is also coupled
with a transcendental view, within studies of leadership, of what leaders are which reduces the
consideration of context or self. Knights & McCabe (2015) also find that much of the literature on
leadership perpetuates the ideas of control, order and predictability ,that leaders use to justify their
actions, not addressing the concepts of self and social interaction. Ford (2010) finds that the role of
leader creates intrinsic anxiety (Ford, 2010). Therefore, addressing psychosocial issues can expand
the field with rich qualitative insights. Ford (2010) uses the insights of Holloway and Jefferson (2000)
to form a narrative psychosocial analysis based on a feminist post-structural paradigm. I find Ford
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(2010) most insightful because of the way context and psychosocial aspects influencing leadership
are addressed and reviewed.

Psychosocial development and its distinct ‘needs’ or crisis of choice can affect the way in which
followers identify with, support or select socially identified leaders. This is because some of the
dichotomous designators for the stages of development can be categorised by withdrawal,
disconnection, unproductiveness, and distancing oneself, all counter to the notion of social identity
and socially represented leaders (Reicher, Haslam and Hopkins, 2005). Erikson’s (1994) model of
the stages of psychosocial development, splits development of the ego into eight stages relating to
various age brackets. These stages are described as psychosocial crises and present the dichotomies
of ego development. The stages are as follows: 1.) 0-23 months, Basic trust vs. mistrust; 2.) 2–4
years Autonomy vs. shame and doubt; 3.) 4–5 years Initiative vs. guilt; 4.) 5–12 years Industry vs.
inferiority; 5.) 13–19 years Identity vs. role confusion; 6.) 20–39 years Intimacy vs. isolation; 7.) 40–
64 years Generativity vs. stagnation; 8.) 65-death Ego integrity vs. despair. Erikson and Erikson
(1998) then added a further proposition that age 85 was a ‘life completed’ stage and some of the
very early stages may be repeated as the basic parameters of interacting with life, which needed to
be adjusted to. Although a very structural approach, this work does raise some very interesting and
useful thinking. Erikson and Erikson (1998) also added in a subsequent proposition that these stages
in life may not be consecutive and individuals may go through the stages out of order. Hannah et al
(2009) applies these psychosocial stages to their research of leadership in extreme contexts. This
work, quantitative in nature, attempts to span the debates of leadership studies and crisis
management.

2.2.5 Perceptions of what some regard as ‘followers’
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There are two aspects to this not only the interpretations of people who might be considered by
some as follower but also the fundamental interpretation of what a follower is. There is argument
that the rethinking of followership (Learmonth & Morrell, 2017; Collinson, & Tourish, 2015)
maintains criticality in the leadership studies arena. I believe that when collecting empirical data
critically, interrogating what the term follower means in context is important, to help discover the
nature of power distance relationships.
Those considered by some as followers can react adversely to crisis planning as the following study
indicates. Selart, Johansen and Nesse (2013), explored employee perceptions of risk in response to
leader produced crisis preparation. The quantitative survey, based on the likert scale, found that the
more elaborate the plan the greater the perception of risk. Scientific content did not seem to
adversely affect perceptions of risk. The authors recommend future research on the effects of crisis
preparedness on perceptions of organisational members.

2.2.6 Socially constructed conditioning to follow: What is a follower?

A qualitative exploration of followership, as a social construct, was carried out by Carsten, et al.
(2010). In order to conduct a study like this, there Had to be a basic assumption of what a follower
is. Whilst I agree with challenging the meaning of what being a follower is, this study may have
adopted an axiom intrinsically within its methodology through the use of followership as a term that
undermines its deconstruction of the meaning of followership. By selecting individuals as research
participants, the researchers may also be reinforcing social constructs that the individuals are
followers rather than challenging this concept. I believe the concept of followership could have
been challenged more critically in this study. The concept that people follow willingly rather than
conform to an enforced perception, expectation or structure, needs further interrogation in the
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literature. Carsten, et al. (2010) “skim the surface” of this issue, but do not tackle the terminology
critically enough.

2.2.7 Crisis leadership

A compendium of articles from the crisis management and leadership debate, edited by DuBrin
(2013), attempts to shed some light on trends within these debates relating to the leadership of
crisis, but there is little synthesis of data. This approach does raise the awareness that leadership
and crisis are becoming more relevant in terms of combining these two fields. Heifetz, Grashow and
Linsky (2009) identified, after the 2008 financial crisis, that there had perhaps been an increase in
uncertainty and the frequency of once unusual “crisis”, that something permanently new would be
required from leadership. The authors essentially said that the conditions and occurrences of crisis
had created a paradigm shift in the requirement from leadership. Do we now need to start looking
for something new in terms of crisis from the leadership literature, perhaps crisis leadership not
discussed previously? The authors advocate that leaders embrace’ disequilibrium as a tacit
assumption due to the changing shape and occurrence of crisis.
Bauman, (2011), discusses the need for an ethical approach when navigating a crisis and how these
approaches to crises (Seeger & Ulmer 2001) can guard against unintentional harm. Similarly, there is
a common trend within the crisis management debate that in managing or responding to a crisis
some unknown, unforeseen and unintentional harm might compound the crisis (Perrow, 2011).
Interestingly the authors contribution centres around how effective an ethic of care is and comment
that, in some case studies, it has improved relations between leaders and major stakeholders.
Maldonado and Vera’s (2014) meta-study describes an American-centric view of the literature on
how leadership should respond to international crisis and investigates the role of cultural
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intelligence. Mitroff (2003) highlights the importance of emotional intelligence in response to crisis
and takes a systems analysis approach in recognising how crisis needs shape leaders and their
responses. Maldonado and Vera’s (2014) paper is an example of one of the few attempts to review
the leadership debate in terms of a critical event. Their focus on cultural intelligence is an insightful
contribution, however, the study seems very theoretical and example bound with a lack of directed
empirical primary data collection. Despite the general terms of the research analysis, some
important points are raised as to the nature of sealing with international crisis. Both Maldonado and
Vera’s (2014) and Walumbwa, Maidique & Atamanik (2014) looking at leader decision making during
a crisis, seem to lack empirical data. There are several gaps coming from the crisis management
literature that should have been able to support these articles and take them in a different direction.
Another attempt a spanning the disciplines by Dos Santos, et al. (2016) included empirical data but
lacked critical thought. Upon first glance, Dos Santos, et al’s (2016) work, seems a very interesting
article on the surface. Both the acceptance of certain dominant terms within the debate and the
mismatch of terminology meant the term ‘process’ was used in a hegemonic leader sense rather
than looking at social processes, making it a less interesting piece of research for my research.
Perhaps these articles represent examples of how the leadership studies debate would be much
strengthened in the arena of crisis response by synthesising areas of the crisis management debate.

2.2.8 The effects of crises on leaders

The relationship between crisis and charismatic leadership is equivocal, according to Davis &
Gardner (2012), yet they claim a causal link between crisis and charismatic leadership rhetoric.
Halverson et al. (2004) claim that a self-sacrificing leader becomes more appealing during a crisis and
is congruent with charismatic leader emergence. Davis & Gardner’s (2012) study of one hundred
and twenty-four of president G.W. Bush’s speeches, I believe, presents a pseudo-theoretical
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contribution that crisis provides a pre-cursor to charismatic leadership. This proposition is rooted in
the belief that presidential speeches provide a deeply personal, meaningful and natural insight into
the reactions of a leader to a crisis. Most leaders’ speeches are written by others and, if not, are
inherently thoughtful and well-rehearsed. Could it be questioned whether it is a perception of how
a leader ought to be seen to act, in response to a crisis, either by an advisor, or by the leader
themselves, that motivates charismatic narrative after a crisis event? Pillai and Meindl (1991) seem
to indicate that a major and deep crisis is needed for charismatic political leaders to become
emergent after (Weber, 1968). They also indicate that the most likely followers of these types of
leaders are somewhat emotionally disturbed, which seems a somewhat immoderate view of
charismatic emergence. The authors paint a slightly messianic picture of charismatic leaders and
posit that they emerge at times of great distress and are perceived to have super human qualities.
Weber’s (1968) propositions around crisis being a necessary component of charismatic leadership
(Rafferty & Griffin, 2004) do, I believe, need further qualitative research in environments that are a
product of a postmodern society. I believe these assessments, whilst robust in terms of their
support, are not helpful interpretations of how leadership can interact with crisis and could have
questionable effects on the way leaders perceive and use crises. Such interpretations can, I believe,
cause toxic effects during times of crisis and slightly unethical ways of leading, such as using crisis as
a tool of fear and raising anxiety amongst a group. This does not detract from the interesting points
the authors make about crisis and leadership emergence. I would, simply, question whether there
are some problematic assumptions about the best ways to deal with a crisis. An example would be
of control being a primary way of dealing with a crisis.

In an attempt to survey members of the Armed forces, Sharma and Pearsall (2016) assess how
stressors impact leaders’ ability to provide support. An extreme context was selected, similar to
Hannah et al’s (2009) work. I believe selecting units with a high number of enemy contacts can
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unbalance the research in terms of individual psychological pressures experienced, some of which
are not fully understood. Many service personnel deal with fear and stress as a daily routine and,
intrinsically, selecting such a sample raises many questions concerning psychological response.
Were responses expressing wider perceptions about how valued they felt by leaders’? The work
sets out to measure the impact of upper level supportive leadership on lower level supportive
leadership. It uses NCOs as a primary sample and units with a high chance of experiencing contact
with the enemy. Responses to the risk to life can be expressed in unusual ways in combat, these are
not measurable and can be undetectable. It could be argued that NCOs adapt to their leadership
requirements as the situations unfold. Whilst an interesting area of research, I don’t believe a
positivist paradigm was best suited to answering this highly complex and multi-facetted research
area. If the authors claim, that they extend the literature by finding that acute stressor situations
reduce the ability of leaders to support lower levels, were accurate then more failures of leadership
would be seen in the Armed Forces. Training and combat effectiveness is an intense focus in the
Armed Forces if acute stressors, i.e. the jobs leaders and assigned followers are trained to do,
deterred supportive leadership then the system would suffer catastrophic failure on a regular basis.
Whilst this is no indication that the research is flawed, I believe such an unusual context warrants
further inductive qualitative investigation.

2.3.1 Transformation model extensions and sub-dimensions

Rafferty and Griffin (2004) indicate that there is a lack of convincing evidence to support the factors
of the transformation model. Although the authors highlight several concerns, they place emphasis
for future research on articulating vision. Avolio and Bass (1999) provide a good history of the
trouble other researchers have had replicating the use of the empirical data the original seven subdimensions proposed, utilising the transformational leadership theory. The authors indicate that
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this may have been due to the closeness of some of the concepts, such as inspirational and
charismatic. Lehmann-Willenbrock et al. (2015) explain that transformational leaders use solution
focussed communication, which helps to stimulate teams into functional team problem solving
(Lehmann-Willenbrock, 2015). Rafferty and Griffin (2004) coupled with Deinert et al. (2015) identify
that there is a lack of empirical support for the four factors of the transformation model. Despite
Webers (1968) assumptions about crisis being linked with the emergence of a charismatic leader, I
would challenge the effectiveness of the use of transformational leadership in contexts that
engender qualities proposed by the model, for instance health care contexts (Sommer, Howell, &
Hadley, 2016), as they may bring back false positives from research. This may be due to
characteristics found naturally within the requirements of the role. For these reasons I would call
for a full reassessment of research providing empirical support for transformational leadership, to
produce a met-study on contextual false positives, even given the wealth of empirical studies on this
model.

2.3.2 The great man theory

This theory states that leaders are born not made and are heroic in their nature, leading from the
front particularly based on military conflict and allegory such as Greek mythology and usually
masculine in gender. Unfortunately, this theory is so ancient it has its roots in ancient Greek
philosophy and pre-historic allegory. The first major articulation of this after Plato (380bc/2016), is
widely recognised as the consolidating of this ancient thinking by Carlyle, T. (1901) ,who is widely
recognised as postulating a model of the heroic leadership, that is, the great man, theory. This
theory essentially states that some men are born leaders and possess special qualities that come
through their breeding that elevate them to heroic levels above other people as leaders. The
presentation of this model was usually in the male gender context and as the ancient debate
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indicates seems to have its conceptualisation rooted in perceptions of pitched battles with leaders
riding into battle leading an army from the front, the historical accuracy of which may have involved
embellished narratives.

In contract to Nice (1998) I believe the Davidic-line model of warrior leadership, David vs Goliath, is
perhaps one of the most well-known stories of the warrior-leader model and of a leader overcoming
adversity to rise to power. Central to the Abrahamic faiths this story has spread with the texts that
accompany them, which have been the best-selling books globally for many years. Nice reviews the
contemporary relevance of the warrior model, perhaps brought to the corporate world most
significantly by the ancient warfare wisdom of Tzu (2012). Drawing on support from Cronin &
Genovese’s (1998) work on the paradoxical demands of the electorate on the American presidency,
Nice (1998) posits that followers clamour when they want something done but complain when
something goes wrong. Nice (1998) states that critics of the model find it fundamentally unethical as
war goes against the moral teachings of most religions. Nice (1998) concludes that this model has
survived into contemporary practice and academic debate positing that follower’s expectations are
often ‘a mass of contradictions’. The warrior model although applied to organisations in its most
fundamental form need the presence of a real war to reinforce the leader’s success no matter how it
is achieved. Much like the phone call President George W. Bush took on air force one from his
father stating, ‘you’re a war president now son’ acknowledging his changed status as a leader,
perceptions change of leaders that are forced or decide to take a country or organisation to war.
This model is so engrained in narratives and social consciousness that it may be some perception or
expectation may be interpreted from the research data set for this project.

2.3.4 Contingency theory
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Ayman, Chemers and Fiedler (1995) look into the analysis levels of the contingency model, posited
by Fiedler (1967), and outline the 3 main constructs of the model; leader characteristics, situational
control and leadership effectiveness. In its most basic form it posits that different types of leaders
and styles are best suited to different organisations and structures. Whilst Penning’s (1975) work is
oppositional to this position, Contingency Theory has dominated aspects of the leadership debate
inciting many empirical studies. These situational approaches saw seminal contributions from
Hersey, Blanchard and Johnson (2013). I would criticize simply changing leaders or leadership styles
until a leader or style is found that best suits the organisation, due to the social effects on followers
even if the approach is “contingency theory” led. Despite the findings of Shadan (2011), I feel a
contingency approach ignores the emotions, social interactions and narrative negotiations of
followers in complex systems organisations. Leadership change can be unsettling and leave power
vacuums in which case temporary socially identified leaders might emerge (Reicher, Haslam &
Hopkins, 2005). Followers may also take these changes as temporal social ques to step up and take
flexible authority in their particular spheres of influence as mooted by Roberts (1990).

2.3.5 Heroic expectations

Heroic expectations are slightly different to looking at a heroic leader which has been covered in
depth since ancient times and certainly very well covered for over a century (Carlyle, 1901). What I
mean by heroic expectation is the way narratives and cinema can condition people to expect that a
leader might exhibit heroic qualities, and therefore perceive these qualities without prompting.
Fournout (2017) looks at the influence of plot and cinema on management education tools. Warwick
(2016) in his critical work posits that fiction can enable reflection and voice thereby increasing
reflexivity amongst leaders. Fournout (2017) cites that using cinema to educate managers has
become a useful practice within organisations. The author posits the hero-leader matrix with 6
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features of a hero: in a role; negotiator; divergent; with interiority (deep emotions and a display that
the hero relates to their emotions); super-powered and on a mission. Most of these concepts are
self-explanatory. The author then applies these concepts to 6 film case studies, extracting leadership
and managerial lessons from them. The most useful aspects of this study are the considerations of
both the heroic social expectations of leadership and the resilience of narrative form in
organisations. This raises the possibility that cinema, and therefore narrative, are shaping both
follower and leaders’ perceptions of not only leadership but also ethical behaviour on a societal
level.

2.3.6 Autocracy in leadership

Dowell, Shackell and Stuart’s (2011) proposition, that more centralised CEO power may help
navigate crises, is in direct contrast to some of the findings of De Hoogh, Greer and Den Hartog
(2015), and congruent with them when team power struggles are low. They explore whether
autocracy can create the perception of reliability and predictable decision making that can fulfil
notions of team psychological safety. Contrary to this, the authors found support for notions that
centralised leadership power frustrated team needs for power and compromised psychological
safety, amongst staff at 60 retail stores (De Hoogh, Greer and Den Hartog, 2015). Where team
power struggles were high, psychological safety was found to be negatively affected by autocratic
leadership, and as a result performance was also negatively affected. The study, despite its
axiomatic acceptance of the interpretation of its controls, found that an autocratic leadership style
can be helpful when power struggles within teams are low, but not when they are high. My
question concerning this research would be; with power being so central to enforced hierarchies,
when would a struggle for power ever be low within organisational teams? Perhaps, after an
autocratic intervention? I believe that the axioms of the positivist approach and the fundamentals
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of team power distance would be a worthwhile area for the compilation of further data. Probst and
Raisch (2005) suggest that one of the primary reasons for the failures of organisations as a response
to crisis is burnout syndrome, and at least three of the following factors are usually responsible;
‘excessive growth; uncontrolled change; autocratic leadership; and an excessive success culture’
(Probst and Raisch, 2005). The authors posit that one of the primary issues of this syndrome is an
autocratic leader who has a weak board selection and no opposition, overambitious goals and a topdown culture. With such a clear indication that under certain circumstances autocratic leadership
can be extremely damaging for an organisation, perhaps it becomes more relevant for an
organisation facing a crisis.

2.3.7 Organisation Theory and Decentralised Power, the Polyphonic Organisation
Boje, Gephart and Thatchenkery (1996) give us a clear picture of what the anthesis of a power
centralised, globalist organisation might look like, the ‘polyphonic organisation’. Stating that the
centralised monologue is hard to establish within organisations, the authors postulate that the
monologue is replaced by a dialogue between the constituent cultures. Poignantly, the writers
argue that in a polyphonic organisation the system is replaced by the systase as a form of collective
praxis (Boje, Gephart and Thatchenkery, 1996). A continuous development and dialogic evolution of
the organisation where multiple voices contribute to the overall mission and inner workings of the
organisation. This is highly reflective of the establishment of the concept of continuous
improvement within the subject organisation.

2.3.8 Conclusion

It is clear from reviewing the leadership and crisis management literature that top tier leadership
journals are heavily dominated by positivist research in the areas relevant to my research question.
Crisis management literature pursues traditional engineering frameworks to reduce failures through
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crisis. With regards to leadership, most of these positivist studies employ the use of the survey
method and extend into control options (Dowell, Shackell & Stuart, 2011) derived from aspects of
leadership. As a social constructionist, these methods are clearly not the approach I would select,
nevertheless, these studies do bring some very interesting and stimulating debate to the fore. Some
lasting questions still remain for me. Primarily, how can something as subjective as leadership be
measured accurately? and how can the concept of a control be exercised accurately by employing
control variables? Such measurements, without the addition of qualitative data, could be based on a
basic dyadic that will suit pre-coding. Rich in depth, qualitative research and explanations are
severely lacking in the debate, in relation to my topics, and this is concerning for such a subjective
and contested concept such as leadership. Even when qualitative methodologies are employed
Carsten, et al. (2010) attempts at being critical fall short due to the using of axioms that are heavily
embedded in the leadership literature. The acceptance of terms such as leader, leadership and
follower, axiomatically, is widespread in the literature and even after all of the debate surrounding
these terms, there are still unresolved questions regarding them. Even if the academic debate is
settled on the axiomatic use of these terms is it not appropriate to apply criticality to empirical data
at regular intervals in order to test the way society is moving on and reacting to, or developing,
those terms. It is precisely the subjectivity of qualitative data that allows it to give deep, rich and
penetrating insights into empirical data that is useful to those whom it may concern. Crisis
management literature was found to be a ‘tower of babel’, with some emergent trends that
encourage multi-frame research. Both debates could benefit from empirical data on how leaders
respond to crises, particularly, how these events affect group identities and relational
communication, in the aftermath of crises.
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Chapter Three

Methodology
3.1 Introduction

This methodology section clearly outlines why a narrative inquiry approach was appropriate to the
method of research being carried out in relation to the leadership crisis at the organisation.
Considerations will be supported as to how nineteen interviews were conducted, inclusive of age and
gender, along with clear criteria for evaluating narrative inquiry and the narrative analysis approach that
was applied. Ethical issues will be discussed as will the precautions that were taken to support
interviewees’ confidentiality, together with how narrative inquiry and its analytical approach is enclosed
within the social constructionist framework.

Qualitative data analysed, using an inductive analysis method as a social constructionist, was a clear
choice to make because I felt I needed methods that generated narrative data to answer the research
question. An interpretive methodology was used to extract meaning from the data. My philosophy was
most closely aligned with a social constructionist paradigm. A case study method was also conducted
because it provided the rich, in-depth, data that was needed to get to participants’ perceptions of
leaders’ actions and the events in the organisation regarded, by some, as crisis. A narrative inquiry
methodology was identified and, together with addressing the narratives of followers and leader’s
responses, this data will also enable the identification of convergent and divergent narratives in the
organisation. The research enquired into specialist subject matter areas of crisis and leadership studies,
that required great amounts of narrative volume and detailing.
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A single case study was selected to answer the question, due to the focus on narrative interpretation and
the understanding of narratives. Rich, in depth, data was needed to investigate the research questions.

This entailed the spreading the research data collection across a multitude of narrative taxonomies.
Essentially, every company faces different crises, whether sudden or smouldering, and making contrasts
and comparisons across differing companies would not have generated the depth of the data needed. A
focus on social interactions further justified selecting a single case study, as a group of people that
interacted with one another on a daily basis, was needed. There was also no need to generate
generaliseable data, as a qualitative approach is subjective and, as such, this subjectivity and rich data
can generate significant insights.

The language, used throughout most of the research, has referred to the events surrounding mid-2011
and prior as a crisis. It is also recognised that the main thrust of the research has been to investigate

participants’ perceptions of these events and leaders’ actions surrounding them. Despite the
researcher having criteria for the selection of these events as a crisis, it is recognised that these may not
reflect the participant’s views. In the research questions, it is therefore stated that the events are
‘regarded by some’ as a crisis. This is to leave open the possibility that it may not be regarded, by some,
as a crisis.

A focus on understanding and yielding new insights or discussion into how narratives, in this context,
were presented, was developed. A corpus of nine5teen narratives was collected through the use of
semi-structured interviews in the context of the research question, and the data inductively analysed.
The parameters of the research question required a company that had recently gone through a crisis and
experienced some leadership interventions or issues. Locally, there was a manufacturing company that
had the correct history of crisis and had seen some leader responses to that crisis. A fact-finding
interview was set-up with the MD of the company and an informal meeting with the CEO scoped out the
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possibilities and suitability of using the company to collect data. It was evident that there was plenty of
potential for the collection of interesting data surrounding the crisis the company had gone through and
the leader responses to crisis fundamentals.

3.2 Aim

The aim of this research is: To learn more about leadership in times of crisis.

3.3 Objectives

5)

Use a narrative approach to discover whether there are differences in how leadership and
crisis are conceptualised and what those conceptualisations are.

6)

Use a case study to explore narratives on crisis and leadership in depth

7)

Investigate how crisis events are remembered, and made sense of, and what those
perceptions tell us about leadership and crisis.

8)

Identify any underlying theories that are being manifested in these stories.

3.4 Research Questions

4)

Are there any convergent and divergent narratives on the interpretation of crisis and
leaders’ actions?
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5)

What do any discovered narratives say about the perceptions of crisis and leaders’ actions in
the organisation?

6)

What are the implications for current theory and future research because of any perceptions
discovered?

3.5 Qualitative data

Qualitative research concerns itself with the process of understanding the reasons, opinions and
motivations of individuals. It can be conducted in a number of ways, such as interviews, observations
and surveys, to uncover meanings, which help inform our understanding of the world.

Blight et al, (2003) argue that qualitative research methods are useful, to measure processes rather than
outcomes, in relation to the research question. Furthermore, Blight et al (2003) discuss how
communication is imperative within leadership process “as language is shaped by both leaders and
followers as they interact”.

Alvesson (1996) critiques both quantitative and qualitative methods, especially in regards to leadership
studies. Qualitative research allows for more “broader and richer descriptions” which in turn allows for

the emotions, feelings and meaning of individuals, to become relevant. Alvesson (1996) also continues
to explain that qualitative research allows for the focus on how a person’s “life is represented in the
course of research, as opposed to the process of representing social reality” (Morrow, 1994, p.207 in
Alvesson, 1996).
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Qualitative research is a form of inductive research as opposed to statistically driven deductive research.
Inductive research also relies on the ability of the researcher to develop skills in relationship building, in
order to gain insight into individuals’ emotions and constructs in relation to processes (Eisenhardt, 2016).
Furthermore, inductive research is able to approach issues and promote the ability to find potential
solutions, due to the nature of social interactions and the openness of its questioning. Yin (2014) argues
that “explanation building” is a fundamental part in the best narrative inquiries, as they can lead to
recommendations and solutions to processes. Methods, such as interviews, allows for deeper and more
prolific data, which focuses on individuals’ interpretations and social constructs, whilst also allowing for
the process of the “unfolding of events over time” (Insch, 1997).

Furthermore, Eisenhardt (2016) continues to discuss that inductive research can explore individuals’
views without predefined constructs and can portray how social constructs and self-identity has been
built. Inductive research allows for emergence from the data collection and, in processing it, allows
surprising interpretations to fruition. Parry (2014) discusses that the main advantages of qualitative
research, especially in the leadership field, are increased opportunities to explore unexpected ideas and
processes, and the ability to gain rich information from individuals, through social communication, on
their views and identities.

Arguably, however, there are downsides to the use of qualitative research, as Insch (1997) argues,

indicating that there is less “statistical rigor” in analysing results from qualitative research when
compared to quantitative. This is an argument that misses the point of looking at the subjectivity of the
participants’ discourse and the rich data such a methodology generates. Gibbert (2010) this notion and,
agrees that qualitative research is harder to standardise when compared to quantitative. Parry (2014),
also, notes that qualitative research, by itself, will not give an effective overall view of leadership due to

the complexity of leadership itself. Reducing the complexity, standardisation and statistical rigour are
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all ingrained within positivist thought. Narratives tell stories of lived experience that cannot be reduced,
standardised, or made sense of, by statistical frequency nor be thought of as objective datasets. That is
the point of using qualitative data to elucidate those stories about life used as vehicles for cognitive
workings, being both direct and indirect expressions of emotions. These criticisms are, perhaps,
symptomatic of how positivist thought and research methodologies have dominated the leadership
debate and understandings of leadership.

Some academics have shown how qualitative research has changed over the last thirty years and how
choices about qualitative research are more complex (Cunliffe, 2011). Dougherty (2015) further explains
that there is a greater need for the understanding of qualitative research, but notes that, just because
qualitative research is conducted, it does not mean that you need to use qualitative data. This research

highlights the concept, that it is regarded, by some, that any method can be used with any
methodology. Although, having conducted a narrative inquiry and seen the dataset it generates, I would
question the use of coupling some methods with the methodology because of various pitfalls the
researcher might experience. These might occur because of the plasticity (malleability) of the data
(Gabriel, 2000) or because of trying to objectify the importance of frequency in a bounded context.
Insch’s (1997) research, however, explores that leadership research is mainly based on quantitative data,
as opposed to qualitative, and that there is a greater need to include qualitative methods to help our

understanding in the arenas of business and leadership.

3.6 Narrative Inquiry

One form of qualitative research is narrative inquiry. Narrative inquiry concerns itself with life stories and
experiences, conversations and interviews, as modes of analysis, to research and comprehend how
individuals create meaning in their lives. Due to this, narrative inquiry is a useful tool that is diverse and
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allows the reader to “identify and evaluate” the information given in relation to values, identities,
processes and rationales (Easterby-Smith, 2005). Furthermore, narrative inquiry allows for the processes
of storytelling that constructs an individual’s identity (Ibid). Nonetheless, Lohuis (2016) and Reisman,
(2008) agree that there is no one definition of narrative, as scholars have different views on this, such as
place and time, beginning middle and end, and metaphor, to name a few.

There is a gap in the empirical data that uses narratives on critical events regarding leaders’ actions
in the context of crisis, to answer questions about the perceptions of leadership. It has been
mooted that the concept of an organisational narrative is yet to be fully defined, whereas work on
narrative is well established. Using a narrative approach adds a layer of complexity to the research
that introduces the notion of social constructions influencing people’s perceptions of the world.
Narratives, by their nature, are pervasive of an organisation and collecting a range of views across
social constructions inevitably propagates perceptions of leaders and critical events. In this research
I focus on how narrative shapes perceptions of leaders and whether stories, regarding crisis, can also
have an influence on how stories about leaders are told.

Easterby-Smith (2005) continues to discuss that narrative is a form of story, either oral or written, which
follows a similar structure of ‘beginning, middle and end’, with a ‘moral point’ or purpose at its heart.
This is why narrative inquiry is a useful tool in qualitative research, because it is a method in which issues
and values can be analysed and discussed from the individual’s experience. Lohuis (2016) continues to
further explain that narratives describe how events are to become understood, as opposed to merely
conveying meaning. Narratives allow for reflections and learning, together with relationship building. This
is done through the sharing of stories and experiences when individuals interact with one another (Ibid).
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Easterby-Smith (2005) supports Alvesson’s (1996) view on qualitative research, as he states that
qualitative research is growing as a research tool, especially in relation to leadership. Furthermore,
narrative methods are important in this. Narrative research methods are a useful tool in leadership
studies as processes, over time, can be evaluated by delving into individuals’ experiences, especially by
communicating with those that are “lower” than the management (Easterby-Smith, 2005). Narrative
methods also have the ability to delve into the experiences of both ‘workforce’ and ‘management’
through the communication of values, experiences and identities (Ibid). Nonetheless, Easterby-Smith
(2005) also discusses that literature on narrative is ambiguous as to whether it is simply used as a
research tool, an epistemological device or, whether businesses are built upon narrative constructs.

Nonetheless, there are arguments suggesting that narrative inquiry is not the best method of qualitative
data to use. Dhunpath (2000) explores how narrative inquiry can be challenged by the
positivist/empiricist tradition, together with the debate about the epistemological significance of life
histories. Additionally, there is also the argument that narrative inquiry is not objective enough because it
is associated with the relativism of truth in relation to social construtions. It is argued that this is due to
the nature of workers and the question of whether their views can be challenged. Pollio et al, (1997)
question whether phenomenological interviews can be trusted because of the constructed nature of
interview dialogue. Therefore, if experiences are constructed, do different constructions bear any
resemblance to one another?

Nonetheless, qualitative research encompasses a vast area of methods, strategies and paradigms. In the
field of leadership, qualitative research is increasing as a mode of inquiry. This, therefore, arguably makes
narrative inquiry a suitable method for this research question.
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3.7 Qualitative data

There has been a long-standing use of qualitative methods in research literature, as outlined by Denzin &
Lincoln’s (2005) Eight Stage Model, giving a potted history of the use of Qualitative data. Selection of a
Qualitative approach for this project was coupled with the need for the collection of the perceptions of
leader’s actions before, during and after a crisis. In order to answer the question, there are several
variables that confound the use of quantitative data. The foremost is the idea of success as any precoded quantitative questionnaire would have, in some sense, to judge how a crisis was overcome in
terms of success. This means different things to different people, from shareholders, board level

executives, employees, through to stakeholders. The second confounding factor is, perhaps, the
influence of social constructions on people’s perceptions of leaders’ actions and the event. A
quantitative study would introduce unparalleled variables that would not be consistent across the
quantification. Thirdly, peoples’ perceptions and feelings are exceedingly difficult to quantify and often
need elaboration to further represent them. A qualitative methodology provides the opportunity for
participants to fully express themselves and allows for elaboration.

Qualitative data provides details of people’s feelings, opinions and experiential perceptions that could be
perceived as controversial in other organisational settings. Usually, this is less likely to emerge as a result
of pure quantitative approaches based on statistical analysis and numerical data. Qualitative data is
made up mainly of discourses and texts that allow the research participants the freedom to put forward
what they believe to be important rather than to adopt a heavy reliance on the researcher’s pre-coding.
It is information rich and can give a very “in depth” view of the research focus within an organisation.

3.8 Social Constructionism
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This paradigm is not a choice, it is where my perceptions sit as a researcher, and is a reflection of my
own epistemology. Social constructionists have established a dominant paradigm in the social
sciences for many decades. Berger and Luckmann’s (1966) Social Construction of Reality is widely
regarded as a founding seminal text on the now well-established research paradigm. Social
Constructionists view reality as a set of habituated perceptions of each other’s roles within societal
systems. Over time, these perceptions develop a socially constructed reality, based around the
expectations or perceptions of those roles within the societal system. Gradually, expectations and
tacit assumptions form around these social structures, for instance, there may be certain
expectations of the structure or hierarchy of a company, whether they are present or not, due to
previous social conditioning and experiences of social constructions. The hierarchical nature of the
company selected and the length of time some of the participants had served at the company,
seemed well suited to the use of a social constructionist paradigm. There was some indication, in
the pilot study, that social constructions were easily discernible within the organisation.

3.9 Social constructionist research and epistemology

One of the functions of narrative can be the transference of knowledge, not to be confused with
assumptions about knowledge within Social constructionist paradigm. One of the assumptions the
researcher made, was that knowledge flow may be in someway controlled or facilitated by certain groups
within the organisation, and that these understandings would be affected by social constructions. In the
narrative sense, this may mean things like access to training at certain levels of seniority, the withholding

of information about crisis events, or the shaping of meanings regarding events or collective experiences.
The social constructionist approach acknowledges that the nature of knowledge is communally
reinforced. This communal knowledge is negotiated by individuals and groups, in society, and forms a
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collective reality which establishes tacit assumptions regarding knowledge and reality for future
generations (Berger & Luckman, 1966).

3.1.1 Social interactions

Work on Social Interaction, later developed into Social Interactionism, as interpreted by Bruner (1991),
had been a popular theory on early life development used by psychoanalysts. Bruner (1991) extended
the work into narrative methodologies and provided seminal insights into early learning and
development.

3.1.2 Clandinin and Connelly’s (1990) three-dimensional narrative space

Clandinin and Connelly’s (1990) three dimensional narrative space was founded on the principles of John
Dewey’s (1938) pragmatic philosophy. The, and seems, at first reading, to be an attractive concept.

However, the principles of pragmatism did not sit well with the research’s aims and objectives and also
because a social constructionist dominant paradigm was thought appropriate for the research question.
The natural functions of naratvve creation and thought may conform to pragmatism or any other
philosophy which I expected to encounter. The temporal aspects of narrative were, was relevant to the
research, and the concept of past, present, and future sat well with the research aims and objectives.
This inspired a data presentation, which considered before, during and after the crisis, and then looking
at any perceptions of leaders’ actions.

The research seems to fit well with Bruner’s (1991) and Gulbruim and Holstien’s (2009) work, in the
sense that it is constructionist in nature and has a strong tendency to analyse inter-narrative
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representations of common perceptions, built on interactions, specifically negotiated narrative and
shared experience. Boje’s (2001) work on ante-narrative and Gabriel’s (2000) work on poetic tropes and
organisational storytelling, were also expected to yield some relevance to the analysis and discussion
phases of the research. Many aspects of narrative inquiry, including organisational narrative, are

awaiting their common ground within the debate, and grasping onto a common methodology becomes
somewhat challenging given the post-narratological and interdisciplinary nature of the contemporary
debate. In this sense, the research sought to use the contexts of leadership and crisis as an
interdisciplinary approach, to see if there was anything about crisis that might yield new insights into
both leaders’ actions and narrative inquiry.

3.1.3 Narrative selection

In agreement with Riessman (1993) and Patterson (2008), Labov & Waletzky’s (1997) definition of
narrative form was far too structuralist for the selection of important contributions from the participants
in this project. It could also be argued that, using form to identify narratives is, in itself, deductive,
contrary to the inductive methods adopted for this project. However, a starting point for verbatim
selection was needed. Attention to narrative fragments delivered by those affected by social
constructions and the telling of a story, in parts, was given. The rigid definition of form within the Labov
and Waletsky (1997) model also assumes that narratives that did not fit the model, where contributions

were from non-learned behaviour storytellers. On an initial consideration of the open coding themes
and an inductive review of the data, it became clear that there were some very interesting pieces of data
in fragment form rather than in structural storied form.

Polkinghorne (1988) postulated that narrative couldn’t involve certainties, as academics were interested
in both the finished narrative and the storying process. Other researchers have also hinted at a two-
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layered understanding of structure (Chatman, 1980) which has come in for the criticism of dualism and
methodological weakness by Herrnstein-Smith (1980). For this project, the socially interactive processes
of storying seemed of interest to consider. Other definitions of narrative were considered, such as
Gabrielle’s (2000) poetic expression and using the life cycle of a crisis to select out verbatim extracts. It
was decided to present narratives, which talked about before, during and after the crisis, in the initial
instance.

3.1.4 Narrative ontology

Narrative ontology, or should it be the ontology of narrative? It might be said that these two concepts
are the same but in fact in the academic discussion of Narrative they have different meanings. Not to be
confused with the ancient philosophical debate called ontology, which questions the nature of being,
existence and reality. Narrative, as an all-pervasive representation of everything, has been heavily
criticised despite much work having been done in this area. Clandinin (2006) posited that Narrative and
lived experience, the fabric of the assumptions we make about reality, are inseparable. This is a different
understanding than that of the assumptions I make about how narrative interacts with the world around
me. For me, reality is a subjective concept, rooted in social constructions. Therefore, I believe social
constructions are intrinsically linked with narratives and also with how narrators describe phenomena.
Taking a narrative ontological position takes, very much, the view that there can be no separation of
reality from the narratives. This is a step too far for me and I believe that narratives are a pervasive force
in the world but they are not the extent of it. This stance would disregard internal monologue, emotional
reactions, feelings which cannot be articulated, and many more instances where people’s voices have
been removed by the oppressive use of power or because of physical impairment. Social structures
provide frameworks for narratives to become generated, formed, processed and storyfied. McQuillan
(2000) described a total belief in narrative as an ontology as a ‘narrative’s article of faith’, that narrative
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is all around us. I am one step back from this belief but I do agree that narratives are an extremely
important and multi-dimensional part of our everyday world and the interactions we have. I believe
narratives are the voices of the oppressed and the oppressors due to enforced social constructions some
of which can be beneficial to society, but tacit knowledge of which can prevent people from speaking
freely and expressing the purest of their most controversial thoughts and feelings. It is the job of the
social constructionist to seek out the voiceless, engendering trust and rapport with participants and to
draw out narratives that express a person’s unrestricted thoughts.

3.1.5 Postmodern influence

Although the dominant paradigm for the research was Social Constructionist, postmodern narrative
theory (Currie, 1998) also influences the research. In one sense, it gave birth to any approaches adopting
similar thoughts about truth and meaning and it is for these reasons that it is important to mention the
influence of postmodernism on the research. The inter-textual or inter-narrative qualities of the research
essentially receive light from the concept that truth, within a narrative, is not important rather that an
inter-textual analysis can bring further light to the original text or narrative. The research does not
adhere to objective truth and meanings, but tries to perceive only the social influence of these
meanings. Objective truth and meaning, in this sense, become unimportant to the research, as its focus is

upon social influence and negotiation. Many have questioned the concept of any form of objective truth
or meaning as they are influenced by so many internal and external entities or concepts. Objective truth
within narrative was not relevant for the research as participants’ perceptions, and their ways of
narrating, were a central focus.

Data Collection Methods
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3.1.6 Semi-structured interviews

Edgar Schein (1980) describes an advocacy approach towards interviews, building rapport on a
human level, about subjects less important to the research. This allows confidence to be imbibed by
the participant and, hopefully, they will feel comfortable in sharing more sensitive data later in the
interview. Many of the participants were somewhat reticent at the beginning of the interviews but,
after taking consideration of their context by asking them about their morning or day, most became
somewhat less hesitant. Semi-structured interviews allow the researcher the freedom to ask followup questions, get the interview back on track and gives room for co-construction. This was
extremely helpful when narratives became role or identity focussed. There was a tendency for the
participants to describe the things associated with their role in detail. In these instances, a gentle
question on how the crisis effected that role seemed to yield interesting data. Using semi-structured
interviewing, for this project, was very effective and yielded lots of interesting conversations. By the
end of the corpus collection, the researcher had gained a forensic insight into the attitudes,
thoughts, feelings, reactions and actions being talked about throughout the company.

3.1.7 Co-Construction

The researcher acknowledges the importance of reflexivity (Rescher & Grim, 2012) and the
researcher’s influence on both the collection, co-construction (Quasthoff & Becker, 2005) within
interview and the representation, of the data. The first person pronoun will be used for the majority
of the research narrative to acknowledge the subjective nature of the data and the influence of the
researcher on the data. Essentially, there are some choices a researcher must make in order to
provide a research process, and during this selection and review of the literature the researcher
becomes a mild filter for the data, in some crude sense, whether this effect be a light touch or, in the
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case of structural approaches a little heavier, it is widely acknowledged that there is a connection
and an influence upon the data, which has been recognised as co-construction, between the
participants and the researcher.

3.1.8 Interview Setting

All interviews were conducted onsite at the organisation in a meeting room, which was allocated for
the purposes of conducting the research. The interviews were conducted in the same fashion, with
all participants being made aware of the nature of the research, how it was going to be conducted,
and of the collation of their responses.

3.1.9 Pilot Interviews

Pilot interviews were conducted with the CEO, MD Luton site and the CFO. These pilot interviews
were to determine the scope of the potential to conduct research of this type, in the organisation.
There was also a focus on the nature, and what the executive considered to be the contributing
factors, of the crisis. The interview with the MD was informative and used as part of the corpus of
narratives. The interview with the CEO was mainly fact-finding and sounding out how the project
might work from a practical level. The CFO had a pre-written timeline of events and did not deviate
far from this script. These interviews allowed the researcher insight into the appropriateness of
conducting the research within this company and how it might be undertaken.
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All three interviewees described the crisis as a combination of events that put pressure on the
company’s operations at Luton, in an unprecedented way. This identified the unpredictable nature
of crisis a prime parameter needed for the research and it was also highlighted that there were a
number of significant leadership actions and interventions. Contributing factors for the crisis were
described as being, the financial crash of 2008, Fukushima Nuclear disaster and a revaluation of the
property attached to the business. Consultants, appointed by the bank, were then attached at the
behest of the bank, placing pressure on the business financially. The CEO then decided to move up
to the Luton site from his London office and put a team of people together to instigate a Lean
turnaround of the manufacturing plant at Luton. This involved a series of leader actions, such as rebanking, Lean operations, re-structuring and the changing of the MD. The product and supply lines
were subsequently drastically altered, leading the business into new territory and away from some
traditional income streams that the company had previously relied on.

Meanwhile the workforce was retrained, and new management information systems introduced.
The workforce was rapidly augmented, on the management and R&D side, and a 15% reduction of
the workforce was also undertaken. This provided not only the leader actions needed for research
but also some valuable shared communal experiences and potential social constructions. It was
thought that these actions, experiences and potential constructions would, perhaps, give rise to
some uses of narrative that would provide insight into the way leaders respond to crisis.

3.2.1 Sampling Technique

Purposive sampling was used when selecting participants from whom narratives would be collected.
During the pilot interviews, the researcher identified appropriate members of staff to interview and
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looked at a balanced selection across the strata of the organisation from operatives, middle
management and senior leadership. The researcher was keen to get perspectives of leaders’ actions
from all levels of the organisation. As the project progressed, it was clear that some sections had
been hit more severely, by the crisis, than others and further participants were drawn from these
sections, whilst still maintaining the overall balance between operatives, management and
leadership.

3.2.2 Overview of the interviews

The table below outlines the gender, age bracket, position and years in service, of each interviewee,
for the purposes of representation at a glance.

Participant

Gender

Age

Position

Years in service

A

Male

20-40

Middle management

11 months

B

Male

20-40

Middle management

5

C

Female

40-65

Director level

4 months

D

Male

40-65

Operative

8

E

Female

20-40

Administration

1.5

F

Male

40-65

Middle management

15

G

Male

40-65

Operative

40

H

Male

40-65

Director level

7

I

Male

40-65

Director level

7

J

Male

40-65

Operative

36

K

Male

40-65

Operative

11
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L

Male

40-65

Operative

10

M

Male

40-65

Operative

28

N

Male

40-65

Operative

30

O

Male

40-65

Operative

27

P

Male

20-40

Operative

6

Q

Male

40-65

Director level

Less than 6 months

R

Male

40-65

Operative

9

S

Male

40-65

Operative

30

3.2.3 Recording of interviews

A digital recorder was used to record and help with the transcription of verbatim narratives. This
allowed for accuracy and holistic analysis. At times, the recorder was slightly intrusive and the
approach might be slightly adjusted for future projects. For instance, the participants would often
start conversation on the way to the interview room from their place of work, and some very
significant comments were made that the researcher would have to subsequently ask about whilst
recording. There were some technical difficulties, which is to be expected when using technical
equipment. These did impede the flow of the interviews at times and the use of two simultaneous
recording devices might help negate some of these issues.

3.2.4 Transcription of interviews

Interviews were transcribed verbatim using the digital recorder that was utilised in each interview.
This was done once each interview had taken place, allowing the researcher to read back through
what had been said. All comments and questions by both the researcher and the interviewee were
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transcribed verbatim, including any pauses that were taken or used. The researcher started to
analyse each transcript once it was completed, which allowed for formation of the analysis approach
to be thought through and constructed.

3.2.5 Researcher diary

There were a number of interesting conversations, and interactions, which the researcher felt it
prudent to make notes upon. Whilst these are less formal than the digitally recorded verbatim
interviews, they do provide good background information on the way people thought about
presenting the story of the crisis and how they felt it was appropriate to relay that to the researcher.

3.2.6 The interpretive analytical process

It is important to note that Interpretivism (Buchanan & Bryan, 2009) is not the dominant paradigm for
the piece, but rather is employed as a method working in complementarity to the dominant social
constructionist paradigm of the piece. An Interpretive method allows naturalistic methods, such as
interviews, to produce data and participants to co-construct meanings with the researcher in a free and
unfettered manner. It also acknowledges that reality and one’s knowledge view of the world are
inseparable, embedding inter-subjectivity in its collection and analytical processes. The researcher has
the opportunity to co-construct, and become familiar with, the data, reviewing it inductively. The
importance of induction is central to the potency of narrative inquiry in that it allows insights to come
forward from the open corpus of narratives. The interpretive method also allows for an “analysis heavy”
approach, allowing multiple readings and significant processing of the data, to help with making
analytical points. The data can start to be processed as it comes in but only when the full corpus is
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collected will the wider analytical picture and trends emerge. In order to allow the project to be data
driven, and not to clamp down the possibilities for finding bespoke connections or insights, it was felt
that allowing room for interpretation was most appropriate for the project subject matter. Allowing
flexibility in the analytical process also helped with the interpretive analysis. Not selecting out important
data was key for this project, especially given the landscape of multiple interpretations of narrative in the
wider literature. Hence, an alternative interpretation of narrative was sought based on the life-cycle of
crisis. This was as a result of the interpretive process.

3.2.7 Open coding, thematic content analysis

To stay true to inductive, interpretive, qualitative methods it was decided that vertical open coding,
with a thematic content analysis approach, be used in the initial instance. Whilst this produced
some common and disparate themes, it was not the end of the analytic process as it yielded few
fresh insights other than some communal and super-ordinate themes, which proved to be useful for
the identification of where to search for convergent and divergent narratives. There was also a
quandary when a theme was perceived as simply a popular or frequent topic and it became salient
within the data from a narrative inquiry perspective, as frequency is not a concern for narrative
inquiry. In such research even the last word of the last interview could yield insights.

It was felt that there were better ways than the above, to craft and select the stories of the
participants. The data was re-coded, selecting any instance where participants refer to before,
during and after the crisis, and any reference to their perceptions of leader’s actions. When the
extracts were read in this way, this seemed to yield a very interesting picture of the crisis and leader
responses. In one sense, whilst the notion of grand-narratives was rejected, the resulting
presentation was, in fact, a meta-narrative. A thin-slice through lots of participants’ views on the
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crisis, at different times, produced some salient data. The resulting data was then coded again,
selecting out verbatim extracts, relating to a literary analysis using meaning, form, voice,
characterisation and language. This literary analysis gave a full spectrum of many of the facets of
narrative, used in the early debate, providing a foundation for some solid analysis and discussion
based on the data identified in the verbatim selections.

3.2.8 Narrative in crisis context

It came to light, through review of the data and the literature, that the properties of a crisis and, in
particular telling a story about a crisis, could be applied to select narratives with many of the properties
of form or definition, contemporary researchers were considering. According to Bold’s (2012) discussion
on the definition of narratives, it was evident that the form of a crisis reflected many of the topics being
considered in contemporary debate. Properties such as temporality, the most basic requirement for a
narrative, yielded stories about the before, during and after phases of the crisis. It was also
contemplated that characters, or people, that affected the crisis in some way, might also be introduced
during a crisis narrative.

Action was postulated, by Bold (2012), to be very closely linked with temporality as a method of
conveying narrative meaning, and hence the action surrounding an event might also be linked with
narratives of crisis in temporal form. This approach could, potentially, allow for the discovery of different
forms of crisis. It was eventually decided that selection of narratives of before, during and after the crisis
would provide a starting point to analyse verbatim, but that further stages of narrative might be
required. Using this temporal framework yielded some interesting common ground, in some of the
narratives, by highlighting similar waypoint events and some common use of figurative language. These
common features and divergent narratives prompted the use of a further literary framework to analyse
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the remaining verbatim. This further stage of analysis gave insights into one divisive event, and the use
of metaphor as a quicker form of narrative expression.

3.3.1 Literary Analysis

Although often used by researchers, and considered to be the foundations of narratology (Gee, 1991;
McQuillan, 2000), the field has somewhat broken away from the literary analysis approach, but as an
analytical stage, literary analysis was a useful tool. It enabled the researcher to present analytical points
and form some insights into crisis narratives. Literary analysis addresses some of the core features of
narrative and, as an analytical stage, can reveal patterns and common interactions within the data. The
central analytical points of meaning, form, voice, characterisation and language, allow the researcher to
look at the way literary tools are being used by the participants within the organisation. This can reveal
distinctions between the types of figurative language being used, the way certain groups express
themselves and may give indications of communal negotiated meaning. These literary tools would also
show the ways in which common events were being negotiated upon, by revealing the commonalities of
narrative between participants.

3.3.2 Interactionist thinking

After a literary analysis, the resulting patterns revealed some critical events within the overall crisis.
Bruner’s (1991) interactionist models indicated the development stages of children and juveniles are
cornered around building meaning through interactions with our social surroundings and events. These
events may be described as critical events (Webster & Merova, 2009) and seemed to shape a common

understanding of negotiated narrative between participants, with some communal interpretations of
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events. Initial stages, of thematic content and literary analysis, began to identify some communal use of
metaphor and critical events. Some of these critical events seem to continue to shape an on-going
narrative, using these narrative markers as justification for critical, cynical or negative interpretations of
both internal communications and the crisis event.

It is traces of these interactions which seem to be present in the data that provide an indication that
social interactions around critical mini-events can continue to shape narrative in a more salient way than
the crisis event itself. In the same way that life events are major psychoanalytic tools, it was thought that
critical events within the crisis might yield landmarks for interactive negotiation, and that this may be
detectable in the narratives. It may also highlight critical events where narrative negotiation, between
participants, was more heavily sought and therefore the events fuelled significant meaning making and
emotional adjustment, in the narrative sense.

3.3.3. Critical event narratives

Webster & Merova (2009) describes critical events in education as being events that effect the
professional practice of an academic. They are unexpected, unplanned and unstructured. The
methodology they described, comes close to what I am trying to achieve in my use of crisis as an event
to gather narrative collection around. Their work did not consider the forms of crisis which can shape the
way narratives are collected. In particular, a sudden form, and a smouldering form of crisis, with a long
lead in time, are not focussed upon. In the Webster & Merova (2009) study the events were not
classified as crisis and were classified in terms of their criticality. Determining narrative, in terms of its
crisis event qualities, gives a different feel to how the shared experience is manifested in narratives.
Essentially there is a basic form to a crisis, as with the most basic temporal requirement for narrative,
they have a beginning, middle and an end. There may, however, be critical events within the form of the
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overall crisis, for instance, some of the participants may identify common events that have deeply
affected their professional practice. Smaller scale events, between leaders, leaders actions, and the
workforce, have been identified in the data, reflecting a critical event narrative within the overall
narratives of crisis.

3.3.4 Rhetorical Assumptions

Language and the use of the first-person pronoun throughout the research, other than the
methodology, is used to indicate the acknowledgement of the connection and influence the
researcher has on the data. This reflexive element affects the gathering, co-construction and
presentation of the data in the writing up. Although the researcher is positioned outside the
organisation, it is understood that there may be some level of induction into the organisation, by
virtue of the researcher being deemed worthwhile and relevant by the organisational leadership. As
such, it is acknowledged that the researcher was subject to the same interactions, with the events
and negotiated meanings process, as the participants if only in some small way.

3.3.5 Axiomatic issues

All researchers are subject to assumptions regarding values and aesthetics. Their approaches, and
representations of the data, are usually affected, in some way, by their own epistemological
position. Knowing the background and situation of the researcher can help give the reader an
insight into the value and presentation assumptions of the research. The researcher was based
outside of the organisation and was a member of a local business school. This was not an
ethnographic project but inevitably, the very presence of the researcher conducting interviews at
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the company developed perceptions amongst the company members. Some of these were helpful
and some of them led the researcher to make every effort to reassure participants of their
independence, as a researcher. The researcher also had a background in running their own small
business, and as a military analyst. The researcher had previous experience of conducting projects,
using semi-structured interviews and qualitative data, in a UK military tri-service unit.

3.3.6 Analysing narrative contributions

The table below represents which participant included narratives about before, during and after the
crisis and leader’s actions. Not all participants framed their narratives temporally, even when asked
direct questions.

The table colour coding represents the following;

Blue – narrative contributions from interviewees which discuss crisis before, during, after the crisis
along with leader’s actions

Green – narrative contributions from interviewees which discuss crisis before and during the crisis

Participant

Before Crisis

During Crisis

After Crisis

Leader’s
Actions

A

✓

✓
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B

✓

✓

✓

✓

C

✓

D

✓

✓

✓

✓

E

✓

F

✓

G

✓

H

✓

✓

✓

J

✓

✓

✓

K

✓

✓

✓

L

✓

✓

✓

M

✓

N

✓

O

✓

R

✓

✓

✓

S

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

Having analysed content and literary tools, an inter-textual analysis was then needed to identify
critical events, communal interpretations, possible negotiated narratives and socially interactive
figurative language.

3.3.7 Internarrative analysis

I searched for convergent and divergent narratives on theses of crisis and leadership perceptions.
Linguistics discourse analysis inspired extraction of meaning from verbatim extracts and the
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identification of literary tropes and antinarratives (Boje, 2011) was also carried out. Although a
vertical analysis of narratives was the researcher’s initial approach, using an inter-textual or internarrative approach became necessary to understand and discover differing interpretations of events
and leader responses. Social constructions negotiate understandings and meanings communally,
amongst groups and individuals, within facets of social constructions. In order to understand the
results of these negotiated interactions, narratives need to be juxtaposed in order to understand the
context of the narratives in more depth. In this sense, it resembles an inter-textual analysis that
uses other texts to understand the original text. A case of this would be the use of the dead-sea
scrolls to understand other significant texts of the time and subsequent texts. Currie (1998) says this
forces the researcher to ‘contemplate not what the past was actually like but how it was
represented by the text’ or, in the case of this research, how narratives represent the past. Issues
such as function, purpose, form, meaning, characterisation and language became more salient when
this approach was taken. The researcher began to sift through how the events were being shaped,
by participants’ meaning-making, interpretation and differing experience of events, into narrative
that suited a particular purpose. Commonalities of figurative language and interpretation of events
began to surface

3.3.8 Issues surrounding axiomatic use of terms

Many pieces of research use terms axiomatically, neither loosely holding the concepts of leader and
follower, nor the processes and structures surrounding these concepts. I believe it is even more
important, in the contemporary leadership academic debate, to question these concepts and
scrutinise their nature (Learmonth & Morrell, 2017). Taking a narrative approach towards crises and
leaders’ actions, gives the opportunity to gather differing perceptions from different personnel. Not
only can I ask formal leaders what their view of the events and their actions were, but I can also ask
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other members of the organisation. This gives an interesting perspective into terms, often used
axiomatically in an organisation and organisation studies, such as followers, leaders, managers,
crises and many more. Some of these assumptions such as, what is a leader, or what qualifies as a
crisis, are central to the leadership and crisis management academic literature and will be explored
in the literature review. Multiple narratives, from multiple enforced strata of the organisation, will
hopefully give an insight into how leaders’ actions affect people in the organisation and shape
narratives.

In the case of leader follower designations or relationships, I will not assume any member of the
organisation is a follower or a leader. I much prefer the term supporter. Their designated role in the
organisation will be referred to as, either a formal leader, a middle manager or an operator. These
terms are the enforced roles, imposed upon individuals by the organisation. Strauss (1959) went
further than this in positing that ‘status-forcing’ may take place, where temporary identities were
forced onto a group, by those in authority. It is these kinds of social processes, in narrative
interactions, that impose axiomatic usage of terms, and tacit knowledge, such as leaders and
followers, in organisations, which I will inquire into.
I approach these individuals as having the freedom to be any number of things in relation to
leadership, at any level of the organisation. Leadership can come from anywhere in the organisation
(Ford, 2010a). Therefore, the very premise of leadership can be questioned as being an enforced
hierarchy in a structured organisation. Social influences, such as identity and groupings, and how
events can shape narratives and identities, are important focal points for this research.

3.3.9 Ethical considerations
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Ethical issues within a Narrative Inquiry research, become somewhat amplified, especially in the
context of an organisation. Confidentiality was paramount and how the participants’ narratives, and
the researcher’s interpretations of them, are presented was core to producing ethical work. The
research will adhere to data protection protocols, handling data sensitively and with care. All
participation will be an informed participation. All primary data collection will adhere to the
university’s policy of informed consent, and any intellectual property rights or copyright are
respected. No vulnerable persons are sampled for the purposes of this research activity, and the
research does not intend to conduct any form of medical testing. The data is processed on a
university laptop and will be erased six months after the end of the project, anticipated to be in Oct
2017. Concerns regarding confidentiality, the use and ownership of data and researcher impartiality
have already been directly addressed with the CEO and have been resolved by regular reporting of
data usage. This factor is not to influence the data collection process, but merely to provide an
information-gathering stream for the organisation’s CEO.

3.4.1 Reflexive influence

Clough and Nutbrown, (2002) provide good guidance on inquiry and how the researcher can affect
the data by their very cognitive presence in the process and hoe they choose to write up the data, I
like to think of the interviewees and I as co-participants in the construction of a narrative we both
influence in some way.
Having a H.M Forces background, I have an open mind about leadership. I understand how the
mission command system, used by Nelson, can ensure leadership and followership is enacted at
every level of the organisation and how this is used, effectively, on the battlefield. Each stratum
being accountable to two ranks up but having the freedom to achieve the overall objective in the
bounds of the overall mission, the way personnel feel fit. I believe that this has helped me develop
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an open mind about leadership, and the perception of various roles, in an organisation. This was
probably counter to my expectation and perceptions of H.M. Forces before I joined up.
It might be helpful, for the purposes of reflexivity, to express my incomplete perceptions of what I
think leadership is. I adhere, in the main, to Eden and Leviatan’s (1975) contribution that leadership
is a perception only. An image of a leader is necessary for their leadership to be accepted, yet
supporters can become leaders, therefore, a perception is only needed of what a leader or
leadership should be.

3.4.2 Single critical case study

As this is a ‘how’ question Yin, R. (2014) states that case studies are the most appropriate method to
answer this type of question. Ford (2010) when analysing psychosocial effects and leadership
decided to conduct only a single case study. This is because there seems to be two choices with this
method either spread the data collection wide but a thin penetration or go very narrow, focussed
and in depth. These two approaches fit roughly with the timescale and resources available to
independent researcher as well as roughly being appropriate for use with certain paradigms.
Positivist surveys tend to be wide quantitative and thin whilst interpretive and social constructionist
studies seem to be better suited to rich in depth qualitative data

This case has also been selected as critical incidence case (Yin, 2011) such a rare context requires in
depth data to help explain the dynamics of the case and bring to light what was special about it. This
of course creates a very subjective data set but it is in that rich subjective dataset, in this case a
narrative corpus, that can determine previously unseen links.
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3.4.3 Conclusion

This study of narrative sought to understand participant’s subjectivities and unique stories in an
inductive and interpretive way. In this sense, a wider project would have introduced several
unparalleled social constructions and event histories. As the context of crisis differs, from company
to company, and perceptions of how leaders respond to crisis and followers perceive would also
differ, this being the primary focus of the research, there would have been stark divisions in the
data, without added value. Perceptions of leaders’ responses are important to collect as leaders
may recount their recollections of their responses in a different way to those around them. Events
may also be received in a different way, by different social constructions. Having a commonality of
understanding and interactions to social constructions, both inside and outside of the organisation,
is one of the great strengths of a narrative inquiry.

On the scale that this research addresses the narrative dynamics within the manufacturing plant at
Luton, it was possible to provide a communal social construction. Scaling up the project, to other
companies, would make the communal social constructions wider, society or sector wide, or incite a
disconnected meaning making community. Critically, looking at other organisations would have
added nothing to the research and may have over-simplified important divisions within the data and
differing social constructions. Social constructions within an organisation, especially when looking at
leaders and leadership, are very important indeed as every leader’s style and approach is different
and every communal negotiation, within social constructs, is different. In order to analyse the
narratives produced by social constructions and their interactions, it is important that narratives
have a shared referential social construction. There is also a question of the quantity of data to be
analysed. A narrative inquiry collects many narratives, from many participants, and expanding the
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data set may have created data whose sheer volume would make it impossible for an individual
researcher to properly co-ordinate and analyse.
This methodology section has explained the reasons why narrative inquiry is the form of research
method this investigation is seeking to espouse. It has outlined the process of how this research has
been conducted, through interviews, and the type of analysis which has been used to evaluate the
outcomes of my research questions. Ethical issues have been discussed, and interventions put in
place, to ensure that interviewee’s identities have been protected. The next chapter will present the
findings section of the research.
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Chapter Four

Findings

4.1 Introduction

The presentation of the findings adheres to the most basic narrative form pertaining to the temporal
aspects of a crisis a before, during and after. Participant’s contributions are presented in a before,
during and after the crisis format. Narratives About Leaders’ Actions are then included after this.
Extracts that are relevant to both the crisis and leaders’ actions will be presented in the stories
about crisis sections and analysed accordingly under the perception of leaders’ actions headings in
the discussion. This criteria for the selection of verbatim allows for fragmented narrative passages
to be included catering for postmodern thinkers amongst the participants or storytellers that can
leap from subject to subject or temporal influence on temporal influence.

Sampling narratives from and organisation is a bi-lateral reflexive process between the researcher,
the data and the research participants. I chose to use the term participants because I feel strongly
that the corpus of narratives is produced collaboratively between the researcher and the
participants. The organisational members sampled are actively participating in forming the data. I
acknowledge the effect I might have had by my choice of questioning, pauses left during questioning
terminology and general knowledge levels will have had on the participant and therefore the data. I
also recognise the influence of my choices on the presentation of the findings and the writing up of
the data. This is a very import part of recognising that a narrative inquiry and indeed qualitative
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research in general does not operate in a vacuum and the researcher has a distinctive reflexive
influence on the data.

4.2 The treatment of narrative

Important pieces of information, in a narrative picture, can be packaged by the storyteller very
succinctly resulting in narrative parts or fragments. In the same way as Boje (2011) describes parts
of narratives in the post-modern sense, I believe that narrative fragments, metaphor or sensemaking
activity can represent parts of a story and be short in nature. These may form a bigger picture when
combined with other narrative fragments. It is for these reasons that no structural constraints are
placed on the requirements for narrative selection for the findings. However, the extracts cannot
be so short that they no sense whatsoever. It is the interpreted arrangement of these extracts in the
context of the main variables of the research that I hope will reveal a rich and interesting form of
narrative picture. In this sense, the extracts are selected on the basis of the social construction of
leadership and the before, during and after of the event regarded as a crisis by some. So the
selection criteria for narrative, is that of narrative fragments or storied form, containing data about
before, during and after the events some regarded as a crisis. Stories about leaders’ actions were
also selected out for the findings. This consideration of postmodern thinkers or unorthodox
storytellers, it is hoped will reveal some interesting and insightful data.

4.3 Maintaining the integrity of the data

Recognising that individual narratives are the focus of this researches approach towards Narrative
Inquiry is important to understand the presentation of the findings. Alternative presentation of the
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data might create a meta-synthesis of narratives constituting an organisation wide narrative
perspective about before, during and after the crisis. In the following presentation of the data I feel
that keeping raw data grouped by participant, temporal markers and theme helps to answer the
research questions. This is because narrative threads can be picked out from individuals from
certain groupings and the approach towards the data analyses is participant centric in this
presentation. Presenting the data in a participant centric manner helps to compare elements of the
verbatim and give an overarching view of each participant’s contribution to the data. As each
participant’s narrative contribution may have the potential to be somewhat fragmented, it is helpful
to view the extracts in the context of the participants other comments to help with the discussion
and analysis process. The temporal aspect of presenting data on the crisis comes from Clandinin and
Connelly’s (1990) 3D space interpretation of narrative selecting only the temporal aspects of their
spatio-temporal narrative interpretation. When considering the best presentation of the data to
help answer the research questions yet remain sensitive to the narrative data, it was felt this
approach would allow a framework that facilitated the themes brought out in the discussion.
Keeping the narratives grouped by participant also helps to present the contextual data of the
participant such as their strata in the organisation.

Greimas, Courtès & Rengstorf (1976) recognised the most basic units of narrative have structural
rules for the functioning and combination of these units into structural forms ‘leading to the
production of narrative object’ Greimas, Courtès & Rengstorf (1976). Pivotally the authors posit
narrative has rules based grammatical form. I have found, like the academic’s post Greimas that a
structural approach such as Greimas, Courtès & Rengstorf (1976) and Labov and Waletzky’s (1997)
work is not fluid enough to include other qualities of narrative. I have found many of the narratives
in the context of my research question, fragmented and sporadic whilst achieving the same
functions of a structurally ordered narrative. Something recognised by Boje’s (2011) interpretation.
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Narratives can serve to simplify thinking from multiple paradigms into complex data arrangements,
fragmented or structurally whole and raw emotions into meaningful stories. Whilst at the same
time structural models of narrative infuse understanding and expectations leading the reader to use
their imaginations to fill out the possibilities the narrative raises. It is this expectation of narrative
structural form that may invoke ideas about narrative as a rudimentary form of leadership.
Extending this thinking if a researcher were to discount data according to structural rules then only
these schooled or adept at telling stories would end up in the verbatim selection. Those who do not
adhere to good story telling techniques or are more fragmented in the way the express themselves
might not be selected out for verbatim data. Seeking ways in avoiding this, my choice of a
framework using the temporal issues of crisis, fits this function. Allowing all stories about the crisis
and leaders’ actions become selected out for verbatim data. It was rare that stories about the crisis
had no temporal markers in them. In an instance where narrative data did not include temporal
markers, cross-referencing helped place the time frame of the extract.
This influence makes it more important to present the extracts from verbatim together from each
participant from before, during, after the crisis and leaders’ actions.

Research Question 1: Are there any convergent and divergent narratives on the events regarded as a
crisis by some?
Research Question 2: What do any discovered narratives say about the perceptions of crisis and
leaders’ actions in the organisation?

The issue of convergence and divergence is an important one when analysing narratives, as it begins
to assess whether there are patterns regarding a corpus of narratives in an organisation. One
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question that arises out of these convergences and divergences is whether they reflect social
constructions in the organisation? To investigate this there does need to be some consideration of
the interviewee’s position and role in the organisation. The following extracts will present evidence
for the convergent interpretations of pro-crisis, anti-crisis, sudden crisis and smouldering crisis
narratives. Multiple divergent narratives on the interpretation that “the events were a crisis” will
also be presented and discussed. An explanation of some background analytical frameworks, used
to identify these convergent and divergent narratives, will also be discussed.

4.4 Thematic analysis

An initial analytical process was conducted looking for the emergence of themes. This was done by
looking at the number of times a theme emerged, noting it down and compiling a list of ordinate
themes. The process involved an extensive familiarisation phase by the researcher, reading the data
multiple times and getting to know each narrative. This was an initial sift and it was found that some
of the emergent themes would fit into super ordinate themes. This did help to identify that there
were narratives about before, during and after the events and varying perceptions about leaders’
actions. This arrangement of the data helped to indicate the presence of convergent and divergent
narratives. Effectively, some of the narratives would indicate that there was a convergent view on
not only the definition of a crisis but also types of crisis within this, such as sudden or smouldering
crises. I found this tool vital in tackling the later narrative data as it provided important foundational
work to get to know the narratives and discover some thematic convergences in the data.

4.5 Literary analysis
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The data collection process saw the emergence of numerous instances of metaphor being used as a
tool to define identification with an ingroup through the coupling of metaphor with puns, humour or
plays on words. This infusion of language, meaning, characterisation and voice seemed to indicate
that a literary analysis might provide a good springboard for further narrative analysis. A table was
adapted from Myers-Shaffer (2000) and treated like a foundational tool to analyse the emergence of
meaning, form, voice, characterisation and language. This allowed for cross-referencing of the
narratives, in an accessible way, using each of the literary tools selected. Again, this was not the
final analysis of narrative but was used as a tool to gain familiarity with the narrative, thereby giving
insight into the narrative corpus and developing areas of convergence and divergence.
It was discovered that there was a tendency for metaphor to be used, by the operative, to make
sense of the crisis and the leaders’ actions post crisis. The analysis of voice enabled the distinction
between different groups in the organisation who subsequently used language and narrative in
different ways, to be made. Narratives with more classic elements of a story appeared to be more
prevalent in the management and leadership strata.

4.6 Convergent narratives on crisis

The analysis in the discussion treats a convergent narrative on crisis as accepting that this was a
crisis for the organisation. Identifying convergent narratives on crisis involved getting to the heart of
how participants felt about the crisis. Was the crisis, to them, an unusual event with existential
consequences for the organisation or, were the crisis events not unusual and something that must
be dealt with as standard if organisations want to operate in the sector? It was discovered that the
convergent narratives on crisis involved almost all the formal management and leadership strata.
Narratives that were divergent from this view, seemed to challenge the interpretation that the event
was a crisis by highlighting distance between formal management strata and the operative strata.
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Another interpretation of convergent narratives about crisis was the consideration of sudden and
smouldering crisis. The question as to whether this was a sudden crisis or a smouldering crisis has
some crucial connotations for the use of narrative surrounding leadership in organisations. This
proved to be was important because of its strong implications for the apportionment of blame and
for an understanding of how people see the root causes of the crisis. It is widely accepted that a
sudden crisis cannot be avoided and therefore there is nothing the leadership of the organisation
could have done to prevent the crisis. A smouldering crisis is a different proposition. The gradual
build-up of the conditions for crisis, within the internal systems of the organisation, can be much
more difficult for leaders to explain. Leaders can find this scenario decidedly difficult to explain
without exposing some sort of management or leader malpractice, negligence or bad decisionmaking. In the latter scenario, this has led to the perception of ‘scapegoating’ (Drabek &
Quarantelli, 1967) in the organisation.

4.7 Pro-crisis narratives

There was a strong sense amongst senior executives and management grades that the crisis the
company faced was indeed a crisis that threated the very existence of the organisation. Varying
versions of this emerged but there were many common elements that were repeated. These
elements were common amongst the senior executives and management grades each choosing part
of the senior executive’s story to repeat in different ways. The pro-crisis narratives came from
across the organisations and seemed to accept the crisis as a crisis. There were some narratives that
focussed on presenting the crisis as a sudden crisis and some that suggested the crisis may have
been a smouldering crisis.
The second layer of pro-crisis advocacy involves the interpretation that the crisis was either a
sudden crisis happening without warning or a smouldering crisis building up over a long time-span.
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Depending on the interpretation of whether a crisis was smouldering or sudden, leadership is
conventionally either absolved of blame, in the case of a sudden crisis, or seen as partially
responsible, in the case of a smouldering crisis.

4.8 ‘A crisis most definitely’: The notorious crisis

One of the clearest indications, from the operative strata, that this was interpreted as a crisis, was
Participant D’s pro-crisis interpretation. ‘A crisis most definitely. Yeah, yeah, yeah. I mean it was
notoriously, this type of industry has gone up and down and it’s either an all or nothing situation, and
at that time it all bottomed out and the share prices were down to about 7 per cent. No, 7 pence
rather.’ The use of the word ‘notorious’ hints at a collective interpretation in a wider sense.
Perhaps this happened within the individual’s section or amongst the strata of operatives,
throughout the wider organisation or perhaps it was perceived that it was known to be a crisis
sector-wide. The word also has negative connotations, indicating that, the reputation of the
organisation, at the time, may have been perceived as negative by some people.
Central to Participant D’s concerns about the crisis, after concerns about being made redundant,
were that of the loss of knowledge during the crisis from the organisation. The following narrative
uses gives a summary as the how the participant sees the unique value of the firm vested in
knowledge. Perhaps this loss of knowledge was important to mention and may have added to the
notoriety of the crisis amongst experienced voices.
“I do feel that we lost a lot of knowledge at the time, which was necessary or not…I think this type of
industry like I said before is very dependent on knowledge. It is a very bespoke industry based on
handed down knowledge, some people might disagree, but it is important. It can be adapted in order
to be a more viable process, but I think that essentially, old knowledge is good knowledge”
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The use of metaphor, ‘old knowledge is good knowledge’ displays the narrative traits being
evidenced by operatives.
Participant F gives the impression that this was considered a crisis by them in the following narrative
extract. This reinforces the interpretation that there are convergent narratives on crisis amongst the
narrative corpus.
“it was in such a bad state it couldn’t get worse in my opinion. It could only get better. If it had
gotten worse we would have got shut down or sold, or just gone bust. I felt confident that we could
turn it around.”
The idea that the organisation was on the brink was present in this narrative fragment as participant
F gave their frank perception, ‘it couldn’t get worse in my opinion’.

4.9 Was there a perception that this was a systemic crisis?

Participant D’s extract goes on to indicate that the individual has some interpretation of the way this
industry has been historically. ‘This type of industry has gone up and down, and it’s either an all or
nothing situation’, perhaps hinting that “sector turbulence” and these types of crisis are systemic in
nature. There is also the suggestion that the nature of the sector, ‘it’s either an all or nothing
situation,’ is partially responsible for the crisis.
The perception that survival in the sector was bounded by some very strict parameters, was
highlighted by participant F. ‘We have seen many companies vanish because they didn’t have orders
but we were just making a loss on everything. Things we did were really late.’ The narrative here
uses a logic argument to insinuate that the company was in a great deal of trouble because its orders
were late. Perhaps this suggests that the internal systems of the organisation could not cope with
delivering orders on time.
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Participant F’s narrative gives an indication that people were not being kept fully informed about
what was going on, but advocates that it was a crisis. ‘Well they knew something wasn’t right and
while we do not know the exact what is going on we knew the company was making a loss’. The lack
of profit, and late orders in the firm, was indicative of the crisis having some roots in the weak
systems in place at the time. ‘Yes, we saw the crisis. We didn’t have many orders and couldn’t do
anything on time’. Again, the issue of raising late orders emerges and this can be seen as potentially
extremely damaging for an organisation in the manufacturing sector, because it affects customer
relationships.
Being part of an industry that has such a large investment in component parts before the sale of the
product, brings with it a set of management and leadership challenges. The financial, supply chain
and operational issues are included in the following narrative by participant H. ‘We had over £2
million overdue credit with our supply chain and they were reluctant to deliver new products to us
until original orders were fully paid up. Therefore, we had a situation where we found it difficult to
shift products to generate cash either because we didn’t have the right level of parts to supply or our
people were not motivated enough to deliver the products at the right time or quality, or in fact and
more appropriately our manufacturing systems were inappropriate to control the factory.’ In this
final sentence, the speaker gives the biggest indication yet that internal systems were to blame for
the crisis as well as some comments concerning staff motivation, ‘or our people were not motivated
enough to deliver the products at the right time or quality’. This apportionment of blame uses the
crisis narrative to redefine the qualities and social identity of a group, the ‘shop-floor’ group.

4.1.1 ‘Dire straits’: The organisation in distress

Participant D gives a good example of how the crisis is reflected upon by someone with a long
history within the organisation, “In 2012, necessary I think is the word. It, it was, a time when the
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company was in dire straits.” The language used here advocates the interpretation of crisis. The use
of metaphor hints at a time of extreme distress, perhaps reflecting the perceptions of the individual
regarding what was going on around them. It is difficult to know where this type of emotive
language is aimed, but it may be reflecting a deep emotional connection with the survival of the
company. This was backed up by later comments by the interviewee that showed they had an avid
interest in collating a detailed history of the organisation’s 200-year history.
When thinking about the concept of ‘dire straits’, although a colloquialism, it’s meaning is that of
extreme distress. Distress, as a word, conjures up scenarios involving urgency and emergency, the
impacts of which are only really visible by noticing the effect they have on humans. Was the
participant trying to use language that reflected the mood of the organisational members at the
time? It could be said that the phrase is somewhat nautical in origin, evoking images of ships
navigating dangerous waters. In this use of the phrase, the ship takes on the importance or value of
the lives it protects. The meaning of distress, conveyed by this phrase, perhaps personifies the
organisation, as it has very strong links with human behaviour.

4.1.2 ‘A severe lack of investment’: Was this a smouldering crisis?

When looking at whether the roots of the crisis were sudden or took place over a more protracted
period of time, Participant D gives an interesting interpretation. ‘…I think it was possibly through a
severe lack of investment over the previous years, or for many, many years, and something radical
had to happen. I think whatever they did was necessary. It involved laying off a number of people at
the time, which is never good but it is a fact.’ This extract reveals that the participant sees the crisis
as having it roots in many years of underinvestment, perceiving the lead in time to the crisis being
over a number of preceding years.
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An extract from the narrative of participant B shows that the first impressions of the company
displayed a lack of investment. ‘First reaction to the physical world here was a, was a shock, like a
tin shack. When you first see it, you could tell it had been here for a number of years.’ This
somewhat corroborates Participant D’s interpretation that the company has suffered a severe lack
of internal investment. It also indicates that participant B perceived some issues concerning longterm internal investment.
In the following extract participant A seems to indicate that there were some financial and
operational issues which would be classed as a smouldering crisis.
“… I think there was definitely some financial issues particular with debt management and within as
well as operationally and obviously, there was. Some of these issues have been resolved through
restructure and things”
There seems to be some speculation with participant A’s narrative that only, ‘some of these issues’
have been addressed by leaders’ actions. Perhaps an indication the participant felt that there were
still unresolved issues with the organisation. Participant A goes on to say that the business could not
compete ‘on price and probably quality’, again supporting the notion that there were some issues
building up over a number of years.
“…the business couldn’t compete a few years ago, you know, we were, you know, the Europeans,
the Japanese could beat us on price and probably quality as well and the business turn around has
been essential.”

4.1.3 ‘They couldn’t even buy a hammer’: Underinvestment

There was a perception by participant B that purchasers were being restricted by central control.
‘They couldn’t even buy a hammer… Quite symbolic to what this business is all about it was always
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red tape, red tape, red tape. It was purchasers that could buy up to £10 and they always had to get
things approved’. The language used here indicates that ‘red tape’ and bureaucracy got in the way
of internal investment. Perhaps this attitude towards internal investment was a symptomatic
indicator that a smouldering crisis was emerging. It was perceived, by participant B, that there was
something with the previous approach towards purchasing. that was not quite working.
This extract confirms that participant B perceived the crisis as a crisis and accordingly gave a very
pro-crisis narrative. ‘A couple of months were, it was very tight. I mean we weren’t paying suppliers
we were bankrupt, had two and a half million pounds out with suppliers it was bad. Very bad. But we
kept going’. The very real threat of administration was raised, by participant B, who sees it as more
than a threat when he says, ‘we were bankrupt’. Perhaps, this indicates that all the necessary
financial conditions were there for bankruptcy unless something was done urgently. This narrative
is further reinforced when we look at the following extracts from participant H, the MD.
A portion of participant B’s narrative supports the narrative that the CEO swooped in to save the day
and recover the company from crisis.
“well he (CEO) used to be in London and on messages…”
This is built upon later in participant B’s narrative by saying that the ‘shop-floor’ group appreciate
having the CEO on site.
“I mean a lot of the guys on the shop floor are very open and very relaxed and I think having the big
boss there and hearing things and listening and doing things, is all about saying right okay, we
understand what’s going on and were going to do something about it.”

4.1.4 ‘Close to going insolvent’: A time of imminent danger
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One of the most forceful accounts of the company facing a crisis was the narrative told by the MD.
This narrative described a narrative situation steeped in jeopardy, and painted a picture of five
central characters working day and night until the problem was fixed. This narrative seemed to have
elements intended for particular audiences at times verging on a slightly unorthodox antenarrative.
The MD asserted that the organisation was “days away from not paying the wage bill and this close
to going insolvent the business was failing to deliver to customer expectations in terms of delivery
and quality”. This scene-setting phrase creates a sense of urgency around the time period and
presents the picture of a company needing to be turned around. In terms of antenarrative, it sets up
the listener for some sort of response to this jeopardy. This becomes an antenarrative where only
the storyteller knows the outcome of the story and these scene-setting phrases become “bets” on
the outcome of the story, employed to build suspense. From this perspective, it is clear that the
interviewee knew that there was a problem and was building suspense to enhance the protagonist
narrative or the saviour of the day character.
The MD goes on to quickly introduce himself as one of the major protagonists of the turnaround “I
came in at the back end of 2011 initially as an interim COO to help maximise year end output for
2011, and that ultimately gave me the opportunity to present a situation report to the chief executive
on what we needed to do to resolve these issues in the medium term.” The situation report is
presented as a kind of roadmap to recovery. Here we see a further building of the antenarrative
approach, with further narrative bets being placed on the outcome of the story.

4.1.5 ‘It was definitely a crisis’: Ratification by external consultancy

An external consultant, who was brought on board to provide recommendations, was described by
Participant B as follows: ‘To have someone external come in and tell you that you are doing things
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wrong, there is something fundamentally wrong with what is going on here its causing that result so
you need change, and it’s all about change. That was probably the biggest start but it was definitely
a crisis’. This was described as a trigger point for the turnaround initiation for the organisation. The
narrative intent is to portray that this was definitely a crisis, the word ‘definitely’ indicating that the
participant believed that there was little or no doubt about this interpretation.

Divergent Narratives on Crisis

4.1.6 Anti-crisis narratives, operatives left out of the information loop and whom does the
narrative of crisis serve?

Not all members of the organisation shared the same views on the interpretation that the events of
2011/2012 were a crisis. There was a strong indication that at the operative level, individuals were
kept in the dark as to the fortunes of the organisation. Operatives describe not knowing anything
about a crisis at the time and that unbeknown to them their careers and service were at risk at the
time. There was also a sense that some operatives had seen this type of event before and perceived
it to be, to some extent, expected within the industry. Some describe that despite having been
through crises before, the event was no less of a shock to them. There was one narrative that
questioned the crisis and posited that the interpretation of crisis may have been used to justify the
leaders’ actions.
These differing narratives on crisis form a body of divergent narratives that indicates differing
perceptions of crisis. Although some of these narratives are generated because of some form of
leaders’ actions, they are indicative of the willingness to engage with counter-narratives. The
convergent narratives on crisis indicate the majority to be management narratives, but the following
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divergent narratives on crisis are all generated from operative members of the organisation. Whilst
there is a formal social construction that divides the group, these narratives give an insight into the
way informal groupings can emerge around a shared sense of counter-narrative. The social aspect
of the way narratives function in social constructs begins to emerge. Most of these divergent
narratives about being kept in the dark, seemed to indicate a shared sense of dismay at this.
Perhaps this shared ground within these narratives has provided the opportunity to swap stories and
sensemaking narratives around being kept in the dark. Convergent and divergent narratives may
also be in evidence, demarcating the inclusion of personnel within certain social constructs.

4.1.7 ‘I didn’t see it as a crisis’: Anti-crisis narratives

There were some in the organisation that had a divergent view as to whether the events were a
crisis. Perhaps this was a reaction to being kept out of the information loop, but it led to some
operatives who did not accept that there was a crisis. This narrative seems to deny the crisis but the
comment emerges from a story about being kept in the dark. Perhaps the speaker is making sense
of their stance on the crisis by means of enacted sensemaking. They were possibly forming their
thoughts and opinions as they talked and reflecting upon the events. This may have been an
expression of the way they felt in response to not being informed about the prospects of the
organisation at the time.
‘…I think that some people knew because they had been informed but personally I didn’t realise it
was a crisis. All I saw was that we were being taken over and being ran by another company. I didn’t
see it as a crisis. I have heard, but it was never said to my face that we were two days from closing
down but that has never been said to us. I have worked here for twenty years now and at one point
we were a phone call away from closing’.
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Participant S contrasts the organisation being ‘a phone call away from closing’ with the length of
time they had worked for the company ‘I have worked here for twenty years’. This is perhaps an
indication that the participant perceives that those who have given such long service to the
organisation deserved to know if it was under threat. Essentially, if members of the organisation are
not informed of a threat then they are not able to contribute to the overcoming of that threat. This
may have further connotations for the sensemaking processes and value assumptions participant S is
using to form their narrative in this area. If members with a great deal of experience are not
informed because of the leaders’ action then they are not capable of reacting to the crisis. Does it
then logically follow that the leaders and managers do not view their input as valuable or that they
are not capable of getting the organisation through the crisis? These types of thoughts, value
assumptions and enacted sensemaking may induce in members feelings of being detached, helpless
and disaffected.
Another member of the operative team, participant N, contrasted being under-informed with their
opinion that the events were not a crisis. Whilst a subtle use of the comment that ‘You would say
there is a crisis. So, I never really thought there was,’ hints at the speaker not interpreting the crisis
as a crisis, there are some considerations to be made here regarding meaning. It sounds like the
speaker’s remarks are of an anti-crisis narrative, but the speaker may have actually meant that they
didn’t think it was a crisis because they were not informed. This type of open assertion can be used
within narrative to encourage counter narratives amongst social constructs.
‘Well I never knew there was a crisis. Me personally I never thought about it. I knew there was a new
company coming in and wanted to change things, but I never thought of it as being a crisis. Maybe
it’s better to say that we had a crisis and that we overcome it. It sounds better than saying we came
in and just changed things from the way it was for the sake of it. You would say there is a crisis. So, I
never really thought there was.’
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Participant N highlights that change was an issue at the time, saying that the new leaders ‘wanted to
change things’. The second time Participant N mentions this it is in a slightly more negative way by
saying that the changes were not for any reason, using the veil of questioning the legitimacy of the
crisis ‘just changed things from the way it was for the sake of it’. This may be another example of
how the divergent narrative of anti-crisis sentiment may facilitate the freedom to express other
thoughts and feelings by using this narrative as a vehicle. In the case of participant N, they may be
using this anti-crisis narrative to express the opinion that they don’t like change or that the changes
were not worthwhile.
The framework or scene setting for participant O’s comments on the changes, in response to crisis, is
that of being left out of the organisation’s communication loop. ‘I didn’t know that we were in it
that much’. In saying this participant O is revealing that they didn’t realise the gravity of the
situation the organisation faced.
‘…I didn’t know that we were in it that much but because I have been here so long I have seen this
happen two or three times with different management coming in and changing things. Then another
lot of management come in after that. I think we have had three or four lots now that have come in
and done a study and do the flow through but we seem to go back to the same working methods
that we had in the first place.’ The picture is painted here that having new leadership is perhaps
normal for the organisation when it faces a difficulty with its systems. The participant perceives that
they have served under many leaders perhaps adding to the narrative that these challenges are
normal within the sector. The participant also includes ‘we seem to go back to the same working
methods that we had in the first place,’ within their narrative, displaying that they feel that changes
don’t stick in the organisation, important to mention. Perhaps the participant may feel frustrated
with changes not sticking and having to implement more changes, yet there is no explicit mention of
this in the narrative, rather an insinuation. This narrative again uses the framework of challenging
the concept that this type of crisis is somehow unusual or exclusive in nature, by emphasizing that
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they ‘have been here so long I have seen this happen two or three times with different management.’
The participant uses their long service to the organisation as justification for challenging the
interpretation of crisis.
These challenges to the interpretation of crisis are expressed in narratives framed by, and coupled
with, other issues such as communication, respect, change fatigue, different leaders and
management implementing different changes. There is little explicit language used in isolation from
other possible mitigating factors that could be interpreted as a direct challenge to the convergent
narrative. The divergent narratives on crisis seem to be packaged in such a way that there appear to
be some unwritten rules that narratives are not to challenge the convergent narratives explicitly.
Rather, there must be some other mitigating factor, such as communication, for their
interpretations. On the whole, the divergent narratives seem either guarded in what they express or
use alternative interpretations about the crisis to express emotion about leaders’ actions.

4.1.8 ‘We didn’t know anything’: Operatives left out of the information loop

Perhaps one of the most common themes in the divergent narratives on crisis is that the operatives
were kept out of the information loop during the crisis. Here participant K expresses that it was a
bad thing not to be told about the issues the organisation faced. The language expresses raw
emotion and the physical reactions the participant felt, ‘…that was a shock to us,’. They seem to
indicate that it was not just themselves that felt this way by using the word ‘us’ in this extract. The
urgency expressed by pro-crisis narrative is reflected here within the extract ‘but I understand that
we were two days from going under’.
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‘Well, originally we didn’t know anything, that we were in a crisis, just that we were took over and
they were coming in but I understand that we were two days from going under. That was a shock to
us, a bad thing because no one communicated anything.’
The following comments by participant K are particularly interesting as they use very descriptive and
metaphorical language to describe the perceived distance evidenced, between formal groupings, by
the lack of communication. The use of metaphor gives the first indication that this may be a
narrative tool that is used to challenge the status quo in a veiled manner. The phrase ‘everything’s
rosy blah blah blah’ presents both that the participant was not being told about the crisis, and also
that the workforce was being given a picture that everything was fine within the organisation.
Participant K highlights that the way in which communication was previously done was perceived by
them to be a crisis.
‘…the order books talked about jobs in the pipeline and jobs that we were going to get that never
happened told us everything was rosy and you look back on it now and it was a crisis during the
crisis. They didn’t want to tell us about that, the crisis. Perhaps it was to stop people worrying or
whatever but they didn’t want to tell us about that. I think we should have been told.’
Participant K expresses that the impact of the lack of communication was damaging, astutely
highlighting the significance of not telling the operatives about the details of the crisis. This is an
unusual level of insight into the potency of leaving the operatives out of the information loop. The
participant describes this lack of communication as ‘a crisis during the crisis’. Perhaps this comment
indicated just how important it was for this participant that the operatives be included. Perhaps
they viewed the impact of this as equal to the potential damage done by the challenges facing the
organisation. This could be another example of enacted sensemaking as the participant reflects
upon the lack of communication. They are possibly using retrospection to describe the effects this
action has had since then on the operatives. Participant K has also highlighted the importance of the
definition of the crisis and who gets to define it and the parameters utilised? Perhaps participant K
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perceives other things as important elements of crisis, elements which differ from those of the
leaders of the organisation.
Narrative from participant L again highlights that they were not in the information loop. There are
some temporal aspects to this narrative that indicate that some the operatives may not have known
that the organisation faced such difficult circumstances until years later. ‘out well years later we
found out that we were two days away from closure’, this again indicates that operatives found out
after the event and that the organisation was very close to administration. This does raise the
question as to how the operatives found out, because the recurrent phrase of being ‘two days away
from closure’ emerges. This phrase has been repeated in both convergent and divergent narratives.
Its use may indicate some narrative repetition within the organisation around what the storytellers
in the organisation feel is important to mention about that time.
“Well, it wasn’t very informative at the time we didn’t really know what was going on. You knew
things were looking a bit tight money wise and that we were at a stage where we had no toilet paper
and we thought bloody hell they can’t even afford toilet paper. It was a bit of a running joke you
know. It was sort of a reality check to find out well years later we found out that we were two days
away from closure. Then you’re thinking that they weren’t very informative you know and what
would have happened in those two days if there was the closure of the shop. But once you have been
through it before it is a shock.”
The metaphor participant L uses about there being no toilet paper in the men toilets suggests that
there was some narrative speculation at the time about something not being right with the
organisation’s finances. It has been mentioned previously, by participant F, that there was some
speculation about what was going on at the time ‘they knew something wasn’t right’. This highlights
that narratives about the crisis itself were already starting to emerge, on a speculative level, before
any information was properly conveyed, by leaders. This narrative is a funny anecdote, which uses
the levity of humour to highlight the extent of the communications gap between the workforce and
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the formal leaders or management. Perhaps it indicates that the crisis has impacted at an
emotional level and that humour is being used as a way of coping with being left out of the
communications loop.
Participant O highlights that this lack of communication may have continued over future
collaboration, ‘they still seem to think that this filter system will work but I think the dirt will travel.
We have said that a few times but they just ignore us.’ Participant O was talking about future clean
controlled manufacturing environments, which, were planned after the formal leadership had
perceived that the organisation had recovered.
There are opposing voices to the interpretation that the workforce was kept out of the information
loop. Participant M states, ‘Oh yea, the majority of the workforce here to an extent knew that the
business was basically on its knees.’ This suggests that parts of the workforce knew, of those outside
the formal leadership, and parts did not. This made the sensemaking process even more complex
and confusing for some operatives.

4.1.9 Change ‘for the sake of it’: Whom does the narrative of crisis serve?

There are extracts, conveying emotions about the rate of change that use this narrative to frame a
deeper question about the use of the narrative of crisis. The participant questions whom the
convergent narrative of crisis suits? This is the starkest challenge to the convergent narrative on
crisis seen within the entire corpus of narratives. The discussion regarding the interpretation of this
narrative, follows.
Analysing Participant N’s narrative, it is possible to identify a questioning of the crisis definition used
by convergent narratives. The phrase, ‘maybe it’s better to say that we had a crisis,’ is very
significant in that it has a deeper recognition about the way narratives are used in organisations. In
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this instance, the operative speculates that narrative may have been used to present leaders in a
better light. This is the second instance of a deeper understanding surrounding the use of narrative
coupled with the definition of crisis. Participant K’s comment about communication, ‘it was a crisis
during the crisis’, also challenged the convergent narrative on crisis. This phrase suggests that it was
the use of narrative as a result of the lack of communication that may have presented impactful
issues amongst the workforce. Participant N speaks below.
“Well I never knew there was a crisis. Me personally I never thought about it. I knew there was a new
company coming in and wanted to change things, but I never thought of it as being a crisis. Maybe
it’s better to say that we had a crisis and that we overcome it. It sounds better than saying we came
in and just changed things from the way it was for the sake of it. You would say there is a crisis. So, I
never really thought there was.”
This previous portion of narrative by Participant N shows that they perceive the changes made by
the formal leaders in a particular way. They are suggesting that the narrative of crisis has served a
functional use in the organisation, possibly to augment the reputations of the formal leaders. This
interpretation does not focus on arguing the difference between convergent and divergent
definitions of crisis, rather the narrative focuses on the use of the crisis as a narrative tool
performing a function for a group of people.
Participant N indicates that there may be different definitions of crisis for differing groups or
personnel in the organisation. The CEO is cited as having different parameters for defining a crisis,
‘the figures from (CEO) he would probably say there was a crisis’, and, participant N states that the
figures might be a primary cause of concern for the company’s leadership.
“I mean that’s just from my point of view. I mean, if you looked at the figures from (CEO) he would
probably say there was a crisis but for me it never came across like that. Like, if you were to ask my
wife, she couldn’t say that I was at home worrying about where the money the next day was going to
come from.”
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The second half of the extract gives the participant’s feelings as to the impression they had of the
events at the time. The participant says ‘…for me it never came across like that’ giving a sense that
they were talking about their impressions of the situation at the time, rather than what they were
feeling about it being a crisis retrospectively. The participant gives the impression that they were
not worried about the organisation ceasing to trade.
This narrative is highly significant as it hints that the operative group may be representing in their
narratives an understanding of the functions of narrative and conveying that understanding in their
stories about the crisis. This extract cross-references with comments by participant I on the
narrative portrayal of crisis regarding new challenges that are facing the organisation; ‘as the crisis in
oil and gas are giving us major difficulties.’ In this extract, a drop in the oil price is re-framed as a
crisis.
Another example of the narrative of crisis being used by leaders in the organisation is the narrative
of participant C.
“I think they got the engaged because of the crisis point and everyone was very well aware of what
would happen if it didn’t go well. So, they got people to buy in because it was literally a burning
platform, that was their change management approach really.”
Referring to the effects of the crisis as a ‘a burning platform’ is another example of metaphor being
used in the organisation. Perhaps indicating that the participant, a new joiner, felt the use of
metaphor was an element of the way narrative are tod in the organisation. This extract highlights
that the narrative of crisis was linked with a management approach in the opinion of participant C.
When summarising that leaders didn’t talk about the crisis in too much detail participant C says,
‘That we did a turn around and it’s a recovery’. Perhaps the language used here ‘recovery’ and ‘turn
around’ shows that the there are some narratives in the organisation that believe the crisis has been
recovered from and are using the concept of crisis functionally in their narratives. The phrase ‘turn
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around’ reflects other narratives such as participant B when referring to the MD as a ‘turnaround
expert’.

Identifying social groupings: Group identity as sensemaking narrative

4.2.1 Enacted sensemaking

There is not always time, after a crisis or event, to fully process what has gone on, nor to form well
rounded narratives from one’s thoughts and feelings regarding events. The theory of enacted
sensemaking (Weick, 1988) suggests that there may be portions of narrative where the speaker is
reflecting and sensemaking of the events for the first time whilst they are telling the story. Weick
(1988) remarks that, the exploration of a crisis situation is enacted by one’s own actions and can
compound the crisis. People make sense of this by looking back over their own actions. In the crisis
events covered by this research, group identities and boundaries also feature highly as a
sensemaking activity because the opportunity to enact sensemaking through actions was taken away
from the operative or ‘shop-floor’ grouping by other groupings in the organisation. Not only did this
this grouping not know what it was facing, but they also lost the whole opportunity to
retrospectively make of sense of the crisis. As such, the implications for this research are that the
‘leadership team’ and management team groupings are the only groupings able to engage in
retrospective enacted sensemaking. A prominent influence for the ‘shop-floor’ grouping may be
sensemaking through group identity so the following extracts present evidence for three groupings
within the organisation.
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4.2.2 Why identify social groupings?

Evidence for social groupings is important to identify because they are a major sensemaking tool,
that affects narratives. Group identities are used, by people, to make sense of the leaders’ actions
and other events, transferring them into narrative. This also provides an opportunity to search for
evidence of socially selected leaders, and for reactions to the leaders’ actions. Some evidence for
such social groupings was salient within the data despite the narratives being based upon individual
perceptions. This salience was found in various narratives, across the corpus of narratives, by using
proximal and distal pronouns. There was some very clear empirical data, in the form of the language
used by different individuals, that indicate some proximal or distal expressions of pronouns. The use
of pronouns was very telling but there was also some use of metaphor to back up these divisions
indicated by expressions such as ‘the shop-floor’ and ‘upstairs’ or ‘the management’. Colloquial
phrases were commonplace in the organisation and this was evident by analysing the narrative
corpus. Then, there are participants who indicate the distance directly by saying that the divide is
‘worse than it ever has been. From these indications, we can at least surmise that some narrators
perceive there to be at least two distinct groups, ‘the management’ and the ‘shop-floor’. It was
possible to discern further groupings, but for the purposes of this discussion the presence of two
main groupings allows for points to be made surrounding social identity, psycho-social factors and
leaders.
Although some theories suggest that leaders can be emergent by means of representing the
prototypical identity of the group, the process by which this occurs is somewhat problematic. This is
because the concept of a prototypical leader is open to debate. It is possible that the group identity
is not congruent with a prototypical concept of what leadership is or what a ‘good’ leader should be.
Narrative and the sensemaking elements of identity becomes an important aspect of analysing data
on this group process.
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4.2.3 Social grouping: Evidence that identifies a ‘shop floor’ grouping

Some participant identified between them that there were three main social groupings in the
organisation; the ‘shop-floor’, ‘the management team’ and ‘the leadership team’. It was possible to
identify these three groups by using the extracts below from the narrative corpus. When the
presence of these epithets was detected, comments emerged, together with some of the most
interesting data about the subject groups and perception of their identity qualities. Using the group
names as a search term, brought with it a highly interesting narrative and identified the front-line of
the tussle for narrative influence between the groups. It was also found that these groups were
used to compare and contrast behaviours and perceptions.
The concept of there being socially identified groups and the divide between the groups, is described
as a ‘culture’ by participant B. This gives a clear indication that there is a perceived divide between
two perceived groups within the organisation, by participant B.
“I mean…there is always that, that, culture of what office and shop floor and I don’t know how you
know, how we say to write a book on that. I mean a lot of the guys on the shop floor are very open
and very relaxed and I think having the big boss there and hearing things and listening and doing
things, is all about saying right okay, we understand what’s going on and were going to do
something about it.”
The ’big boss’ participant B is referring to here is the CEO who moved up from a London base to be
based at the Luton site. This extract describes that the presence of the ‘big boss’ seems to have an
impact on the operatives on the ‘shop floor’. The use of the ‘shop floor’ as a descriptor for the
manufacturing area seems to reinforce the concept of social groupings in the organisation. This data
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backs up the concept that social groupings impact upon, and reinforce, particular identities within
the organisation.
Participant C takes a different approach when referring to the ‘shop floor’. An emphasis is placed on
how the group reacts to a different style of management. The participant says that the group are
struggling with a democratic leadership style because they are used to autocratic leaders. It is
unclear whether this is a comment aimed at previous leaders or leaders at the time. It does hint at
the participant’s perception of how they see leadership styles that have been used. It also indicates
that the participant feels confident enough to speak out on behalf of the group in question. The use
of the distal pronoun ‘they’ may suggest that the participant is speaking from outside the ‘shopfloor’ grouping.
‘I think there is a better understanding at the senior levels and that it was led in a very autocratic
way and we’re now moving to a very democratic style of leadership, a more consensual style of
leadership I suppose. But I think that the shop floor … are struggling with that …because they are so,
used to being told what to do rather than being asked what do you think you should do..it’s like…
mmm’
The perception of participant C of the organisation’s structure seems to be very hierarchical given
the use of the phrase ‘senior levels’. It is clear that this senior level does not include the ‘shop-floor’
group despite members of this group having been perceived by participant K and participant G as
being some of the oldest and most experienced in the organisation.
The following comments from Participant E on the divide between the ‘shop-floor’ and the ‘office
staff’, (‘it’s kind of story I guess’), is the second instance of the middle management strata
commenting that this divide would make a good story. Participant B refers to the same issue by
saying, ‘there is always that, that, culture of what office and shop floor and I don’t know how you
know, how we say to write a book on that.’ Although a bit unclear in its delivery participant B’s
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comments seem to indicate that this is a common phrase in the organisation. Participant E goes on
to talk about the divide between the office staff and the ‘shop-floor’ by using the word ‘segregation’.
‘You get people on the shop floor mixing with the office staff and vice-versa which normally does not
happen all the time as there is sometimes segregation which should not be there. We are trying to
change that but erm…it’s kind of story I guess but…’
Segregation does not happen without some form of human activity, whether this is the natural
emergence of a social grouping or an enforced segregation is unclear. Comments from participant J
can help to clarify some historical attitudes towards segregation within the organisation. ‘They used
to have a worker’s canteen and then they used to have a silver grill which was the manager’s
canteen.’ This is a clear indication that some of the segregation in the past was enforced by the
organisation, using the very primal divider of food allocation and its quality. This harks-back to a
bygone era by participant J and it is clearly still within the living memory of the participants. These
memories may be affecting their perceptions of unspoken assumptions regarding about what a
leader should be. Altering the allocation of resources, food, and service of a group can form very
strong group bonds infused with attitudes that create well-defined exclusive identities for an
ingroup. This type of segregation, historically used at the organisation, apportions value to
personnel through the public allocation of resources and is vaguely reminiscent of tribal hierarchies.
Here is another indication that there are regarded to be at least two social groupings within the
organisation by participant J.
‘I don’t mean management as such on the shop floor or anything, but senior management you know’
Interestingly in this proceeding extract participant J does not refer to the ‘senior management’ as
leaders or the leadership. This gives the impression that there are some clear dividers and
indicators, amongst the perceptions of the members of these groups, as to the qualities of their
group identities.
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Participant J also uses a comparison of a formal leader to the qualities of those in the shop-floor
group. Both an insight into what participant J feels the expected identity of those on the ‘shop-floor’
group might involve, and a comment on what he expects from formal leaders. Again, we see the use
of elevation, linked with formal seniority, in the phrase ‘such a high position.’
‘He F’s and blinds like people do on the shop floor. You don’t normally see that from something in
such a high position’
The close linking of social groupings with job role, seems to feed into the expectations of identity
that members of the organisation have and show what they perceive the qualities of that group to
be. Below, the comments from participant J highlights that, adjusting their job roles., has led to
huge implications for the social identity amongst some groups within the organisation. ‘They’ve
given them menial tasks now’, gives insight by its use of the word ‘they’ of a perceived outgroup
distance between the speaker and the perpetrators of this change to job roles.
‘...in terms of that we used to have quite a big machine shop and now we have virtually no machine
shop as everything is subcontracted out. But, you know, I mean they haven’t laid any of the blokes off
but they’ve given them menial tasks now.’
The following comment, quite explicitly, paints a narrative that the ‘shop-floor’ group are looked
down upon. It even goes so far as to use the phrase ‘we are the grunts on the shop floor’. A
perception that the number of managers are increasing, without a clear message going back to the
‘shop-floor’ grouping as to what they are all doing in the organisation, is indicated by ‘three thousand
managers upstairs and what are they managing.’ This again links perceived self-worth in the
organisation with communication, as have other narratives from the ‘shop-floor’ group such as
participant K’s contribution and others.
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‘I think people view it as we are the grunts on the shop floor and there are three thousand managers
upstairs and what are they managing. It’s almost a way just to give people a pay rise you know..
because they like to or something I don’t know.’
Participant J uses the word upstairs to link the management group with a location. The word has
connotations attached to it, that something described as elevated is somehow also elevated in
importance. Examples such as ‘on the hill,’ for Capitol Hill, and the ‘top-floor’, to refer to the board,
are similar in the way they link physical elevation with an elevation in importance.
The graduate entries to the organisation were the result of a post-crisis recovery action plan. Below,
participant J indicates that there is no formal structure of incentivisation or career progression for
those from the ‘shop-floor’ group. This may again feed into concepts of self-worth and value
attribution, in narratives generated by the group.
‘No there is no sort of structure put in place. There is for the graduates but nothing for the shop
floor.’
Participant K’s comments are rounded up by the use of metaphor ‘It’s pie in the sky’ something
which is both succinct and infused with meaning, and immensely memorable. The operatives, or the
‘shop-floor’ group, use metaphors in a potent way to define the conditions of narrative for members
of their in-group. They are used a way that brings humour and levity to their situation, that
navigates the narratives of others in a memorable way, and to sensemake of events. This metaphor
epitomises what has been highlighted so far within the analysis of the narrative corpus, namely that
of a disconnect in communications and of tacit understandings as to what would contribute a
strategic success in the industry. In this sense, it is also being used as the lead in linguistic tool for a
battle of the antenarratives. What the formal leadership would like to be the convergent narrative
of the future strategy being a success, and the divergent view that the ‘old ways are the best’,
represented by mainly an aging highly experienced workforce at the operative level, define the
battleground.
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4.2.4 Defining qualities of the social identity of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping

The following extracts hint at some perceived defining qualities of the shop floor groupings. These
come from both the narrative representatives of this group and from their perceptions of how other
groups thought about the identity of their group.
‘They like to think we believe everything that they say and hope that they can pull it off, but we don’t
quite believe it on the shop floor. It’s pie in the sky.’
The previous extract shows a breakdown in narrative exchange between the ‘shop-floor’ and
another group. Perhaps this quality of rejecting the other group’s narrative is being used to define
the social identity of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping as a sensemaking process, in reaction to the leaders’
actions when responding to the crisis events.
Participant G gives some age-related qualities regarding the social identity of the groupings’
participants.
‘Very frustrating for me anyway. There are 15-20 machinists on the shop floor and most are in their
60’s’
Participant K indicates that the grouping might be treated as being less knowledgeable. Perhaps this
comment is in reaction to being left out of the crisis decision-making team and informational loop.
‘Here on the shop floor we are treated like we don’t actually know anything but there are people here
who have been here for 30-40 years but we are not asked anything.’
Another comment below from participant K backs up the idea that one quality of the ‘shop-floor’
group is that they are an ageing workforce. This suggests that the approach towards the social
identity dynamic has multiple influences relevant to older people within this grouping.
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‘I would say on the shop floor anyway that we are an aging work force. We have two retiring within
the next three months.’
The following narrative extract comes from participant K’s narrative concerning an incident where a
case study was compiled to manage a member of the ‘shop-floor’ group out of the business. The
individual was consequently reinstated through union intervention. The incident is used, in the
narrative sense, to apply the way the individual feels about this incident, to the emotions of the
wider ‘shop-floor’ group. This term, in itself, is versatile as it relates to a place and a social grouping.
‘...how many files do they have on people? So, honestly it feels like your walking on egg shells on the
shop floor’
Below participant K goes on to make a metaphorical comment on the qualities of a certain grouping
in the organisation. The language used, ‘the gentleman’s club’, hints at exclusivity and perhaps
refers to only a few members of the organisation.
‘so, we call them the gentleman’s club, but that’s just for the shop floor talk.’
The divisions and use of information loops to divide the workforce into groups, is highlighted by
participant Ks comments below.
‘things …that they know are above my pay grade…they worry about millions of pounds and I worry
about things on the shop floor or whatever..but erm..do I want to know more? Probably yes…there is
no point in Dave Murray coming in here and saying everything is rosy when it’s not.’
Participant M makes an important observation regarding the ‘LEAN’ changes implemented and their
longevity. The incident referred to below was a breach of the ‘LEAN’ systems fault reporting
principles. This is another example of how group identity is used to convey important perceptions
about leaders’ actions.
‘Well at the minute on the shop floor we have two shafts down there and they have lines on there
that don’t quite fit.’
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The improvements to the working environment of the ‘shop-floor’ were described, by participant O.
‘It’s cleaner, they have painted the shop floor and made it brighter because it was really dull. I have
seen it painted before but it is a lot better job they have done now…The lighting is a lot better now
and made the environment a lot better to work in.’
Director level opinion on some of the changes highlights the presence of at least two groupings.
Interestingly, this director did not seem to be as instrumental in the turnaround changes as some of
the other directors and did not seem to be part of the ‘exclusive’ group. Below participant R
attributes the need for changes to the ‘shop-floor’ issues perhaps hinting that the changes were
aimed at the social grouping rather than the physical place.
‘It was (MD’s) style to understand it, set out a vision and then bring in what I call change agents like
(COS) and (COO) to come into the business and act as catalysts to work in certain areas. Then some
of those changes in the first instance they attacked some of the shop floor issues with (COO)’
Further perceptions of the qualities of this group are highlighted by participant R’s use of the phrase
the, ‘staff side’. This is a term used only once more in the narrative corpus by participant N again to
define the qualities of a grouping, ‘and what we call upstairs on the staff side are fairly new’.
‘The guys from the staff side got involved in some of the CI improvements on shop, so you know like
painting floors, organising tooling racks and showing the commitment and pulling us all together as
a wider team.’
Participant R’s previous comment attempts to show that there are efforts to try and integrate some
of these groupings in the business. This highlights that they are recognised by the formal leadership
and that perhaps some of the effects of these divisions are not desired by ‘the leadership’ or
‘management’ groupings.
The comments below pick out individuals, from the group of five individuals highlighted previously
by another director, as being the main protagonists of the crisis recovery. The comments seem to
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indicate that these individuals are very close to the ‘shop-floor’ grouping, making their lives easier by
sorting out any problems or issues they might have.
‘themselves whereas (COO) you know, basically lived on the shop floor for the first year. (MD) was
always very visible as well and it was that thing of every morning he would walk into the shop and
check in with the guys and taking time to talk to them about their issue and problem and going away
and sorting it out.’
Participant S refers to the emotions felt by operatives on the ‘shop-floor’ and the ‘worry’, referred to
in the present tense, that people will lose their jobs. This seems to indicate that worry is still an
ongoing issue amongst the workforce and is a result of the sensemaking process transferred into
narrative by the participant.
‘There are people on the shop floor who are worried about how it will affect their jobs. I mean, no
one can say it should have stayed the way it was because change is inevitable, you know, but as I
said we were archaic but we were surviving. It’s the change but involving people in that change and
some people have just been dragged along with it and thinking what the hell is going on you know.’

4.2.5 Narrative use of motivation to define qualities of the social grouping the ‘shop-floor’

Participant J talks about the morale of the ‘shop-floor’ group and has some valuable insights due to
his close contact with this group. It may be that participant J considers themself to be accepted as a
part of the ‘shop-floor’ group, as the pronoun ‘we’ is used in multiple instances when talking about
things that affect the group.
‘Some of the things I have to say morale wise are pretty dire you know on the shop floor. Trying to
motivate men that are completely de-motivated now is..you know…is almost an impossible task now
you know’
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Participant J refers to trying to motivate the ‘shop-floor’ group by saying it, ‘is almost an impossible
task now you know’ and has convergent comments with participant B, who said, ‘getting the shop
floor onboard with everything that was happening was hard’. Participant J’s comment is a good
instance of how searching for social groupings can reveal other information. Further to this picture
of the shop-floor grouping being demotivated is participant H’s comments when describing their
perception of the roots of the crisis. ‘Our people were not motivated enough to deliver the products
at the right time or quality’. It is worth noting that all of the participant’s B, H and J, are part of the
formal management or leadership hierarchy.
It appears that different groups are using the narrative of motivation, or lack of it, to define what
they perceive to be the prototypical qualities of certain social groupings. These narratives are also
serving as a deflection tool for the smouldering crisis interpretations. This deflects blame for
smouldering crisis issues away from senior management and towards a demotivated workforce.
The following extract, from participant B, describes what seem to be differences in motivating
certain groups in the organisation, directly criticising one group but not going as far with the other.
This indicates some sort of perceived disparity in the area by participant B. Perhaps in doing this
participant B is creating distance in their narrative between themselves and the ‘shop-floor’ group.
‘…very much getting the shop floor onboard with everything that was happening was hard. Getting
the office people revved up for what was coming was another thing’
The choice to use motivation to highlight difference between the two groups may indicate that
participant B has experienced some instance where this was an issue.
Participant J highlights that the changes made to people’s job roles have been so drastic that they
are affecting the morale of the ‘shop-floor’ group. ‘Alright, they have still got a job and they haven’t
been sacked but that doesn’t motivate anybody.’ Motivation, here, seems to be performing a
narrative function in defining social groupings. Members of the middle and senior management are
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using a lack of motivation to describe the root causes of the crisis at an operational level. Members
of the ‘shop-floor’ group seem to describe it as a symptom of the leaders’ actions. Participant K
describes being uncomfortable with having erratic workflow.
There were also comments from participant K, an operative, and what could be perceived as
member of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping, that motivation was an issue amongst this group. The crucial
difference in these narratives is that middle and senior management strata display it as part of the
cause for the crisis or slow recovery from it and operative or supervisory strata describe motivation
in terms of its lack being the direct result of the crisis.
‘because at the moment we have no work. The more you don’t have work and then work comes
about you have had so long with no work that you don’t want to do it. We have had the start of this
year in three months not a lot. Perhaps one job this month. We have three shifts, days, lates and
nights so probably 14 fitters out there fighting over one job.’
Participant K is describing the awkwardness of motivation and being observed when being held to
account for the slack in the workflow of the organisation. These types of emotions become part of
the sensemaking process and there is a transference of these emotions into narrative. The
frustration felt by participant K can easily be turned into an antenarrative by members of the ‘shopfloor’ group criticizing future expectations of orders and workflow by the senior management or
leaders.
Participant J gives their perception of how the change in activities is affecting the ‘shop-floor’ group.
Comments on motivation, such as this, seems to be a way of expressing some form of concern about
the leaders’ actions in response to crisis, as the job roles of some groups were affected dramatically.
‘I think that is the same for a lot of the blokes on the shop floor and they are not getting any stimulus
whatsoever’
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Participant K offers a comment about being negative that seems to indicate that they perceive the
responses by the leader in reaction to the crisis in a negative light and that this attitude is perceived
by the participant to be widespread amongst the operatives. This creates the impression that
reasoning is a defining part of the identity of the group.
‘Trouble is…. you have So, many negative things that you totally end up being negative then. I dare
say that most people on the shop floor are negative’
Using motivation in this way, within narrative, the indications are that the topic has entered into the
narrative interactions of the organisation’s groupings. Director level staff are prepared to use the
narrative of ‘a lack of motivation’ to deflect smouldering interpretations of the crisis onto the
workforce. Perceptions from members of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping were also prepared to express
that the actions taken by leaders in response to the crisis have reduced morale in some sections of
the organisation. It is also possible that the definitions of motivation are different between the two
groupings, ‘the management’ and the ‘shop-floor’. Narratives from operatives seemed to indicate a
close link between job role, stimulus and motivation. Other groups seemed to talk about motivation
in terms of facing a change or a challenge. It is possible that the interaction between these two
types of narrative, are affecting the interpretation of leaders’ actions in response to crisis. Negative
narratives regarding the cause of the crisis and links to the workforce may affect the interpretations
of the changes needed to bring recovery to the company, by the workforce. This may be one of the
most sensitive narrative interactions affecting the operations of the company that the analysis has
drawn out.

4.2.6 Social grouping: Evidence that identifies ‘the management team’ as a grouping
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A strong descriptor, of the groupings within the organisation, was displayed by Participant I’s
narratives.
‘I believe we got to the position in 2013 with a 3.2 million profit through the leadership style and
being overly compensating in the abilities for the management team to deliver’
This narrative fragment offers exclusive language apportioning success directly to certain groupings
when talking of the recovery from crisis. In the previous extract, Participant I directly links the
prosperous position of 2013, effectively the recovery of the crisis, to the leadership team and the
ability of the management team to deliver. There is no mention of the ‘shop-floor’ group.
The following extract seeks to apportion the blame for the deterioration of the organisation to new
recruits at director level. The extract describes a change in leadership style. Negative effects among
the workforce were scape-goateed onto the two individuals at director level and at the time of this
interview the individuals had already left the company. The following extract displays how the MD
places this logic into narrative.
‘There was an issue when (COS) handed over to a new MD in 2014 when the leadership style that
was previous in the business was lost and the new style of the leadership team was one of command
and control rather than leadership and the management team failed to respond to that new
leadership style and surprise surprise because there was no over compensation the results for the
business started to deteriorate. The morale of the business started to deteriorate and some of the
new systems and procedures that were implemented, because they weren’t in the image of the new
MD became lost.’
There is an interesting comment right at the centre of this narrative whilst it defines a clear
difference between ‘the management team’ grouping and ‘the leadership team’, it also highlights
some tacit understandings about leadership. The director insinuates that the style of leadership
exercised by the leaders involved in the turnaround was ‘what leadership is’. ‘The new style of the
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leadership team was one of command and control rather than leadership.’ This indicates that within
the narrative perception of the MD, there are no other interpretations of what leadership is.
A pertinent question to ask of participant I’s narrative is why the management team were incapable
of adopting a command and control style with their teams? ‘they were incapable of doing that.’
Was this because those managers were accepted as part of the ‘shop-floor’ ingroup amongst their
teams, and a command and control style would have been socially problematic for them. This
statement by participant I perhaps hints at the perception that if the managers had been able to do
this then command and control might have worked.
‘It wasn’t an acceptance or recognition that the management team had a particular level of
capability and there was an inability to manage that capability. It was assumed under the command
and control style that the management team themselves were adopting a command and control
style with their teams and they were incapable of doing that.’
The issue of why the management teams were incapable of doing that is left open to interpretation
by the narrator participant I. This is the third instance of leaving details unsaid and inviting the
listener to fill the gap. Other instances include participant I’s extracts ‘rather than leadership’
leaving the interpretation for good leadership open. This is perhaps an indicator of the participants
narrative style.
Participant I, one of the former leaders brought in to turn the organisation around, raises the
narrative of crisis again in regard to the current difficulties the organisation is facing. ‘. We’re seeing
some challenge within the business in terms of the market we are in, as the crisis in oil and gas are
giving us major difficulties’. This is coupled with the directors directly giving what they believe to be
the outlook of the workforce and management in the following extract.
‘So, the outlook of the workforce and the management remains very positive. We’re seeing some
challenge within the business in terms of the market we are in, as the crisis in oil and gas are giving
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us major difficulties which is driving down our average cost margin and we are still in the recovery
mode of the getting the volume output back on track compared to the previous management style,
but I think overall their erm…perception of the business is that thank God one of the previous
incumbents is back in control and the outlook remains positive.’
The use of the term ‘workforce’ seems to be aligned with the ‘shop-floor’ colloquialism.

4.2.7 Social grouping: Evidence that identifies ‘the leadership team’ as a grouping

Participant B gives a perception of leadership that involves dictating and directing staff, whilst
highlighting the use of the ‘leadership team’ phrase.
“I think the management and the leadership team in the organisation, in the beginning, wasn’t very
strong at all. There was no driver, there was no one there to say this is what needs to happen. And
that is there is was stagnant.”
The following comments, by participant C, identify some internal struggles amongst the leadership
team and a fairly hierarchical view of leadership.
“…because I’ve come from quite a large organisation background it’s very obvious there are some
methods of working that are just fundamentally not there…things like I would expect Directors part
of the leadership team first, and Directors are there to their department second and it’s not like that.
It’s the other way around and that is something that we need to try and work on because you end up
fighting inside those but really we all need to be working together to a common purpose”
Again, the inter-personal dynamics of the leadership team is raised by participant C in the following
extract, again highlighting that the new styles of leadership are not accepted well by the leadership
team, perhaps causing some friction between new incumbents and members of the leadership team
who were around for the crisis response.
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“Yes, very direct and to the point and it was when I first started it was very evident in the leadership
team actually that some of them… (Interim MD) would ask them a question, and you could see the
whites of their eyes and their faces go… pale because they were being put on the spot [laughing] and
he is such a lovely guy and he would never shout them down but they thought that was he was going
to do because that is what they were used to.”
Participant I sets stringent definitions for the identity of social groupings within their narratives in
the following extracts.
“Other initiatives we set were aspirations goals for the leadership team So, the lead time for BCP was
a year ..if not a year plus, So, we set an outrageous goal of a 20-week lead time”
Participant I’s scapegoating of the new incumbent, illustrates that participant C’s insights into interpersonal tensions and disagreements over leadership style, were not unfounded.
“There was an issue with when (COS) handed over to a new MD in 2014 when the leadership style
that was previous in the business was lost and the new style of the leadership team was one of
command and control rather than leadership ..and the management team failed to respond to that
new leadership style”
The very notion that a problem in leadership style affects the whole organisation is very much
vested in the perception of leadership that it is projected from the top and adheres to contingency
theories.

4.2.8 Narratives about leaders’ actions

Identifying convergent or divergent narratives on the acceptance that this incident was a crisis is
fairly straightforward. It becomes a little more complex when dealing with leadership because of
the nature of the debate. Agreement about what makes a prototypically ‘good’ leader is rare. The
question: What is leadership? is core to the understandings of the debate. Therefore, convergent
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narratives on leaders’ actions might centre around a number of factors rather than being a choice
between whether this was a crisis or not. Convergent narratives on leadership might include
people’s perceptions of whether the leaders’ actions were a good thing or whether a particular
perception of leadership is accepted by the organisation. They might even include the perception of
whether someone is a leader or not. Due to this complexity, I will present convergent narratives on
whether or not participants perceived the leaders’ actions as a positive thing. Other clusters of
divergent narratives to this may provide some convergence on a particular style, on perceptions of
leadership and concerning the interpretation of who was a leader.

Emergent narratives about leaders and identification with formal leaders

4.2.9 Narratives that were ‘pro’ formal leaders
Throughout there are various views expressed in the narratives, in some cases divergent narratives,
regarding the MD or the CEO being the main protagonist of the turnaround or antagonist towards a
social grouping. Reicher, Haslam and Hopkins, (2005) identify that social groupings are likely to exist
on multiple levels and individuals can be part of more than one social grouping. Multiple social
groupings are also likely to exist within an organisation. The authors argue that groups will socially
identify a leader that best represents the identity and qualities of the group. A significant part of
identifying with a leader is not only the distance indicated in the language but also how they are
represented in the narrative indicating a synergy with the stories leaders tell about themselves or a
disconnect. The phrase ‘turnaround expert’ or ‘turnaround professional’ is found throughout the
corpus of narratives and re-affirms an individual’s perception of their role in the crisis recovery.
Participant B refers to this by stating ‘as a professional to turn around’ which reinforces the
individual as a leader during the crisis. The evidence for social groupings is present throughout the
narratives but it is the contribution of the crisis context and the supporting theory (Hermann, 1963)
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that begins to form a picture of how followers interact with leaders and their actions, under such
conditions, in this organisation.
Participant B seems to identify with the leader described even though they were brought in as an
external consultant initially and would usually be perceived as part of the out-group. Several factors
are at play within this narrative; participant B wants to identify their proximity to the leaders’ ingroup but cannot assert that they are part of it; They also use stock phrases, employed by senior
directors, to describe their role in the crisis.
“…some of the people brought in, and some name such as (MD) to help bring the business back
around as it was losing a lot of money year on year and that, and at that point, (the MD) was
brought in as a professional to turn around, to try and smooth out the business and make it work
again…These guys are experts in their field. Yeah. It definitely has a little bit of a … a feel about it that
you don’t really get anywhere else as far as I know yet.”
This account, by participant B, shows a strong affinity with the leadership as they state that the
business ‘has a feel about it that you don’t really get anywhere else,’ indicating an emotional
connection with the business and the feelings generated by being part of it. The pre-cursors to this
‘professional to turn around’ and ‘these guys are experts’ reaffirms messages we see from some of
the directors that they are the people for the job of turnaround. Recognising the emotions of
followers has been part of the debate for some time and it is a useful tool in helping to understand
follower reactions. The willingness to emotionally identify with the organisation shows that the
leader responses have had some effect on staff closely mentored by the leadership team, as this
individual was. In terms of social grouping, the participant’s language gives some indication of
distance in its use of the proximal demonstrative pronoun ‘these’ guys rather than ‘those’ guys or
‘we’. This proximal language could also indicate the existence of a social group. The language
indicates closeness of the speaker to the group but not total social parity with the group, suggesting
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a peripheral socially tolerated individual but not a fully integrated and accepted member of the
group.
There is some indication that the type of approach the MD was perceived to have taken by
Participant B was perhaps autocratic and disapproving of non-compliance.
“…With (MD) coming in, he was not the kind of guy you say no to willingly, and I actually think about
him at first, he has such a presence about him and a way with things that you know, you just do it,
just go and do it. He is alright. If anything, we are going forward and that’s the main thing.”
This portrayal of the MD indicates perhaps a perceived dominance exerted over the followers as
opposed to a socially identified leader or one with whom the group identifies. The phrase ‘not the
kind of guy you say no to willingly’ gives a picture of a punitive, domineering approach. The phrase
‘he is alright’ is perhaps the most telling of whether the participant identifies with the MD. This
phrase is not indifferent but is certainly not a warm endorsement or a signal of close proximity to
the MD.
Participant F fully endorses the MD as the leader of the turnaround and uses the emotive phrase ‘I
liked him from day one’ using ‘as a person’ rather than ‘as a leader’, perhaps indicating a social
identification by the participant. This reveals that, a leaders’ personal qualities are what defines
them for the participant. The participant was a member of the middle management and was
complimentary about the MD.
“I liked him from day one as a person. He is straightforward, blunt some might say. He is a very good
listener and remembers things well and a clever chap who can turn around companies, which is what
he has done.”
The use of the phrase ‘blunt some might say’ gives a strong indication that the participant is aware
of some narrative repetition and a wider social narrative around the bluntness of the MD. Overall
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this narrative is one of identification with, and endorsement of, the MD as the main protagonist of
the turnaround.
Participant F further extends his perception of the MD by explaining the democratic nature of the
MDs approach ‘and spent a couple of months just introducing himself and walking around the site
and chatted to people,’. This is however in contrast with some of the other participant’s perceptions
of the MD’s approach, notably participant D ‘I suppose, like it or not, he is a very, very ruthless
character, very brutal, the way he addresses people sometimes is certainly something to be
questioned’. The view of participant F ‘just getting a grip of how the place was running and what
people thought’ identifies a social process of conversation and opinion gathering further extending
the earlier views of participant F concerning the social domain and showing that the MD engaged in
a social process.
‘So, (CEO), the company owner if you like, approached a turnaround specialist (MD) who came in and
spent a couple of months just introducing himself and walking around the site and chatted to people,
just getting a grip of how the place was running and what people thought’
The juxta-positioning by participant F of the CEO and the MD, brings to light the competing
narratives of whether the main protagonist of the crisis turnaround was the CEO or the MD. Clearly
the participant endorses the MD as they use the phrase ‘turnaround specialist’ to describe the MD a
common theme found amongst the corpus of narratives. This gives rise to the use of functional
descriptors of self within organisational narratives acting as metaphors for the role of the individual
in a crisis.
Participant F further endorses the response of the MD to the crisis by the use of a metaphor to
describe the future. ‘And slowly but surely he turned it around, and in four or five years now, we have
gone from making a loss, quite a big loss, to within two or three years making a healthy profit. And
as long as we can continue like this with the things he put in place, I see the future being fairly rosy.’
The use of the metaphor ‘fairly rosy’ shows a synergy with metaphors used by participant K,
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‘everything is rosy in the garden’, this may indicate that the participant has to mix with 2 groupings
both directors and operatives. The repetition of metaphors such as this indicates some narrative
repetition in the organisation as with the previous indication by participant F that they are aware of
alternative narratives on the MD by saying ‘blunt some might say’. Dailey & Browning’s (2014) work
indicates that emotionally charged narrative may well be repeated in the organisation but work on
how this takes place is under-researched. Participant K’s response to the MD was perhaps the
strongest in the corpus, in perceiving the MD as an antagonist. This hints at a use of this metaphor
by both participants in opposing narratives, one representing the leader response in a positive light
and the other in the context of extreme scepticism.
Participant R seems to identify somewhat with the MD:
‘he isn’t the type of person who wouldn’t support you. He gives you that backing and support that
you need to sort things out and get things delivered so you know, I suppose he is very culture and
people orientated because I think he realised that, and I have definitely struggled with it in my role,
that it is a collaborative effort and one guy can’t take people with you, so he very much has a people
style approach.’
However, there is a narrative of a one-person drive to pull people along before being adjusted for a
more culture centred and collaborative effort. This reinforces the idea that there are social
groupings within the business that differ in their response to the leadership actions.
Participant R also talks about the CEO describing them as being ‘statesman like’ which indicates a
genial approach and identifying that he is seen as a central leader in the business and perhaps
responsible for some of the responses to crisis.
‘a bit more statesman like I think is fair to say, so he has a vision for the business again he is not
someone who is easily phased and very measured in their approach and not afraid to make some
significant changes to the business.’
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Participant R is at director level and therefore could be perceived as part of the leadership team.
The participant was not part of the turnaround effort by the company and therefore may wear two
hats as far as social groupings are concerned.
Participant A has quite a top-down perception of where leadership comes from in the organisation
perceiving the executive leadership team as those who project leadership.
“(CFO), style? I would say he is more sort of …. leave the day to day operations, and delegates down
but then step in into very specific areas when he sees the need to arise. I suppose I would also go for
the top, mostly (COO) and (CEO) I might as well. So, (CEO), (COO) and (CFO) are probably…”
During the crisis, the CEO’s house was put up as collateral and added to the annual report as
goodwill. Participant E comments on this below,
‘the CEO didn’t even pay his own wages for a few months’
As a way of garnering support for the changes this is seen as a powerful story to spark off pro formal
leader narratives. The ‘goodwill’ remained on the end of year report for several years. Participant E
also makes a more direct comment describing the current formal leader as ‘good leaders’, indicating
that the participant has an ideal of what a good leader is. There are also some hints that this could
be a narrative that supports an antenarrative about the leaders’ actions highlighting that there has
been ‘some fantastic changes’.
“some fantastic changes…we have obviously got a lot of money coming in and that has been put into
the company. There is also a lot of good leaders who have turned it around and encouraging the
employees to continue their work once they have moved on.”
Participant D gives an endorsement of the CEO as a formal leader which is positive in the following
comments.
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“I think the CEO is a very, very shrewd financier. He is an absolute gentleman. He …I like ..people who
have the decency to acknowledge you, and (CEO) is one of those people. He will always acknowledge
you, and I think he has similarly been good to the company. I hope he is listening to this.”
The perception by participant D is that the personal face-to-face manners and qualities are what he
likes about the CEO as a formal leader.
In the narrative following, Participant H tells of the crisis in terms of his influence on the recovery by
binging in key members of skilled staff. They begin to lay the narrative groundwork for painting
themselves as the main protagonist of the crisis recovery.
““Yeah one of the precursors of the turnaround was for me to bring in two new individuals and
empower one existing individual. I brought in an ex-aerospace supply chain director (COS), and also
an HR director (removed) to bring down the existing cost face of the business. The existing incumbent
was (COO) who was turned out to be the best black belt I have ever ever worked with.”
The special rare qualities of the team are emphasized by this extract ‘best black belt I have ever ever
worked with’, building up the descriptions of the staff recruited by the MD, taking part ownership of
their influence on the crisis recovery.

4.3.1 Narratives with mixed approval of formal leaders

A narrative that shows a contrast to this sort of identification with, and perceptions of the leaders’
style, is presented in the narrative of participant D:
“I suppose, like it or not, he is a very, very ruthless character, very brutal, the way he addresses
people sometimes is certainly something to be questioned, I suppose (MD) was very, very
instrumental in the recovery of the company”
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This participant stops mid-sentence to alter his pronoun use to show social identification with the
CEO. By saying ‘He is an absolute gentleman. He …I like ..people who have the decency to
acknowledge you’ the participant changes the distal ‘he’ for something more emotionally orientated
‘I like’ indicating that the way the CEO acknowledges staff is the reason this individual perceives him
in a positive light. This is a prime example of the social influence of a leader and the way followers
can choose to emotionally identify with them, leading to the potential for socially negotiated
narratives and socially identified, or endorsed, leaders.
The participant also contrasts the CEO with the ‘brutal’ nature of the MD and remains reserved on
the matter by saying ‘like it or not’ and ‘I suppose (MD) was very, very instrumental in the recovery of
the company’. This indicates an approval for his actions but by caveating the narrative with ‘like it or
not’ he highlights the emotional choice that is available and perhaps further indicates that the choice
to endorse a leader or not, is more an emotional and social choice rather than an approval of their
actions. This, coupled with the following contrast with the CEO, is a strong indication of social
identity and of emotion playing a part in the narrative reactions to leaders’ responses.

4.3.2 Narratives from director’s perceptions of leadership

Participant H was at director level and provides a picture of the leadership team as a social group.
This narrative delineates a clear grouping of individuals. Participant H goes on to say that all of the
leadership team’s time was spent together, the working day and their social time, in order to focus
efforts entirely on the crisis.
“I suppose that each of the individuals have their own role and we all stay at the same hotel and we
have spoken late into the night of what we call the perch debating various issues and making various
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decisions which we implement the next day. I would like to say that you couldn’t get a cigarette
paper between us because we are so close as a team.”
The exclusive use of the first person plural pronoun indicates that the participant considers themself
to be part of a grouping and that members of that group are considered to be the ‘in’ group. The
members of the group that spent time at the hotel were clearly part of the leadership group in the
participant’s perceptions expressed in the phrase ‘because we are so close as a team’. This distinct
perception by the participant hints at a very top-down projection of decisions by the in-group using
the phrase ‘making various decisions which we implement the next day’. This not only highlights a
social grouping but also a common perceptual understanding of ‘how’ leadership should be
implemented by the group.
The MD paints themselves into the narrative as ‘delivering the people management skills’. They then
allocate roles for the other staff including a ‘chief of staff, or lets say the enforcer’ which perhaps
contradicts the images conjured by a later interview question. Are you seen as this kind of enforcer
within the business or seen as quite an inspirational character would you say? To which the
participant responded, ‘Myself? Hopefully a bit of each.’ The following narrative, by the MD, further
reinforces the previous perceptions that the in-group of the leadership team were responsible for
the turnaround and each played a critical role.
‘I suppose that I was delivering the people management skills, (COS) effectively became chief of staff,
or lets say the enforcer. (COO) brought in his system management skills along with his lean black belt
training along with his personality and ability to drive systems and procedural change whilst (CEO)
was providing the overall financial stakeholder management.’
The MD seems set on a very stylised view of leadership most of which is role based. This seems to
indicate a top-down perception of leadership style epitomised by an apex leader, leading from the
from the front, setting and dominating staff.
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4.3.3 Perceptions of the MD as an autocratic leader

The enforcer role for the MD does seem to reflect descriptions by other participants such as
participant K’s interpretation ‘I think he is a bully. Its either his way or the highway’ and ‘Yes. I think
he rules by the rod. Let’s face it, he if doesn’t like it he tells you there’s the gate. Which I think is no
way to manage. And if you don’t like what is being said by the person, you can’t just say there’s the
gate. You should sit them down and say why have you said that.’ Participants R’s interpretation also
says, from an outside perspective, that the MD can appear ‘bombastic’, ‘I think he has an interesting
style because if you don’t know him you could take him as quite brisk on the outside and quite
bombastic, but he isn’t that really’. Participant L also describes a meeting with the MD, ‘It was quite
a traumatic time at the time because I had got young children and they came in and (MD) turned up
and I had never experienced anything like going to a meeting with him. It was like if you don’t
****ing like it then **** off. We were all thinking that you can’t talk to people like that.’ Participant
N also describes the same meeting ‘The only downside at the beginning was that (MD) that gave the
speech, said if you don’t like it, you know where the gate is which from my point of view from a man
in charge with the power has issued that ultimatum and it didn’t go down well.’ All of these
accounts indicate a top down autocratic response to the crisis with no time to make social
judgments on whether the individual represents the identity of the group. The early meeting can be
seen as a critical event within the crisis, as it gave room for social dynamics to take place and could
have compounded some of the effects of the crisis by socially alienating the MD as a leader from the
social groupings within the followers. This in turn may have potentially compounded emotional
responses to crises that the followers were going though because of the crisis, such as Hermann’s
(1963) assertions that decision making is centralised, there is the withdrawal of effort and the
breaking down of old informational networks takes place. This type of approach towards crisis
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leadership negates the positive social dynamics of identifying with a leader, and the unique effects
of crisis, turn this type of leader response or critical event into potential crisis compounding factors.
It is possible that the MD took this approach due to his views on leadership, expressed in the prior
section.
Participant K describes a combined director level response to his questions and comments in a
meeting, ‘he did say that I put the company back three years and that I was being negative, but I
think I was just being truthful… No, he just completely lost it-… I was with another worker at the time
and he came down and said what he said, and as far as I can see everything in that shop at the
minute is late. And that was that. I then had to apologise to (MD) later.’ This type of incident
represents another critical incident in that it publicly ostracised a member of the out-group to the
leadership and a member of the in-group to the operatives. This coupled with a lack of opportunity
for the operative grouping to socially identify with the MD, gives rise to a situation where the
ostracised member is seen as a victim and gives rise to the possibility of them representing the
identity of the group if there is a strong sentiment of grievance, disconnectedness, uselessness or
distance from their role. Some of this is naturally induced by a crisis. Being forced to say sorry for
one’s actions is also very reminiscent of the way parents scold children for bad behaviour, hence if
any members of the group feel treated like children, the participant’s narrative might also begin to
represent the reflected identity within the group. This could ultimately lead to the participant being
seen as a leader or spokesperson for the aggrieved group and incite a further future confrontation,
but this time a confrontation supported by the group.
Participant K goes on to describe an escalation of the confrontation between staff and management,
and the emotional responses it is generating.
‘well apparently, they did a three-month case study on him and he then got the sack and then got his
job back… it’s not a nice thought is it…it makes you wonder whether they have a file on me, on
someone else, how many files do they have on people? So, honestly it feels like your walking on egg
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shells on the shop floor… Exactly, the communist state of North Korea here we go [laughing]… Yes
there is I have known happier times here yes…Like you said, you want to come here put your hours in
and go home, not to be worrying about whether big brother is watching you. And it feels like that at
times that you are being earmarked.’
Whilst this case-study was not conducted by the MD, it was conducted by a new director, perhaps as
a result of the new director interpreting the perceptions of the leadership in-group. Participant C
may have interpreted that they were those of an autocratic leadership and implemented this type of
punitive, confrontational style in order to become a fully accepted group member. This represents,
perhaps, an attempt by a new member of the group to fully integrate, identify with the group and
gain the respect of the in-group, by attempting to enact their interpretation of the in-group’s
perceptions of leadership. The effect on the out-group however would have been quite stark, as the
emotive metaphorical language of participant K indicates: ‘the communist state of North Korea’;
‘feels like your walking on egg shells’; ‘big brother is watching you’ and ‘you are being earmarked.’
These are all clever metaphors not only to express a sense of pervasive threat that Reicher, Haslam
and Hopkins, (2005) identify as a core component of a leader representing group identity, but also to
reinforce the identity of the participant as a victim of oppression and as an alternate representative
of group identity. This raises the potential for social synergy, in a crisis situation, as followers may
feel naturally distant, disconnected and perhaps slightly oppressed by the situation. As a result of
this social synergy the participant might therefore be recognised by the group as a potentially
socially identified and supported leader. Unfortunately, these junctures, where conflicts develop
between the two groups, are potential trigger points for the less powerful group to identify with a
member of their own group, who then becomes symbolic of their plight.

Antenarratives
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4.3.4 Stories concerning the future of the organisation

Boje’s (2001) interpretation of antenarrative is that of a narrative which ‘comes before’ and makes
“bets” about the future using the information included in the narrative. These seem to become
more intense, the more discord or disagreement there is, over elements affecting the future.
Protagonists of this type of narrative might include their insights into what the future might hold in
store for the prospects of an organisation. Antenarrative can come from any strata of the
organisation about positive or negative expected outcomes. There are also narratives that sit in the
middle, packaging antenarratives positively with concerns or warning about the future. In this
section, I will look at the antenarratives created by one of the formal leaders, two members of the
‘shop-floor’ grouping. Of the antenarratives selected one paints a very positive outlook of the
future, one provides a cynical view and one packages warnings amongst pragmatic positive
narrative. These three approaches all have their different ways of telling their antenarrative, but it is
possible to discern that these narratives are all making bets about the future. Within this
organisation, antenarratives surrounding future orders for products seems to be the juncture of
some disagreement.

When searching for antenarratives from the corpus, much longer swathes of discourse were typically
where antenarratives were packaged. This may be due to having to create a much richer picture and
use highly persuasive language in order to create an antenarrative in this organisation.

4.3.5 Positive transformative antenarratives about the future of the organisation
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Participant I, gives a very positive outlook of the future, using investment, the purchase of
equipment and the share price to indicate that this has created a positive outlook from the
workforce and management.
“It’s a very positive outlook because the stuff that I’ve not mentioned like winning an RGF grant of
three and a half million to put an extension on the plant erm we have invested heavily in new
machines and equipment for the first time in twenty five years erm and that the share price as from
nine pence to one pound last week, so the outlook of the workforce and the management remains
very positive. We’re seeing some challenge within the business in terms of the market we are in, as
the crisis in oil and gas are giving us major difficulties which is driving down our average cost margin
and we are still in the recovery mode of the getting the volume output back on track compared to the
previous management style. But I think overall their erm perception of the business is that thank God
one of the previous incumbents is back in control and the outlook remains positive.”
The speaker choses to use the perceptions of the workforce and management by effectively putting
words into their mouths, in this extract, in the last sentence of the narrative, by saying he thinks that
his return to the business is welcomed by all parties. This extract highlights that the speaker is
making bets on the continued growth of the organisation, citing the share price and investments as
evidence that the workforce and management are happy. The reason this narrative is used as an
example of antenarrative is that it sets up the listener for expected future growth and as long as that
happens then perceptions of the workforce and management will be positive.
Participant F’s antinarrative talks about the future in conditional terms saying that if growth
continues then the future will be positive for the organisation.
“And as long as we can continue like this with the things he put in place, I see the future being fairly
rosy. Well, you know, it must be because we are now extending for the first time in forty years maybe
since we had any major buildings works done. so you know.”
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This is supporting fairly positive outlooks created by leaders antenarratives. Another positive
outlook on the future is participant D who comments that,
“I think the company is going to survive more…not necessarily from a total manufacturing company,
but an assembly of parts, I think certainty in the early stages it seems to be the way and we are
obviously looking for and assembly line type work-flow with the extended buildings up the far end. I
mean they are going to be massive. They will be huge, huge… a huge increase in size.”
The focus on the new proposals for extending the factory is the main topic of participant D’s
antenarrative, the narrative also indicated the significant changes to the type of business the
organisation is becoming. These comes caveated by, ‘I think certainty in the early stages it seems to
be the way’ perhaps suggesting that these proposals for the business as the assembler ‘of parts’ may
not work for the organisation in the long term.

4.3.6 Polylogical antenarratives highlighting risk

As this antenarrative can be classified according to Boje’s (2011) arguments as polylogical it may
indicate that the participant is part of several groupings with different ways of reasoning.
The following extract from participant F seems to indicate that orders are being garnered by using
antenarrative that the organisation will deliver products on time. This shows that the use of this
type of narrative is present in the organisation.
“Delivery? It varies but weeks rather than days. Up to three or four weeks. It sounds a bit ironic when
ten minutes ago I was saying we were running a year late on deliveries, but we just can’t run like that
now because now we are getting more orders on the promise that we will get it out on time. And we
can only do that if our partners deliver on time, so there is a big emphasis on supplier relationships
and development.”
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This type of antenarrative may indicate the introduction of systemic risk into the business, as a
heavy use of this type of antenarrative to garner investment may not be aligned with the capabilities
and likelihood of the organisation to deliver what has been promised. This interpretation is
supported by the following comment from participant A who has a financial role at the organisation.
“So, if we talk about recently the centre of excellence now there is a huge risk because we are
investing a lot of cash into the business so we could have just given back to shareholders or
something like that. We’re taking a risk on future setting up this facility and because we have taken
this risk we have managed to secure new oil and gas contracts this year”
Participant A directly links risk with managing to secure contracts this is more of a warning narrative
rather than a success story as the element of the narrative is risk and cash investment. Options for
what could have been done with this money are also presented. This seems to be an antenarrative
that gives a financial warning regarding the risk introduced by future plans.
The following narrative from participant A is unusual in that it is a conventional management or
leadership antenarrative on message with the positive plans for the future and future development,
but it includes a kind of final word of caution. In this sense it places its feet in both antenarrative
camps in that it first represents a positive antenarrative and then questions the premise for the
investments by commenting on there being no increase in orders yet.
“You might have seen in the news that FMC are now, a partner, and we wouldn’t have won that
contract I don’t think without the emphasis we put on business improvement and the emphasis we
put on developing the site. We definitely wouldn’t have won it. They have also invested in us so that
is essential. I would look at a few images, and you look at a few images of the factory going back, the
the state of it was not well it was pretty terrible and because of that wouldn’t have won other deals,
particularly with well hopefully win quite a lot of nuclear business, and I think the turnaround is
essential to that future growth, even though we haven’t actually go any orders yet. But you know.”
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4.3.7 Unsettling antenarrative opposing transformational antenarrative

Participant K’s following antenarrative, on the likelihood of the business delivering the kinds of
numbers of products promised by formal leaders, is in direct opposition to participant I’s
antenarrative about a positive outlook for the future of the organisation. The antenarrative comes
in several fragmented portions of narrative that create a sense of a difference in the expectations of
the formal leaders and the expectations of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping.
“They have about every quarter they have a business meeting. Ninety-nine per cent of the time they
said that everything is rosy in the garden, but we know that it is different. We have different
perspectives about what they say, but erm perhaps it’s because they have driven us to it. They like to
think we believe everything that they say and hope that they can pull it off, but we don’t quite believe
it on the shop floor. It’s pie in the sky.”
Participant K raises further opposition to future plans.
“Erm, but since then erm yes, the new owners have put a lot of money into it, you can see that from
the new build up there erm order wise personally I think it’s the worst it’s ever been and same for
quality wise. Bit’s coming wrong mostly and I think it was a mistake, and the machinist agree that it
was a mistake to take a lot of stuff out of our work area and you lose a lot of the quality then”
What makes this antenarrative convincing is that it is tempered by positivity toward the new
development, ‘the new owners have put a lot of money into it’ and ‘. I’m not saying it is all bad’.
“why, why does it happen? I just think it does. I’m not saying it is all bad, and yes, we know they are
spending money, and we are 200 years old this year and I hope the company last another 200 years
and with the new build you can see it. But otherwise, I don’t know where they are going to get the
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orders from. They are on about doing this flow line of 160 orders per year, but I don’t see where they
are going to get the orders from.”
This antenarrative was significantly proven right in the passage of time since the collection of this
data, and therefore shows that the use of antenarrative in an organisation can be a powerful force
to garner support for ideas and development, but does not, necessarily, have to be proven accurate.
“Personally, I hope it goes on and on. Without orders though I can’t see it lasting. I know they keep
going on about the beast, the new building, but you have got to have orders to fill it. They are hoping
that because they have got this brand-new build, they are hoping to do nuclear and that the jobs will
come rolling in but I don’t think that they will.”
More scepticism from participant K adds to the antenarrative picture opposing every proposition put
forward by the formal leaders for future plans.
Some of this antenarrative is actually part of a legitimate analytical process whereby the validity of
an idea or strategy is tested, by getting it into the minds of the opposition in order for it to be
critically analysed. Again, the participant picks up on messages put out by others and opposes them,
‘They are hoping they are a lot cheaper, but we have heard that they are not cheaper and a lot
dearer.’ The challenge for leaders, with this approach towards Antinarrative, is whether there is any
validity in the statements being made. These Antinarratives are on such crucial areas of the
organisation’s future plans that the gravity of the statements may be worth future investigation.
Does this indicate that antenarrative could be a good tool to use to critically analyse future plans?
“We need to be getting the bigger orders in and I don’t think we have the clout. But hopefully with
the bigger building nearly done people may start turning to us with the bigger orders seeing as have
bigger facilities. We have redesigned the BCP now, I think they called it a valued engineered one.
They are hoping they are a lot cheaper, but we have heard that they are not cheaper and a lot
dearer, so it was a total waste of time.”
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Antenarratives seem to be illustrative of the interface between leaders positive plans for the future
and the questioning of those plans by others. The narrative forces seem condensed, when an
analysis of the data is done by searching for Antinarratives, and they are a gateway to the central
issues confronting the organisation. Looking at the data, the analysis of antenarrative picked out
two participants who displayed advanced understandings of narrative functions and narrative
learned behaviour or storytelling skill. Could searching for antenarratives be a heuristic to
identifying influential narrators within an organisation, and to revealing the interactive struggle
between narrative networks in an organisation.

4.3.8 Reflection on gathering the corpus of narratives

Each participant I encountered had an incredibly in-depth and complex life narrative infused with
meaning and emotion. This small portion of their life’s narrative describes perceptions of a difficult
and testing time in the history of the organisation. Whilst I would like to tell much more of the
stories of the people I interviewed I had to make some very difficult selections as the data was
abundant, nineteen interviews in total. These selections I hope, have been made sensitively and
show a balanced variety of different narratives about before, during, after the crisis and a
perspective on leaders’ response. The individuals I interviewed were often cautious and unsure but
quickly built rapport and once one becomes familiar with their narratives it is possible to understand
at least part of what they were going through and how they viewed this time in their lives. Many of
the participants are hard-working, highly skilled and highly intelligent with long careers at the
organisation. I also found patience and a great dedication to their working lives throughout my time
with the participants. I was surprised by the welcoming nature of each person, the broad range of
emotions and words of caution, and by leaders’ bold decisions. All of which I found refreshing and at
times invigorating and uplifting to be around. I believe how candid the participants were and how
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well they let me into their professional lives to get to know them and their personal stories was
testament to their endearing and virtuous qualities as people. There were also times of frustration
expressed, fear, conspiracy, doubt and negativity. All part of the rich picture of their lives and
emotions linked with their narratives. The story of these participants is not only worth telling it is
perhaps intrinsic to the challenges, trials and tribulations faced by people at the organisation, many
points throughout its 200-year history. I believe that these narratives provide small windows into
the crisis allowing the reader to glean how it must have felt to be part of the critical events that
people faced, went through and reflected upon. For this reason, I assemble narratives in the most
basic of narrative forms of before, during, after the crisis and leaders’ response. This allows the
reader to gain a sense of the participants’ narrative form and to provide an effective presentation of
the findings that facilitates inductive analysis.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

This discussion chapter will take the research questions as outlined in the introduction and answer
them by using the findings and analytical approaches selected in the methodology to support a wellreasoned argument. The discussion will display that narrative is the right methodology to
investigate the research questions to yield new data and interesting considerations for the field.
Convergent narratives on the event or events regarded, by some, as a crisis, will be discussed.
Narratives on leaders’ actions will also be analysed and discussed. The differentiation of groups
using language will provide the evidence for the influence of leaders that represent the identity of
their social grouping. Boje’s (2001; 2011) antenarrative will help to identify whether leaders or
followers are making bets on future outcomes using narrative. The identification of narrative, as a
sense making tool, will generate discussion concerning enacted sensemaking and retrospective
sensemaking, which will also help to identify how people make sense of leaders’ actions and crisis.
These layers of analysis will adhere to Boje’s (2001; 2011) definition of antenarratives and Weick’s
(1988) interpretation of enacted and retrospective sensemaking. It is anticipated that his approach
towards data analysis and the treatment of narrative will bring new insights into how the actions of
leaders are received and processed into narrative, following a crisis.

As with any inductive study interpretations are emergent from the data but that is all they are,
interpretations of the data. Meaning behind what was said, as well as how the data looks against
the background of theory, has been extracted from the narrative corpus. What I have found helpful
is to use are various frameworks to arrange the data to make sense of it and co-create narrative
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pictures. This is part of the reflexive aspect of the process, showing not only how I influence the
data in its collection phase but also how I represent the data in the write up. I have carried out
several supporting analytical activities in order to provide arranged narrative pictures but again they
are only my interpretations. Other people may see different significance in the data and create
different pictures. Interpretations are then given in the light of various theories, empirical research
and contemporary articles within the spheres of leadership studies and crisis management. This
includes interpretations concerning psychosocial, social identity, adaptive complex leading-ship,
implicit leadership theories and more. It is understood that interpretations of the data have
implications for several thematic categories of theory (Dinh et al. 2014). Analysis and
interpretations, concerning narrative data, provide empirical insights into several unit level
properties, (Dinh et al.) including event, individual, dyadic, group, and organisational emergences.

DeRue and Ashford, (2010) call for further qualitative narrative studies into leader follower identity
claiming and granting. They comment that rich in-depth data would go a long way towards
investigating the tacit knowledge that, members of an organisation use when claiming and granting
leadership and followership identities. Narrative data from my study will be used to discuss these
granting and claiming activities and the tacit knowledge behind such activity if indeed DeRue and
Ashford’s (2010) concerns can be identified from within the narrative data.

There are possibly some differences between extreme contexts that have a direct threat to life and
an organisational crisis. Hannah et al’s (2009) interpretation of leadership in extreme contexts
highlights the importance of the effects of such contexts on leaders’ responses. This has perhaps led
to the wider perception that a crisis demands a ‘strong leader’. Do crises that don’t threaten human
life, develop ‘followers’ of a leader and incite them to identify with them? Consequently, do leaders
responses during a crisis encourage followers to accept them as positive and fully support them?
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Emergences from the data, however, indicate that leaders’ responses can affect narratives in
surprisingly counter intuitive ways, including concerning the incitement of anxiety and fear.

What are the social identity and psychosocial theories (ford, 2010; Erikson, 1994) telling us about the
psychosocial needs of followers and their identification with leaders as prototypically representative
of their identity? (Platow et al. 2015). Drawing on the work in the crisis debate, what do we know
about the effects of crisis on members of an organisation and their social interactions, emotions and
behaviours? (Hermann, 1963). These questions hint at a connection that has not yet been identified
within the theory, some of which is supported by theory and some of which is supported by the
empirical findings. This chapter will seek to synthesise these connections, with the empirical support
identified in the findings, and highlight some contributions to the literature that can be made.

How perceptions are formed narratively will give insight into this perception driven leadership
theory. Many implicit leadership perceptions were identifiable from data, but critical events,
narrative and communication also played a part in forming perceptions. Responses to these implicit
leadership actions also allowed narratives on crisis and leadership to develop as a result of actions
taken due to implicit perceptions of leadership. A picture of tacit knowledge in the organisation,
derived from narrative data, will help to provide further empirical insight into this theory.

5.1 Main points from the discussion
This research brings together the inquiries into narrative use in the organisation into a postulation
that builds on the idea of a power decentralized polyphonic organisation (Boje, Gephart and
Thatchenkery, 1996). It looks at how reactions to leaders actions set off responsive narratives based
on tacit assumptions of leadership by various individuals and groups within the organisation. In this
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sense the contribution of the research falls within organisational theory. It draws out how the
deconstruction and reconstruction of the organisation gave rise to fluidity in dynamic observations
at all hierarchical levels. These observations helped to improve, shape and remold the organisation
to be able to cope in a more effective way with crises. Drawing these thought together the proposal
of a facet of organisation theory is supported, adopting the term Fluid Observation Dynamics, to
describe the way in which polyphonic narratives and decentralised power can give rise to
organisational improvements and in this case the critical recovery of organisations. Some points of
discussion and analyses drawn the supporting data are outlined below. These discussion points help
to give a picture of the how a polyphony might arise after perceived crises in organisations. This
evidence includes:
1.) Social processes in response to critical events within the overarching crisis can affect
perceptions of leadership
2.) Use of antenarrative in the organisation was present as opposing views were drawn out
3.) Instances of status forcing and narrating the perceived identity of a group as a result of the
critical events
4.) Social identity and prototypicality of leaders’ social identification with groupings
5.) Strong perceptions of what a good leader should be and perceptions of hierarchical systems
6.) Rationalising these narratives processes into current organisational theory – Fluid
Observation Dynamics

The discussion will assess the convergent and divergent views, in the organisation, regarding the
interpretation of crisis as presented in the findings. There are some convergent narratives that
accept the events were a crisis but there are even distinctions between these narratives. The
interpretation of whether this was a sudden or smouldering crisis can have catastrophic
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consequences for leaders and there were narratives identified indicating both interpretations. From
narratives given by some of the formal leaders, it is possible to see narrative functions addressing
the interpretation that this was a smouldering crisis, by the reinforcement of social groupings.
Amongst the formal leaders’ narratives, blame and success for the crisis, its causes and recovery, are
apportioned to these social groupings. Instances drawn from other narratives show a strong
identification of groupings, and some historical approaches, towards segregation extant within the
living memory of the organisation. It is possible that some of these historical divisions are
influencing perceptions of leaders’ actions, narratives and the use of the interpretation of crisis, as a
vehicle to tell an alternative story.

5.2 What do the findings represent?

As identified in the findings, there are examples of differing perceptions of leaders’ actions and crisis
events. The findings show narratives, concerning before, during after the crisis and leaders’ actions,
are salient within the data. There were some narratives that questioned the responses of the
leaders as appropriate. Some narratives also questioned whether the crisis could be regarded as a
crisis at all and some strongly advocated that it was a crisis, all identified by analysing convergent
and divergent narratives. The implications, for current theory, will then be addressed in terms of the
leadership and crisis management debates in this discussion chapter. What did the findings reveal
about the types of narratives in the organisation? Below, is a summary of the main points the
findings revealed about the narratives told by the participants.
1.) The identification of convergent narrative on crisis, consisting of sudden crisis, smouldering
crisis and systemic crisis interpretations, was possible
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2.) Multiple divergent narratives on crisis definition were identified including systemic, sudden
and smouldering interpretations
3.) Pro-leader, mixed and autocratic narrative perceptions on leaders’ actions, in response to
crisis, were also present within the narrative corpus
4.) The perception of three socially identified groupings was possible to highlight from the
narrative data
5.) Use of antenarrative in the organisation was present, as two main opposing views were
considered antenarratives by the researcher
6.) Some social status forcing was evident. The adjustment of the perceived qualities and
identities of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping by other groupings was present in data

5.3 Layers of analysis used

During the interpretive analytical phase, there have been several layers of analysis, some addressed
by the presentation of the findings, some for use purely as referential frameworks for the researcher
and some to be addressed solely by the discussion. The analytical phases are outlined below
1. Thematic content analysis included at Appendix 1
2. Literary analysis tables. Included at Appendix 2
3. Convergent and divergent narratives, based on crisis interpretation and temporal phases of
crisis, before, during and after
4. Convergent and divergent narratives about leaders’ actions
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5. The identification of language naming or commenting on a group, providing a social identity
analysis
6. The identification of antenarratives
7. Sensemaking elements of retrospection and enacted sensemaking
An initial round of content analysis was undertaken, followed by a full literary tools framework
analysis, to identify common themes, the use of figurative language, meaning, use of voice,
metaphor and characterisation. This work is included in the Appendices, one and two, as a
reference tool for the researcher, to provide a map from which patterns can emerge and discussions
take place. This enables convergent and divergent themes to be identified and provides a baseline
framework to analyse the use of literary tools within the narrative corpus. Convergent and
divergent narratives on leaders’ actions and crisis have been identified and presented in the findings,
ready for the additional layers of antenarrative (Boje, 2001; 2011), to be addressed by the
discussion.

5.4 Research questions

The introductory chapter sets out the parameters for the research through the creation of three
research questions that address the views on crisis and leaders’ actions in the organisation. The
discussion will look at the data again and show how the findings answer the research questions. The
research questions are as set out below:

1. Are there any convergent and divergent narratives on the interpretation of crisis and leaders’
actions?
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2. What do any discovered narratives say about the perceptions of crisis and leaders’ actions in
the organisation?

3. What are the implications for current theory and future research because of any perceptions
discovered?

Each question shall be addressed, in turn, using the findings and analytical tools selected in the
methodology to support the discussion. Any avenues for future research will also be addressed after
the three research questions have been answered. The data will be considered in the light of the
theory and salience within the data explained in regard to various themes and topics that the theory
and emergences from the data addresses.

5.5 Responses to formal leader’s actions

This incident had such a deep and lasting impact I feel it is necessary to set out its salience within the
data early on in the discussion. Gibb (1954) described leadership as best thought of as the quality of
a group. A critical event, within the overarching perceived crisis, was a workforce briefing in which
the MD swore at the workforce. This seemed to set in motion a plethora of social processes and
incite much emotion. As the MD was, initially, a consultant and not a member of the organisation,
people were viewing this event as an internal power struggle perhaps exacerbating the perception of
this being a crisis. Participant K describes the communication around the time as a ‘crisis within a
crisis’. This incident seemed to shift perceptions of value, importance and power, away from the
operatives ‘shop-floor’ group through the use of symbolic activities and narrative process. What
follows is a narrative picture synthesised from operative and director level strata narratives.
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There seemed to be some degree of narrative interaction, in terms of the way people perceived
leadership and responded to leaders’ actions in the organisation, around this critical event. There
were common usages of metaphor and some indication that those impacted heavily by the changes,
in terms of their job role being changed or eliminated, were susceptible to fear and speculation.
Participant S says, ‘It was a fear of what direction the company was going in really and how we were
going to be treated.’. Other participants described the fear of another person taking a role to which
they had been assigned, or speculation about what their new role in the organisation might be. Role
seemed central to some operative’s identity and their cohesion as a group. Some personnel
recognised that critical events had, in some way, affirmed the MD in terms of the perceived
outcome of the critical events. This mixed sentiment narrative from participant D indicates that
events and outcomes were being used to justify what would otherwise be perceived as ‘brutal’ or
‘ruthless’. ‘I suppose, like it or not, he is a very, very ruthless character, very brutal, the way he
addresses people sometimes is certainly something to be questioned, I suppose (MD) was very, very
instrumental in the recovery of the company’. The extension of this might be to look at how
narrative representations develop those perceptions, socially.

There were narratives that indicated that a critical mini event had taken place during the perceived
crisis response, as indicated by participant D when talking about ‘the way he addresses people’. This
mini event might have been instrumental in forming some strong narratives about the MD. The
event was a briefing at the height of the perceived crisis. Participant N recalls this by saying, ‘The
only downside at the beginning was that (MD) that gave the speech, said if you don’t like it, you
know where the gate is’. ‘The speech’ features very commonly in many of the narratives and
seemed to serve as a heuristic in determining how participants felt about the MDs leadership.
Participant N goes on to say, ‘which from my point of view from a man in charge with the power has
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issued that ultimatum and it didn’t go down well’. This seemed to put the collective groupings on
the back foot during the perceived crisis, which was perhaps the intention, but it features heavily
within narratives referring back to that time period. Some participants even go as far as describing
the MD as a ‘bully’. Participant K says, ‘I think he is a bully. Its either his way or the highway’ and
‘Yes. I think he rules by the rod. Let’s face it, he if doesn’t like it he tells you there’s the gate. Which I
think is no way to manage.’ Participant P adds to the narrative picture, ‘I don’t know exactly what’s
involved but erm I call them bullyboy tactics. That’s just my opinion…No, It’s sort of It’s my way or the
highway. As long as they get it right’. This incident featured many times in the corpus of narratives,
participant L describes this, ‘I had never experienced anything like going to a meeting with him. It
was like if you don’t ****ing like it then **** off. We were all thinking that you can’t talk to people
like that.’ Participant S also remembers the opening gambit of the MD in the workforce briefing
‘where (MDs) first words were if you don’t like this **** off. That was his opening statement. So,
where do you go with that one?’. Participant S goes on to describe some of the reaction by the
workforce, ‘Oh yeah. Yeah people still talk about it. The company tried to deny it, but there were too
many people there who heard it. I mean, you started off on the wrong foot with that statement…we
thought we’re ****ed basically.’ This narrative suggests that there are still on-going narratives about
this event and it has impacted upon how the workforce perceived they were going to be treated, ‘It
was a fear of what direction the company was going in really and how we were going to be treated.’
As participant S illustrates. Participant S perceived that leadership during the recovery was along the
same lines, ‘Along the same lines, if you don’t like it **** off. Its their way or the highway.’ From
participant I’s point of view this type of confrontational style was construed as ‘strong leadership’. ‘I
do remember one guy who erm told me that the presentation was bullshit and I went nose to nose
with him and that if he didn’t like it he could **** off and work somewhere else. Erm so they saw
some strong leadership and some clear open communication’, participant I seems to use the phrase
‘clear open communication’ in a somewhat broad sense, as a lot of the narratives contradict this.
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The social and narrative processes that went on after the event seemed to have a lasting effect, with
personnel talking about the events long after they had passed. The coupling of this event with
metaphor, and therefore perceptions about leadership, is evidenced by participant D, K, L, N, S, who
all expressed some indication that this event had affected their perception about leaders’ actions.
The narrative social process seemed to involve metaphors. Metaphors were expressed as a method
of conveying perceptions of leadership, as a result of this incident. Metaphors such as: ‘his way or
the highway’; ‘rules by the rod’; ‘bullyboy tactics’; ‘It’s my way or the highway’; ‘started off on the
wrong foot’; ‘It’s their way or the highway’; ‘I went nose to nose with him’. These metaphors don’t
really seem to conjure up an image that the response to this incident was positive and they seem to
parallel the crass way people were spoken to with leadership styles. Some metaphors, such as the
‘highway’ metaphor, serve to develop the perception of the MD’s actions, as encompassing the
identity of the formal leadership grouping, ‘It’s their way or the highway’.

Narratives surrounding this incident seemed to wrap up the emotion a lot of the people attending
the meeting may have been feeling. The actions of the MD seemed to start off a social process of
developing, metaphors and language to describe the indignance they felt at the number of
oppressions they had been subjected to. This, in turn, may have developed perceptions about how
they perceived leadership would be, from then on, in the organisation. The indignance may have
been coming from: being spoken to badly; being given an ultimatum; being held captive by the
formal leadership in a crisis and not being deemed worthy enough to respond to it; being afraid for
their jobs; processing a fifteen per cent headcount reduction; having their group identity morphed
by a narrative about motivation and reacting to what the MD saw as ‘strong leadership’. For shared
leadership qualities (Pearce & Conger, 2003) as a means to forming perceptions of leaders and
leadership, the incident produced significant empirical data. A social and narrative process seemed
to articulate emotions and feelings put in motion by this incident. A development of a perception as
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to how the ‘shop-floor’, and to a certain extent ‘the management’ groupings, would be treated,
seemed to emerge from this meeting. As an introductory speech there seemed to be an
interpretation that this incident may set the tone for the future leadership approach. The
implications of this, for social processes theory, deserves further investigation, but it may be that
confrontation between social groupings during a crisis period may incite a social process that
solidifies narratives as long-term perceptions of leadership.

5.6 Sensemaking during crisis

Weick’s (1988) was conducted in the context of crisis, it is critical events that provided the emergent
data for the substantive theory. As I have alluded to so far, I believe that there are narrative
sensemaking processes that not only rationalise critical events but value assumptions about
individual, group and collective identities. The narrative processes seemed to be affected in the
long-term when there was a mismatch between implicit expectations of the conduct of a leader and
leaders’ actions. ‘The speech’ critical incident in which a leader instigated a confrontation with
perceived resistant personnel from the shop-floor grouping. This incident was described by one
participant as still being talked about, ‘Oh yeah. Yeah people still talk about it. The company tried to
deny it, but there were too many people there who heard it’. This seems to have entered not only
the folklore of the organisation but also tacit understandings about leadership. ‘We thought were
****ed basically…It was a fear of what direction the company was going in really and how we were
going to be treated.’ This extract illustrates that there were concerns over the strategic direction of
the company the participant used proximal pronoun ‘we’ as if there had been some narrative
repetition and collective narrative sensemaking process. The reference to ‘we thought’ perhaps
suggests that sensemaking processes are enacted in a narrative sense in retrospect amongst the
shop-floor grouping. These processes seem to serve as a way of rationalising behaviour outside the
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social norms and expectations of the group. Mentioning the overall strategic direction so close in
the interview to expressions about perceptions of leadership expectations is not unexpected. There
many instances in the data of narrative sensemaking regarding the overall strategic direction of the
organisation by the shop-floor grouping. Perhaps there are grouping sense making processes about
the perceptions of leadership, strategic direction and group identity impacting events infused with
narratives about grouping social identity norms. It does not need much of an intuitive leap to
interpret that sensemaking has become a collective way of safeguarding group identities as it is
salient within the data. The shop-floor grouping and perhaps other groupings make sense of their
group identities after such impactful leaders’ actions and critical affecting grouping identities.

5.7 Social identity groupings and collective identities

Having identified three groupings, I will refer to these as work groupings and the wider identity as a
member of the organisation as a collective identity. Although both are technically social identities
this is a good way of differentiating these two groupings. There were some narratives being
generated about what the qualities of an in-group consisted of. Most qualities of in-groups had to
be analysed through enacted narration. For instance, there were differences in the use of
metaphor, opinions on topics, environmental changes and motivation. Some elements of group
identity were discernible from direct attribution in the narrative. There was a wealth of data
concerning how members of one in group spoke about members or qualities of another. In a sense,
this is the perception of the identity of other groupings which has an effect on narrative interactions.
An analytical framework, to identify social identities from the narrative corpus, is included at
appendix four. This is similar to the ‘norm talk’ described by van Knippenberg and Hogg (2003).
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5.8 Social identity

Central to the ideas put forward by Haslam, Riecher & Platow, (2011), is that those who represent
identities that are prototypical of the grouping, may emerge as leaders of the grouping.
Prototypicality and social processing of grouping identities seems a natural social process to go
through. Individuals form in-groupings and those groupings have prototypical ideas about their
social identities. The idea of prototypicality becomes somewhat problematic, as the authors cede,
when looking at prototypical ideas about leadership, however, that is not what the theory is aimed
at. As is evident from the leadership debate, a prototypical idea about what a leader should be has
never really emerged. For some groups this prototypicality might manifest in groups of likeminded
individuals or in certain sections of an organisation. Even then, there may be differences in the way
leaders are perceived by groupings, due to critical events. If the argument is that we are more
influenced by those of an in-group than those of an out-group, the argument that the emergence of
a leader can come from any part of the organisation seems paradoxical. It is paradoxical because
the social processes of developing in-groups works through selecting some, or many, elements of a
common social identity. This common social identity binds members of the group together in some
sense of shared notion. As soon as a leader starts to socially emerge, the dynamics of the grouping
changes. Power distance is introduced and, as the theory indicates, some members of the group
have a high influence and some have very little influence. The notion that one representative of the
group is more ‘prototypical’ of the group’s identity than other members introduces differences in
the power relationships in the grouping. Other members of the in-group no longer have the
opportunity to be considered as a leader as the social selection has already taken place. The theory
is subtly different from notions that leadership can be displayed by anybody in the organisation at
any strata. Perhaps, from a narrative aspect, this leader wins rights to project what they perceive to
be the message of the group, and the requirement for grouping identity, as a mouthpiece for the
group. From a narrative inquiry perspective this might involve narratives that challenge tacit
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knowledge or convergent narratives. They may even be perceived as having a legitimated right to
project an antenarrative.
Whilst Kahn, Barton and Fellows (2013) explain that there are lasting relational effects suffered as a
result of crisis, the question is posed as to whether this is relevant for social identity theory. Some of
the actions that formal leaders take in response to crisis may affect parts of a grouping’s social
identity. This can be seen by the narrative use of motivation as a way of defining the qualities of
out-groups. Changes to physical surrounding, tooling and machines, may also be seen as affecting
the social identities of the shop-floor grouping. These phenomena will be explored later in the
chapter.

5.9 Shop-floor identity: Machines as mainstay of interconnected identities

This was an all-male group with an aging demographic with many being close to retirement. Some
of the most affected by the changes to the organisation were from this grouping. Changes not only
involved a reduction in the workforce but also a removal of some roles altogether. There was also
an indication, in the data, that the way the group was narrated, by others, changed in the light of the
critical events. Many of the shop-floor grouping, gave narratives about changing job role or loss of
machinery. ‘We used to have quite a big machine shop and now we have virtually no machine shop’.
Perhaps such comments indicate that this was a multi-linked building block of social identity.
Machines seem a major part of the function of social identity, within the shop-floor grouping, ‘In
fact, you have machine after machine being taken out of the shop floor and not being replaced and
all their work is being sold out’. Concepts of an individual’s value and use, based on their
contribution, were also possible to analyse form the data. ‘There are three thousand managers
upstairs and what are they managing. It’s almost a way just to give people a pay rise’. This might
indicate that a job role is closely linked with the intrinsic value an individual brings not only to a
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working grouping but also to the collective social identity. The removal of this role is perhaps the
removal of a major interlinked part of a ‘shop-floor’ member’s social identity and validation as a part
of the collective grouping identity. DeRue and Ashford (2010) indicate that considerations of
collective identities can provide insight on how roles of leader and followers are taken and granted.
In this instance I would posit that the ability to follow effectively with the social validation of both
work group and collective identities was taken away by the formal leaders’ decision to remove
physical machinery and job roles. Far from reducing collective distance and developing a sense of
collective good, this action made it more difficult for certain members of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping to
be fully accepted members of the collective social identity. Narratives were so rich with reactions to
machines, tools and job roles from the shop-floor grouping that data as penetrating as this is likely to
be intrinsically linked to the operatives’ sense of identity and social identity. Although Hogg, van
Knippenberg and Rast (2012) say that the process of social identity depersonalises people’s identity,
in this case, it has provided a block to collective unity in so doing.

5.1.1 Shop-floor identity: Objects as symbolic links between social identities and job role

Job roles seemed to be central to being part of a work grouping and a collective grouping. There
were several instances where narratives centred around current working practices and made the
point that selling machines and changing the capabilities of the company were detrimental. For
instance, during an interview with participant L, a tapping was audible; consequently a narrative
ensued as a result,
‘I went round there the other day and all you could hear was tap tap tap and it took them forty-three
hours to put the laminations on which should be done quicker than that. Because something is wrong
with it, and they are the wrong size. They may go back to the customer with a rework figure, but at
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the end of the day It’s holding everything up because the sobers got it wrong. Stuff like that shouldn’t
happen. You think, people are getting paid good money and that shouldn’t happen.’
Then the reason for the narrative was expanded upon later in the interview, this was an expression
of machinery and job roles forming a central part of a shop-floor members’ social identity
‘We have had it before but we have a shaft lathe which was just gotten rid of, which is paid brought
machine which would have gone onto that lathe and it would have skimmed two millimetres off it
and things would have fit properly. But that machine has gone. It’s been pulled out and there is
nothing in its place at the moment. Why hasn’t something better gone in its place? You don’t run a
business like that. It’s a knock-on effect.’ What were the knock-on effects participant L was
describing here, a knock-on effect in the business system or a personal and group impact?
The following narrative, by participant L, is perhaps a communication as to how attitudes have
changed in the organisation concerning once valued objects. Was this narrative intended to be
reflective of how these attitudes might have been extended to skills and machinery, perhaps even to
people themselves?
‘I used to work down there on a big machine and I would go into the office and say I need a
drill…£400 to £700 the tool would be, and now I see a lot of them turfed into the bin’
This interpretation links the drill bits with the ‘big machine’, and then the tools for the job are linked
with the individual. The drill bits become embodiments of the individual’s job role, therefore their
value in the eyes of the collective grouping activity. So, to see these tools for the job ‘turfed into the
bin’ is symbolic of the workers’ old work group identity and collective social identity. Their old job
role, and their previous way of life at work, is symbolically described as having changed.
Participant S expresses similar sentiments about tooling, that a lot of the ‘stuff’ they used for testing
is not there anymore as a result of the changes. This narrative is a little more direct about the
impact this had had on them personally and their job role.
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‘Half of the stuff we used to check, stuff which is not even there anymore, so my job has become even
more difficult in not such a nice surrounding. Personally, that has not been good for me’
The linking of tooling with job role, and therefore collective activity, is significant as it looks at the
way objects can be seen as symbolic interactors, much like Schein’s (2010) theory on organisational
culture and leadership. In this instance they are being used as symbols of identity, value and change
and indicate how the participants perceive these changes. Perhaps it is the finality of the change,
without providing like for like replacements, that has come as a shock and become a difficult
adjustment, for the participants. A cynical interpretation might be that the formal management and
leadership were aware of the tacit symbolism of tooling, and therefore removed them to erode the
social identity and value of the shop-floor grouping. Observationally there were two objects being
used, symbolically, in the CEO’s office, a doorstop, with a very old date stamped into it, and an old
reaming tool. This indicates that there was some understanding of the symbolic value of tooling
amongst the formal leadership.

5.1.2 Diglossic social identifiers: Use of metaphor

Metaphor seemed to be used as a mouthpiece to express the perceived aggrievements of the shopfloor grouping in a subtle way. The particular mix of metaphor and pun seemed to distinguish the
grouping identity boundaries of this group. Much like ‘cockney’ rhyming slang, the Geordie dialect
or Staffordshire’s black-country dialect, the tacit knowledge needed to decipher these metaphors is
lost on the out-group. These types of metaphors were more focussed on perceptions of
management and leadership. This use of metaphor seemed to indicate part of the identity
requirements for the grouping. Perhaps the development of metaphors, that packaged tacit
understandings about the crisis and the formal leader response to it, were changing the groupings’
identity. The example of a management metaphor below was adopted as semiotic narrative by the
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organisation, placing a symbol of an elephant on their marketing material, somewhat ironically this
was a white elephant.
‘I think there was a strong culture element you know, and one of the things that Dave was good at
was in a few few slides was saying that this is the problem, and it is a very big elephant and we are
going to eat it one leg at a time, so you know that you were using a metaphor that everyone
remembers today. I think that the format of that presentation was this is the problem, this is what
we are going to do about it and this is what we want from you. It was very clear. Any subsequent
communications was this is where we are, this is what we said we were going to do and this is what
we will do next.’
Participant S alludes to the metaphor of the elephant. ‘Well hopefully, this will all work in the way
they want it to go otherwise it is going to be a really big white elephant’. Indicating that
management rhetoric, or use of metaphor, was reworked with tacit knowledge defined by the shopfloor grouping. Management metaphors seemed to be used to reinforce the overall narrative
rhetoric of the management and leadership groupings. Metaphors from the ‘shop-floor’ seemed to
have tacit knowledge coupled to their use. Using the metaphors more literally made individuals
trying to use them to identify with the groups stick out as not having the tacit group knowledge that
defined their use. Metaphors in the shop-floor grouping were infused with pun, double meanings
and irony. The starkest of these uses was participant K’s usage of ‘the people’s republic of career’, in
response to the dismissal and union reinstatement of an individual. Instances where metaphors are
used by both the shop-floor and management grouping reveal that the shop-floor usage is ironic or
sarcastic but the management usage reinforces leadership rhetoric. An example of this is the
management use of the ‘rosy’ metaphor, ‘I see the future being fairly rosy. Well, you know, it must
be because we are now extending for the first time in forty years maybe since we had any major
buildings works done. So, you know.’ This is a more literal interpretation than the shop-floor usage
which seems to indicate an understanding of the way management are using metaphors to reinforce
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collective rhetoric (Debras & L'Hôte, 2015). Participant K provides insight into how these metaphors
are viewed, ‘Ninety-nine percent of the time they said that everything is rosy in the garden, but we
know that it is different. We have different perspectives about what they say’. This difference, in the
way metaphors are being used, is subtle to outsiders but to those in an in-group, where language is
used and tacit knowledge about it is relevant, the differences in use would be stark.

The overlaying of this tacit knowledge with esoteric rules of linguistics could be classed as a diglossia
(Snow, 2013), or second tacit understanding of language overlaid with the vernacular usage of terms
and rules of language. In this sense, inferring understandings of the usage of literary tools and
figurative language becomes a skill. This may be a tacit understanding of the grouping and unique to
the grouping developing a specific form of unifying spliced linguistic usage. This may reinforce the
grouping’s identity. Rather than fusing two languages to form a diglossia the groupings seem to
have fused language with tacit understandings about linguistic interpretations.

5.1.3 Social selection of leaders

Consistency between rhetoric and enacted behavior are reconsidered as raising credibility of a
leader by Hogg, Knippenberg and Rast (2012). The authors indicate that increasing these types of
activities can improve the prototypicality of a leader. Even with its social approach towards
leadership I find the use of terms such as leader used in an axiomatic manner. Social identity could
be interpreted as a process that ultimately leads to the maintenance of the status quo once a leader
becomes prototypical of the group or socially selected by the group. In either context, the return to
a hierarchical leadership system is an assumption of the theory. Perhaps this explains why the
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prototypicality of group identity is akin to the idealised influence proposed by transformational
leadership (Avolio & Bass, 1999) or top-down approaches.

Social identity theory (Haslam, Riecher & Platow, 2011) suggests that groupings can socially-select
leaders on the basis that their identity is prototypical of the group identity. This theory is a good
explanation of what might happen within groupings but, in practice, this was a little more difficult to
determine. Social selection of leaders, other than those imposed on the grouping by the
organisation, may be seen as divergent activity and a participant may be reluctant to express this
process in narrative. In an organisation with tight controls on what is socially acceptable, as well as
practically required, from designated followers, expressing that a leader has been socially selected
might be considered somewhat taboo. Determining that there are social groupings is also not as
clear as it might sound. Once groupings have been identified, it was very difficult to ask questions,
or select narratives, that focussed on leadership coming from anywhere other than the formal
leaders. Perhaps this was due to many years of indoctrination, by use of segregation and exclusion,
the silver grill narrative by participant J being a good example of this. ‘They used to have a worker’s
canteen and then they used to have a silver grill’. Many of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping are of an older
demographic and will have been able to remember how segregated the workforce was. Very
physical displays of separation perhaps discouraged challenging the views or narratives of the formal
leaders.
I was only able to determine three very broad groupings, the ‘shop-floor’, the ‘management’ and
‘the leadership team’. It becomes more difficult when trying to break out more groupings from
data. I was, however, able to determine that the use of antenarrative was congruent with
participants that had been selected for roles which directly represent the interests of the operative
strata. Even this may indicate that only those whose role defines the scope for speaking out, are
accepted as being able to speak out against formal managers’ or leaders’ actions without fear of
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reprisal or stigma. In a way, as soon as a leader becomes socially representative and supported by
the group, formalising that position reduces the scope for other members of the group to speak out
directly. The only indication of this was a strong antenarrative from a formal representative of the
workforce. Does this indicate that the only way a grouping’s voice can be heard freely is if the
potential for their representative to be replaced, remains open? Or do groupings need a
mouthpiece? These social dynamics are worthy of further investigation through the use of narrative
methodologies.
It seems that the crisis event hit perceptions of groupings in the organisation quite hard. The
unexpected and uncertain nature of the crisis instilled what seemed to be a fear within the shop
floor group as participant S highlights, ‘It was a fear of what direction the company was going in
really and how we were going to be treated’. This is slightly unusual, as the participant was asked if
it was a fear of redundancies. The participant chose to talk about the treatment they would receive
as a result of actions in response to crisis. This hints at a group identity that was expecting to be
treated in an adverse manner, because of what they usually expect or perceive a fair leader to be.
This was in response to being spoken to in a very blunt way, as I will illustrate later in the chapter.
The strategic direction that the participant was concerned about was a reduction of machining parts
on site, which would affect the roles of some groupings drastically. Perhaps, it is the link with job
role and collective identity that concerned the ‘shop-floor’ grouping. Perhaps, tacit knowledge of
how important the job role and work contribution was to collective and work group identity
instigated a concern for the shop-floor grouping. This rough, autocratic and direct style directly
contradicts what Chrobot-Mason, Gerbasi and Cullen-Lester (2016) posit about the warmth of a
group being more likely to instil collective behaviour and group-orientated contributions.
Essentially, by confronting group identity as resistance to change during the critical events, formal
leaders distanced followers and a set of cascading sensemaking processes culminated in fear and
oppositional divergent narratives. Far from seeing identity revert back to individual identities,
perhaps breaking up the perceived problematic groupings, narratives began to intensify groupings’
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identities. This can be seen, by the narratives, about the lack of communication during the crisis,
which unified a sense of dissatisfaction with the way some stories were told concerning the critical
events.

5.1.4 Strauss’ (1997) status forcing

Perhaps some of the most socially radical behaviour, from a social constructionist perspective, is the
concept of status forcing and the removal of someone’s freedoms and voice. There was a
suggestion that management and leadership narratives were redefining some of the qualities of
other groupings’ identities. Hogg, van Knippenberg and Rast (2012) highlight that social identity
leadership, as a process, depersonalises the members of the group and assigns them group
prototypical qualities, it is not surprising that this concept is salient within the data in intergroup
dynamics. Strauss (1997) raised the concept that a group with authoritative power over another
may force an identity upon that grouping and engage in conversion of the identity of the grouping.
Whilst Strauss (1997) uses brainwashing as a case study, that is not what I am suggesting here.
Nevertheless, this is a phrase that was used by a participant. ‘It’s almost brainwashing rather than
trying to explain stuff you to.’ I would like to draw attention to the reforming of the perceptions of a
groupings’ identity in response to a critical event. The use of low motivation as a theme, or actions
which induce narratives of low motivation, was evident in data surrounding the ‘shop-floor’
grouping. This narrative tool seemed to be being used as a deterrent from identifying with that
grouping and being branded of ‘low motivation’. Conversion of allegiance and loyalties may have
been attempted through the use of these types of narratives about the ‘shop-floor’ grouping.
Elements of the smouldering crisis interpretation and the root causes of the crisis, were blamed on
the low motivation of this grouping.
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During the critical events, perceived as a crisis by some, there were some indications in the
narratives, at director and operative strata, that there were some smouldering root causes for the
crisis. Inevitably the ‘shop-floor’ grouping saw these smouldering factors as having their root causes
in leadership and management and vice-versa. These competing narratives, from the perspective of
the formal leadership, needed to be addressed, as smouldering crises are usually blamed, in some
respect, on the formal leadership. The narrative, that the operative strata and wider workforce
were de-motivated, emerged from data. This added to the intense emotions experienced by
members of the organisation during the crisis, by saying that they were, in part, to blame for the
crisis. A counter-narrative began to emerge in response to the assumptions of what the formal
leadership perceived to be necessary narratives. This counter-narrative included all the elements of
the actions and narratives of the formal leaders, and expressed this treatment as a negative
perception of leadership. Perceptions of autocratic, self-serving and, in some cases, slightly toxic
leadership styles, began to emerge from multiple narratives. This blaming of the smouldering
aspects of the crisis on certain groupings, added to a list of possible interpretations some groupings
may have been reaching. This led to an increasing distancing of themselves from accepting the
formal leaders as protecting the interests of their grouping (Haslam, Riecher & Platow, 2011).
The issue of status forcing emerged when a narrative began to be used by the formal leadership that
the ‘shop-floor’ grouping was demotivated. It then extended, through director level formal leaders,
into a narrative that blamed certain elements of the perceived smouldering crisis on this grouping.
This resulted in the re-branding of the grouping as a demotivated and blameworthy grouping.
Consequent leaders’ actions seemed to be taken to increase elements of demotivation. Narratives,
by the managers of ‘shop-floor’ groupings, indicated that tasks and roles had been allocated in such
a way that morale had been obliterated, stating that some people were left to do menial tasks for
hours each day. This served to further reinforce the narrative of low motivation amongst this
grouping. So, formal leaders’ actions in response to the critical events, had obliterated morale in the
perceptions of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping and those that formally managed them. Seemingly, both of
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the narratives generated by the formal leadership and some of the actions during and in the
aftermath of the critical events, changed the perceived identity of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping. As a
result, the perceptions of those in this grouping that recognised this social process, challenged the
premise of self-serving forms of leadership and the purpose of the narrative of crisis itself. I believe
this can be extremely debilitating for an organisation when the navigation of a further crisis becomes
necessary. As such, can status forcing (Strauss, 1997) be seen as detrimental to the long-term ability
to face future crises? Furthermore, could status forcing be seen as an element of positivist
perceptions of leadership and even an element of toxic leadership? Might it be perceived as not in
the best interests of those whom leaders claim to lead? These propositions are interesting avenues
for further research, and more empirical data would be required to give further insight into the
social process of status forcing (Strauss, 1997) during and after critical events.

5.1.5 Leadership Perceptions

After an anecdote about going ‘nose to nose’ with a member of the ‘shop-floor’ grouping the MD
said, ‘so they saw some strong leadership and some clear open communication.’ Giving, perhaps, the
strongest evidence in the dataset that there were some very different perceptions of what strong
leadership was in the organisation. Although what the verbatim narrative represents on the surface
is benign, when further narratives are analysed about the same incident a picture emerges that
there is a mismatch between what the formal leaders perceive and what designated ‘followers’
perceive. The MD’s short extract also states that ‘they saw some strong leadership’ with no
indication that any other approach could even be considered.
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The second instance of the assumption that what the formal leaders did was leadership, is illustrated
by the following extract. ‘the new style of the leadership team was one of command and control
rather than leadership’ again an unequivocal statement of perception. The situation the MD was
talking about, in the previous extract, was when an attempt to introduce new director level formal
leadership was outlined to the organisation. It could be argued that the new leadership perceived
the style of incumbent leadership as autocratic. Therefore, they saw themselves as implementing
what they perceived was required. One of the new leaders expresses how they saw previous
leadership actions in the organisation. ‘I think my understanding is they had a series of general
managers who were very autocratic, and very do this, do that, because there wasn’t really time to
have a conversation, explain what needed to happen or engage with the staff.’ This illustrates that
because of preconceived perceptions about both leadership and how leadership was done at the
organisation, the participant created a mis-march of expectations. So not only do members of an
organisation hold their own socially influenced perceptions of leadership, crisis events can form
perceptions of leadership, in this case, of there having been a particularly autocratic response to the
crisis.

5.1.6 Different perceptions on shared leadership activities

There seemed to be two perceptions of shared leadership in the organisation. The top-down,
hierarchical view that, in some way, the workforce needs to own the changes after the critical events
and an alternative view coming from the operative strata. Participant K sums this view up well,
‘there are people here who have been here for 30-40 years but we are not asked anything’. So, there
was, from the formal management side, a functional view of how to become more inclusive and
thereby satisfy the inconvenient grumblings from the workforce. Amongst the ‘shop-floor’ grouping,
there was a genuine desire to have control over their odestiny, through contributions backed up by
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experience. These two views seemed to be conflicting in the organisation during the critical events,
as the message came across loud and clear in the narratives that cutting the operative strata out of
the information loop, had the effect of saying that they couldn’t navigate a crisis themselves and,
furthermore, that their motivation was partly to blame for the crisis. Amongst the data, there
seemed to be a groundswell of narratives commenting on the strategic direction of the organisation.

5.1.7 The concept of the ‘follower’ and what the ‘follower’ expects

Organisations are an enforced hierarchy in which narratives can serve to further amplify power
distance and control by redefining the identities of groupings. The concept of a follower, in
organisations, is indicative of the strength of its enforced hierarchy. I take a much more critical view
of this term, questioning whether, when choice is removed, a designator such as this can be
accurately applied. I prefer the term supporter, as this term implies that cooperation, consent and
support can be withdrawn if the supporter so wishes. What this grouping is called, after that, can be
dependant upon situation. There were narratives and colloquial language around the organisation
describing that people had been ‘dragged’ along with the changes. The term “followers” is almost
axiomatically accepted by the literature, giving rise to some research exploring these concepts
(Carsten et al. 2010). This might indicate that further critical research on this term and its use may
bring new insights to the debate.
The behaviour, exhibited in ‘the speech’ incident explained previously, was clearly contrary to what
most members of the organisation expected, and many narrative instances of this were captured.
The members of the organisation seem to have contrasting understandings of the behaviour of the
MD in their separate narratives some in advocacy of his approach, other shocked by it, ‘He F’s and
blinds like people do on the shop floor. You don’t normally see that from something in such a high
position’, and the counter-narrative ‘Yes I get on with him, I generally like his attitude when he comes
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down on the shop floor to talk to people. He is not one of these guys like others that we have here,
where they are managers and directors and they face you and then will look the other way so they
don’t have to interact with you. I’m thinking who do you think you are?’ of the MD. Narratives on
the CEO parallel his treatment of people with how good he has been for company perhaps an
intuitive leap, ‘the CEO is a very, very shrewd financier. He is an absolute gentleman. He I like people
who have the decency to acknowledge you, and (CEO) is one of those people. He will always
acknowledge you, and I think he has similarly been good to the company’. These narratives focus on
the behaviour and treatment of the members as an expectation, with collegiate collective contact
seen as being authentic.

5.1.8 Complex adaptive leading-ship

Ford, (2010a) put forward some of the most robust and well-reasoned qualitative research relevant
to my topics that I reviewed. In particular the concept of leadership being emergent from anywhere
in the organisation during times of turbulence and uncertain environmentswas relevant. This theory
provides an alternative to the perception of hierarchical approaches so embedded in the subject
organisation. ‘I mean you have got to have the hierarchy through to the people down on the shop
floor for it to be a success.’ This perception imprisons personnel within, where they perceive to be,
the limits of their permitted influence. The issue with such perceptions is that adaptation to
uncertain, complex and turbulent circumstances takes agility at the operative level, as well to help
take the administrative and cognitive load off leaders’. Complex adaptive leading-ship provides a
mechanism to help comprehend working in such ways, by the use of open-processional change
practices. A non “leader-centric” way of thinking and legitimisation of such a working practice is
essential for such an approach to become effective. Perhaps some of the perceptions of how
leadership should be projected during crisis, and the perceptions of time justifying highlyautocratic
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practices, may have stifled thought about how such approaches can be embodied for all. ‘So they
got people to buy in because it was literally a burning platform [laughing] that was their change
management approach’. Unfortunately, this level of processional adaptivity was encouraged in the
organisation at the managerial level only. From a narrative perspective, allowing freedoms for some
and not all, strengthens negative perceptions of the value of social groups resulting in distancing
narrative processes. Three areas of effectiveness, for adaptive processional leading-ship, were
identified by Ford (2010a): administrative leading-ship; adaptive leading-ship and enabling leadingship.

5.1.9 Transformation model empirical confirmation issues

Although the picture created by senior executives, in the early stages of data collection, seemed to
indicate that this type of transformational leadership (Avolio & Bass, 1999) might be a factor in how
leaders responded to crisis, after more data emerged it was clear that there were other dominant
paradigms at play. Perhaps this is because there was a sense of heroic hegemony in the desires of
the formal leadership. To be seen as the recovery experts who alone had the skills knowledge and
foresight to navigate the perceived crisis event, evidences this. Maybe this was precipitated by the
idea, common in some leaders, that they like to be thought of as charismatic saviours. Whilst there
was a realisation that leaders had projected some form of inspiration into the organisation, this did
not seem to penetrate all areas of the organisation. ‘It’s the change but involving people in that
change and some people have just been dragged along with it and thinking what the hell is going on
you know. Like me, I was dragged out of a purpose-built inspection area onto a shop floor but no one
explained to me why that was happening’. So, it is clear that not all members of the organisation felt
an idealised influence or a positive reworking of their identities. This seemed largely down to
physical and social identity segregation. There have been issues in the past finding empirical
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evidence for the sub-divisions of the transformation model (Avolio & Bass, 1999; Deinert, et al.
2015). I believe the model has the potential to return false positives in certain crisis contexts, such
as healthcare, the very arena Howell and Hadley (2016) applied the model to. I believe this may
have been due to the common dynamics of the leaders selected to work in these specialist fields,
such as a caring nature, compassion and considerate behavior. These are effects interwoven into
the overall objectives and mission of these types of organisation.
I believe deeper psychosocial effects are giving the impression that crises are need as a propagation
event for the emergence of charismatic leadership (Rafferty & Griffin, 2004; Weber, 1968). This
interpretation has the potential to set up some unhelpful interpretations surrounding the ‘function’
a crisis can play in a leadership situation, resulting in benefit for a leader. This gives rise to accepted
follower questioning of the use or integrity of a crisis narrative. ‘It sounds better than saying we
came in and just changed things from the way it was for the sake of it. You would say there is a crisis.
so, I never really thought there was.’ One interpretation of this is that this type of narrative is far
more damaging for crisis insulation than charismatic idealised influence affects could ever offset, as
it becomes embedded in the tacit narrative knowledge of certain groupings.

5.2.1 Contingency theory

Contingency theory (Fiedler, 1967) in leadership studies is a highly pragmatic approach towards
creating an equilibrium between an organisation and leader. There are all sorts of assumptions
about leadership, leaders, followers and organisations that must be adopted before accepting the
premise of this theory. For instance, the assertion that leaders must not have a preconceived idea
about the best way to run an organisation as the theory says there is none, just more or less
favourable circumstances for the leaders’ style. From a directive view it could be said that selecting
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the right leaders for the situation within a part of the organisation is perhaps slightly contingency
theory inspired. Below is an extract from the MD of the organisation describing a similar approach.
‘I suppose that I was delivering the people management skills, (COS) effectively became chief of staff,
or lets say the enforcer. (COO) brought in his system management skills along with his lean black belt
training along with his personality and ability to drive systems and procedural change whilst (CEO)
was providing the overall financial stakeholder management.’
Particpant B was a new joiner and, it can be argued, that similar thinking has emerged in their
narrative. Participant B talks about the same team the MD is referring to above, understanding
them to be ‘experts in their field’, indicating that drawing together talent that suits the situation is a
‘one in a lifetime thing’ and emphasising the inspirational effect this has had on the participant.
‘These guys are experts in their field. Yeah. It definitely has a little bit of a feel about it that you don’t
really get anywhere else as far as I know yet….Yes I mean, to see erm to hear about other people’s
backgrounds and from where they have come from and to know these guys have been in industry for
many, many years and experienced many things, for them to come around and talk about this
business being a this is a one in a lifetime thing you see. Erm it is not very often that you get this
these people together same projects, same business, all with the same focus.’
It is an issue for tacit knowledge, that these perceptions and pragmatic thinking is emerging in the
organisation, because it is indicative of what the formal leaders think is an effective way of leading.
This precludes other ways of thinking about leadership and vests the concept of leadership very
firmly in those outside the organisation, in terms of their consultancy. Vesting leadership functions
outside of the organisation sends strong messages of reduced value to the collective identity of
those within the organisation.
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5.2.2 Heroic interpretations of leadership

The story of five, was concerned with the upper level executives ensuring that they were the
protagonists of the crisis response and recovery. In the early stages, the same convergent narrative
kept emerging from colloquial exchanges, that five executives spent twenty four hours a day working
together and living together, at the site and a hotel, until the interpreted ‘crisis’ was averted. This
story involved the CEO changing location, from London to Luton, something evident from participant
B’s narrative. The placing of the CEO’s house onto the books of the company, as described by two
different participants, seemed common knowledge in the organisation. This action of placing the
CEOs house on the balance sheet, as goodwill for the organisation, had made its way into several
other narratives, including participant E’s comments. These three wider actions by the CEO, coming
onto site, sacrificing all family time and putting his house on the balance sheet, seemed to be
developing a very rough ‘heroes journey’ type of narrative (Ford, Harding, & Learmonth, 2008). At
the very least, the interpretation of the formal leader as a hero, was possible. Participant E sums up
their perception of the CEO’s sacrifice by saying, ‘the CEO didn’t even pay his own wages for a few
months’. This is clear evidence that stories about the CEO’s sacrifices during this time were seen, by
some, as worthy of retelling. Perhaps this narrative of heroism was intended to be hegemonic in
nature and become the story of the ‘turnaround’.

5.2.3 Hegemonic Narratives

Were there any narratives in the organisation that could have been interpreted as being hegemonic,
dominating or set up to be an intentionally dominant narrative? It strikes me that antenarratives
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may have the potential to become hegemonic and it is open to question as to whether this is their
intention. There were some instances of hegemonic terminology, which, in turn, inspired narratives
embedding concepts about leadership. The introduction of consultants as turnaround experts
immediately paints them as the protagonist of the crisis response and recovery. These techniques
tend to determine the outcome of the narrative of the crisis before any actions have been taking in
response to the crisis. This reduces the option for input from other areas of the organisation that
may be feeling distanced by the introduction of external consultancy. There is also a counter
narrative that this organisation is so indoctrinated by hierarchical thinking that it may not have been
able to leverage internal talent quickly enough to respond to the crisis adequately. Perhaps some
hegemonic terms were used as an autocratic method of getting the organisation to accept the
narrative that turnaround was vested in those at the apex of the organisation.

The elephant metaphor, used by the formal leadership to describe how the company was going to
get through the crisis, was adopted by the organisation. As such, it became part of the tacit
knowledge of the organisation, a symbol of the turnaround and an attempt at semiotic narrative by
the formal leadership. Could this be considered a hegemonic narrative and, are there indications of
members of the organisation who would rather forget it than symbolise it? For some, the critical
events incited fear and one participant remembers the events, describing the emotions attached to
them, ‘It was a fear of what direction the company was going in really and how we were going to be
treated’. Participant B also describes fear ‘the first things is fear because it is change’. This emotion
is not readily discussed in such a masculine environment, so its emergence is significant to the
amplitude of the events.

5.2.4 Autocratic leadership
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There were quite a number of narratives that indicated that the MD was an autocratic leader. Some,
although they described him as ‘brutal’, recognised that what he did seemed to turn the company
around. There were narratives, however, that indicated that the crisis of narrative may have been a
tool used to lay the ground-work for an autocratic style. Participant C describes a ‘burning platform’
approach to change management in order to get everyone on board with the changes. Participant C
also describes that people had become used to quite an ‘autocratic’ leadership style. From this
perspective there is some indication that the use of an autocratic style had somewhat been the
norm during the critical events. Feelings, expressed through metaphor by participant K, ‘walking on
eggshells’, seemed to indicate some sort of micromanagement or autocratic approach. This style
was being directed at the ‘shop-floor’ grouping even in the aftermath of the critical events.
According to the narratives this style was not limited to previous formal leaders or new incumbent
formal leaders but throughout the critical events and the aftermath. This may add weight to the
interpretation that certain narrative representations of the critical events take power away from one
group and give it to another. There were also some indications, within a subtle use of language by
director level participant I, that what happened during the critical events was ‘Leadership’
axiomatically replacing alternative narratives on leadership, with the narrative, what we did was
leadership. This is another subtle example of removing the voices from those that wish to offer a
counter-narrative or interpretation on alternative perceptions of leadership.
Participant S also indicates that recent leadership styles have been autocratic in nature. ‘People do
their job, but it’s still the same. It’s an autocratic way of managing rather than it used to be. But my
opinion is that what you see on the outside is not necessarily what you see on the inside, i.e, it comes
across like a nice glossy apple but when you bite it, there is a maggot inside.’ This, in direct
contradiction to leadership narratives that indicate that there has been a more collegiate approach
since the critical events. Participant S goes on to mention this topic again, ‘Charismatic to me is
someone like Winston Churchill. These people are not charismatic, they are autocratic.’ This an
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explicit characterisation by a member of the shop-floor grouping that leadership is perceived as
autocratic by those considered by some in the organisation as followers.
Participant C, at director level indicates the shop-floor grouping was used to a more autocratic style
during the crisis.
‘I think there is a better understanding at the senior levels and that it was led in a very autocratic
way and we’re now moving to a very democratic style of leadership, a more consensual style of
leadership I suppose. But I think that the shop floor is struggling with that because they are so used
to being told what to do rather than being asked what do you think you should do.’
This is in direct opposition to participant S’ narrative, It’s an autocratic way of managing rather than
it used to be.’ Indicating that perhaps leadership was perceived to be different than it is now
perceived by the individual. De Hoogh, Greer and Den Hartog (2015) indicate that teams may llok
autocratic leaders to make sense and sensegive (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991) of situations and to
return order to an uncertain world. There is some of this type of thought indicated by participant C’s
narrative ‘the shop floor is struggling with that’ perhaps a way of sensemaking of the formal leaders’
autocratic actions.

Given Probst and Raisch’s (2005) proposition that autocratic leadership is contributory factor of the
‘burnout’ and failure of organisations during crisis it is not in alignment with the literature that an
autocratic style should be used during or in response to crisis. The presence of perceptions that
autocratic leadership was used may indicate that some sensemaking processes are interesting
events or treatment as autocratic. Participant C’s attempt to rationalise stories or perceptions of
autocratic leadership are a good example of how retrospective sensemaking can take place through
the narrative repetition of others a Participant C was not present during the crisis and was recruited
during the recovery phase. Ironically narrative from the MD painted participant C as an autocratic,
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command and control style leader. Something which the indication of a sensemaking process in
participant C’s narrative contradicts. Of course, the MDs narrative could also be a sensemaking
process in response to shop floor narratives and metaphor such as ‘the people’s republic of career’.
Which in turn was part of a wider narrative on a wrongful dismissal by participant C. So,
sensemaking narratives are complex and involve complicated chains of narratives but they can result
in the perceptions of autocracy as a result of actual events which may or may not have been
autocratic. These sensemaking chains of narratives are linked in complex and interactive ways much
as Perrow’s (2011) interactive complexity affects coupled systems. Perhaps the activity of
interactively complex narrative chains that involve formal leaders themselves are intensified during
and after crisis when autocracy is used to drive through radical changes.

5.2.5 Anthropogenic vulnerability to crises: Lasting relational effects

Whilst crises can be anthropogenic in nature (Turner & Pigeon, 1997), there may also be an element
that, as with the subject organisation, operations are left vulnerable to external crises due to
anthropogenically rooted effects perhaps as a residue from previous crises (Kahn, Barton & Fellows,
2013). Having been through many critical events as a result of working in the sector, operatives’
perceptions of crises may have been fundamentally changed. ‘I have seen this happen two or three
times with different management coming in and changing things. Then another lot of management
come in after that’. Participants have perhaps seen a pattern of crisis, failure and change, linked
with share price pumping to extract an all share buyout and benefit the top tier of executives. Kahn,
Barton & Fellows (2013) posit that there could be long term intergroup relational effects that may
not be resolved despite the perception that the crisis has been recovered. The changes seen in
perceptions of leadership and reactions to leader behaviour during the critical events may have
become the identities and perceptions of the functions of leadership on a more long-term basis.
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Adjustments in the way narratives are created and reformed around motivation, job role and
machines may be reinforcing distancing effects felt as a result of emotional reactions to crisis and to
a certain extent leaders’ response to crises. Events that have induced anxiety include redundancies
and reassignment of job roles, selling core equipment, confrontation, future treatment and
overarching strategy. The more the formation of narrative sensemaking loops arise, in response to
these events, the greater the narrative distance between groupings increases, embedding power
distances and segregations caused by the tacit knowledge of the organisation, develop. Collective
activity becomes less collegiate and, as a result, narrative feedback loops have the potential to
emerge. These feedback loops, in which formal leaders misinterpret sense making activities and
expression of troubling emotions through narrative as resistance, lead to them dealing autocratically
with it. Further, narratives emerge as a result of this autocratic behaviour, and tacit knowledge
about how the collective is treated by the leader then, potentially, becomes changed. This reduces
the organisation’s operational ability to withstand external crises and its agility in response to crises,
as collectives question critically fundamental aspects of the leaders’ responses and the crises
narratives. This is, of course, only one interpretation of the data but it is likely that stories about
leaders’ responses to crises become embedded in the tacit narrative knowledge of the organisation
in both positive and negative ways. Whilst a narrative perspective, as per Kahn, Barton & Fellows
(2013), the issue of lasting damage to relationships after crises was a salient one within the narrative
corpus data.

5.2.6 Resilience

Sommer, Howell, & Hadley’s (2016) interpretation of resilience, that it is the ability of the workforce
to carry on going and exercise the duties or responsibility they have been given it perhaps. I believe
that cohesion and intergroup collective identity may help to increase resilience. In this organisation
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it was evident that certain actions in response to crisis had set of a tidal wave of perceptive and
sensemaking responses some of which I believe fundamentally affected the social identities and
individual identities of organisational members. Kahn, Barton & Fellows, (2013) explain that lasting
relational effects can be set into motion latent in the organisation perhaps not perceivable until the
next test a crisis presents. As an extension of this I believe narrative processes and sensemaking
activities can set off processes that reduce resilience as they affect such fundamental psychosocial
and intergroup motivations. Resilience is very difficult to gauge indeed but as with the crises debate
there are warning signs which if ignored could lead to catastrophic failure if they interact complexly
(Perrow, 2011). The warning signs that resilience might be reduced because of a lack of intergroup
cohesion can be seen exceptionally clearly when using a narrative inquiry methodology. Warning
signs such as status forcing, changing of social identities, counter-antenarratives and many other
narrative effects that are salient within the narrative corpus. Narratives test the heartbeat of an
organisation and diagnose the condition of individual, dyadic, group, intergroup and organisational
actions and interactions.

5.2.7 High reliability theory

This theory takes such a systems approach that it almost becomes a distal interpretation for some
organisations. There are some things that can be taken away from the interplay and rejoinders sent
back and forth between major proponents of this theory and normal accident theory (Perrow, 2011).
After Perrow’s (2011) seminal contribution regarding interactive complexity and tight coupling high
reliability theorists began to look at ways that organisations adopted to reduce or even avoid these
effects. What if we transpose the issues Perrow (2011) raised in response to crises with the
narrative issues in the organisation. Like participant K said what if we treat communication and
narrative as a ‘crisis within the crisis’. The interactive complexities then become the interactive
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narrative chains and sensemaking processes both individually and as a grouping. Tight coupling
becomes the interconnectedness of narrative networks and the failures become adverse effects on
morale, identity, emotions, strategic direction, lasting relational issues (Kahn, Barton & Fellows,
2013). The high reliability of narrative landscapes in an organisation that determine the flow
processing and repetition of narratives and forces that set into motion narrative sensemaking
without realistic sensegiving. These lasting effects and developed tacit knowledge after crisis could
reduce the ability for the organisation to engage in resilience against future crises. As such,
narratives may have as much salience for the theory as a systems based approach.

5.2.8 Antenarratives

Antenarratives are not as straight forward as a simple story about the future, they come in several
different antenarrative elements according to Boje (2011). These are: transformers; polylogical;
packs; multi-plotted; transitioning; unfolding; heteroglossic and unsettling. Keeping these facets of
an antenarrative proposed by Boje (2011) in mind I will present how these elements are emergent
from the data. As the narratives taking about the future were few not all of the elements were
salient within the data.
When analysing data, it was evident that a representative for union activity also had a very strong
antenarrative, possible the only antenarrative from the ‘shop-floor’ grouping. This antenarrative
opposed the antenarrative told by the MD in almost every sense. As a socially selected leader for
union activity, is it possible that through this selection certain leadership rights to a particular
narrative are also conferred socially or as a prototypical quality of the perception of the group about
leadership? Further empirical data is needed on this proposition but it does raise some interesting
points about socially selected leaders, social processes, distributed leadership and organisational
narratives.
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In the findings there are three interpretations of antenarratives and I will reanalyse these
antenarratives and pick out some of the contrasts Boje (2011) provides as insight into some of the
building blocks of antenarrative. Perhaps just picking one or two of these elements would make for
an interesting narrative study of stories about the future of an organisation. As antenarratives can
be in very short parts, there may be some fragmentation of the overall picture the participant paints.

5.2.9 Transformer antenarrative

It may be helpful to explain how I interpret these terms outlined by Boje (2001). Transforming
narratives, I believe, provide a vision of the future in order to inspire and motivate people to follow,
epitomising transformation and how further transformation could be a concern for the future.
The antenarrative identified in the findings by participant I, seems to have some of these hallmarks
in that it gives a narrative on the past, current situation and then into a vision of the future which
can be classified as an antenarrative. Although this is one classification that ‘fits’ with this
antenarrative classification, it is important to note that it may fit some of the other antenarrative
classification or they may be represented, in part, inside this antenarrative. Participant I’s
antenarrative gives the impression of recovery turnaround and investment and focuses on a future
extension of the plant and an investment in machines. When this antenarrative is contrasted with
narratives from elsewhere in the organisation, it seems hard to rationalise the stark differences.
‘It’s a very positive outlook because the stuff that I’ve not mentioned like winning an RGF grant of
three and a half million to put an extension on the plant erm we have invested heavily in new
machines and equipment for the first time in twenty-five years erm and that the share price as from
nine pence to one pound last week, so the outlook of the workforce and the management remains
very positive.’
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This nonlinear antenarrative attempts to incite interpretations of success but the only indication that
it is an antenarrative is revealed in two phrases ‘It’s a very positive outlook’ and ‘winning an RGF
grant of three and a half million to put an extension on the plant’. This phrase is surrounded by past
comparisons with insinuated underinvestment, recent successes and present measures of perceived
success, such as share price. Temporally, the narrative jumps from the future outlook, to the past
twenty-five years then to the last week. This framing of successes by time is indicative of a skilled
storyteller used to framing narratives. By invoking this temporal framing the participant is able to
contrast recent successes with past underinvestment. The past transformations are highlighted as
well as planned transformations.

5.3.1 Polylogical antenarrative

Different ways of reasoning according to which group people are part of characterises polylogism.
Polylogical antenarratives are those using reasoning according to their grouping and perhaps
indicative that individuals have several social influences on their reasoning.
Perhaps one of the best examples of a polylogical antenarrative was that of participant A.
‘You might have seen in the news that FMC are now, a partner, and we wouldn’t have won that
contract I don’t think without the emphasis we put on business improvement and the emphasis we
put on developing the site. We definitely wouldn’t have won it. They have also invested in us so that
is essential. I would look at a few images, and you look at a few images of the factory going back, the
the state of it was not well it was pretty terrible and because of that wouldn’t have won other deals,
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particularly with well hopefully win quite a lot of nuclear business, and I think the turnaround is
essential to that future growth, even though we haven’t actually go any orders yet. But you know.’
The antenarrative talks about the future in terms of new investments and developments and paints
a fairly transforming antinarrative until it is contrasted with warnings about systemic risk, ‘even
though we haven’t actually go any orders yet’ and narrative expansions of these perceptions of risk,
“So, if we talk about recently the centre of excellence now there is a huge risk because we are
investing a lot of cash into the business so we could have just given back to shareholders or
something like that. We’re taking a risk on future setting up this facility and because we have taken
this risk we have managed to secure new oil and gas contracts this year”
These warnings about risk, ‘now there is a huge risk,’ and ‘we’re taking a risk on future’ are
intertwined with what would otherwise be a transforming tone about the response to crises and the
future. This may indicate that polylogism is part of the role that the participant has to enact. Whilst
being part of the financial management they have to bring financial lucidity and analysis to the
actions and plans of formal leaders. Perhaps it is more likely that polylogic antenarrative ans
narrative will be emergent if polylogism is part of the role of the participant in particular finance
seems to raise the salience of polylogism.
Perhaps management grades may also fall into this category of polylogism as multiple instances of
them using metaphors were salient in the data. This indicates that some attempts by the
management strata to develop collective identity has been engaged in. One manager seemed fully
integrated with the tacit knowledge assumptions of the shop-floor grouping. This spanning of
groups, and development of multi social identities, perhaps predispositions such personnel to
polylogism. One narrative example of this is from a middle manager,
‘they haven’t laid any of the blokes off but they’ve given them menial tasks now. I gave the same sort
of analogy to my manager and said if you have done all your training and qualification to be an
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operations manager and you were told to clean toilets for the next three months, I go to him if you
are still on the same money you might go yeah I will go along with it for the first few days but after a
month it becomes boring and after three months it’s a complete bind, and you are not getting any
stimulus from it. And I think that is the same for a lot of the blokes on the shop floor and they are not
getting any stimulus whatsoever. You know, there are blokes who have done apprenticeships and
some of the blokes are bloody good machinists and I’ve seen them pulling wire and stripping cable.
Alright, they have still got a job and they haven’t been sacked but that doesn’t motivate anybody’
This narrative shows that this individual has to reason as a manager but appears to be a member of
the ‘shop-floor’ ingroup as they identify heavily with their plight. This indicates a polylogism
represented in their narratives. Having to perform duties as a manager yet try to represent the
plight and impact of the loss of job roles and therefore identity for the shop-floor grouping.
Participant J uses pre-crisis reasoning frameworks such as importance placed on the quality of a
machinist’s work, ‘some of the blokes are bloody good machinists and I’ve seen them pulling wire’.
These reasoning methods are used in the shop-floor in-group with importance placed on job role
and quality of work. Whilst it is difficult to pull out polylogism from a single narrative a narrative
picture created from a single participant fragmented narrative may show multiple frames of
reasoning. Could it be said that strongly identifying with several social groupings may incline
individuals towards polylogic thought and therefore narratives?

5.3.2 Heteroglossic antenarrative

The following antenarrative by participant K is classifies as heteroglossic as it uses multiple
classifications of antenarrative and reasoning to justify scepticism of the overall formal leaders’
strategy. There are elements of a transforming antenarrative, polylogic antenarrative, unsettling
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and a multi plotted antenarrative. Its overarching impression is that it is a mix of differing
classifications within antenarrative.
‘Erm, but since then erm yes, the new owners have put a lot of money into it, you can see that from
the new build up there erm order wise personally I think it’s the worst it’s ever been and same for
quality wise. Bit’s coming wrong mostly and I think it was a mistake, and the machinist agree that it
was a mistake to take a lot of stuff out of our work area and you lose a lot of the quality then’
‘…why, why does it happen? I just think it does. I’m not saying it is all bad, and yes, we know they are
spending money, and we are two hundred years old this year and I hope the company last another
two hundred years and with the new build you can see it. But otherwise, I don’t know where they are
going to get the orders from. They are on about doing this flow line of one hundred and sixty orders
per year, but I don’t see where they are going to get the orders from.’
The way the participant frames this antenarrative is to use transforming elements, ‘the new owners
have put a lot of money into it, you can see that from the new build up there’ and ‘and I hope the
company last another 200 years and with the new build you can see it’. These are contrasted with
unsettling elements ‘the machinist agree that it was a mistake to take a lot of stuff out of our work
area,’ and ‘but I don’t see where they are going to get the orders from,’ These divergent narratives
on the future of the organisation challenge fossilised formal leaders narratives about orders to
sustain the new-buildings they have built.

5.3.3 Leaders and organisational storytelling

There was a tendency to put out narratives to suit the goals of the formal leaders by the formal
leaders. In some instances, these narratives can be interpreted as having a hegemonic effect or
constructed in such a way that they will have a hegemonic affect. There were also contradictions in
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the narrative data represented by leaders and the narratives from other groupings. This was so stark
in some instances that hegemonic intention could be interpreted but not directly attributed.

According to Denning (2006) interpretation of storytelling in organisations there are eight narrative
patterns relevant to leaders. In the subject organisation there were attempts to infuse narratives
with sparkling action such as the narrative by participant I, ‘I do remember one guy who erm told me
that the presentation was bullshit and I went nose to nose with him and that if he didn’t like it he
could **** off and work somewhere else’. This intense confrontation some might find engaging
others might find it shocking and horrific treatment of an enforced sub-ordinate. The action infused
with this narrative is nonetheless present, akin to two boxers facing off, ‘I went nose to nose with
him’. This narrative was from a formal leader. This narrative also spoke volumes about who the
leader was and what his personality was like and how he viewed his right to ultimate power over the
workforce. Denning (2006) highlights that communication what the firm is about and its branding is
also important. The elephant management metaphor seems a best fit for this where the formal
leadership thought quite hard about how to communicate the change plan through a metaphor.
The symbol of a white elephant was adopted in the marketing. This metaphor linked with a briefing
given at the height of the crisis and a joke made by the COO, how do you eat an elephant, one leg at
a time. There are a few of Denning’s (2006) points which have fallen by the wayside in the
organisation such as fostering genuine deep-rooted collaboration, taming the rumour mill or
grapevine and sharing knowledge. All of these unutilised aspects of Denning’s (2006) interpretation
seemed to cause genuine relational and deep-rooted issues such as value reduction of certain
groupings, challenging of convergent interpretations, isolating behaviour and challenging of
overarching strategy through the lack of early fault reporting.
Gabriel (2000) posits that emotionally charged narratives may be created in an attempt to become
transcendental. Some of the narratives infused with heroes and villains seemed to be intended as
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transcendental in particular narratives from the MD and other directors about the crisis but also
about the changes made in response to the crisis. Gabriel (2000) also suggests that story-work may
include poetic tropes all of which as identified by Gabriel (2000) were salient within the data. Most
notably emotions, motive, blame and credit and oppositional fixed qualities. Much of these tropes
were seen in participant I and participant K’s narratives, which became oppositional when the lens
of antenarrative was used to draw out their visions of the future.

5.3.4 Psychosocial effects of crisis on followers: Inducing crisis compounding factors

With motivation used as a gateway narrative topic to redefine the perceived narratives about social
groupings, it is appropriate to address some of the psychosocial implications for leadership theory.
There are some interdisciplinary leadership studies that have researched psychosocial needs
according to Erickson’s (1980) theory. The implications, for spanning the crisis management and
leadership debates with psychosocial propositions, are forceful, as they throw light onto the nature
of the perceptions of leaders’ actions. In a sense, a pervasive threat is needed to reinforce the
functioning of a social identity leader (Reicher, Haslam & Hopkins, 2005) and crisis becomes pivotal
in reinforcing leadership responses. Crisis, coupled with a leaders’ social ratification, can also
become justification for forcefully quashing resistance or dissenters. However, the impact of crises
on followers (Hermann, 1963) creates a paradox for any leader seeking to utilise such forceful
quashing of opposition. When these effects are coupled with psychosocial theory (Erikson, 1980),
despite the structural nature of the theory, some compounding effects are noted. Hermann’s (1963)
proposition that crisis can kick into action the withdrawal of effort and lead to followers becoming
increasingly distant, breaking down old knowledge networks, provides a base-line for the effects of
crisis on personnel. Erikson’s (1980) psychosocial theory tells us that such actions are indicative of
the isolation stage of the psychosocial development model (Erikson, 1980) in the age bracket 20-39,
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and stagnation in the bracket 40-65. The sense of socially selecting a leader becomes less salient
because the individuals are socially isolating themselves and therefore breaking down the social
identity and collective decision making social process as a result of the effects of crisis. It would
follow that the effects of a crisis work directly against social groups identifying with leaders or selfselecting leaders that socially represent the group. Both Hermann (1963) and Erikson (1980) posit
that followers are likely to be unproductive when they present according to these propositions.
Weick’s (1988) interpretation also says that enacted sensemaking processes can compound some
aspects of crisis, sensemaking being linked with the development of narrative. This type of crossdisciplinary support from the literature helps to bring light to some of the compounding actions
leaders may be inadvertently activating whist responding to crisis, and add further depths to the
nature of leadership.
When looking at data from the organisation it was clear to see some of Erikson’s (1980) psychosocial
stages manifesting. These included those considering their legacy, who were close to retirement.
The breaking down of social identities seemed to come in the guise more reminiscent of a
rearrangement of social identities.

5.3.5 What processes did the impingement of psychosocial values set into motion?

There was evidence of status forcing and the redefining of the identities of groupings in the light of
critical events. For the operatives, or ‘shop-floor’, a group that some might regard axiomatically as
followers, there was a questioning of convergent interpretations. This could be as a result of
reconsidering their social development phase. This questioning came from both within and outside
the group, with one participant saying that some people were ‘dragged along’. This would not really
fit the profile of a follower, and the question id posed whether the critical events and leader
responses caused people to question their value as a ‘follower’. If psychosocial values were being
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disturbed and revaluated at the time, were ‘leader-follower’ relationships being reassessed as a
result of these unsettling emotions and psychosocial effects? More empirical data is needed on
these effects in response to critical events.
There was a sense, from data, that exclusion from the decision-making and information circles
during crisis and removal of control over their own destinies, were heralded, within the grouping, as
narrative red-lines. These seemed to have profound psychosocial implications in terms of value
assumptions for certain groupings. The contrast of being simultaneously hit by the shock of crisis
and being left out of control of their own destiny seemed to create new forms of identity for the
group. A sense of aggrievement and low value seemed to shape narratives in this grouping pushing
them to develop their own counter narratives.

5.3.6 Main Research Proposition: Fluid Observation Dynamics

When an organisation goes through a perceived crisis or extreme change it can result in power being
decentralised both narratively (Boje, Gephart and Thatchenkery, 1996) and perhaps intentionally by
an upper stratum of an organisation. In this particular case both were evident, a wrestling for
narrative control with monologues and symbols being ridiculed as they emerged by the use of
diglossic and metaphor. Some propositions that the research has found supporting evidence for are
outlined below:
1. Narrative Gounding
It is vital to collect narratives independently, openly and without prejudice to take the narrative
heartbeat of the organisation. These narrative yield vital data for continuous improvements yet are
buried an plethora of polyphony.
2. Any level any leader
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In this case idea from any strata of the organisation where seen as worthwhile and regular
consultation of the workforce contributed to a culture of openness and swift correction of errors
and process fault-finding.
3. Sheen and Back covering
People covering their backs and worrying about their status, identity and how they were seen to be
competent could sometimes get in the way of attributing decentralised valuable contributions.
These factors were a possible reason for the development of some leadership monologues that
attributed success to a small number of people.
4. Polyphony as a facet of continuous improvement
Impactful ideas can come from many areas of the organisation and the idea of collective praxis as a
form of continuous improvement, is supported by the idea of successful polyphonic organisation.
5. Expertise and Specialism ‘How did we miss that?’
Some very impactful ideas came from lone individuals in this case some of which contributed to the
survival of the organisation. These ideas seemed to be rooted in specialism and expertise as in the
case of the CFO, only someone with specialist knowledge could have implemented the CFO’s plan or
even observed that the plan would ‘fix’ the organisations finances. In some cases a guilt can emerge
from the upper strata of leadership and it is important to let this go in order to promote the idea of a
polyphonic organisation giving rise to successful outcomes for all.
These points contribute to a cultural fluidity where members can feel confident that their idea will
be heard, given thought and implemented, giving credit to the originator. Allowing polyphony to
emerge and embracing it, especially in dynamic times such as the aftermath of a crisis, can possibly
assist with continuous improvement and critical recoveries of organisations.
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Implications for future research

This research reveals links between the sensemaking process and organisation theory and its focus
away from enacted sense making towards polyphonic sensemaking because of perceived crisis
events. As a result of this it was salient that the qualities of a group were changed, by means of
narratives, across the organisation, in response to crises. Future research could focus on these
narrative processes and interactions in an organisation, investigating how crisis events can affect
perceptions of social identity and therefore perceptions of socially identified leaders. Focussing on
how polyphony can be useful to an organisation. Not focusing on prototypical models of leadership
seems essential for this type of future research, but with the acknowledgement that perceptions of
leader prototypicality may be salient within the data. Future crisis management research may wish
to focus on qualitative studies addressing narrative repetition, interaction and development in
response to crisis events. Leadership research may wish to focus on social constructions other than
groups exclusively represented by formal leaders. Taking a social constructionist approach, focussing
on aspects of narrative, may help to explain perceptions of leaders’ actions in various social
contexts. Research in the crisis management debate may also wish to consider ways in which the
reduction of panic can be achieved, without inciting value assumptions and narrative processes that
exclude certain social groupings and therefore induce distancing narrative and sensemaking
processes amongst social groupings.

Conclusions: Drawing the threads of analysis together

5.3.6 Research propositions
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In the context of this case the data indicated that:
1.

Critical events in can develop convergent organisational narratives about crisis

2.

Critical events can develop divergent narratives on crisis that express issues of group value

3.

Critical events can develop organisational antenarratives

4.

Critical events can develop narratives on group identities

5.

Critical events can affect perceptions of leaders and tacit organisational knowledge

6.

There was evidence to conclude that fluid observation dynamics supports a polyphonic
organisation

5.3.7 Using crisis counter narratives as a framework to express emotions

There seem to be several narrative “footballs” being used as frameworks for indirectly challenging
the convergent narrative, and for identifying the qualities of groupings. Motivation was one of these
tools, with formal leaders attributing the lack of motivation to the qualities of a whole group.
Subsequent counter narratives assign the leaders’ actions in response to crisis as the main reason for
a grouping’s lack of motivation. There were members of the group who seemed to indicate that the
way narratives were accepted, and counter narratives developed, was directly attributable to leader
actions ‘We have different perspectives about what they say, but erm perhaps it’s because they have
driven us to it’. Participant K seems to offer a good summary regarding the interaction of narratives
in the organisation, with leaders’ actions.
The premise, of using convergent narratives of crisis by formal leaders, is raised on two occasions.
Once, as a divergent narrative on crisis, by participant N, ‘maybe it’s better to say that we had a crisis
and that we overcome it,’ and once, when subsequent situations, faced by the organisation, are
described as crisis by a formal leader, ‘as the crisis in oil and gas are giving us major difficulties’
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(participant I). This would indicate that there are some perceptions in the organisation that regard
the narrative of crisis as absolving leaders of responsibility in the difficulties the organisation faces
and any detrimental effects it suffers. The consequences of this, for an organisation, are somewhat
damaging, and the role narratives play in identifying why members may be less likely to accept that a
crisis is a crisis, yields valuable insight.

5.3.8 The battle of the antenarratives

By using a narrative methodology, a rich plethora of details came packaged and coupled with the
major issues of the day and the research question. Through the analysis of antenarratives, insight
into the inner workings of narrative, the impacts of leaders’ actions and the perceptions of leaders’
actions, were all evident. It was possible to discern that, emotions, regarding being left out of
communications loops and attribution of personal worth and value to the organisation, were skilfully
being worked into narratives that opposed formal leaders’ antenarratives. These value assumptions,
being expressed by the operative or ‘shop-floor’ group, were so starkly contrasted by the formal
leader antenarratives that it is worth investigating further whether groupings may have interpreted
leaders’ actions as a group sensemaking process and produced antenarratives contrasting with
formal leaders antenarratives.

5.3.9 Crisis management techniques that induce counter crisis narratives and elongated full
recovery

If we look at one possible interpretation of leaders’ actions, during and after the crisis, it may be
possible to understand why there is such a stark contrast of antenarrative in the organisation.
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During the crisis, communication networks were reduced, this is a crisis management technique
identifiable within the literature (Hermann, 1963). This had the effect of not only reducing panic but
also attributing value to those thought of, by the formal leader, as most likely to navigate the crisis
successfully, by privileging them with information. In essence, it gave the rest of the workforce the
message that they could not navigate the crisis themselves and that ‘the answer’ was to be found by
using external consultants. When ‘the answer’ had been found by external consultants, the
workforce, having not been trusted either with the details of what danger they faced nor
encouraged to believe that their input was valuable, were then asked to implement radical changes
to their practices and environment. This is just one interpretation regarding the facet of identity,
self-worth and value assumptions, out of the many narrative expressions that this research
discovered. It was difficult to find evidence that members of the ‘shop-floor’ group felt that they
owned the changes made in response to the crisis. Implementing the changes and being asked to
pick out designs for a future build that, according to more than one ‘shop-floor’ interpretation, could
risk their well-being, did not appear to be the same as incorporating a full acceptance of the ‘shopfloor’ as leaders’. This was evident by the contrasts found within the narratives. The narrative
interactions examined regarding groupings and the narratives that concerned identity, value
assumptions and self-worth, were noted as being in high contrast between groupings. These high
contrasts were induced by formal leaders’ actions n response to crisis. The impacts crisis recovery
actions connected to narrative and social identity had on the perceptions of members of the
organisation was stark.

5.4.1 Perceptions of leadership in the organisation

There seems to be some traditional view regarding leadership, namely its association with elitism
and the great man theory, present in the perceptions of some of the participants. The words of one
director, associated the leadership style of the turnaround as the base definition for leadership itself.
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There were also perceptions from various strata that the need for a hierarchical system f leadership
was self-evident. It is these subtleties of interpretation, whilst leaving space for alternative
interpretation, that display the narrative skill of that director. The association of the turnaround of
the organisation with the epitome of leadership, created narratives that reinforced group identities.
Quite early on in the data gathering process, it was clear that at director level the opinion was that
five individuals were responsible for the reversal of the fortunes of the organisation. Phrases like
‘turnaround expert’ and ‘leadership team’ sought to define the special qualities required to identify
with the in-group. Counter narratives challenged the leaders’ actions, in response to crisis, heavily
criticising future proposals, by using narrative centred around industry experience. The implications
for leadership here are that a coupling of actions recommended by crisis and elitist perceptions of
leadership can have adverse effects on the recovery from crisis. These actions are often logical,
well-trodden paths, sometimes included in crisis management theory, such as controlling
communications. It was salient within the data that, in this organisation and amongst these
participants, these actions may have induced sensemaking activity and emotions that slowed the
recovery of the organisation and challenged the discourse of convergent narratives on crisis.

5.4.2 Crises, critical events that draw out perceptions of leadership

Some of the most prevalent incidents that represented a narrative fulcrum about the crisis, centred
on the behaviour that followers expected from a leader. A briefing in which the new MD swore was
featured time and time again and packaged in different ways. Some narratives on this were
pragmatic, others exhibited respect and some showed indignance, citing this incident as their
measure of this leader. Therefore, this was also used as evidence for an expected perception of
leadership conduct amongst both the management strata and the operative strata. These baseline
perceptions created the narrative space to contrast the actions of leaders with their expectations of
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leadership and therefore their perceptions about leadership. This was quite useful from a research
perspective as narratives about the event brought out perceptions regarding leaders. In this sense,
narrative was a potent tool in investigating leaders’ responses to crisis and how they affect
followers. The narrative of participant K seems to sum up these types of mini-crisis events well by
the concept of a ‘crisis within a crisis’. The altered communication networks in response to crisis,
and a workforce briefing in which a formal leader swore in a confrontational manner, are seen as
affecting the narratives from certain groups in a lasting way.

Areas where thought within the literature can be pushed forward

5.4.3 Tacit knowledge expressed as diglossic language use

The development of diglossic uses of linguistics to determine the boundaries of socially identified
groupings articulates that in this setting and amongst the narrative corpus there was evidence of
diglossic tacit knowledge. This can push forward social identity theory and critical case linguistic
theory. Did the use of diaglossic language strengthen as a result of actions taken by leaders in
response to crisis? There is an argument that this type of tacit knowledge strengthens groupings
identities in much the same way as regional dialects do. It is difficult to determin whether this
activity was affected, produced by or strengthened by the critical incidents but there is also a
interpretation that this diaglossic may be part of a wider regional use of language not distinguishable
in the contextual bounds of the case study.

5.4.4 Psychosocial reactions to leaders’ actions during crisis
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It was possible that some of the effects Hermann (1963) describes as occurring during crisis were
induces as a result of emotions being felt as a result of the shock of the scale of the crisis the
organisation faced. Some of the effects Hermann (1963) describes are withdrawal of effort,
breaking of old communication groups, feelings of distance and isolation. These effects may be
induced as a result of emotions such as fear arising, an emotion sometimes rarely made sense of as a
group. It is also possible that some of these emotions impacted upon the elements of Erikson’s
(1997) explanation of the psychosocial development stages in life connected with psychosocial
needs. For most of the demographic within the organisation the developmental stage would be
generativity versus stagnation with a relevant virtue of care. Coupling these two theories alone
helps to understand the withdrawal of effort Hermann (1963) commented on. After analysing the
data, it was clear that strong emotions are generated and narrated on by the members of the
organisation. Crisis and the linked emotions that were narrated such as fear and shock appeared to
have no sensemaking or sensegiving process linked with them as an outlet to assist members make
sense of what they were going through.

5.4.5 Interactive complexity in narrative sensemaking chain interactions

These interactions see to set in motion lengthy interactive chains of narrative sensemaking
sometime up and down the strata in a dyadic fashion as well as laterally amongst socially identified
groupings. I believe that addressing these latent narrative effects during and after crises could
lessen crises compounding effects (Weick, 1988) and increase resilience (Sommer, Howell, & Hadley,
2016) by addressing narrative and relational issues caused by crises (Kahn, Barton & Fellows, 2013).
I believe in this sense using the interactions in the crises management debate in conjunction with
narrative theory will help address adverse effects set in motion by perceptions of leaders’ actions
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during crises. Perhaps a highly reliable organisation might seek to understand more about narratives
can affect the effectiveness of future operations and relational issues in organisations.

5.4.6 Implicit leadership theory

Implicit perceptions of leaders can be affected by the reforming of social identities by leaders’ action
during crisis. Removal of physical objects that are symbolically representative of contributions
towards collective groups can set in motion narrative processes that couple perceptions of
leadership with criticisms of the organisations strategic direction. Critical events during crisis
response can become part of organisational folklore if the actions are mis-aligned with the
expectations and perceptions of behaviour expected of a leader by the collective. Salience within
the narrative corpus of multiple emergences of one event enacted by a formal leader, impacted on
perceptions of leadership by inducing narratives about strategic concern, fear and anxiety. From an
enforced follower perspective, narratively, this event seemed to represent how the crisis event
affected them in terms of perceptions of their own value to the organisation. There was salience
within the data to indicate that implicit leadership theories are affected and enacted during crisis
events.

5.4.7 Critical instance case study

Although originally proposed as a critical instance case study there was also an argument that, as
rare critical events become more common, this could end up as being a typical case. I think the
sector and wider business community is far from this instance of cascading effects of global crises
being common. The magnitude of the global crises that affected the operations of this organisation
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were cataclysmically large. These were crossing geographic and sector divisions, producing deeply
cascading effects. I believe after inquiry that this case was highly unusual with not only the effects
of the external influences but also some very unusual formal leader actions and some very effective
ones making both the incidence of crisis and the leader response to it a critical incidence. There
were lits of unusual effects upon this organisation some of which were found to be latent detectable
only through narrative methodology such as formal leader actions and narrative interactions
affecting social identities. The criticality of the incidence does not make it any less relevant for
organisations there are several issues raised that could affect an organisations ability to withstand a
crisis and are most readily detectable through the use of narrative inquiry. The depth and richness
of the data allowed for some penetrating analysis and relevant interpretations for extant and future
theory building.

5.4.8 Complex adaptive leading-ship

Complex adaptive leading-ship (Ford, 2010a) was thought of as having relevance to the case in two
instances. Firstly, the theory could be applied extant to the organisation as a way of insulating
against crisis. Perhaps more impactfully, and necessary to fulfil the first point, this theory could
provide a paradigm shift in the engrained tacit assumptions about hierarchy and leadership in the
organisation. It would set in motion a narrative process and sensemaking cycle readjusting some of
the damage done to perceptions of individual and group value during a crisis and their perceived
freedom to respond to a crisis with a grouping own creative and adaptive thinking.

5.4.9 Influence of cinema storying and fiction
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Perhaps some of the perceptions regarding how to tell a well-structured and engaging story were
part of wider societal constructions that shape and influence thought form a young age. This tacit
knowledge of narratives can shape the way we tell narratives but also the way we may perceive
leadership to be. In this sense these wider societal influences may have shaped some of the
narrative data presented but it is very difficult to make these sort of analysis and assumptions about
narrative data, it is for these reasons that I did not investigate the impact of works of fiction or
cinema on my narrative corpus but there may have been a possibility of these types of influences.

6.1.1 Main points to draw from the discussion

It is appropriate to reiterate the subjective nature of the research and that these points are confined
to the selected participants’ perceptions, bound by temporality and context. Convergent narratives,
drawn from the findings, showed consensus amongst some narratives concerning whether the crisis
was indeed a crisis for the organisation. There were also some distinctions between the dynamics
and root causes of the crisis in the convergent narratives in crisis. These included the interpretation
that this was a regular event in the sector, that the crisis was sudden and therefore unavoidable and
that the crisis was a smouldering crisis involving some blame apportioned to previous leaders.
Divergent narratives on this topic included the high salience of reduced communications networks
during the crisis. One of the divergent narratives on crisis questioned the narrative use and
interpretation of crisis, suggesting that this interpretation suited the functions of certain groupings
in the organisation.
It was possible to determine some indications that there are three possible groupings in the
organisation, those seen as the ‘shop-floor’, ‘the management team ‘and the ‘leadership team’. The
narrative sensemaking that seemed to be going on in certain groupings appeared to use the social
identity of groups to rationalise leaders’ actions. In some instances, this developed antenarratives
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that challenged the antenarratives of the formal leadership. Most narratives seemed to leave space
for the interpretation that the narrative was not a direct explicit challenge to the perceived primacy
of the formal leadership.
Implications, for leadership theory, focus on narrative processes in social groupings that increase or
decrease the identification with prototypical identities of the groupings. Whilst there may be a
socially identified prototypical representatives of the grouping, there may not be a prototypical
understanding of leadership within that social grouping. It is within this interface that it is posited
that understandings developed by using narrative inquiry, may be able to further explore how
narrative surrounding crisis events, narrative sensemaking of those events, and consequent
perceptions of leaders’ actions, may affect social identity leader selection processes.
It is hoped that understanding how counter-antenarratives can emerge may incite further research
into how crisis management techniques can compound crises. The psychosocial influences and
social identity sensemaking processes, represented by some of the narratives in the organisation,
may provide new approaches towards developing crisis management debate. Particularly, the way
that crisis management techniques can affect narratives within an organisation, in such a way that
they alter the sensemaking process away from enacted sensemaking into a focus on group social
identity, may be fruitful. With such a salience, in the data, of group social identity and the
redefinition of the qualities of those groups in the light of the crisis narrative, the case for a link
between crisis events, crisis management and leader perception is strong. It is hoped that by using
the conjunction of narrative inquiry, crisis events and leaders’ actions in response to those events,
deeper understandings of the way crisis can affect social identity grouping processes, and therefore
leader perceptions, may be developed.
More resilient organisations are needed to insulate the cascading effects of crisis but, I would posit
that much of this insulation needs to be focussed on ways of reducing the negative effects of
sensemaking processes and consequent formed narratives. A paradigm shift away from dominant
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trends in the crisis management and leadership studies debates such as focus on systems based
crisis insulation and positivist investigation of subjective leadership phenomena. Much as the crisis
management debate evolved around a system based approach I believe an equal amount of
progress is needed in both the leadership studies and the crisis management debates using narrative
methodologies. Narrative interactive complexity and narrative tightly coupled processes should be
the next focus of investigating crises using narrative and qualitative data to provide rich insights into
how crises interact with narrative in organisations. The use of a narrative methodology has provided
insights regarding perceptions of both leadership and crises that other methodologies may have
missed.
Fluid Observation Dynamics is a phrase drawn from what the researcher found within the narrative
landscape of the organisation. A plethora of competing narratives and a polyphonic organisation
striving to both embrace polyphony and monologue at the same time. These competing narratives
sometimes gave rise to the most ginormous leaps forward in the organisation’s success and critical
recovery. Establishing a well-supported polyphony with essentially a fluid structure for the
contribution and enactment of ideas, was seen as a way this organisation in this case helped itself to
recover from a crisis. That is not to say that this approach is right for every organisation all the time
but in the aftermath of a crisis and with the backdrop of such an organisational rundown, providing
fluidity, a change dynamic and renewed enthusiasm in making observations that improved the
organisation have possibly contributed to the organisation’s survival. The research proposes a
polyphonic organisational narrative landscape and observations in vacuum of organisational
structure can be very beneficial to organisation theory and organisations as a whole.
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Appendix 1
Thematic analysis, ordinate and superordinate themes
Ordinate themes generated as a result of vertical open coding

Open Coding Themes
Communication
First impression of the organisation
Improvements made within The organisation
Leaders within the business
Opinions on crisis in the organisation
Leadership free of blame for the crisis
Employee loyalty to the organisation
Differences of opinion on leadership
Blaming leadership
C.V. Builders
Previous bad management
History of the organisation
Redundancy
Respect amongst leaders and employees
Stress in the workplace
Frustration amongst workforce
Job roles
Motivation at the organisation
R&D
Shop floor
Supportive nature of colleagues
Turnaround of The organisation
Apprentices
Culture in The organisation
Sector Influences for Crisis
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Questioning crisis definition
Change
Lack of Investment
Financial shock
Banking issues
Administration/Bankruptcy
Operations failings
Graduates
Health and safety within the workplace
Suppliers
CPD for employees
Job satisfaction amongst employees
Differences of opinion of the use of subcontractors
Dissatisfaction of job amongst employees
No freedom of decisions
Future plans within the business
The leadership team
The management team
The shop floor
Environmental Causes of crisis
Union
Strategy

Super-Ordinate generated as a result of open coding
Superordinate Themes
Before the Crisis

Ordinate Themes
Pro-Crisis Advocacy

Smouldering Crisis
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Open Coding Themes
Opinions on crisis
Environmental Causes of
crisis
Administration/Bankruptcy
Banking Issues
The management team
Sector influences for crisis
Blaming leadership
Previous bad management

Sudden Crisis

Anti-Crisis Narrative

During the Crisis

Operational failings
No freedom of decisions
Sector influences
Lack of investment
Leaders free of blame for
crisis
Redundancy
Financial shock
The leadership team
The shop floor
Change
Communication
Sector Influences

Communication
Change

After the Crisis

Leader’s Actions

Super-ordinate
Themes

Ordinate
Themes

Sudden Crisis

Smouldering
Crisis

Crisis Denier

Kept in the Dark

Mid-Crisis

Pre-Crisis

Post Crisis

Mid-Crisis

Leadership Absolution

Previous bad
management

C.V Builders

Communication
within The
organisation

Environmental Causes of
Crisis

No freedom of
decisions

Normalised
‘days away
from closure’

Sector Influences for Crisis

Lack of
investment
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Financial shock

Banking issues

Operations failings

Blaming the
Leadership

Administration/Bankruptcy
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Appendix 2
Literary Analysis Tables
Framework used:

Questions Generated from Literary Principles for the Analysis of Narrative (Myers-Schaffer, 2000)
Literary Principle
Meaning

Question
1
What effect does the narrative have on the reader?
2
Is there and argument put forward by the narrative?
3
Does the narrator have an intention?
4 Form
How is the narrative structured?
5
How is the narrative organised to express meaning or achieve effect?
6
Is the narrative a long ‘complete story or little snippets of shorter
narratives?
7 Voice
Who is speaking?
8
Is the tone serious, formal, angry, joyful?
9
From what perspective is the narrative?
10 Characterisation Who are the people in the narrative?
11
Does dialogue and action reveal a character’s personality traits in the
narrative?
12
What is the Character’s motivation?
13
Is the character’s personality revealed directly of does the
listener/reader have to com to their own conclusions based on
dialogue and action?
14 Language
Does the narrative use imagery?
15
Are there any uses of figurative language?
16
Did the narrator intend to use words under their normal meaning or
does the reader/listener have to imply other meanings?
17
What is the impact of the word choice in the narrative?
Source: Adapted from Myers-Shaffer (2000)

The following tables use the preceding framework to extract parts of verbatim narrative to answer
the questions of literary foundational analysis.

Narratives about before the crisis
Literary Analysis: Participant A Speaking About Before the Crisis
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Supporting Extracts

Meaning: The narrative was about finance and competition
particularly on price and quality. This gives the impression of a
business at its lowest ebb. There is recognition that there may be
a perceived link between share price and performance for the
participant. The intent may be to build suspense and provide and
expectation of contrast.
Form: The narrative is in small snippets of information about
before the crisis temporally shifting between how things were,
business turnaround and reflection. The extracts seem to be in a
somewhat post-structural form despite the fragmented nature of
the narrative.
Voice: The participant is a recent joiner from the finance dept and
hence uses that perspective through the mention of share price.
The speaker uses macro level contrast to set the scene for crisis.
There are indications that the speaker is passing on some
information gleaned from others. There are some hints at an
authoritative voice such as the confidence to assert the companies
poor financial position.

‘the share price, that would
be a good indicator of crisis
as well’

‘look at the share price’
‘the Europeans, the
Japanese could beat us on
price and probably quality’
‘I get the impression from
other people’
‘definitely some financial
issues’

Characterisation: None
Language: Word choice is fairly assertive such as the word
‘definitely’. Words are used in there expected interpretations and
there is little evidence of figurative language except the
colloquialism ‘you know’.
The narrator uses the word crisis directly.

‘definitely some financial
issues’
‘you know, we were, you
know’
‘a good indicator of crisis as
well’’

Literary Analysis: Participant B Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: The meaning of these fragments seems to be to
describe how the business situation and physical environment was
bad. The narrative serves to present a near failed business. The
expression here may serve to highlight the determination and
diligence of the company’s team signifying the magnitude of the
ordeal. Gives a sense of the restrictive nature of financial
controls,

‘it was bad. Very bad’
‘we kept going and we got
through it’
‘they always had to get
things approved’

Use of a repetitive description similar to an isotopy (Greimas **)
to reinforce and infuse meaning.
Form: Mainly fragments of narrative with a temporal alternation
between past and present. The participant did engage in scene
setting of his first few days of the business and first impressions.
Voice: The speaker is a graduate recruit who joined just before the
crisis. Use of action to introduce a character to the narrative.
Characterisation: Preparation in an opening statement for the
introduction of characters. Introduction of the MD as a
protagonist of the business turnaround. Further affirmation that
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‘the business back around’
‘to turn around’
‘first reaction to the physical
world here’
‘to help bring the business
back around’
‘characters need to be in
most businesses’

this character was the right character to turn the company round
because he is the best. Resting the credit for the aversion of the
crisis on the MD.
Language: Use of emotive language emphases poor physical state
of the building.
Use of simile provides an expectation of ‘look how far we’ve
come’.
Use of the first person pronoun ‘we’ seems to indicate unity.
Metaphor to emphasise the drastic nature of financial controls
and the financial situation.
Use of the third person pronoun ‘he’ could reinforce the concept
of distance here.

‘brought in as a professional
to turn around’
‘because he was the best at
what he does’
‘was a shock’
‘like a tin shack’
‘But we kept going and we
got through it’
‘They couldn’t even buy a
hammer’
‘we were bankrupt’
‘he (CEO) used to be in
London’

Literary Analysis: Participant C Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: There seems to be an emphasis on autocratic
leadership.

‘managers who were very
autocratic’
‘it was literally a burning
platform’

The extract also simplifies the leadership change management
approach. There seems to be a sense of foreboding if things did
not go well.
Form: A lack of temporal markers.
Sporadic snippets of narrative.
Voice: HR Director. Tone is slightly summative with not much
fleshing out of the narrative.
Characterisation: Some indication that some of the mangers were
autocratic
Language: Use of the third person pronoun perhaps signifies
distance between whom the participant deems responsible for
change management and themselves.
Use of metaphor to emphasise the urgency and lack of options but
to cooperate, for the workforce.
Repetition of third person pronoun to refer to management
increases metaphorical distance.

‘we nearly went bust but
we’re okay now’
‘general managers who were
very autocratic’
‘that was their change
management approach’
‘it was literally a burning
platform’
‘So they got people to buy in’

Literary Analysis: Participant D Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: There is a sense of urgency and need to drastic and
sweeping change.
The participant gives a stark indication that this crisis could have
been caused by many years of underinvestment and may have
been a ‘smouldering crisis’

‘something radical had to
happen’
‘severe lack of investment
over the previous years, or
for many, many years’
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Form: There is some scene setting and strong temporal markers.
Participant uses the redundancies as a part of this brief
introduction to the crisis. Sporadic narrative sections address the
pre-crisis narrative.
There is also a macro consideration of the wider sector which
serves to frame in and frame out of the context of crisis.

Voice: The speaker is an experienced operative. The perspective
is that of a worker outside the management strata. The
participant is of the opinion that this was a crisis.
There seems some element of doubt as to whether the changes
will be a success.
Characterisation: None
Language:
The use of the third person pronoun indicates distance from the
group that implemented the changes.
The use of a common saying allows the participant to gently
express and element of doubt as to the success of the changes.

‘In 2012’ ‘the company was
in dire straights’
‘It involved laying off a
number of people at the
time’
‘this type of industry has
gone up and down and it’s
either an all or nothing
situation’
‘A crisis most definitely.
Yeah’

‘The proof is in the pudding’

‘I think whatever they did
was necessary’
‘The proof is in the pudding’

Literary Analysis: Participant E Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Self sacrifice of the CEO is highlighted perhaps preparing
for further characterisation. The general themes here are negative
connotations for business. There are some quite stark assertions
that the situation was a crisis but more of a mess.

“the CEO didn’t even pay his
own wages”
“They had no money in the
bank”
“they couldn’t find any parts.
It was a complete mess.”
“crisis is a better word for a
mess”
“it was terrible.”

Form: The narrative is an emotional hard hitting summary and a
fraction of a scene setting narrative.
Voice: An employee who joined after the crisis but worked closely
with the leadership team. The tone is slightly negative.
Characterisation: The participant begins to introduce the idea of
self sacrifice and the CEO as protagonist.

“it was terrible.”

Language: Emotive language emphasising the negative impact of
the crisis within this narrative.
This has the feel of metaphor but simplifies the situation to a
superficial focus on how the situation was described.
Use of the third person pronoun distances the speaker from the
‘factory floor’

“it was terrible.”
“crisis is a better word for a
mess”
“They didn’t know what they
were all working on in the
factory floor”
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“the CEO didn’t even pay his
own wages”

Literary Analysis: Participant F Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: There is an air of despair about the cancellation of
orders and complete units having been paid for in the hundreds of
thousands of pounds. The participant states that it couldn’t get
any worse.

‘some customers cancelled
their orders’
‘it couldn’t get worse in my
opinion’

Form: There is some macro-framing in the context of the wider
sector. There is the presence of structural elements according to
Labov (***) such as orientation, complication and coda which
relates the story back to the present day. This narrative if
somewhat short seems to present some of Labov’s (***)
structural facets in a concise manner.

‘seen many companies
vanish because they didn’t
have orders but we were just
making a loss on everything’
‘building a power station’
‘so late that some customers
cancelled their orders’
‘they are just sitting at the
other end of the shop’
‘Erm…I was…it was in such a
bad state’

Voice: The speaker has many years experience. The section they
manage has been scaled back. A slip, ‘I was…it was’ which may
reflect the feelings of the participant or may just be a slip.
Characterisation: None
Language: Use of the first person pronoun expresses a sense of
solidarity with the work group.
Somewhat negative language and with an emphasis which builds
jeopardy

‘Things we did were really
late’
‘really late’
‘forget it’
‘major problem’
‘such a bad state’
‘couldn’t get worse’
‘or just gone bust’

Literary Analysis: Participant G Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: The narrative presents an action based failing of the
business. The narrative blames previous management for some of
the failings.

‘We didn’t have many orders
and couldn’t do anything on
time’
‘Mostly, I think it was down
to incompetent
management’

Form: Fragmented action based narrative structured around the
job role of the participant.
Voice: The participant was an operative who has left and returned
to the company pre-crisis.
Ownership over actions is used to express dissatisfaction with
failing processes.
Characterisation: There is some loose attribution of antagonists in
an unidentifiable way
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‘I had to replace the
propeller’
‘we had to replace the
diffuser three times and
castings’
‘Mostly, I think it was down
to incompetent
management’

Language: Use of third person pronoun indicates distance
between the management and the individual.

‘…then start another one and
mess it up. No clear ideas of
things’
‘they would start one pump’

Literary Analysis: Participant H Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: The participant paints a picture of poor finances and
poor manufacturing systems.

‘days away from not paying
the wage bill and this close
to going insolvent’
‘our manufacturing systems
were inappropriate to
control the factory’
‘failing to deliver to
customer expectations in
terms of delivery of quality’

Form: Lots of scene setting and very information heavy

Voice: The participant was brought in as a change management
turnaround consultant.
Characterisation: None
Language: Words are used in their intended meaning except for
an air of sarcasm at the introduction of the narrative perhaps to
prepare the reader/listener for the severity of the language that
followed.

‘Just a tad’
‘we were days away from
not paying the wage bill and
this close to going insolvent
the business was failing to
deliver to customer
expectations in terms of
delivery of quality.’

Literary Analysis: Participant J Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: The participant gives a sense of being in the dark and a
lack of information flow. They also set up a group division as
clearly somebody knew how bad it was.
There is an indication that here was some previous bad
management and a decline over a 15 year period adding to the
argument there was a ‘smouldering’ element to the crisis.

‘nobody actually knew how
bad it was’

Form: Some scene setting but not a strong temporal marker. An
immediate expectation is set for the rest of the narrative. There is
not much structure and the extract seems to be a narrative scene
setting building block.
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‘past managers that led up to
that part it was poor
management’
‘it went downhill from a
space of about 15 years’
‘it wasn’t the best time’
‘it went downhill from a
space of about 15 years’

Voice: The participant manages on a day to day basis those
directly affected by the changes and can see the affects first hand.
This did come out in the interview and there was a tone of
advocacy for those affected. There was also a view given on
previous management.
Characterisation: None
Language: The phrase CV builders seem to indicate a disconnect
and a distance or disillusionment at the turnover of personnel.
There seems to be an emphasis on the risky situation that the
company was in.
The choice of the words passion and investment seem to indicate
that this is what’s expected of leaders or even at a personnel
level.

‘But I don’t think anyone had
any real passion or
investment’

Literary Analysis: Participant K Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: There is a heavy sense of emotion and sceptical
distance at being kept in the dark about how close the company
was to failure.

Voice: The speaker is was affected by the changes and has been
working as an operative for an number of years including during
the crisis. The tone seems to indicate some scepticism towards
management.

‘we didn’t know anything,
that we were in a crisis’
‘we were two days from
going under’
‘We were just told
everything’s rosy blah blah
blah’
‘99% of the time they said
that everything is rosy in the
garden, but we know that it
is different’
‘We have different
perspectives about what
they say, but perhaps it’s
because they have driven us
to it’
‘we didn’t know anything,
that we were in a crisis’
‘I personally didn’t know it
was a crisis’
‘99% of the time they said
that everything is rosy in the
garden, but we know that it
is different’

Characterisation: None
Language: The use of metaphor is repeated.
There is a use of the third person pronoun indicates distance
between the individual and perhaps the management.

‘everything is rosy’
‘They didn’t want to tell us
about that’

There seems to be a sense of disbelief in what the previous
management were saying.
There seems to be a sense that there is also disillusionment with
the present flow of information as well.

Some indication here that the scepticism is due to the previous
treatment or information flow.

Form: There seems to be a focus on not being kept informed and
the narrative it both introduces and concluded in such a way.
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‘CV builders’
‘shoot off to the next
company’
‘a lot of people thought we
would in a lot of trouble’
‘passion or investment’

Fairly confrontational language assigning blame for some form of
difference of opinio

‘they have driven us to it’
‘We have different
perspectives’

Literary Analysis: Participant L Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: An emphasis on not being communicated to in terms of
the situation.
There was a disconnect between the situation and learning how
bad the situation was.

‘it wasn’t very informative at
the time’
‘years later we found out
that we were two days away
from closure’
‘they weren’t very
informative’

Repetition shows the importance to this individual of expressing
the lasting impact of being given no information regarding the
crisis in the lead up to it.
Some emotional conveyance as to the personal impact of the
crisis.
Form: Compact scene setting building block using humour to
illustrate a point.
Voice: The participant was an operative present at the time of the
crisis. There seems to be a tone of distance and helplessness at
not being informed of the crisis.
Characterisation: None
Language: Colloquial use of humour to illustrate the lack of money
in the company. Perhaps a mechanism for coping with the lack of
information at the time.
This statement contrasts the humorous language with how bad
the situation was for the company.

Emotive language to indicate the personal effect of finding out
how bad the situation was.

‘it is a shock’

‘bloody hell they can’t even
afford toilet paper’
‘sort of a reality check to find
out well years later we found
out that we were two days
away from closure’
‘it is a shock’

Literary Analysis: Participant M Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: That most of the workforce were informed

‘the majority of the
workforce here to an extent
knew’
‘the business was basically
on its knees’

Form: Short impactful statement using literary tools to express the
scale of the situation. Shortened form of impactful scene setting
building block.
Voice: An operative that had been present during the crisis
Characterisation: None
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Language: Personification and metaphor used to illustrate the
weak position the business was in

‘the business was basically
on its knees’

Literary Analysis: Participant N Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: That the crisis was not a crisis and there was no
information flow at the time. Verges in crisis denial certainly
interprets the events a concern for the CEO.

‘if you looked at the figures
from (CEO) he would
probably say there was a
crisis but for me it never
came across like that’
‘Well I never knew there was
a crisis

Form: Scene setting building blocks
Voice: An operative with several years service present at the time
of the crisis
Characterisation: Perhaps introduces the CEO as character not
fully developed in these short extracts
Language: Quite a negative view of the interpretation that this
was a crisis and perhaps this participant sees it as politically useful
of useful in some way to the new management team

‘the figures from (CEO)’
‘Maybe it’s better to say that
we had a crisis and that we
overcome it. It sounds better
than saying we came in and
just changed things from the
way it was for the sake of it.
You would say there is a
crisis.’

Literary Analysis: Participant O Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Seems to be normality expressed regarding new teams
of management and change programmes

‘I have seen this happen two
or three times with different
management coming in and
changing things’

Form: Short narrative building block
Voice: An operative with the company during the crisis
Characterisation: None
Language: Fairly distancing language used
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‘another lot of management’

Literary Analysis: Participant R Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Quite an insightful view into the mechanisms of the
business concerned about the bidding process and risk. Overall a
message is of a lack of consideration of risk and a lack of
organisation.

‘was not a lot of
organisation’
‘carrying risk forward’
‘some of the risks that were
embedded within projects
when we were bidding’
‘because of our lack of
processes’

Form: Scene setting up to the point of the crisis
Voice: Director level who has been with the company a number of
years and worked closely with directors brought in to turnaround
the business.
Characterisation: Some introduction of the MD as a protagonist of
the turnaround

This seems to down play the extent of the crisis

‘at that point you had (MD)
come in as the COO and
(MD’s) process was quite
interesting really’
‘any way shape or form’
‘front end engineering piece’
‘ARP system’
‘some contractual issues’

Literary Analysis: Participant S Speaking About Before the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Some emphasis on not realising this was a crisis

‘personally I didn’t realise it
was a crisis.’

Language: Some colloquial use of language.
Some management abbreviations and technical language.

Form: Short personal insight narrative building block
Voice: An operative with several years experience present at the
time of the crisis
Characterisation: None
Language: Uses a common function and object to illustrate how
close the company came to closure.
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‘phone call away from
closing’

Narratives about During the Crisis

Literary Analysis: Participant B Speaking About During the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Message of pragmatism, trust and freedom to operate.
Trust seems to be a repeated theme as does assembling the right
team
Form: Narrative building block that uses management actions to
convey the building of trust

‘trusting people to get on’
‘whole trust circle’
‘then trust I think’
‘And we did do something
about and you can see them
believe in it. It contributes to
this whole trust circle’

Voice: Graduate management scheme joined just before the crisis
hit
Characterisation: Introduction of the MD as protagonist of the
turnaround

Language: Emotive and seems to emphasis an emotional journey.

‘(MD) was brought in
because he was the best at
what he does’
‘really was a pick out the
best of who we have got and
put them in there at the
right time’
‘first things is fear because it
is change’
‘coming to terms with and
then trust’

Literary Analysis: Participant D Speaking About During the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: The use of repetition emphasises the worth of
experience in the participant’s perception, to the company.

‘old knowledge is good
knowledge’

Form: Scene setting
Voice: Experienced operative with the company at the time of the
crisis
Characterisation: None
Language: Possible mantra used in context.
Expression of fear
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‘Old knowledge is good
knowledge’
‘obliviously thought that
there may be a last in first
out’

Literary Analysis: Participant H Speaking About During the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: To present the individual speaking as the protagonist of
the turnaround

‘the precursors of the turn
around was for me to bring
in two new individuals and
empower one existing
individual’
‘So the first thing we did’

Form: Scene setting sequential turns of events with some
chronological order
Voice: MD of the company brought in to effect change during the
crisis
Characterisation: Possible building of themselves and the team
they brought in as protagonists of the turn around

Language: Expletive and confrontational with ripples and many
repetitions throughout my collected data.

‘they saw some strong
leadership’
‘each of the individuals have
their own role and we all
stayed at the same hotel’
‘I would like to say that you
couldn’t get a cigarette
paper between us because
we are so close as a team’
‘could **** off and work
somewhere else’

Literary Analysis: Participant J Speaking About During the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Presenting a picture of the MD as blunt but likeable

‘he held no punches’
‘and was very blunt’

Form: Mainly character building with weak chronology
Voice: Experienced operative with the company during the crisis
Characterisation: Introduction and fleshing out of the MD as
orchestrator of a turnaround.
Language: Colloquial with some use of metaphor

Literary Analysis: Participant K Speaking About During the Crisis
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‘let’s see what he can do and
if he can turn it around’
‘wishy-washy back stuff
where you never get to
heard anything until its too
bloody late.’

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Confrontation and distance between the individual and
the manggement
Form: Personality based description
Voice: Experienced operative with the company for the crisis and
having had their job role affected by the changes
Characterisation: MD as an antagonist

‘Management skills, zero’

Language: Expression of frustration
Implied distance and separation of groups. Expression of feeling.

‘Management skills, zero’
‘on the shop floor we are
treated like we don’t actually
know anything’
‘but we are not asked
anything’

Feeling of being ignored

Literary Analysis: Participant L Speaking About During the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Traumatic time, concern for the effect on the family.
Feeling of being undervalued and talked to disrespectfully.

‘that’s my job going out of
the door’
‘I had got young children’
‘We were all thinking that
you can’t talk to people like
that’
‘But going back to 2011, that
when everything sort of
changed’

Form: Some scene setting and temporal markers with a heavy
emphasise on the emotional and practical effect on the individual.
Voice: An experienced operative with the business for the crisis
Characterisation: Introduction of the MD as a confrontational
character
Language: Somewhat concerned at language of MD
Some sense of shared indignation

‘you can’t talk to people like
that’
‘It was like if you don’t
****ing like it then **** off’
‘you can’t talk to people like
that’

Literary Analysis: Participant N Speaking About During the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Some expression of being involved in turnaround
meeting but also being kept in the dark until that point.

‘we didn’t really know how
the company was’
‘we all got called upstairs
and told that they were
trying to turn the company
around’
‘since then, they have done
some good things’
‘I don’t think we own that
basket’

Seems to agree that some of the changes have been effective

Concern over risk.
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Possible indication the individual does not agree entirely with the
strategic direction.
Form: Somewhat f a stories form from the perspective of the
operative
Voice: Experienced operative with the company at the time of the
crisis
Characterisation: Introduction of the MD as possibly a strong
character and possible not well received by certain parties I the
initial instance
Language: In the main positive with one expression of concern
over the MDs words in an initial workforce briefing

‘But, they haven’t gone
down that avenue so you
know

‘a man in charge with the
power has issued that
ultimatum and it didn’t go
down well’
‘The only downside at the
beginning was that (MD)
that gave the speech, said if
you don’t like it, you know
where the gate is which from
my point of view from a man
in charge with the power has
issued that ultimatum and it
didn’t go down well’

Literary Analysis: Participant R Speaking About During the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Esprite de corps.

‘all of us got involved and
picked up a paint brush’
‘that generated hundreds of
thousands of pounds for
improvement project is in
the business.’

Positives initiatives and how positive the changes were.

Form: Good structure with a clear beginning middle and end,
parts are like a stream of consciousness
Voice: Director level there during crisis
Characterisation: MD as protagonist of the turnaround

Language: Some management speak
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‘(MD) had more of a
strategic approach and
business perspective’
‘It was (MD’s) style to
understand it, set out a
vision and then bring in what
I call change agents’
‘one of the things that (the
MD) was good at was in a
few few slides was saying
that this is the problem’
‘(MD) was always very
visible’
‘what I call change agents’
‘suite of KPI’s’

Literary Analysis: Participant S Speaking About During the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Some sense of being unhappy with being spoken to in
this manner

‘where (MD’s) first words
were if you don’t like this
**** off’
‘Oh yeah. Yeah people still
talk about it.’

Form: Character building with no clear beginning middle and end
weak temporal markers
Voice: AN experienced operative there at the time of crisis
Characterisation: Some introduction of the MD as a somewhat
adversarial character

Language: Some use of metaphor used to express how relations
with the MD had not gone well in the initial intance
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‘where (MD’s) first words
were if you don’t like this
**** off’
‘you started off on the
wrong foot’

Narratives about After the Crisis

Literary Analysis: Participant A Speaking About After the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: An expression of how god the future looks but also how
risky the investment is.

‘the centre of excellence
now there is a huge risk’
‘even though we haven’t
actually got any orders yet’

Form: Summative regarding the future of HT
Voice: Recent joiner not there at the time of crisis
Characterisation: None
Language: Some use of contrasting the environment to justify
expansion and building improvements to win business.

‘I would look at a few
images’
‘at a few images of the
factory going back’

Literary Analysis: Participant B Speaking About After the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Summary of an enjoyable developmental journey and
working with people with good reputations.

‘it is not very often that you
get this…these people
together same projects,
same business, all with the
same focus’

Form: Stream of consciousness
Voice: Graduate scheme joined just before the crisis. Reflective
inspirational.
Characterisation: Emphasising the positive experiences of being
around the exec team.

Language: Repetition of belief to emphasise the teams
inspirational capabilities.

Literary Analysis: Participant D Speaking About After the Crisis
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‘and the belief that they
have brought to the whole
thing has been amazing and
it keeps you going’
‘belief that they have
brought’
‘give people that belief’

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Giving a positive outlook of the future
Form: Stream of consciousness
Voice: Experienced operative
Characterisation: None
Language: An emphasis on the scale of the building works

‘I think the company is going
to survive more’

‘I mean they are going to be
massive. They will be huge,
huge… a huge increase in
size’

Literary Analysis: Participant H Speaking About After the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Giving a positive view of the future
Summary of some major investments
Form: Summative
Voice: Director level
Characterisation: Some assertion that the MD is positive for the
company

‘It’s a very positive outlook’
‘we have invested heavily’

Language: Repetition of the word positive

‘thank God one of the
previous incumbents is back
in control’
‘very positive outlook’
‘very positive’

Literary Analysis: Participant J Speaking About After the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: To convey the effects of the changes as having a
detrimental effect on job satisfaction at the operative level

‘And I think that is the same
for a lot of the blokes on the
shop floor and they are not
getting any stimulus
whatsoever.

Form: Stream of consciousness
Voice: Middle manager present at the time of crisis. Advocate for
the operatives
Characterisation: None
Language: Some metaphorical expression to illustrate the
boredom experienced by menial tasks.
Some language used by the profession.
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‘they’ve given them menial
tasks now’
‘it’s a complete bind’
‘turn that oil, melt that oil’

Literary Analysis: Participant K Speaking About After the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Expressing doubt in the strategic direction of the
company
Form: Stream of consciousness
Voice: Experienced operative with the company at the time of
crisis.
Characterisation: None

‘I don’t see where they are
going to get the orders from’

Language: Some use of shared metaphor

‘they keep going on about
the beast, the new building’

Literary Analysis: Participant L Speaking About After the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Positive outlook for the present and future

‘with all that is going on it is
an exciting time’
‘there are some big
companies out there who
want to come in like FSC and
Shell and if we can get their
work and we do it right,
things would pick up
massively’

Form: Stream of consciousness
Voice: Experienced operative there at the time of crisis
Characterisation: None
Language: Some metaphor to highlight the expectation involved
with the new factory build.
Colloquial language but also an expression of concern at new
working practices in the new factory.

Literary Analysis: Participant M Speaking About After the Crisis
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‘working in the new superduper part of the factory
soon’
‘Everything needs to be
clean’
‘Any hiccup can be a bloody
nightmare you know’

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Negative perception of the changes made

Illustrative example of current processes failings

‘we are not going forward
we are going backwards in
places’
‘when you get the assembly
things don’t always fit’

Form: Stream of consciousness
Voice: Experienced operative present at the time of crisis
Characterisation: None
Language: Illustrative using live examples from the assembly line
to make points.
Use of the ‘shop floor’ indicates distance from the management.

‘Well at the minute on the
shop floor’

Literary Analysis: Participant O Speaking About After the Crisis

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Using the new build as an example of being ignored

‘We have said that a few
times but they just ignore us’

Form: Narrative building block, informative
Voice: Experienced operative with the company for the crisis
Characterisation: None
Language: There seems to be a feeling of being ignores and
criticism of new developments
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‘but they just ignore us’
‘they don’t seem to have
anything like that’

Narratives About Leaders and Leaders Response

Literary Analysis: Participant B Speaking About Leaders Response

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: Speaker seems to convey the success of having a team
come into the business.
Perhaps an indication of the expectation or importance of having
a figurehead present

‘These guys are experts in
their field’
‘having the big boss there
and hearing things and
listening and doing things’

Form: Stream of consciousness, some sentences do not hang
together well
Voice: Graduate joiner just before the crisis
Characterisation: Some support for the CEO and MD as
protagonists

Language: Perhaps and indication of an autocratic style.

Indication of a distance between some groups of employees.
Somewhat of a contrast with the next comment about the ‘big
boss’.

‘having the big boss there
and hearing things and
listening and doing things’
‘With (MD) coming in, he
was not the kind of guy you
say no to willingly’
‘With (MD) coming in, he
was not the kind of guy you
say no to willingly’
‘that, culture of what office
and shop floor’
‘guys on the shop floor are
very open and very relaxed’
‘having the big boss there
and hearing things and
listening and doing things’

Literary Analysis: Participant D Speaking About Leaders
Response

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: To serve as a description of 2 of the major execs in the
business

‘.. the way he addresses
people sometimes is er..is
certainly something to be
questioned’
‘I like ..people who have the
decency to acknowledge
you’

Form: Narrative building block stream of consciousness
Voice: An experienced operative present at the time of the crisis
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Characterisation: Of the MD as an antagonist and a protagonist

Language: Emotional language that one would perhaps choose to
describe a villain in a plot

‘very, very ruthless
character’
‘very, very instrumental in
the recovery of the
company’
‘he is a very, very ruthless
character, very brutal’

Literary Analysis: Participant A Speaking About Leaders
Response

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: A description of the MD brought into the company and
a brief outline of what they did

‘approached a turn around
specialist (MD) who came in
and spend a couple of
months’

Form: Some sense of an introduction, summative with weak
temporal markers
Voice: An experienced middle manager with the company since
before the crisis.
Characterisation: Presentation of the MD as the main protagonist
of the turnaround

‘turn around specialist’

Language: By the use of the term turnaround specialist, there is a
sense of tacit understanding they are the main protagonist of the
turnaround.
Use of metaphor, similar metaphor to that used by operatives

‘turn around specialist’

Literary Analysis: Participant H Speaking About Leaders
Response

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: To portray the exec team as the main protagonists of
the turnaround and outline their roles

‘each of the individuals have
their own role’
‘so close as a team’

Form: Character based and role orientated stream of
consciousness
Voice: MD of the company
Characterisation: Introduction of various characters which seem
to over most of the aspects of the business
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‘I see the future being fairly
rosy’

I suppose that I was
delivering the people

Use of metaphor to describe the close relationship of the execs at
this time.

management skills,
erm..(COS) effectively
became chief of staff, or lets
say the enforcer. (COO)
brought in his system
management skills along
with his lean black belt
training along with his
personality and ability to
drive systems and
procedural change whilst
(CEO) was providing the
overall financial stakeholder
management
‘the enforcer’
‘lean black belt’
‘we have spoken late into
the night of what we call the
perch’
‘you couldn’t get a cigarette
paper between us’

Literary Analysis: Participant K Speaking About Leaders Response

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: A fairly negative assessment the interactions of senior
leaders with the operatives.

‘I then had to apologise to
(MD) later’
‘but has a manager of lower
people, no. He is very abrupt
and sometimes he is very
rude’
‘and that I was being
negative, but I think I was
just being truthful’

Language: Some words appear to be linked with an autocratic
style such as ‘enforcer’
Use of metaphor to describe communications of the exec team.

Form: Stream of consciousness
Voice: Experienced operative with the company during the crisis.
Tone uses action to describe rifts between individuals.
Characterisation: One of the strongest portrayals in the corpus of
the MD as a bullying character and the development of the MD
and COO as antagonists to the individual and the operatives. I
also give a development of the participant through action and
events as an antagonist to the management.
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‘Well, he didn’t like that and
me and the director had a
stand up row’
‘one of them is a bully….Yes’
‘I think he is a bully. Its either
his way or the highway’

Language: There is a clear division the in the language used
between what are perceived as different groups in the
organisation by the individual.
There seemed to be a pun involved in the use of the phrase ‘the
people’s republic of North Korea/Career. Reflective of some
events in the organisation involving a dismissal and reinstatement.
A use of emotive language.
The use of the phrase ‘case study’ seems to intensify the
interpretation of scrutiny the individual was under

Use of metaphor perhaps to illustrate a feeling of subjugation.
Use of metaphor perhaps to illustrate the feeling of being
watched.
Use of metaphor perhaps to illustrate the feeling of being
observed and singled out.

‘He should listen to people’s
opinions, but he doesn’t like
what you have to say.’
‘that I had put the company
back three years’
‘high lever people’
‘lower people’
‘a communist state
yeah..North Korea’
‘I have known happier times
here yes’
‘well apparently they did a
three month case study on
him and he then got the sack
and then got his job back’
‘it feels like your walking on
egg shells on the shop floor’
‘big brother is watching you’
‘being earmarked’

Literary Analysis: Participant R Speaking About Leaders Response

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: To give a brief précis assessment of 2 of the leaders
involved in the business.
Seems to be describing some character traits of the MD and the
CEO.

‘quite brisk on the outside
and quite bombastic’
‘exterior can sometimes be
blustery’
‘He is considered, consistent’

Form: Summative stream of consciousness
Voice: Director with the business during the crisis
Characterisation: Characterisation of both the MD and CEO as
protagonists of the turn around.
Seems to be attempting to counter some of the previous criticism
identified by the participant that were levelled at the MD
Language:
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‘he has a vision for the
business’
‘so he very much has a
people style approach’
‘it was a bit like open heart
surgery’
‘it takes a lot of guts’
‘it was a brave decision to go
the route that we did’

Literary Analysis: Participant S Speaking About Leaders Response

Supporting Extracts

Meaning: To convey concern for the changes on the workforce.
To illustrate the emotions the workforce are going through.

‘fear of what direction the
company was going in really
and how we were going to
be treated’
‘The thing is from the
outside it looks like they are
doing a brilliant job but
when your on the inside
there are questions to be
asked’

Form: Stream of consciousness
Voice: Experienced operative present at the time of the crisis.
Portrays concerns over the direction of the business
Characterisation: None
Language: Strong emotive language early on in the interview.
Indications the current management style is autocratic in contrast
to previous styles.
Use of the term ‘brainwashing’ signals a lack of inclusion or choice
Use of metaphor to illustrate the deceptive appearance of the
business.
Contrasting language using sarcasm.
Perhaps a sign that criticism from certain groups is not openly
encouraged.
Signalling a lack of choice and freedom.

Use of the word ‘dragged’ seems to suggest the changes are
against the will of some people.
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‘fear of what direction’
‘an autocratic way of
managing rather than it used
to be’
‘Its almost brainwashing’
‘glossy apple but when you
bite it, there is a maggot
inside’
‘I am amazed and I got it all
wrong’
‘They don’t want any
negativity’
‘Its almost, don’t ask
questions just go along with
it’
‘some people have just been
dragged along with it’

Appendix Three
Narrative pictures on before, during, after the crisis and leadership

Participant A
This individual joined the organisation just after the crisis and worked as part of the group level staff.
I chose to interview some of the more recently joined staff to see if they used narratives about the
crisis or if narratives about the crisis had evidently affected them. Participant A although a joiner
post crisis to the organisation has clearly encountered some narratives regarding the crisis and
seems to have experiences that indicate other people have relayed the information to them.
Perhaps an indicator that narrative surrounding the crisis is present in the organisation and
members see it as significant enough to relay narratives about the crisis to new joiners. The
following is a presentation of data the participant voiced about the situation the crisis.

Participant A Narrative About Before the Crisis

“… I think there was definitely some financial issues particular with debt management and within as
well as operationally and obviously, there was. Some of these issues have been resolved through
restructure and things”

Participant A then explained in more detail that:

“…the business couldn’t compete a few years ago, you know, we were, you know, the Europeans, the
Japanese could beat us on price and probably quality as well and the business turn around has been
essential.”

Further into the interview, participant A then stated his what his impression of the crisis was based
on narratives that he had been given from other employees.

“… for me, me I get the impression from other people that there were some issues, significant issues
in the business. If you look at the share price, that would be a good indicator of crisis as well.”

Participant A’s narrative was clear about the fact that they were not working at the organisation
before the crisis, but did share their opinion on the feelings and interpretations given to him by
other employees through their narratives of the crisis.
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Participant A Narrative About After the Crisis

During the interview, participant A was questioned on events and reflections after the crisis based
on narratives that he was told by co-workers. One of the responses that was given focused on the
improvements that had happened since:

“So, if we talk about recently the centre of excellence now there is a huge risk because we are
investing a lot of cash into the business so we could have just given back to shareholders or
something like that. We’re taking a risk on future setting up this facility and because we have taken
this risk we have managed to secure new oil and gas contracts this year.”

Continuing with the conversation on improvements after the crisis as part of the turnaround,
participant A stated:

“You might have seen in the news that FMC are now, a partner, and we wouldn’t have won that
contract I don’t think without the emphasis we put on business improvement and the emphasis we
put on developing the site. We definitely wouldn’t have won it. They have also invested in us so that
is essential. I would look at a few images, and you look at a few images of the factory going back, the
state of it was not well it was pretty terrible and because of that wouldn’t have won other deals,
particularly with well hopefully win quite a lot of nuclear business, and I think the turnaround is
essential to that future growth, even though we haven’t actually got any orders yet. But you know.”

Participant A Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“(CFO), style? I would say he is more sort of …. leave the day to day operations, and delegates down
but then step in into very specific areas when he sees the need to arise. I suppose I would also go for
the top, mostly (COO) and (CEO).. I might as well. So, (CEO), (COO) and (CFO) are probably…(CFO)’s
style is a very traditional I think, corporate style and I think you could analyse him quite simply and
the things he does, and look at the theory behind being you know, a business leader, setting emission
and setting strategy and setting goals. Erm..and then…he is a very conventional guy.. and I suppose
he does it very well. (COO), erm.. h::e.. well I don’t work that closely with (COO), he is now in group… I
don’t really know him so well but I know some others respect him for some of the business changes
he has made.”

Participant B Verbatim Narrative
Participant B was also a new joiner and joined as a graduate recruit just before what has been
recognised as the pinnacle of the crisis. Participant B did lots of scene setting about his early days in
the business and first impressions and seemed to use literary tools and emotive language to
emphasise how bad the situation pre-crisis was. Participant B worked closely with the operations
director implementing new changes to working practices affecting the workforce.
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Participant B Narrative About Before the Crisis

“I think the management and the leadership team in the organisation in the beginning wasn’t very
strong at all. There was no driver, there was no one there to say this is what needs to happen. And
that is there is was stagnant.”

“…first reaction to the physical world here was a, was a shock, like a tin shack. When you first see it,
you could tell it had been here for a number of years.”

When asked about leaders within the organisation who were brought in before the crisis, participant
B responded with:

“…characters need to be in most businesses to make them work I think. I think as well, I think further
down the line, some of the people brought in, and some names such as (the MD) to help bring the
business back around as it was losing a lot of money year on year and that, and at that point, (they)
were brought in as a professional to turn around, to try and smooth out the business and make it
work again.”

Participant B then continued to explain that:

“A couple of months were, it was very tight. I mean we weren’t paying suppliers we were bankrupt,
had £2.5 million out with suppliers it was bad. Very bad. But we kept going and we got through it the
skills sets of people we brought in helped us through this period quite well. (The MD) was brought in
because he was the best at what he does.”

Continuing the topic of leadership before the crisis, participant B discusses the CEO and their
whereabouts in the business during this time. The interviewer asks the participant where he is
generally based and the response is:

“well he (CEO) used to be in London and on messages…”

Later in the interview, Participant B was asked to give his narrative regarding how he felt about his
job stability before the crisis, he stated

“It was make or break and at the start of 2011 October to December it felt that I was going to be out
of a job…being a graduate and never working in an industry like this, I didn’t know it was bad.”
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During the interview, participant B was questioned on how he felt the new management viewed the
workplace before the crisis had escalated, and he explained

“To have someone external come in and tell you that you are doing things wrong, there is something
fundamentally wrong with what is going on here its causing that result so you need change, and it’s
all about change. That was probably the biggest start but it was definitely a crisis”

As the interview developed, participant B was questioned on the finances of the business before the
crisis. Participant B responded with:

“They couldn’t even buy a hammer… Quite symbolic to what this business is all about it was always
red tape, red tape, red tape. It was purchasers that could buy up to £10 and they always had to get
things approved”

Participant B expressed his narrative on the beginnings of the crisis at the organisation, however,
during the interview participant B was further questioned on the crisis and the events that unfolded
during this.

Participant B Narrative About During the Crisis

During the interview, participant B was questioned on the leadership team that was brought in to
help turnaround the business during the crisis. Participant B responded with

“(MD) was brought in because he was the best at what he does. Erm.. and that was it ..it was
bringing in the right people, the right talent to do the right job..erm.. to make things change and that
was what happened and what can happen in businesses.”

Participant B then went further into detail on this, stating that:

“they definitely give people that belief that we will be okay and that things will be alright. You know.
Erm..the first rule of management is don’t panic…[laughing] ..because we were all going through a
bit of a panic period but we all got through it in the end.”

Participant B was then questioned as to whether there was a mix of leadership approaches during
the time of the crisis, with participant B answering
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“It.. it really was a pick out the best of who we have got and put them in there at the right time. And
it worked. You know it definitely worked. And all the guys that we were talking about were
fundamental in making that happen. They just kept driving and that was what the business needed.”

When asked about trust of the workforce within the organisation about During the crisis, participant
B replied that the leadership team needed to

“just release these guys to allow them to do what they need to do to get products out the door. And
it was.. so restructured and it was.. it was killing the business. So a lot of the belief came from
releasing restrictions that were there and trusting people to get on and do the right thing and do
what needs to be done to promote the business. And then it definitely worked throughout.”

‘.. erm very much getting the shop floor onboard with everything that was happening was hard.
Getting the office people revved up for what was coming was another thing erm…’

Following this answer, the participant was then questioned as to whether there was an open door
policy in relation to management. Participant B’s answer that yes there is and that the leadership
respond honestly, continuing to explain that

“is all about saying right okay, we understand what’s going on and were going to do something
about it. And we did do something about and you can see them believe in it. It contributes to this
whole trust circle within the business which …which people need to make change and do things
because if you’re going to put in a change, the first things is fear because it is change and then after
that, if you can get past that barrier, then you get on to the coming to terms with and then trust I
think”

Participant B’s narrative explores their view on leadership during the crisis. Further into the
interview, the participant is questioned on the motivating factors of working at the organisation
after the crisis. Participant B responds with

Participant B Narrative About After the Crisis

“to hear about other people’s backgrounds and from where they have come from and to know these
guys have been… in industry for many, many years and experienced many things, for them to come
around and talk about this business being a …. this is a one in a lifetime thing you see. Erm.. it is not
very often that you get this…these people together same projects, same business, all with the same
focus. I mean the knowledge that they bring to the business and the belief that they have brought to
the whole thing has been amazing and it keeps you going. It definitely does. There are days where it
gets hard but you always turn around and look back at where you have come from over the past 5
years and it has been immense. And the encouragement they give people, they definitely give people
that belief that we will be okay and that things will be alright. You know. Erm..the first rule of
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management is don’t panic…[laughing] ..because we were all going through a bit of a panic period
but we all got through it in the end.”

Participant B’s use of figurative language, narrative expectation, character building and contrast
seems to indicate a familiarity with narrative. Their presentation of the situation pre-crisis seemed
to be emphasised and seemed to add to the character development participant B engaged in.

Participant B Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“…some of the people brought in, and some name such as (MD) to help bring the business back
around as it was losing a lot of money year on year erm..and that, and at that point, erm, (MD) was
brought in erm..as a professional to turn around, to try and smooth out the business and make it
work again…These guys are experts in their field. Yeah. It definitely has a little bit of a … a feel about
it that you don’t really get anywhere else as far as I know yet.”

“…With (MD) coming in, he was not the kind of guy you say no to willingly, and I actually think about
him at first, he has such a presence about him and a way with things that you know, you just do it,
just go and do it. He is alright. If anything, we are going forward and that’s the main thing.”

“I mean…there is always that, that, culture of what office and shop floor and I don’t know how you
know, how we say to write a book on that. I mean a lot of the guys on the shop floor are very open
and very relaxed and I think having the big boss there and hearing things and listening and doing
things, is all about saying right okay, we understand what’s going on and were going to do
something about it.”

Participant C Verbatim Narrative

Participant C was a new HR director brought in after the crisis there seemed to be some indication
that they had been exposed to some narratives about the crisis. Participant C seemed to talk in
terms of the build up to the crisis being autocratically led as well as the preceding build up the crisis.

Participant C Narrative About Before the Crisis

“I think my understanding is they had a series of general managers who were very autocratic, and
very do this, do that, because there wasn’t really time to have a conversation, explain what needed
to happen or engage with the staff. I think they got the engaged because of the crisis point and
everyone was very well aware of what would happen if it didn’t go well. So, they got people to buy in
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because it was literally a burning platform [laughing] that was their change management approach
really.”

Upon further questioning in relation to this, participant C continued their narrative with
“I’ve not heard different perspectives of it actually, and in fairness, they don’t talk about it in huge
depths. Just that we nearly went bust but we’re okay now. That we did a turn around and it’s a
recovery. I think there is a better understanding at the senior levels”

Participant C seems to have encountered some narratives of crisis in the organisation but seems to
present them in a very succinct and plain way. The concise statement from the extract, ‘…just that
we nearly went bust but we’re okay now. That we did a turn around and it’s a recovery’ illustrates
this. The narrative approach of participant C seems to condense very important events into
somewhat unemotional summaries.

Participant C Narrative About After the Crisis

“…because I’ve come from quite a large organisation background it’s very obvious there are some
methods of working that are just fundamentally not there…things like I would expect Directors part
of the leadership team first, and Directors are there to their department second and it’s not like that.
It’s the other way around and that is something that we need to try and work on because you end up
fighting inside those but really we all need to be working together to a common purpose”

“Yes, very direct and to the point and it was when I first started it was very evident in the leadership
team actually that some of them… (Interim MD) would ask them a question, and you could see the
whites of their eyes and their faces go… pale because they were being put on the spot [laughing] and
he is such a lovely guy and he would never shout them down but they thought that was he was going
to do because that is what they were used to.”

Participant C Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“I think there is a better understanding at the senior levels and that it was led in a very autocratic
way and we’re now moving to a very democratic style of leadership, a more consensual style of
leadership I suppose. But I think that the shop floor … are struggling with that …because they are So
used to being told what to do rather than being asked what do you think you should do..It’s like…
mmm”

Participant D Verbatim Narrative
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Participant D was an operative of many years intermittent service and was present and during the
crisis. Participant D had re-joined the organisation just before the crisis after employment
elsewhere. In this sense participant D was a first-hand witness to the response to crisis, some
changes in leadership and the post crisis era. The interview took a somewhat historical turn which
shows a wider interest amongst the staff of the overall organisational narrative. Participant D gives
the starkest remark yet that the crisis had a protracted build up or was a ‘smouldering’ crisis.

Participant D Narrative About Before the Crisis

“In 2012, necessary I think is the word. It, it was, a time when the company was in dire straits. I think
it was possibly through a severe lack of investment over the previous years, or for many, many years,
and something radical had to happen. I think whatever they did was necessary. It involved laying off
a number of people at the time, which is never good but it is a fact.”

Participant D continued to explain that the organisation was in a crisis

“A crisis most definitely. Yeah, yeah, yeah. I mean it was notoriously, this type of industry has gone
up and down and it’s either an all or nothing situation, and at that time it all bottomed out and the
share prices were down to about 7 per cent. No, 7 pence rather. I think since then, since the crisis, we
have probably gone up to nearer 80 now. Which is obviously a vast improvement. I believe the order
books are looking hopeful. The proof is in the pudding.”

During the interview, participant D was asked about during the crisis, did they ever feel that their job
was at risk. Participant D stated

Participant D Narrative About During the Crisis

“Oh yes, most certainty. I was very new to the company at the time. I obliviously thought that there
may be a last in first out type er..er.. approach to it. It didn’t transpire that that was the case. There
was no last in first out at all. In fact, some people that went were here for an awful long time, and I
do feel that we lost a lot of knowledge at the time, which was necessary or not…I think this type of
industry like I said before is very dependent on knowledge. It is a very bespoke industry based on
handed down knowledge, some people might disagree, but it is important. It can be adapted in order
to be a more viable process, but I think that essentially, old knowledge is good knowledge.”

Participant D’s narrative expresses the concern they felt during the crisis over job uncertainty.
During the interview, participant D was asked whether they think the future of the organisation
looks promising. The response was

Participant D Narrative About After the Crisis
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“I think the company is going to survive more…not necessarily from a total manufacturing company,
but an assembly of parts … I think certainty in the early stages it seems to be the way and we are
obviously looking for … erm..and assembly line type erm..work-flow with the extended buildings up
the far end. I mean they are going to be massive. They will be huge, huge… a huge increase in size.
Erm..there are going to be new clean areas to accommodate the new clear age and we have got
contracts with Rolls-Royce and with the cleanliness, I think there is going to be atmosphere controls
and that sort of thing. Which is not particularly something that they enrolled in the past. I think its
more important that you do have a clean, clean environment to…to.. maintain our position.”

Participant D seems to have some reservations about the changes but is able to express them gently
and without need for detailed explanation through the use of common sayings and repetition. The
scene setting described a bad situation for the organisation with a clear need for change presented.
Participant D gives a strong indication that some of the crisis may have been due to a ‘smouldering
crisis’ and underinvestment over a number of years.

Participant D Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“I suppose, like it or not, he is a very, very ruthless character, very brutal, erm.. the way he addresses
people sometimes is er..is certainly something to be questioned, I suppose (MD) was very, very
instrumental in the recovery of the company. I think (CEO), the CEO is a very, very shrewd financier.
He is an absolute gentleman. He …I like ..people who have the decency to acknowledge you, and
(CEO) is one of those people. He will always acknowledge you, and I think he has similarly been good
to the company. I hope he is listening to this [laughing].”

Participant E Verbatim Narrative
Participant E was a new joiner after the crisis but worked closely with the leadership team organising
some of the turnaround events. Some of the narrative they represent is as a result of being exposed
to narratives in the organisation.

Participant E Narrative About During the Crisis

“…but what I have heard, you know, the CEO didn’t even pay his own wages for a few months so
that they could see those months through. They had no money in the bank it was terrible. They didn’t
know what they were all working on in the factory floor, they couldn’t find any parts. It was a
complete mess. So yes, the crisis is a better word for a mess.”
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Participant E seems to have a somewhat negative and emotive narrative regarding the pre-crisis
situation even describing it as a ‘mess’. The assertions about the factory floor may reinforce the
position that at least some of the leading in factors for the crisis were part of a protracted
‘smouldering’ crisis.

Participant E Narrative About After the Crisis

‘You get people on the shop floor mixing with the office staff and vice-versa which normally does not
happen all the time as there is sometimes segregation which should not be there. We are trying to
change that but erm…it’s kind of story I guess but…’

Participant E Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“So I would say that the organisation is a very good company to work for, especially at the moment.
It is obviously undergoing a lot of changes, some fantastic changes…we have obviously got a lot of
money coming in and that has been put into the company. There is also a lot of good leaders who
have turned it around and encouraging the employees to continue their work once they have moved
on.”

Participant F Verbatim Narrative
Participant F was a long serving middle manager present during the crisis with autonomy over a
section which was rapidly being re-assigned.

Participant F Narrative About Before the Crisis

“We have seen many companies vanish because they didn’t have orders but we were just making a
loss on everything. Things we did were really late. I mean, one of the main things we do is boiler
circulation pump and the lead time is generally a year to 18 months. You know, when they are
building a power station it is not a ten-minute job, it is sometimes two to three years to build one and
we were running a year late. In fact, so late that some customers cancelled their orders, and were
that late with them that they said forget it, we don’t want them but now they are just sitting at the
other end of the shop. That is a major problem when you have spent hundreds of thousands of
pounds on materials and labour”

The participant was then asked whether they think the workforce were worried about their jobs at
the organisation during the crisis. Participant F responded with

Participant F Narrative About During the Crisis
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“Erm…I was…it was in such a bad state it couldn’t get worse in my opinion. It could only get better. If
it had gotten worse we would have got shut down or sold, or just gone bust. I felt confident that we
could turn it around.”

Participant F seems to have a structural tendency to their narrative building and works in a certain
amount of jeopardy by reinforcing the unfortunate state of the situation pre-crisis by using negative
language.

Participant F Narrative About After the Crisis

“And as long as we can continue like this with the things he put in place, I see the future being fairly
rosy. Well, you know, it must be because we are now extending for the first time in [sigh] forty years
maybe since we had any major buildings works done. so you know.”

“Delivery? It varies but weeks rather than days. Up to three or four weeks. It sounds a bit ironic when
ten minutes ago I was saying we were running a year late on deliveries, but we just can’t run like that
now because now we are getting more orders on the promise that we will get it out on time. And we
can only do that if our partners deliver on time, so there is a big emphasis on supplier relationships
and development.”

Participant F Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“So (CEO), the company owner if you like, approached a turnaround specialist (MD) who came in and
spend a couple of months just introducing himself and walking around the site and chatted to people,
just getting a grip of how the place was running and what people thought. It could have been four to
five days then that he put his plan together …got everyone together and said right…this is what is
going to happen. And it took off from there. It wasn’t drastic changes which I thought it I might be. I
mean, there may have been a few redundancies but if there were, they were minimal. It was
probably swallowed up by people volunteering or deciding to retire a couple of years early. But you
know, I took to him straight away. He is a very clever man, very capable man and he says it like it is. I
can relate to people like that. And slowly but surely he turned it around, and in four or five years now,
we have gone from making a loss…quite a big loss…to within two or three years making a healthy
profit. And as long as we can continue like this with the things he put in place, I see the future being
fairly rosy. Well, you know, it must be because we are now extending for the first time in forty years
maybe since we had any major buildings works done. So you know.”

“(MD) I liked him from day one as a person. He is straightforward, blunt some might say. He is a very
good listener and remembers things wells and a clever chap who can turn around companies, which
is what he has done.”
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Participant G Verbatim Narrative
Participant G has been working at the organisation many years as an operative and is nearing
retirement. They have been with the organisation before, during and after the crisis. At the start of
the interview, participant G was to give their narrative on the 2011-2012 turn around.

Participant G Narrative About Before the Crisis

“Well they knew something wasn’t right and while we do not know the exact what is going on we
knew the company was making a loss”

Continuing this, participant G was asked whether they saw the organisation as heading towards a
crisis.

“Yes, we saw the crisis. We didn’t have many orders and couldn’t do anything on time. We had one
Indian contract that had to wait a year, and a Chinese contract working Sunday and we had to
replace the diffuser three times and castings. You know, they tried to buy cheap castings and had
many problems. I had to replace the propeller it took three months to replace it and put it back.
Mostly, I think it was down to incompetent management because most of the time they would start
one pump but not complete it because bits weren’t ready and then start another one and mess it up.
No clear ideas of things.”

Participant G seemed to build narrative around their job role and relate the failings of management
directly to their operative function. This form of narrative seems to focus around the function of
assembly as an expression of lived experience.

‘Very frustrating for me anyway. There are 15-20 machinists on the shop floor and most are in their
60’s’

Participant H Verbatim Narrative
Participant H was brought into the business as a consultant somewhat pre-crisis crescendo and has
since adopted the role of managing director. The first question asked was whether they would
describe the organisation as being in a crisis.
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Participant H Narrative About Before the Crisis

“Just a tad, we were days away from not paying the wage bill and this close to going insolvent the
business was failing to deliver to customer expectations in terms of delivery and quality. The business
was marginally profitable but not converting that profit to cash effectively. We had over £2 million
overdue credit with our supply chain and they were reluctant to deliver new products to us until
original orders were fully paid up. Therefore, we had a situation where we found it difficult to shift
products to generate cash either because we didn’t have the right level of parts to supply or our
people were not motivated enough to deliver the products at the right time or quality, or in fact and
more appropriately our manufacturing systems were inappropriate to control the factory.”

Participant H Narrative About During the Crisis

Participant H elaborated on their narrative of the crisis by explaining why they were called to the
organisation.

“I came in at the back end of 2011 initially as an interim COO to help maximise year end output for
2011, and that ultimately gave me the opportunity to present a situation report to the chief executive
on what we needed to do to resolve these issues in the medium term.”

The participant was then asked whether there were a number of other characters brought in at the
same time as them.

“Yeah one of the precursors of the turn around was for me to bring in two new individuals and
empower one existing individual. I brought in an ex-aerospace supply chain director (COS), and also
an HR director (removed) to bring down the existing cost face of the business. The existing incumbent
was (COO) who was turned out to be the best black belt I have ever ever worked with.”

During the interview, the participant was questioned on if there would be lots of narratives and
stories to discuss to carry out the research on the case study. Participant H responded with:

“Absolutely. Er yeah, I suppose that each of the individuals have their own role and we all stayed at
the same hotel and we have spoken late into the night of what we call the perch debating various
issues and making various decisions which we implement the next day. I would like to say that you
couldn’t get a cigarette paper between us because we are so close as a team.”

Participant H continued to explain his narrative on the 2011-2012 turn around by stating that when
he first started
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“the first thing we did was run a number of briefing sessions which I led. Interestingly, for the first
one the Group MD was still around and asked him to lead the introduction as he was actually the
leader of the business. We were doing 4 or 5 different sessions that day to different teams, and he
came to the first one…did a brief introduction and left very quickly and didn’t come back for the
others. So I did all those presentations which effectively were my name, I am new to the business,
the business is in the shit, this is why the business is in the shit and this is what we are going to do
about it to address the problems. And being clear, this meant that there would be head count
reduction on site, but that was designed not to remove people from the business, but to save jobs of
those who remained. This didn’t go down well with everybody, but they respected the open
honestly about it”

When asked, Participant H shared his narrative on how he thought his co-works perceived him when
he first started at the organisation

“I do remember one guy who ..erm told me that the presentation was bullshit and I went nose to
nose with him and that if he didn’t like it he could **** off and work somewhere else. Erm..so they
saw some strong leadership and some clear open communication.”

The participant was then asked whether they would have thought the future at the organisation has
a positive outlook in relation to workforce perception. Participant B’s response was

Participant H Narrative About After the Crisis

“It’s a very positive outlook because the stuff that I’ve not mentioned like winning an RGF grant of
3.5 million to put an extension on the plant ..erm..we have invested heavily in new machines and
equipment for the first time in 25 years erm..and that the share price as from 9p to £1 last week, so
the outlook of the workforce and the management remains very positive. We’re seeing some
challenge within the business in terms of the market we are in, as the crisis in oil and gas are giving
us major difficulties which is ..driving down our average cost margin.. and we are still in the recovery
mode of the getting the volume output back on track ..compared to the previous management style.
But I think overall their erm... perception of the business is that thank God one of the previous
incumbents is back in control and the outlook remains positive.”

Participant H Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“I suppose that each of the individuals have their own role and we all stay at the same hotel and we
have spoken late into the night of what we call the perch debating various issues and making various
decisions which we implement the next day. I would like to say that you couldn’t get a cigarette
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paper between us because we are so close as a team. I suppose that I was delivering the people
management skills, erm...(COS) effectively became chief of staff, or let’s say the enforcer. (COO)
brought in his system management skills along with his lean black belt training along with his
personality and ability to drive systems and procedural change whilst (CEO) was providing the overall
financial stakeholder management”

Participant I Verbatim Narrative
Participant I Narrative About After the Crisis

“Other initiatives we set were aspirations goals for the leadership team So the lead time for BCP was
a year ..if not a year plus, So we set an outrageous goal of a 20-week lead time”

Participant I Narrative About After the Crisis

‘So..the outlook of the workforce and the management remains very positive. We’re seeing Some
challenge within the business in terms of the market we are in, as the crisis in oil and gas are giving
us major difficulties which is ..driving down our average cost margin.. and we are still in the recovery
mode of the getting the volume output back on track ..compared to the previous management style.
But I think overall..their erm... perception of the business is that thank God one of the previous
incumbents is back in control and the outlook remains positive.’

Participant I Narrative About Leader’s Actions

‘I believe we got to the position in 2013 with a 3.2 million profit through the leadership style and
being overly compensating in the abilities for the management team to deliver’

‘There was an issue with Mike handed over to a new MD in 2014 when the leadership style that was
previous in the business was lost and the new style of the leadership team was one of command and
control rather than leadership and the management team failed to respond to that new leadership
style and surprise surprise because there was no over compensation the results for the business
started to deteriorate. The morale of the business started to deteriorate .. and some of the new
systems and procedures that were implemented,..because they weren’t in the image of the new MD
became lost.’

‘It wasn’t an acceptance or recognition that the management team had a particular level of
capability and there was an inability to manage that capability. It was assumed under the command
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and control style that the management team themselves were adopting a command and control
style with their teams and they were incapable of doing that.’

Participant J Verbatim Narrative
Participant J was a manager present during the crisis and has had a number of their sub-ordinates
job roles affected by the changes made during and post-crisis.

To begin with, Participant J was asked to give their narrative on the 2011-2012 turnaround

Participant J Narrative About Before the Crisis

“..it wasn’t the best time I think a lot of people thought we were in a lot of trouble, but nobody
actually knew how bad it was. It was never communicated how bad it was. That was probably down
to past managers that led up to that part it was poor management throughout the company. I don’t
mean management as such on the shop floor or anything, but senior management you know. It was
like they were CV builders they come in do their couple of years then yeah we’ve done great and
shoot off to the next company. But I don’t think anyone had any real passion or investment in the
company to stay the long haul and make sure the company was on the right footing and it went
downhill from a space of about 15 years.”

Participant J was then questioned on whether it was seen as just another set of people coming in
and trying to turn the organisation around, which gave the following response

Participant J Narrative About During the Crisis

“Erm..well pretty much another set of people came in. I mean to be fair (MD) did come in and
address everybody and was very blunt. To be honest I like people like that and tell everybody how it
is rather than this wishy-washy back stuff where you never get to heard anything until its too bloody
late. So yeah, for me, I thought it’s either going to succeed or its going to fail. Its got two options
hasn’t it”

During the interview, it was asked whether participant J thought it was important for the new
leaders to have authenticity and be upfront and honest with employees
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“For me it was very how can I put it he held no punches, vocabulary wise or anything. He F’s and
blinds like people do on the shop floor. You don’t normally see that from something in such a high
position but for me, I thought fair enough he is saying it how it is. For other people, they might think
different and see it as unprofessional or whatever but I didn’t think of it like that. I just thought well
let’s see what he can do and if he can turn it around.”

Participant J continued discussing leaders being upfront and honest about the crisis at the
organisation, and the impact that it had on the employees afterwards

Participant J Narrative About After the Crisis

“Erm..so..in terms of that we used to have quite a big machine shop and now we have virtually no
machine shop as everything is subcontracted out. But..you know..I mean they haven’t laid any of the
blokes off but they’ve given them menial tasks now. I gave the same sort of analogy to my manager
and said if you have done all your training and qualification to be an operations manager and you
were told to clean toilets for the next three months, I go to him if you are still on the same money
you might go yeah I will go along with it for the first few days but after a month it becomes boring
and after three months it’s a complete bind, and you are not getting any stimulus from it. And I think
that is the same for a lot of the blokes on the shop floor and they are not getting any stimulus
whatsoever. You know, there are blokes who have done apprenticeships and some of the blokes are
bloody good machinists and I’ve seen them pulling wire and stripping cable. Alright, they have still
got a job and they haven’t been sacked but that doesn’t motivate anybody.”

Following this statement, participant J continued their narrative discussing employees job roles after
the crisis and their perception on how it affecting them

“Yes, and I don’t know whether the new regime of management here think will pay them and retrain
them in lean and green and this and that but some people just want to do the job they trained to do
of turn that oil, melt that oil or whatever. For some of them it must be particularly hard you know
for me I’m not in that position but for them, I can see why they are down you know. They don’t get
any sort of communication from senior management and there is not enough of that in place. We
have a communications forum which four or five people go on but you never see anything from it.”

“Some of the things I have to say morale wise are pretty dire you know on the shop floor. Trying to
motivate men that are completely de-motivated now is..you know…is almost an impossible task now
you know”

“I think people view it as we are the grunts on the shop floor and there are three thousand
managers upstairs and what are they managing. It’s almost a way just to give people a pay rise you
know.. because they like to or something I don’t know.”
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“No there is no Sort of structure put in place. There is for the graduates but nothing for the shop
floor.”

Participant J Narrative About Leader’s Actions

‘There was defiantly a them and us attitude about and then ten years they tried to get away from all
of that. So people on the shop floor didn’t have to always clock in you know..erm..and they done a
number of things to sort of make it no its all of us and we are up here. A number of years ago when I
used to …well.. they used to have a worker’s canteen and then they used to have a silver grill which
was the manager’s canteen where they would have steak and everything. And the workers would
get a bit of sloppy shepherd’s pie you know [laughing]’

‘Or are they even bothered about addressing it. Now I don’t see it as that myself you know, but I
think now, they see it as they have got to do what they are told to do whether that be stripping wire
or sweeping up. Erm..then they look up here and see all these managers. There are so many
managers here now than you can shake a stick at-‘

Participant K Verbatim Narrative
Participant K has been working at the organisation as a machine operative for many years. He has
been with the organisation Before, during and after the 2011-2012 crisis and has provided the
following narrative about the experience.

The first question asked to participant K was to give their own account of the 2011-2012 turnaround

Participant K Narrative About Before the Crisis

“Well, originally we didn’t know anything, that we were in a crisis, just that we were took over and
they were coming in but I understand that we were two days from going under. That was a shock to
us, a bad thing because no one communicated anything.”

Participant K was asked whether the leadership team told them anything about the crisis
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“Yeah. Like I say, in the crisis in 2011 who was in charge then? I think it was (Ex-MD), and he was the
one who I used to go to these forums with. We were just told everything’s rosy blah blah blah the
order books talked about jobs in the pipeline and jobs that we were going to get that never
happened told us everything was rosy and you look back it now and it was a crisis during the crisis.
They didn’t want to tell us about that, the crisis. Perhaps it was to stop people worrying or whatever
but they didn’t want to tell us about that. I think we should have been told.”

During the interview, participant K was questioned as to if the organisation had explained to
employees what was happening and the path the organisation was going to take when moving
forward

“They have, about every quarter they have a business meeting. 99% of the time they said that
everything is rosy in the garden, but we know that it is different. We have different perspectives
about what they say, but perhaps it’s because they have driven us to it. They like to think we believe
everything that they say and hope that they can pull it off, but we don’t quite believe it on the shop
floor. It’s pie in the sky.”

When questioned about if there were any more comments about the 2011-2012 turnaround,
participant K responded with

“Well, yeah what I will say is that I personally didn’t know it was a crisis.”

Further into the interview, participant K was asked about their view of leadership in the organisation

Participant K Narrative About During the Crisis

“Hmm…Management skills, zero, none as far as I can see. Here on the shop floor we are treated like
we don’t actually know anything but there are people here who have been here for 30-40 years but
we are not asked anything. We go to these things….I went to the first meeting when (MD) it took
over and obviously it’s no good for them…you can say what you like, he was babbling on about how
we are behind on the orders and work and he said within 4-5 months of him being here he turned
that around ..and I actually accused him of being a liar because obviously I know that Rolls Royce
work that we had was three years behind. Now if you had something that was three years late you
then need to have three years early to balance the books back to year one. Well, he didn’t like that
and me and the director had a stand-up row on the bottom of the shop floor and that I had put the
company back three years by saying what I had said”

With the answer participant K provided, the question of whether the divide in the organisation is the
worst it has ever been, the response was
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“yes”

Participant K Narrative About After the Crisis

“They have about every quarter they have a business meeting. 99% of the time they said that
everything is rosy in the garden, but we know that it is different. We have different perspectives
about what they say, but erm perhaps it’s because they have driven us to it. They like to think we
believe everything that they say and hope that they can pull it off, but we don’t quite believe it on the
shop floor. It’s pie in the sky.”

“Erm, but since then erm yes, the new owners have put a lot of money into it, you can see that from
the new build up there erm order wise personally I think it’s the worst it’s ever been and same for
quality wise. Bit’s coming wrong mostly and I think it was a mistake, and the machinist agree that it
was a mistake to take a lot of stuff out of our work area and you lose a lot of the quality then”

“why, why does it happen? I just think it does. I’m not saying it is all bad, and yes, we know they are
spending money, and we are 200 years old this year and I hope the company last another 200 years
and with the new build you can see it. But otherwise, I don’t know where they are going to get the
orders from. They are on about doing this flow line of 160 orders per year, but I don’t see where they
are going to get the orders from.”

This was followed by the question of what do you see the future of the organisation. Participant K’s
response was

“Personally, I hope it goes on and on. Without orders though I can’t see it lasting. I know they keep
going on about the beast, the new building, but you have got to have orders to fill it. They are hoping
that because they have got this brand-new build, they are hoping to do nuclear and that the jobs will
come rolling in but I don’t think that they will.”

“I would say on the shop floor anyway that we are an aging work force. We have two retiring within
the next three months.”

“Not really no. Trouble is….you have So many negative things that you totally end up being negative
then. I dare say that most people on the shop floor are negative”

“things …that they know are above my pay grade…they worry about millions of pounds and I worry
about things on the shop floor or whatever..but erm..do I want to know more? Probably yes…There is
no point in Dave Murray coming in here and saying everything is rosy when it’s not.”
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“We need to be getting the bigger orders in and I don’t think we have the clout. But hopefully with
the bigger building nearly done people may start turning to us with the bigger orders seeing as have
bigger facilities. We have redesigned the BCP now, I think they called it a valued engineered one.
They are hoping they are a lot cheaper, but we have heard that they are not cheaper and a lot
dearer, so it was a total waste of time.”

What’s the motivation like? Is it difficult to motivate people?

“Yes, because at the moment we have no work. The more you don’t have work and then work
comes about you have had so long with no work that you don’t want to do it. We have had the start
of this year in three months not a lot. Perhaps one job this month. We have three shifts, days, lates
and nights so probably 14 fitters out there fighting over one job.”

Participant K Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“….I went to the first meeting when (MD) it took over and obviously its no good for them…you can
say what you like, he was babbling on about how we are behind on the orders and work and he said
within 4-5 months of him being here he turned that around ..and I actually accused him of being a
liar because obviously I know that Rolls Royce work that we had was three years behind. Now if you
had something that was three years late you then need to have three years early to balance the
books back to year one. Well, he didn’t like that and me and the director had a stand up row at the
bottom of the shop floor and that I had put the company back three years by saying what I had said”

“… he did say that I put the company back three years and that I was being negative, but I think I was
just being truthful… No, he just completely lost it-… I was with another worker at the time and he
came down and said what he said, and as far as I can see everything in that shop at the minute is
late. And that was that. I then had to apologise to (MD) later.”

“Oh erm……..[sign]…..er.. not really no. I would say that one of them is a bully….Yes. I think he rules
by the rod. Let’s face it, he if doesn’t like it he tells you there the gate. Which I think is no way to
manage. And if you don’t like what is being said by the person, you can’t just say there’s the gate.
You should sit them down and say why have you said that”

“I think he is a bully. Its either his way or the highway…Yeah, most. It’s the way he comes across, he
is probably a very good manager or high lever people but has a manager of lower people, no. He is
very abrupt and sometimes he is very rude… Well yes. From a management perspective his skills are
poor, so he could listen to what you have to say. He should listen to people’s opinions, but he
doesn’t like what you have to say.”
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“well apparently they did a three month case study on him and he then got the sack and then got his
job back… Its not a nice thought is it…it makes you wonder whether they have a file on me, on
someone else….how many files do they have on people? So honestly it feels like your walking on egg
shells on the shop floor… Exactly, a communist state ye::ah..North Korea here we go [laughing]… Yes
there is..I have known happier times here yes…Like you said, you want to come here put your hours
in and go home, not to be worrying about whether big brother is watching you. And it feels like that
at times..that you are being earmarked.”

Participant L Verbatim Narrative
So..tell me your story about the 2011/2012 turnaround. Tell me about your perspective.

Participant L Narrative About Before the Crisis

“Well, it wasn’t very informative at the time we didn’t really know what was going on. You knew
things were looking a bit tight money wise and that we were at a stage where we had no toilet paper
and we thought bloody hell they can’t even afford toilet paper. It was a bit of a running joke you
know. It was sort of a reality check to find out well years later we found out that we were two days
away from closure. Then you’re thinking that they weren’t very informative you know and what
would have happened in those two days if there was the closure of the shop. But once you have
been through it before it is a shock.”

..tell me your story about the 2011/2012 turnaround. Tell me about your perspective. CONTINUED

‘Well like I say, Dave Murray come and a lot of people didn’t like his principle, but all that work on
the shop floor and then we went through the change and work was only put on the shop which was
a necessarily. Then you see this massive change. Well, I mean Ewan Lloyd-Baker, my opinion of
him..we have someone in charge now who is really passionate about the firm and wants it to
succeed. I bet he has invested lots of money into the company you know. My old boss you know, I
remember him putting his own house up as collateral, and not many people do that. But I wouldn’t
do that with my house. And Ewan Lloyd-Baker has come in and we have had loads of different banks
like Standard Charter, HSBC and now we are dealing with NatWest is it you know. Of course,
everyone wants their little chunk out of it. The biggest thing here was the lack of investing, that was
a massive thing. I have only been here ten years but I walked in and thought Christ it’s like being in
the dark ages with some of the ways they were producing stuff. Oh my God you don’t do it like that
but it was oh well we have always done things like that. And that was the inbred attitude you know
probably from the top down that it has always been done like that. When I came in you had the top
design people, there was a man called John Hawks who knew the ins and outs of the products and if
you had a problem he would come down straight away and know what was wrong with it. He would
say yeah you can get away with doing this and cutting that but then he left and he had done a lot of
service here. I just thought he had contributed so much to this company and what a loss that you
haven’t done something to persuade him to stay when he knows so much. Something must have
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gone on big time. Maureen was another one, who had this experience and you think they knew she
was going to be retired but was really good at her job. But you thought there should have been
someone with her for like 5 years as a succession but no. All that experience just walks out and it
reflects now even on the shop floor.’

Participant L Narrative About During the Crisis

“But going back to 2011, that when everything sort of changed. I was a machinist and then you start
seeing work being subcontracted out and I had come from a subcontracting company and you look
and your thinking that reading between the lines that that’s my job going out of the door.
Personally, I was looking around for other jobs at the time and you think to yourself, do you think I
should leave now, or do you hang on and see if you get redundancy. It was quite a traumatic time at
the time because I had got young children and it came in and (MD) turned up and I had never
experienced anything like going to a meeting with him. It was like if you don’t ****ing like it then
**** off. We were all thinking that you can’t talk to people like that. I imagine he had come from big
companies and I had only ever worked for like maximum of 40 employees in a business. But the
situation of where I had come from was that you knew your worth as an employee and your boss did
too. That wasn’t the case here. Mistakes were always being made here, like materials been ordered
twice for one job and pallets of things being ordered that we didn’t need. Then when Dave Murray
came in it stopped.”

“A lot of the dealing with the company at this present time …. we have meeting every now and again
with (COO) and (COS) will be involved with him and (MD) but he doesn’t really have a chat you know.
But going back to 2011, that when everything sort of changed. I was a machinist and then you start
seeing work being subcontracted out and I had come from a subcontracting company and you look
and your thinking that reading between the lines that that’s my job going out of the door. Personally,
I was looking around for other jobs at the time and you think to yourself, do you think I should leave
now, or do you hang on and see if you get redundancy. It was quite a traumatic time at the time
because I had got young children and it came in and Dave Murray turned up and I had never
experienced anything like going to a meeting with him. It was like if you don’t ****ing like it then
**** off. We were all thinking that you can’t talk to people like that. I imagine he had come from big
companies and I had only ever worked for like maximum of 40 employees in a business. But the
situation of where I had come from was that you knew your worth as an employee and your boss did
too. That wasn’t the case here. Mistakes were always being made here, like materials been ordered
twice for one job and pallets of things being ordered that we didn’t need. Then when Dave Murray
came in it stopped. So basically, we had a load of stock in, and I mean I used to work doing the big
motor cases and sometimes there were so many of them stood up around you, they were like skittles.
These like weigh like 8-10 tonnes each and I had seen people sign for invoices when they were
delivered and it was like 50,000 euros for a motor case and 5,000 euros for the top cover and you
know it was just standing there. When you looked around there must have been 3 million pounds’
worth of stock just sitting there on the shop floor and you were thinking who is running the place and
its normally through the line and out the door. That’s the way we used to work you know, and also
working in subcontracting machining now…I used to look at it and my boss would make me made a
phone call sometimes asking how our job is progressing and things, and you used to think oh my God
because my boss used to know we were a shit payer. So those jobs went right to the back of the
queue. All they are interested in is that turnover of money and that 90 days or that 30-day turnover. I
mean the organisation might think they are a big company but when it comes to subcon machining
and stuff if you haven’t got a really good rapport with them and pay on time, then your stuff gets
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shoved to the back. And with the amount of parts that we have, you could have one item that stops
the whole flow and you could have £350,000 that just goes out the door you know.”

Participant L Narrative About After the Crisis

“You do your job to the best of your ability and with all that is going on it is an exciting time. With all
the investment that is going on and things, I mean there are some big companies out there who want
to come in like FSC and Shell and if we can get their work and we do it right, things would pick up
massively. If you can get the right people in and get the apprentice school up and running. Its nice to
have a job where you enjoy getting up in the morning”

“Yes. We have had it before but we have a shaft lay which was just gotten rid of, which is paid
brought machine which would have gone onto that lathe and it would have skimmed 2mm off it and
things would have fit properly. But that machine has gone. It’s been pulled out and there is nothing in
It’s place at the moment. Why hasn’t something better gone in It’s place? You don’t run a business
like that. It’s a knock-on effect. It’s good that they have seen the vision of building the new factory
and now you need to win the orders. When Martin first came here and pulled us into a meeting, I
couldn’t believe the lead time of getting one of these motor cases, it was like months and months.
But they have got it all turned around now. Like the other day, we knocked out two units at 20 hours
each, whereas it used to take 60 hours each. so physically there, you can get them out quicker and
profit’s up and you can get the money reinvested then that’s what we want to see. There are a lot of
people here who have been here 30 years plus.”

“A few years ago, I mentioned to someone who actually knows what the component does, then all of
a sudden we started having little lunch and learn meetings where someone from the mechanical side
would explain to you what it actually does. I thought it was a brilliant idea. I mean we did the big
project downstairs on the board and erm sometimes I look at that and was it a good or bad thing?
That was at a time when we had our biggest customers Shanghai Boiler Works came here and
everything that was going through this factory was Chinese. It took years and everything the
company had worked for and stood for was being pushed to the side because Shang high Boiler
Works were being put first and then they dropped it. You are dealing with Chinese people, but they
have an honour system. People like that don’t like it.”

Participant K Narrative About Leader’s Actions

Are you confident in the leadership then?
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“Well, yeah..you know when all this 5S lingo came in we were all like what’s this, but now you’ve
been on the courses you get it. Looking at the factory now compared to what is what is much
better.”

Questioned on whether the business had picked up since the crisis and if there had been any
problems with purchasers

“A big company can drop you just like that. I mean we are going to be working in the new superduper part of the factory soon with the air flow systems but they are going down the right line.
Everything needs to be clean. Any hiccup can be a bloody nightmare you know. Our biggest problem
is the test bay”

Participant M Verbatim Narrative

Participant M Narrative About Before the Crisis

“Oh yea, the majority of the workforce here to an extent knew that the business was basically on its
knees.”

Participant M Narrative About After the Crisis

“Well they call it progress but I could you could say some of it is, but we are not going forward we
are going backwards in places. I mean, the method in the way we have to do things is...we make a
number of efforts for a number of years and then all of a sudden someone comes in and says we're
not going to do it like this anymore we are going to do it this way. Some things seem to be OK, but
others down. I suppose it because we are used to doing things in a set way, and then they come
along and tell us there is a better way. And whether there is or not, only time will tell. Imagine, in
ten or fifteen years’ time and says what did you think of those efforts made a number of years ago,
are they any better than now, we just don’t know the answer.”

“You can’t really say that when you get the assembly things don’t always fit. Well at the minute on
the shop floor we have two shafts down there and they have lines on there that don’t quite fit. They
are trying to put them on and they are so tight, the shaft itself now needs to be ground down more.
They are so tight they have spent 5 shifts and they still can’t do it. It is so time consuming and takes
manual effort. Because someone wouldn’t listen and told us to carry on, the shaft doesn’t fit the
product. Instead of sliding over like that, it doesn’t. The actual part doesn’t work. They have been
sitting there now since 7.15this morning and nothing can be done about it because now a
programmed needs to be written to try and make it fit.”
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Participant N Verbatim Narrative
Participant N Narrative About Before the Crisis

“Well I never knew there was a crisis. Me personally I never thought about it. I knew there was a
new company coming in and wanted to change things, but I never thought of it as being a crisis.
Maybe it’s better to say that we had a crisis and that we overcome it. It sounds better than saying
we came in and just changed things from the way it was for the sake of it. You would say there is a
crisis. So I never really thought there was.”

“I mean that’s just from my point of view. I mean, if you looked at the figures from (CEO) he would
probably say there was a crisis but for me it never came across like that. Like, if you were to ask my
wife, she couldn’t say that I was at home worrying about where the money the next day was going
to come from.”

Participant N Narrative About During the Crisis

“what was it like? Well initially we didn’t really know how the company was or what was going on.
Then the MD was leaving who had been around for 6 or 7 years I think at the time and then we all
got called upstairs and told that they were trying to turn the company around and one of the things
that was said was a single footprint. That basically said that they were trying to get some of the older
buildings demolished and trying to make it more efficient in one or two buildings. It sounded good,
like that they had ideas and a way forward. There was a plan put out and I was invited to that, that
they decided on keeping two buildings, this one and the service repair shop. I mean, it was a good
idea. The only downside at the beginning was that (MD) that gave the speech, said if you don’t like
it, you know where the gate is which from my point of view from a man in charge with the power
has issued that ultimatum and it didn’t go down well but since then, they have done some good
things. They have got the new building going up, but there have been glitches on the way in regard
to things like information. I used to work in the service job and one of the things is lack of work as
they channel it down into two jobs where Haywood probably had 30 products and some of them
were world leaders. By downsizing the company to the one building and getting rid of a lot of
machines, we lost that capacity and got rid of a lot of tools and they decided to really put their eggs
in one basket I think. I said before, I don’t think we own that basket. The American company coming
in are bringing in a product and we have one of our own regular products running alongside it and
we just let our other products go by the wayside. Some of them might have been losses but you get
into a company and get into these people like Shell and BP and then you might get other work. But,
they haven’t gone down that avenue so you know.”

Participant N Narrative About After the Crisis
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“It was good initially but sometimes it can be sporadic and we don’t get to hear what’s going on or
see what’s going on on the shop floor. So, we hear that we have made 5 million and were sitting
there thinking how have we done that if only a couple of jobs have gone through the shop floor.
Your sitting back sometimes just wondering.”

‘A lot of people who would have knowledge and experience had left now, and what we call upstairs
on the staff side are fairly new’

Participant O Verbatim Narrative
Participant O Narrative About Before the Crisis

“I can’t really remember … well, as I say, I didn’t know that we were it in that much but because I
have been here so long I have seen this happen two or three times with different management
coming in and changing things. Then another lot of management come in after that. I think we have
had three or four lots now that have come in and done a study and do the flow through but we seem
to go back to the same working methods that we had in the first place.”

Participant O Narrative About After the Crisis

“No, we have got two sides and they reckon that that side is going to be nuclear and this side is
going to be whatever else they are going to make. But to try and keep that side clean, they still seem
to think that this filter system will work but I think the dirt will travel. We have said that a few times
but they just ignore us.”

“When I was here before we used to do nuclear and we had a work area outside, then another bit
where you would clean it outside go in to the next bit and clean it which was a sealed room, then
another sealed room onto that. So you would have three clean areas to keep it clean. But with this
new system they are going to have, they don’t seem to have anything like that.”

“It’s cleaner, they have painted the shop floor and made it brighter because it was really dull. I have
seen it painted before but it is a lot better job they have done now…The lighting is a lot better now
and made the environment a lot better to work in.”

Participant R Verbatim Narrative
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Participant R Narrative About Before the Crisis

“There was not a lot of organisation in terms of the front-end engineering piece and you couldn’t
actually find anyone who could give you a production plan, so no organisation in any way shape or
form. There was an ARP system but most people were trying to find a way to work around it than
use it. We did some things to try and bring some structure in the intervening period between 2008
and 2011, but essentially, we kept on carrying risk forward, and my view of it would be that we
didn’t understand some of the risks that were embedded within projects when we were bidding
then those risks manifested themselves in the organisation because of our lack of processes, there
was no way to deal with it. It came to a head really in 2011 with some contractual issues and the
business was struggling to get cash and struggling with its performance and at that point you had
(MD) come in as the COO and (MD’s) process was quite interesting really.”

Participant R Narrative About During the Crisis

“For the first few months he was looking in and seeing how everything fit together and then how
things were currently working and absorbing all that and then seeing what he could do to change it.
It was (MD’s) style to understand it, set out a vision and then bring in what I call change agents like
(COS) and (COO) to come into the business and act as catalysts to work in certain areas. Then some
of those changes in the first instance they attacked some of the shop floor issues with (COO). (COS)
looked after the supply chain and (MD) had more of a strategic approach and business perspective. I
guess the first few months in 2012, the then (the old) MD left and (new MD) look on the MD role
and it was triage in the first instance with getting cash in and sorting out some of the commercial
issues and stabilising the business and one of the things that (MD) saw quite clearly was that to solve
those issues you need high volumes on the aftermarket side. So every early on there was a push
towards prioritising aftermarket business which gave a mechanism then to understand that we need
to push this stuff through more quickly which would clear the path for the spares parts coming
through, and then that quicker turnaround showed that you can use the system and gave us cash
and gave us time and breathing space to do some of the other improvements. One of the things with
this business of this age is that you have all sorts of buildings and all sorts of stuff in buildings and
the early initiatives from (COO) and (MD) was the scrap fund, so cleaning up the site and bits of
tooling and metal which had not been used in thirty years was all looked at and that generated
hundreds of thousands of pounds for improvement project is in the business. I think that there were
a few different ways he business was tackled physically, I mean the guys again, all of us got involved
and picked up a paint brush to do things like paint offices. The guys from the staff side got involved
in some of the CI improvements on shop, so you know like painting floors, organising tooling racks
and showing the commitment and pulling us all together as a wider team. I think there was a strong
culture element you know, and one of the things that (the MD) was good at was in a few few slides
was saying that this is the problem, and it is a very big elephant and we are going to eat it one leg at
a time, so you know that you were using a metaphor that everyone remembers today. I think that
the format of that presentation was this is the problem, this is what we are going to do about it and
this is what we want from you. It was very clear. Any subsequent communications was this is where
we are, this is what we said we were going to do and this is what we will do next. So it was that kind
of joined up culture. Things like not just walking past a problem or sending an email to make sure it
is off your desk, but actually taking ownership of that problem and seen it through. So you are
getting more of those sorts of behaviours. Involvement as well, as the business moved through that
2011/2012 period you know, not working outside of the system, that there was communication and
visibility and making sure that we had measures that we were following that were relevant to the
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business and not sort of overloaded by a whole load of stuff where you couldn’t see the wood
through the trees. There were clear KPI’s that were set for everybody and as we started to go
through the process and things started to stabilise a bit more and we got more structure, then we
started to see that suite of KPI’s grow and become more about the individual performance across
the business.”

“I think there was some scepticism in the first instance but the key was getting some early advocates
down there who saw it and were….I don’t think anyone had a halleluiah moment but it was more an
okay yeah gradual understanding seeing the guys. We had guys in that were supposedly continuous
improvement experts and lean practitioners and they would give the guys tasks and then wouldn’t
actually get involved in the process themselves whereas (COO) you know, basically lived on the shop
floor for the first year. (MD) was always very visible as well and it was that thing of every morning he
would walk into the shop and check in with the guys and taking time to talk to them about their
issue and problem and going away and sorting it out.”

Participant R Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“(on the MD) I think he has an interesting style because if you don’t know him you could take him as
quite brisk on the outside and quite bombastic, but he isn’t that really. He is considered, consistent
and although the exterior can sometimes be blustery, he isn’t the type of person who wouldn’t
support you. He gives you that backing and support that you need to sort things out and get things
delivered so you know, I suppose he is very culture and people orientated because I think he realised
that, and I have definitely struggled with it in my role, it that it is a collaborative effort and one guy
can’t take people with you, so he very much has a people style approach.”

“(on the CEO)…a bit more statesman like I think is fair to say, so he has a vision for the
business….again he is not someone who is easily phased and very measured in their approach and
not afraid to make some significant changes to the business. I mean, in 2011/2012 it was a bit like
open heart surgery type and it takes a lot of guts to say that although there were a lot of issues,
there was still a big order book and the business was to some degree..what’s the right way to put
it…..it was…there were some things that were erm..still working and you know ..you could have been
a bit afraid of breaking that stuff. But there was still a bit of commercial drive within the business
that was generating the order book. If you look at the results then, the viruses that were in the
business at the time, and we spoke about them as viruses, were affecting the profitability so the
group as a whole was loss making in 2011. I can’t remember the exact numbers now. It had to be
addressed but you could have sacked one MD and brought another one in and carried on potentially
and hoped that it was all going to be alright, but it was a brave decision to go the route that we did,
and I think it has paid a huge benefit to the company.”

Participant S Verbatim Narrative
Participant S Narrative About Before the Crisis
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“Erm, no. I think that some people knew because they had been informed but personally I didn’t
realise it was a crisis. All I saw was that we were being taken over and being ran by another
company. I didn’t see it as a crisis. I have heard, but it was never said to my face that we were two
days from closing down but that has never been said to us. I have worked here for twenty years now
and at one point we were a phone call away from closing”

Participant S Narrative About During the Crisis

“Personally, I don’t think it was that good. Certainly, as I said, I hear third or fourth hand that we
were this close to closing but that was never portrayed to us. They just came in and …[laughing]..the
first meeting was in a building that has gone now because they extended where (MD’s) first words
were if you don’t like this **** off. That was his opening statement. So where do you go with that
one?”

“Oh yeah. Yeah people still talk about it. The company tried to deny it, but there were too many
people there who heard it. I mean, you started off on the wrong foot with that statement.”

Participant S Narrative About Leader’s Actions

“It was a fear of what direction the company was going in really and how we were going to be
treated.”

“No not really. People do their job, but its still the same. Its an autocratic way of managing rather
than it used to be. But my opinion is that what you see on the outside is not necessarily what you
see on the inside, i.e, it comes across like a nice glossy apple but when you bite it, there is a maggot
inside.”

“I think there is an ethos there that only seem to speak to people at a certain level. Their philosophy
isn’t passed down that well and all they tell you in meetings is how good we are and what we are
trying to achieve. Its almost brainwashing rather than trying to explain stuff you to.”

“There are people on the shop floor who are worried about how it will effect their jobs. I mean, no
one can say it should have stayed the way it was because change is inevitable, you know, but as I
said we were archaic but we were surviving. It’s the change but involving people in that change and
some people have just been dragged along with it and thinking what the hell is going on you know.”

“Personally, my view is that I want to get to the end of this and be able to think Jesus Christ I
couldn’t see this happening, I am amazed and I got it all wrong. This is what I would like to do but I
think we will get to the end of it and I will say I knew it would mess up”
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“It was obvious yes. But, the management, if they heard me talking would say that is not what we
want but they should talk to people like me and explain. Things don’t get explained. We have
meetings sometimes where we get told this is what we are and this is what we want to do, but no indepth explanation about why we need to do this otherwise we fail you know. Or not even that, why
are we doing this and why are we doing that. They would say they do, but to some people they
don’t.”

“It is you know. The thing is from the outside it looks like they are doing a brilliant job but when your
on the inside there are questions to be asked. Its almost, don’t ask questions just go along with it.
They don’t want any negativity. I mean they have had meetings before where they have said don’t
ask any awkward questions, I mean how can you go into a meeting and say what’s an awkward
question? [laughing]. They don’t want any negativity, they get you in the meeting and say ask what
you like and if someone keeps on asking questions they said that enough of that.”

There has been a broad and varied array of narrative included. The chronological arrangement of
the crisis narratives has allowed me insight into some critical events commonly included in the
narratives of the workforce and the management. A workforce meeting seems emblazoned in the
lived narratives of the workforce, still infusing narratives around the crisis with emotion,
confrontation, criticism, characterisation
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Appendix Four
Framework to analyse potential convergent in-group social identities and perceptions
of out groupings
In-group
social
identity of
‘shop-floor’
grouping
‘we used to
have quite a
big machine
shop and
now we
have
virtually no
machine
shop’

How ‘shop
floor’ grouping
is narrated by
out groupings

‘we were
happy
making a
cup of tea
then going
back outside
to our
machines
and getting
on with our
work.’

‘Trying to
motivate men
that are
completely demotivated now
is you know is
almost an
impossible task
now’

‘I used to
work down
there on a

‘we need to
keep them
motivated

‘I wouldn’t
have said they
were all
motivated, but
better
motivated’

In-group
social identity
of
‘management’
grouping
‘You walk in
and you can
see the
management
friendly
people
straight away,
the ones that
think if they
buddy up with
you you will
progress their
career. It
takes a while
to figure out
who is who
and who has
potential.’

How
‘management’
grouping is
narrated by
out groupings
‘the lower
management
are all the
organisation
people who
have been
promoted
through and
started on the
shop floor’

In-group social
identity of
‘leadership’
grouping

‘Erm the first
rule of
management
is don’t panic
[laughing]
because we
were all going
through a bit
of a panic
period but we
all got
through it in
the end’
‘From the first
level team
beneath me

‘50% of the
senior
management
team who are
still there
started on the
shop floor’

‘so they saw
some strong
leadership and
some clear open
communication.’

‘I think the
management
and the
leadership
team in the
organisation
in the
beginning
wasn’t very
strong at all.
There was no
driver’

‘most of our
middle to
lower

‘Other initiatives
we set were
aspirations goals

‘It doesn’t
make a
difference
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‘The MD left
about 18
months ago but
did a great job.’

How
‘leadership’
grouping is
narrated by
out groupings
‘I think there
is an ethos
there that
only seem to
speak to
people at a
certain level.
Their
philosophy
isn’t passed
down that
well and all
they tell you
in meetings is
how good we
are and what
we are trying
to achieve.
It’s almost
brainwashing
rather than
trying to
explain stuff
you to.’

big machine
and I would
go into the
office and
say I need a
drill…£400
to £700 the
tool would
be, and now
I see a lot of
them turfed
into the bin’

more than
anything’

there were 36
managers and
I finished with
8. There were
far too many.’

management
that I deal with
have just come
along and
picked up off
the shop floor
and It’s fine’

‘Personally,
my view is
that I want
to get to the
end of this
and be able
to think
Jesus Christ I
couldn’t see
this
happening, I
am amazed
and I got it
all wrong.
This is what I
would like to
do but I
think we will
get to the
end of it and
I will say I
knew it
would mess
up’
‘There is,
but what we
need is a
stronger
leader. He
had
someone
here but a
union is only
as strong as
it’s
members,
but Its good.
But I think a

‘our people
were not
motivated
enough to
deliver the
products’

‘I have seen
this happen
two or three
times with
different
management
coming in and
changing
things. Then
another lot of
management
come in after
that’

‘I don’t mean
management
as such on
the shop
floor or
anything, but
senior
management
you know. It
was like they
were CV
builders they
come in do
their couple
of years then
yeah we’ve
done great
and shoot off
to the next
company’

‘we ended up
having better
motivated
people’

‘this
management
team have
come in and
have done an
all eggs in one
basket type
scenario’

‘He F’s and
blinds like
people do on
the shop
floor. You
don’t
normally see
that from
something in
such a high
position’
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for the
leadership team
so the lead time
for BCP was a
year if not a
year plus, so we
set an
outrageous goal
of a 20-week
lead time we set
an outrageous
goal of having a
zero warehouse’

who the
leader is or
not’

couple of
the union
reps are
quite weak’
‘Half of the
stuff we
used to
check stuff
with is not
even there
anymore, so
my job has
become
even more
difficult in
not such a
nice
surrounding.
Personally,
that has not
been good
for me.
Other
people in
the
company
may say it
has
improved
for them,
but for me it
hasn’t. It’s a
personal
thing. So for
me no,
because my
environment
has
changed.’
‘this
company
has been
going 200
years and
then all of a
sudden
there is
something
wrong with
our

‘yeah the
company is still
going but the
morale has
gone straight
through the
floor down on
the shop floor.’

‘You have a
picture of how
things are and
then you walk
into that
situation and
you are often
disappointed
aren’t you. It’s
just life. Like I
say hope they
get it right with
this new lot of
management.’

‘management
skills, zero,
none as far as
I can see’

‘I went out and
looked for the
aggressive antimanagement
type people to
be part of the
team.’

‘We have had
management
structures stay
the same in
terms of
supervisors
and shift
managers.
They know the
jobs and have
been here

‘You hear of
people going
out on these
management
dinners and
you haven’t
taken anyone
from the
shop floor
out.’
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methods.
Our
competitors
are
producing
rubbish. You
either buy
quality or
you’re at a
loss’
‘I mean you
have got to
have the
hierarchy
through to
the people
down on the
shop floor
for it to be a
success.’

‘perhaps
sometimes
people
down on the
shop floor
the people
who have
had many,
many years
of
experience
erm should
sometimes
be listened
to a little
more and
better.’
‘There are
15-20
machinists
on the shop
floor and
most are in
their 60’s’

quite a few
years. We think
that generally
the
communication
is terrible and
we have voiced
that loads of
times.’
I think people
on the shop
floor are in
limbo, rightfully
or wrongly, and
management
don’t like this
being said but
the phrase we
didn’t use to do
it this way and
that things
used to be
better is where
they are at the
moment.
‘I mean a lot of
the guys on the
shop floor are
very open and
very relaxed’

‘There was no
point choosing
the
management
type people
because then
everyone else
would not get
on board with
it.’

‘They like to
think we
believe
everything
that they say
and hope
that they can
pull it off, but
we don’t
quite believe
it on the shop
floor. It’s pie
in the sky.’

‘But, the
management,
if they heard
me talking
would say that
is not what we
want but they
should talk to
people like me
and explain’

‘we call them
the
gentleman’s
club but
that’s just for
the shop
floor talk’

‘the shop floor
is struggling
with that
because they
are so used to
being told what
to do rather

‘I believe from
my point of
view that the
old school
people, the
management
wish they
weren’t here

‘Yes I get on
with him, I
generally like
his attitude
when he
comes down
on the shop
floor to talk
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than being
asked what do’

so they can
have a blank
canvas and
could start
again with
their
brainwashing.
They have
these
graduates
coming in
because they
are the blank
canvas aren’t
they who know
no different so
you can brain
wash them.’

‘. Erm some
of the things
I have to say
morale wise
are pretty
dire you
know on the
shop floor’

‘I mean there
are no women
on the shop
floor, they are
all blokes on
the shop floor,
and it is
predominately
male’

‘I think
people view
it as we are
the grunts
on the shop
floor’

‘It would be
great if we
could get some
women on the
shop floor but
It’s sort of you
know the first
one in there,
you’ve got to
have
something
fairly
substantial
about you to go
in there’
‘And I think
that is the
same for a lot

‘Around here,
the
management
don’t let you
do your job,
they just want
you sweeping
the floor whilst
they outsource
people's work
because it is
somehow
cheaper.’
‘there are
three thousand
managers
upstairs and
what are they
managing. It’s
almost a way
just to give
people a pay
rise you know
because they
like to or
something I
don’t know.’

‘Here on the
shop floor
we are

‘well there are
some people
who have to
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to people. He
is not one of
these guys
like others
that we have
here, where
they are
managers
and directors
and they face
you and then
will look the
other way so
they don’t
have to
interact with
you. I’m
thinking who
do you think
you are?’
‘basically
lived on the
shop floor for
the first year’

treated like
we don’t
actually
know
anything but
there are
people here
who have
been here
for 30-40
years but we
are not
asked
anything’

‘I mean you
can’t take
work out of
our
workshop
and then
give it to
someone
else and
then have
blokes sat
around
doing
nothing on
the shop
floor.’

of the blokes
on the shop
floor and they
are not getting
any stimulus
whatsoever.
You know,
there are
blokes who
have done
apprenticeships
and some of
the blokes are
bloody good
machinists and
I’ve seen them
pulling wire
and stripping
cable.’
‘Trouble is you
have so many
negative things
that you totally
end up being
negative then. I
dare say that
most people on
the shop floor
are negative.’

have a name
like being a
manager but
not me. I come
here, do my 40
hours and
some overtime
and go home’

‘We have an
employee
forum once a
month and
feedback is
supposed to be
given back to
the shop floor
but it’s not like
that.
sometimes
they put things
on the board
but ideally the
person who is
representing
your
department
should come
back from the
meeting and
tell you his
version of
things. Health
and safety
committee is
once a month
but
management
meetings I
think have
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‘It’s demotivating
you know.’

‘there isn’t a
guy on the
shop floor I
don’t think that
would say that
things haven’t
dramatically
changed for the
better’

always been
quarterly.’
‘Yes there are
operators
down there
that can do it,
but
management
wont let him
do it. There are
CNC machines
down there
now with
people who
can do various
things with
them, and its
as if they don’t
want them to
work them.
What would
you like a
labourer do for
you, sweep the
floors? Make
you tea?
Around here,
the
management
don’t let you
do your job,
they just want
you sweeping
the floor whilst
they outsource
people's work
because it is
somehow
cheaper’

‘I would say
on the shop
floor
anyway that
we are an
aging work
force’
‘I know
some things
that they
know are
above my
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pay grade
they worry
about
millions of
pounds and I
worry about
things on
the shop
floor or
whatever
but erm do I
want to
know more?
Probably
yes.’
‘All that
experience
just walks
out and it
reflects now
even on the
shop floor.
We have a
lot of guys
here that
are long
term’
‘there needs
to be an
investment
in people
who actually
want to
work on the
shop floor. A
lot of people
now want to
come in and
work
upstairs and
be design
engineers
and this and
that but we
need people
down here
too’
‘we don’t
get to hear
what’s going
on or see
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what’s going
on on the
shop floor.
so, we hear
that we
have made 5
million and
were sitting
there
thinking
how have
we done
that if only a
couple of
jobs have
gone
through the
shop floor.
Your sitting
back
sometimes
just
wondering.’
‘There are
people on
the shop
floor who
are worried
about how it
will effect
their jobs. I
mean, no
one can say
it should
have stayed
the way it
was because
change is
inevitable,
you know,
but as I said
we were
archaic but
we were
surviving.
It’s the
change but
involving
people in
that change
and some
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people have
just been
dragged
along with it
and thinking
what the
hell is going
on you
know.’
‘In fact, you
have
machine
after
machine
being taken
out of the
shop floor
and not
being
replaced
and all their
work is
being sold
out. This is
why people
on the shop
floor are
worried
what’s going
on with their
jobs. You
have people
who were
machinists
who are
now being
told to be
fitters you
know.’
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